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ABSTRACT
This study introduces the concept of the consumer-firm bonding experience. It proposes
that consumers develop bonds with firms. This idea has not been fully explored in the
literature. This dissertation seeks to offer a contribution to the marketing literature and
the marketplace by building upon existing marketing and psychology literature and
theory. This study suggests that there is an inherent genotypic-source desire within each
consumer to form bonds with selected individuals. These consumer-firm bonds result in
a physiognomy and other figural notions such as the consumer's cogito, and response to
environmental influences that are grounded in each consumer's unique background of
previous experience, culture, and worldview.
The research may start to offer additional insight and explanation into some rather
intriguing questions that are presently lurking in the domain of consumer behavior. Some
of these queries may include asking why customer satisfaction is such a poor indictor of
consumer behavior, and why so many of the traditional measures associated with
relationship marketing (such as trust, commitment, loyalty, customer satisfaction) are
unable to capture much of the richness and depth of the consumer-firm relationship.
Although the notion of bonding between two parties is well established in the psychology
literature, much of this material has yet to be explored in the domain of marketing with
respect to the consumer-firm dyad.
From an academician's point of view, relationship marketing has been practiced for many
years in the practitioner world. The marketing literature is delinquent in both theory and
application of the phenomenon, thus leaving a demand in both the academic literature and
practitioner world for increased understanding and practical insights into the consumer
firm bond.
The purpose of this dissertation is to explore the nature and scope of the consumer-firm
bonding phenomenon (Bowlby 1969/1982, 1973, 1980). As consumers engage firms in
relationships, they derive both physical and psychological benefit from the union. Firms
that recognize this seek to foster these bonds and to strengthen the consumer-firm
relationship and, by so doing, are able to gain competitive advantage, thus bringing into
focus the managerial relevance of this dissertation (Fournier, Dobscha and Mick 1998).
This dissertation supports the notion that the consumer-firm relationship is structurally
isomorphic and allows insight into repeat purchasing behavior and consumer purchasing
rituals. A general pattern of purchasing behavior can be described in the underlying
relationship structure. As respondents were interviewed in this study it was found that
they were able to identify the primary aspects of their own bonding experiences with
firms. This study employs a qualitative methodology based on the practices of gestalt
and existential-phenomenological psychology (Ihde 198; Merleau-Ponty 1962; Pollio,
Henley and Thompson 1997; Kohler 1947).
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CHAPTER!

DEFINING THE PROBLEM AND
IMPORTANCE OF TIDS RESEARCH STUDY
INTRODUCTION
Forward-thinking companies and marketing managers are recognizing that it is
possible for them to have a relationship with their consumers and that the need for
defining, understanding, and measuring this relationship has become apparent and timely
(Arantola 2002; Fournier et al. 1998; Peppers and Rodgers 1993; Sheth and Parvatiyar
1995). Consider, for example, a consumer that purchases from L. L. Bean. After reading
their direct-mail catalog, the consumer calls the 1.800.NUMBER and is warmly greeted
by a company representative. When the consumer calls, the company representative is
immediately able to view all of the consumer's previous fulfillment information and
some personal information by drawing on an extensive database. At this point, the
company representative may inquire about recent purchases or activities, i.e. "How was
your recent fly-fishing trip to Montana?" or "Did those chamois shirts work well for you
while hunting in Alaska?" The objective of this strategy is to combine the tactical use of
direct mail, company representatives, and technology, to enhance traditional "small town
values," as reflected when the consumer would be recognized on sight, and greeted
warmly by name at the shop door. This is no small task for a firm like L. L. Bean when
one considers that they receive over 15 million calls per year and do in excess of 80% of
their business over the phone (Kane 1997).
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Starbucks Coffee Company is another example of a firm that is successfully
developing bonds (see appendix 1 for bond glossary) with their consumers. Starbucks'
goal has been to create a physical environment within the shops that offers a friendly,
cozy, and relaxed atmosphere. The idea is to create a "middle ground - a third place"
between work and home for the consumers. This strategy is successfully executed by
offering a comfortable physical environment with homelike furnishings, subdued
lighting, mellow music, etc. Also included, but much less obvious, is a very highly
trained group of company representatives. Starbucks recently invested more in its annual
employee training than it did in advertising (Hume 2000). The goal of providing a
gathering place in an enticing environment to facilitate consumer-firm bond development
is clearly working, as the average customer visits the shop approximately 18 times per
month.
L. L. Bean and Starbucks operate in different industries, product categories, and
services. What do they have in common? The point of view prescribed in this
dissertation is that one important unifying feature is that both firms recognize it is not
only possible to develop an on-going bonding process with their consumers, but that
forming such bonds may also offer the firm significant competitive advantage (Reichheld
and Jr. 1990). The relationship between a firm and its consumers is frequently seen as a
strategic, long-term arrangement to promote the interests of the firm while also better
fulfilling the needs of its conswners. As posited here, a potential bond starts to evolve
between the consumer and the firm; it allows the consumer to feel a sense of closeness
toward the firm. This bond is believed to be perceived within the mind of the consumer

2

and may be considered as an evaluative construct, providing a means of examining the
strength of the consumer-firm relationship.
The purpose of this dissertation is to explore the potential for these proposed
consumer-firm bonds to form. The belief expressed is that the relationship and the
potential formation of a bond that develops between a consumer and a firm are
fundamentally rooted in the domain of marketing. Others have also recently made this
point as noted in the marketing literature {Arantola 2002; Liljander and Strandvik 1995;
Solomon 2002). For example, in his recent edition of Consumer Behavior: Buying,
Having, and Being, Solomon introduces relationship marketing in terms of the
development of consumer-firm bonds over time (2002, p. l 0). When introducing the
notion of "what is marketing?" in Marketing: Real People Real choices he also includes
the notion of relationship marketing as a "process of building long-term relationships
with customers to keep them satisfied and to keep them coming back" (Solomon and
Stuart 2000). In a recent Journal ofRelationship Marketing article, Arantola notes
"Bonds have become a central concept in the study of customer relationships" (Arantola
2002, p.93-94).
A greater understanding of this perceived bonding process between a consumer
and a firm was be achieved by careful consideration of the consumer-firm relationship.
Examining the potential fonn�tion of a consumer-firm bond involved thoughtful attention
to the highly interactive initial input and process relational aspect such as motivation,
involvement, customer satisfaction, trust, commitment, and loyalty that are found in the
consumer-firm relationship. An important position taken in this dissertation is that the
latent constructs in the bonding process are highly interactive and that an understanding
3

of the consumer-firm bond requires more than a casual analysis. A conceptual
framework is proposed in Chapter II that delineates the likely initial input, process, and
anticipated consequent variables expected to be found within the consumer-firm bonding
process.
Finally, this dissertation also seeks to extend the domain of relationship marketing
beyond business to business (b2b) and services to the consumable and durable goods
consumer markets. An understanding of the bonding process within this context is
relevant to both the academician and the practitioner. It is relevant to the academician as
an area of timely research in conceptual and definition development, profile
investigation, understanding, practical application, and exploration. It is relevant to the
practitioner as an increased understanding of the interactive facets of the bond profile and
how the bonding process evolution could lead to stronger consumer-firm bonds that may
offer the firm distinctive competitive advantage and the consumer a more fulfilling
relationship experience with the firm.
Research that brings insight into the relationship phenomenon is important. It
may not only offer companies a competitive advantage over their competition, but also
offer the consumer an opportunity to be better serviced by the firm. If the consumer
forms a bond with a firm, then there may be a natural tendency for the consumer to favor
this firm over competing firms in the marketplace to satisfy the consumer's consumptive
needs. Thus, the bond may increase consumer loyalty. This tendency on the part of the
consumer creates competitive advantage for the firm. This dissertation posits that, from
the consumer's perspective, a bond provides added feelings of comfort, security, and
familiarity, and reduces anxiety, sadness, and separation distress while in the
4

marketplace. The added positive predispositions and feelings toward the firm are derived
from previous experiences, possible perceptions, and as is expressed here, earlier bonding
experiences. It follows that the competitive advantage to the firm and the added
psychological and physical benefit derived by the consumer as a result of the bond
creates added value to both parties and an equitable balance in the marketplace.

PRESENT GAPS/UNCERTAINTIES
IN THE MARKETING LITERATURE
This dissertation notes five gaps and/or uncertainties that are identifiable from the
relationship marketing literature and that influence the investigation of the bonding
phenomenon that is of interest in this study. The first gap reflects a proposition of this
dissertation, that there is a disjunct between the initial variables in the relationship
process and a set of desired outcomes. The second gap describes what is at the heart of
the dissertation, that is the lack of either conceptualization or empirical findings
addressing the notion that a presence ofa bond may develop between a consumer and a
firm through the natural course of transaction in the marketplace, and that this bonding
reflects deeply seated psychological need states that originated and were first evident in
the infant-caregiver relationship. The infant-caregiver bond can be described by a
closeness, feelings of comfort, and a general notion of both psychological and physical
betterment and enhancement between the dyad. Third is the recognition of no clear
definition of the term "bond" in the relationship marketing literature. The fourth gap
supports the first and suggests that traditional ways of considering the consumer-firm
relationship fail to address both the richness and completeness of the phenomenon.
5

Finally, the fifth gap reflects the lack of consumer-firm relationship focus in the arena of
consumer markets specifically directed at durable, semi-durable, and consumable
products.

There is a Disjunct between the Initial Process Variables and the Anticipated
Outcomes in the Consumer-Firm Relationship that may be Ameliorated by the
Consumer-Firm Bond.

The initial process variables in the development of consumer-firm relationships
- don't always connect well or adequately predict the anticipated outcome factors that are
used as evidence of a consumer-firm relationship. It serves us well to remember that
there is evidence in the literature that customer satisfaction is not enough to retain
customers and that satisfied customers can be unpredictable and may switch to other
market providers (Bolton 1998; Ganesh et al. 2000; Reichheld 1 996; Rust and Zahorik
1 993). Traditional customer satisfaction measures are also considered not "as effective
as they could be" (Woodruff and Gardial 1 996 p99). Bloemer and Polesz conclude that
when dealing with customer satisfaction, ''there is a lot of conceptual and operational
confusion" (Bloemer and Polesz 1 989). This is similar to Woodruff and Gardial' s notion
that when using customer satisfaction measures, "the managers who are using this
information may not fully understand what they are - and are not - getting from
satisfaction measures" (Woodruff and Gardial 1 996). For example, " . . . not all satisfied
customers will be brand loyal. Similarly, not every consumer who is not fully satisfied
appears to be nonloyal" (Bloemer and Polesz 1 989 p47; Newman and Werbel 1973).
A call for the advancement of understanding consumer-firm relationships comes
as customer satisfaction and other traditional measures used for relationship evaluation
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such as trust, commitment, and long-term orientation do not seem to capture the fullness
of the relationship notion (Doney and Cannon 1997; Fein and Anderson 1 997; Gruen et
al. 2000). One of the most salient points of this dissertation is to suggest that the current
relational measures are arguably inadequate in capturing the essence of the consumer
firm relationship.
Thus, this dissertation sought greater understanding of the relationship marketing
concept in an effort to subsequently consider the meaningful profile of the consumer-firm
relationship and assess the underlying facets believed to exist within the relationship. It
is posited in this dissertation that because traditional consumer-firm relationship process
variables do not explain and predict the consumer-firm relationship anticipated outcomes
such as the link between customer satisfaction with loyalty, that there must be something
else going on between the initial input process variables and the anticipated outcome
variables. This dissertation posits that the "something else going on" could well be the
absence of a missing variable that mediates the initial input process variables and the
anticipated outcomes. This missing variable is believed to be the consumer-firm bond.

Introduction of the Bond Construct and its Theoretical Implications

This dissertation seeks to introduce the notion of a bond between the consumer
and the firm and offer the notion of the consumer-firm bond as a phenomenon of interest.
A major part of this dissertation is that it suggests the consumer-firm bond may offer
insight into the reason why current consumer-firm relationship constructs fail to fully
connect and predict the consumer-firm relationship as described above.
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The bond may be considered as a sign of "closeness" between the firm and the
consumer. Again, literature exists in the business-to-business and services marketing
arena that describes bonds that are formed between individuals e.g. buyer/seller
(Arantola 2002; Halinen 1 994; Liljander and Strandvik 1995). However, a major tenet of
this dissertation is that there exists within each individual consumer an innate desire to
develop bonds with companies in the marketplace. This innate desire to form bonds can
be considered a motivating force that propels the consumer towards the marketplace and
· · interaction with a variety of firms. It is believed that this inherent drive to form bonds is ·
instinctive (Bowlby 1 969; Bowlby 1 980; Bowlby 1 973). Drawing from the
developmental psychology literature, this dissertation posits the notion that the instinctive
drive to form bonds found in infancy (as described by Bowlby) between an infant and a
nurturer may also continue throughout an individual's life, as exemplified by the bonding
that takes place in the marketplace. This notion examined through a series of in-depth
interviews with consumers. The actual interaction may be with any combination of the
firm's market offerings such as the products, company representatives, or the service
components of the firm. Regardless of manifestation, the individual consumer may
interact with the company of their choice, so far as a choice is available to them, in an
attempt to satisfy a deeply-seated desire to develop bonds.
From the consumer's perspective, the latent desire to develop bonds provides not
only physical benefit such as the items and services they procure, but also psychological
benefit in term of emotional and cognitive well-being. Psychological benefit may be in
the form of positive affect, favorable disposition, or affectional bonds (Bowlby 1 973) or
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the reduction of negative cognitive and psychological processes such as separation
anxiety, grief, and negative unconscious processes (Bowlby 1969).
When discussing consumer-firm relationship marketing, Fournier (1998) indicates
that practitioners are significantly ahead of academicians, as theory and construct
development have been slow to emerge. The notion of the bond suggested in this
dissertation seeks to address this gap in the literature and respond to the call for theory
and construct development.

There is No Clear Definition of the Term "Bond" in the Relationship Marketing
Literature

Although the notions of bonds and bonding are becoming a central concept in the
relationship marketing literature, there is no single definition for the term "bond."
(Arantola 2002) makes this point clear as she writes,
"The words bond and bonding have been used in various ways in many
academic studies, which have not yet resulted in a holistic model or a
dominant definition. Neither has there been a transfer of the concept to
consumer relationship marketing even though bonding often is a goal in
practitioners' language" (p.94).
It is demonstrated in greater detail in Chapter II that there are a variety of definitions for
the various bond types found in the relationship marketing literature. As there is no clear

consensus for a definition of the consumer-firm bond type, this dissertation posits that it
would be a significant step forward if the consumer-firm bond profile and its
accompanying facets could be clearly described.
In summary, just because there are gaps in the relationship marketing literature
regarding the consumer-firm bond experience, this alone is not sufficient reason to
9

develop a dissertation on the topic. Thus, an important aspect of this dissertation is that it
suggests the traditional facets of the consumer�firm relationship and ways of thinking
about marketing and the.marketplace fail to capture much of the richness and depth of the
consumer-firm relationship profile.- It is not suggested that the bond is necessarily a
better way to give consideration to the consumer-firm relationship and that historic
approaches should be dismissed. Rather it is the position of this dissertation that the bond
enhances and builds upon previous facets and offers a complementary yet inherently
different way of considering the consumer-firm relationship.
Any examination of a potential bond between the consumer and the firm fits well
within the relationship marketing paradigm. Thus, a discussion of the evolution of
relationship marketing is first considered.

The Traditional 4-P's Archetype is Failing to Fully Address the Richness and Depth
of the Consumer-Firm Relationship

The term "relationship marketing" was first introduced to the marketing literature
by Berry (1983) and the interest in the phenomenon has steadily increased over time.
There presently exists consideration within the marketing literature regarding the
evolution of the relationship marketing phenomenon as it signals the development ofa
new or emerging paradigm. One can present a strong argument that the 4-P' s have been

heavily influential in much of the thinking within the domain of marketing during the
market orientation phase (Borden 1964). However, more recently, the suggestion that the
4-P's are failing to fully address the richness and depth of the consumer-firm relationship
is becoming a more frequent calling in the literature (Deighton 1996; Fournier 1 998;
10

Gronroos 1994; Gronroos 1 99 1 ; Gronroos 1 995; Price and Arnould 1 999). This has
caused some marketing scholars to suggest, and become increasingly supportive of the
idea, that the development of relationship marketing is a shift toward a new paradigm that
not only accounts for the traditional 4-P's, but also gives consideration to the gaps left by
the 4-P's. There are those that take the notion of a new paradigm a step further and
suggest that relationship marketing is not only the emergence of a new paradigm, but
better described as the evolution of a new discipline within the field of marketing (Sheth
and Parvatiyar 1995).

The Consumer-Firm Relationship with Respect to Consumable and Durable Goods

The term "relationship marketing" has become pandemic in the services and
business-to-business literatures over the past two decades, while much less has been
advanced in the consumer markets, particularly the consumer products literature (Berry
1 983; Berry 2002; Dwyer et al. 1 987; Sheth and Parvatiyar 2002; Sheth and Parvatiyar
1 995) This business-to-business and services marketing focus on relationship marketing
has left a significant gap in the relationship marketing literature specifically directed at
the consumer-firm relationship with respect to consumable and durable goods.
The initial advancement in relationship marketing research in the areas of
business-to-business and services marketing makes perfectly good sense if one considers
the nature of the interaction. This initial foray in relationship marketing considers the
highly interactive nature of much of the business-to-business transaction, often through
sales personnel interacting with purchasing agents (Crosby et al. 1 990; Grewal and
Sharma 1 99 1), and the high degree of personal consumer involvement associated with the
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services industries, which at times includes a higher level of customization of service in
terms of both process and-outcome for a specific consumer, i.e. the hairstylist and client
relationship (Dabholkar and Walls 1 999).
Currently we may be experiencing an evolution in the relationship marketing
literature as business-to-business and services marketing research matures. Although
there continues to be much relational research in the services and business-to-business
literature, interest and need for research in the consumer-firm relationship paradigm with
regard to consumable goods is increasing (Sheth and Parvatiyar 1 995).

IDSTORICAL CONTEXT OF RELATIONSIDP MARKETING
Historic Approaches
There are two general viewpoints that have led to the development of relationship
marketing. Both viewpoints suggest that relationship marketing is part of an evolutionary
process that is developing in both maturity and relevance in the marketplace. However,
the theoretical vehicles for the evolutionary arrival of relationship marketing are
striking!y different.

Evolution From Outside the Domain of Marketing: the first viewpoint
suggests that the development of relationship marketing be largely attributed to
environmental factors. These environmental factors include: 1) technological, 2) social,
3) economic, and 4) political/legal factors that are outside ofthe marketing domain and
have facilitated the timely arrival of the relationship paradigm (Palmer 2002).
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The first factor, the technological environment, has facilitated the spawn of
customer relationship management (CRM) whereby practitioners are able to engage in
activities such as data mining, segmentation, and communication with thousands or even
millions of individual consumers (Zineldin 2000). At times the strategy of the
practitioner is to use computer technology to foster a higher level of intimacy and a
greater depth of communication with the consumer, thereby striving to create personal
relationships with the individual consumer (Peppers and Rogers 1999).
The second factor, the social contextual approach., suggests that the consumers' ·
traditional approach to confrontational negotiations for purchases are slowly changing
toward more desirable, amicable, and cooperative consumer-firm relationships. This
change is considered to be a broad attitudinal change that is viewed as a subset of a more
general, positive, societal attitude toward cooperation. This macro environmental change
has been observed since post World War II as the environment has evolved with longer
periods of world peace and societal rest, resulting in higher levels of societal cooperation
and cooperative values, which have also worked their way into the marketplace
(Gronroos 1994).
The third factor considers the economic environment. Two main themes are
included in the economic consideration. First, it is considered much more cost effective
and prudent to keep existing customers happy and returning for repeat business than it is
to continually recruit new customers and then ignore them (Reichheld 1993; Reichheld
and Jr. 1990). Second, repeat customers that have higher levels of loyalty and
commitment to the firm offer a competitive advantage (Reichheld 1993; Reichheld and
Jr. 1990).
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Finally, the fourth factor includes the political/legal environment. The notion is
reflected in Palmer's (2002) statement that:
" The political environment of many western economies during the 1 990' s
emphasized a desire to dismember state monopolies and to develop competitive
markets. The outsourcing of many functions traditionally carried out by
government organizations (and by large private sector firms) created a need for
close cooperation between autonomous units in place of previous unified
command control structures." (p.90)
This cooperative nature throughout the supply chain described by Palmer has
continued down to the end user or consumer resulting in firms not only having closer
supply chain relationships in the business-to-business environment, but also closer
relationships with the end consumer.

Evolution From Within the Domain of Marketing: a second viewpoint
considers relationship marketing to be a central axiom within the domain ofmarketing
and consider it the next phase in what historically has become a series of developmental
phases through which the marketing paradigm has evolved. (King 1965) offers a series
of developmental phases starting with the "economic schools" of the early 1900's that
have evolved through several hierarchical levels to the current time and resulted in what
today is termed the "marketing orientation" (Day and Wensley 1 988; Kohli and Jaworski
1 990; Narver and Slater 1 990; Pelham and Wilson 1 996; Wind and Robertson 1 983).
The development of these hierarchical levels differ in that they sequentially increase in
levels of sophistication with regard to notions such as capacity in creation, work methods,
volume of production, supply chain, management, the profit concept, market research,
and ultimately the consumer. These phases include the present phase or the marketing
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orientation that is distinguished by its attention to the consumer, striving to fulfill
consumer wants and needs, and the desire to engage the consumer in repetitive and
satisfying commercial interaction. This recent marketing orientation, from about 1950 to
present, offers a fertile ground, a platform so-to-speak, that encourages the growth of
relational exchange between a consumer and a firm that is resulting in the potential
development of consumer-firm relationships and bonds.
Regardless of position, - whether one considers relationship marketing to be an
evolutionary marketing phenomenon, the result of a changing environment in which the
marketplace exists, or a combination of both - one thing is clear; relationship marketing is
now a predominant notion in the marketing literature and holds the potential of important
contribution and future thought for both the academician and practitioner.

RELATIONSHIP MARKETING

Some marketing scholars have suggested the term "relationship marketing" has
become ambiguous within the marketing literature (Parvatiyar and Sheth 2000). In
Chapter II the term "relationship marketing" is considered an evolutionary notion as it is
demonstrated that the term has matured in depth of meaning and sophistication in the
consumer marketing literature over the past two decades. This dissertation focus is on
the dyadic relationship between the consumer and the firm in the consumable products
sector and seeks to define the phenomenon of "relationship marketing" within that
context.
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The definition of relationship marketing used in this dissertation includes the
notions of interaction and transaction between the consumer and the firm. This suggests
an ongoing or continuous relationship containing multiple interactions over an extended
timeframe, as opposed to a discrete singular transaction. The dyadic relationship between
the consumer and the firm can be described by using a series of stages that allow
consideration of the phenomenon in terms of past, present, and anticipated future
experiences. These experiences may offer both psychological and physical benefit to the
consumer. This dissertation offers the notion that as the consumer and the firm enter a
series of commercial transactions, over time a relationship is established.
The purpose of relationship marketing is to increase consumer satisfaction, trust,
commitment, and loyalty toward a firm and discomage the consumer from switching to
alternative marketplace offerings. This can be achieved in part by focusing more intently
on the specific needs of the consumer as illustrated by practitioners who seek to engage
consumers in one-to-one marketing and long-term loyalty programs (Gronroos 1990;
Mazursky et al. 1987; Peppers and Rodgers 1 993; Sheth and Parvatiyar 2002). One need
proposed here might be the formation of a bond. Companies concerned with relationship
marketing are focused on long-term customer retention and developing ongoing
mutually-satisfying relationships with their consumers. It has become common place for
practitioners to abandon the once mainstay transactional approach to marketing to
implement one-to-one marketing and loyalty programs that operate on a continual basis
and focus directly on the end use� or consumer (Breshnahan 1998). Thus, this consumer
firm relationship provides the opportunity for a bond to develop between the consumer
and the firm.
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THE CONSUMER-FIRM BOND
This dissertation posits that the perceived bond between the consumer and a firm
plays a central role in the consumer-firm relationship and is at the heart of consumer-firm
relationship development and interaction. It is posited here that the bond is a
phenomenon of interest that needs greater explanation. This is because the bond between
the consumer and the firm may be an integral part of the consumer-firm relationship.
Originally, the term "bond" was described in the personality developmental and
social psychology literatures within the bounds of the infant-caregiver dyad (Bowlby
1969; Bowlby 1980; Bowlby 1973). This dissertation expands these boundaries to
suggest that the inherent motivations, dispositions, and closeness found within the infant
caregiver relationship can also be found within the consumer-firm dyadic relationship.
The bond that a consumer seeks and develops with a firm in the marketplace provides
both a sense of psychological and/or physical benefit and well-being from interaction
with the firm, in much the same way an infant derives psychological and physical benefit
and well being from its interaction with a nurturer. In a very real sense consumers go to
the marketplace to derive many (perhaps all) of the same psychological, emotional, and
physical benefits and well-being they once derived from a nurturer as an infant. Perhaps
one can think of the bond as the "glue" that holds the relationship together.
· Consider, for example, the consumer that makes purchases from Victoria's Secret.
Victoria's Secret strategy in the marketplace is to be known as the leader in the industry
for pampering women. This notion of pampering includes both physical and
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psychological elements. Victoria Skin Care offers a product line labeled "Body." This
product line offers a variety of skin care products that are designed to bring a "home spa"
relaxation experience to the user when bathing. This product line allows the consumer to
feel pampered both physically, in a relaxing and fragrant warm bathtub that results in
smooth and pleasantly fragrant skin, and psychologically, as the consumer becomes
relaxed, less anxious, and less stressed as she uses the products. The result is a consumer
that has received psychological and physical benefit and has felt "pampered." This
psychological benefit of "pampering" or reduction in stress and anxiety, and physical
benefit of "pampering" or feelings of cleanliness, warmth, and security, are typical of
original base, genotypic, source, innate needs that were once fulfilled by the consumer's
parents in an infant-caregiver environment similar to those described in Bowlby' s work
( 1969/1982, 1973, 1980). This strategy is tactically implemented from several vantage
points by the finn. Once a consumer has made any type of purchase from Victoria's
Secret, their name is recorded in a database. All names in this database, even infrequent
shoppers, will receive an avalanche of catalogs mailed to their home throughout the year.
This direct mail strategy is complimented by conscientious placement of company
representatives within the shop. These company representatives know that the product
lines that they sell may at times be confusing or awkward to the consumers and they are
trained to teach the consumer about product usage and the psychological and physical
benefits that can be derived from using the product.
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Additional Indication of the Presence of the Consumer-Firm Bond

Finns like Victoria's Secret are not alone in successfully identifying components
of the bond between itself and the consumers. Many consumers are also able to identify
a variety of facets of the bond they have with a firm when questioned about their bonds
with stores to which they prescribe loyalty. For example, as part of an exploratory phase
in this dissertation, a series of in-depth interviews were conducted that asked consumers
about their shopping experiences, the relationships they had with some stores, and some
of the feelings they have developed toward stores they frequented. What follows next are
excerpts describing some of the feelings these participants have for their favorite shops.
The first participant, a middle aged, single, Caucasian, professional female, talks about
her relationship with Big Lots, a low end discount store, and offers several insights as we
pick up the interview mid-stream:
Interviewer: You mentioned gifts. So, if you have to buy some gifts - say it's
Christmas - is Big Lots a place you might go?
First Participant: YES! That would be the first place I would go and then of
course Old Time Pottery. I am very loyal to Big Lots and Old Time Pottery. I
always go there a lot. I am very comfortable at both places . . . there is
confidence. . . there is confidence that I will find something. There is a security
before I go there that I know I will find something . . . and it's fun. That is the
good part, it is fun! (see appendix 2 for complete transcript).
The first participant not only used the terms of loyal, comfortable, confidence,
security, and fun as seen in the interview excerpt described above, but elsewhere in the
interview she also used the words and sentiments of closeness, love, great feeling, felt
connected and used the term "my Big Lots" indicating feelings of possession at some
level to describe her feelings toward Big Lots. These sentiments by the first participant
are typical of those expressed by individuals in the exploratory phase of this study as they
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described their relationship with certain stores. Consider a second example, a middle
aged, married, mother of three, Hawaiian-Hispanic, professional female, as she talks
about her relationship with Kohl's, a low-to-moderate priced department store, as she
offered the following insight. · We pick up the following excerpt mid stream:
Interviewer: Why do you like having this relationship?
Second Participant: I think. . . this is hard to say. . . let's see . . . I think of it as like
a comfort zone type thing. I know if I go there everything is going to be OK. My
temperament is going to be OK. I know I will find what I need. I will be happy . . .
Another good thing. . . kinda like Kroger or Wal-Mart. . . I can tell you where
everything is in that store. Each department . . . that comfort thing of knowing
just where I am going to . go when I get there.
Interviewer: Why are these dimensions, the comfort zone, the familiarity you
have been telling me about . . . why are these things important to you in your
relationships?
Second Participant: Now that is a good question. . . (pause) . . . familiarity is very
nice. Let me think about that for a minute . . . (pause) . . . OK, I don't know if
would it be a personality behavior trait but I am going to say this, it is like that
feeling, if I have a check list of things to do or things to shop for and I forgot to
put something on that list and see it when I am in the store and buy it anyway.
Then I will put it on the list just so I can cross it off. That is the kind of feeling I
get . . . it is the same thing with shopping at a store that I am comfortable with.
Kinda like a sense.of completion. Does that make any sense? Like ifl don't have
that item on my list and I have put it in the shopping buggy I have to get it wrote
in on the list so I can .cross it off.° Just so . . . I don't know . . . I don't know if it is
a personality behavioral thing. I am not sure. But that is the feeling I get when I
go into a store that I am very comfortable with a store that I am very familiar
with, it is a sense of completion. . . There (chuckling) wrap that up for me
(interviewer's name)! How would you describe what I am trying to say? (see
appendix 3 for complete transcript).
The second participant not only used the terms and notions of comfort zone,
everything is going to be OK, favorable temperament, familiarity, happy, sense of
completion, and achievement as seen in the excerpt described, but later in the interview
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used the expressions of "I feel a part of Wal-Mart, I love that store, they make me feel
important, they appreciate me, I just feel good." These descriptions of the bond
described by the consumer toward the firm fit well with the notions of the infant
caregiver bond described in Bowlby' s work (Bowlby 1969; Bowlby 1980; Bowlby 1973).
Again these sentiments expressed by the second participant are similar to those offered
by the first participant and are typical of those offered in the exploratory interviews by
each participant as they considered the relationships they had with a variety of different
stores.
This dissertation is intended to support Bowlby's contention that the desire to
have bonds is innate and a natural part of the human condition. Conswners may enter the
marketplace with the same innate desires and motives they possessed as infants. Just as
infants have a natural innate desire to have bonds with a nurturing caregiver to satisfy
some deeply seated motivations and desires, now the mature adult as a consumer enters
the marketplace to satisfy many of these same drives by forming bonds with selected
companies that the consumer believes or anticipates can fulfill his or her desires.
Bowlby indicated that bonding behaviors are innate and very stable as long as the
environment remains stable ". . . or at least remains stable so long as the environment
remains within the range of that in which the species usually lives. In such an
environment, therefore, it appears in a predictable form in all members of the species, and
so is often termed a 'species characteristic "' (Bowlby 19 � 2 p.63). If this is the case and
the bonding experience does transfer from the infant-caregiver relationship context to the
consumer-firm relationship context so long as the marketplace environment remains
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within a stable range, consumers that frequent the marketplace can be expected to
continue to engage firms in bonding relationships as a consumer characteristic.
One important consideration is that the bond between the consumer and the firm
may exist below the consumer's threshold of awareness (Bargh 1 989; Bargh 2002;
George et al. 1985; Main 1991 ; Reis and Patrick 1 996; van Ijzendoom 1995). Thus,
consumers may not be aware that they are in a relationship with a firm or that a bond
between themselves and the company exists. In the interview presented earlier, the first
participant stated clearly on more than one occasion sentiments s:uch as:
"I guess I am loyal to some stores. Hummm . . . that is where I go to first. I have
just never thought about it like that" and in responding to a comment later the
participant stated "True, true, it's just because I never think about it that way. I
am very loyal to my Big Lots � . . I have never thought about it like that before
(appendix 2).
The findings and discussion above suggest that relationships and bonds that
consumers have with companies may exist below the threshold of cognitive awareness
and this reflects a potential difficulty associated with the study of the consumer-firm
bond. The first participant's experience when being interviewed of not having previously
recognized the strength of bonding that she had with a firm is typical of those
interviewed. A potential difficulty that could arise is that this research seeks to
understand and describe a latent construct that potentially exists in the minds of the
consumer, but which they may not be fully aware and may never have considered.
However, as indicated from the preli�inary interviews, once the consumers access
schema in memory, it does not appear difficult for them to identify and describe a
potential existing bond. This apparent ability is explored in this dissertation.
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This dissertation talces the position that the potential of a bond between the
consumer and the firm is a value-added notion. F1rms that are successful in forming a
strong or an irreplaceable bond with a customer will create added customer value. The
value to both the consumer and the firm is created as the individual consumer desires to
form bonds with some firms and not others, much in the same way that we as individuals
desire to form bonds with some people, but not others. It is anticipated that a deeper
level of bonding will create additional value to both the consumer and the firm even
though the consumer may not be cognizant of the bonding process.

RESEARCH PURPOSE AND QUESTIONS

The purpose of this dissertation is to respond to a call in the marketing literature
to see if the consumer-firm relational experience can be more accurately explained and
the consumer-firm bond profile identified and described. It is suggested here that the
consumer-firm bond may act to ameliorate the initial process variables and anticipated
outcome variables in the consumer-company relationship process. Another objective is
to hopefully provide significant insight into the development of a consumer-firm bond
process model as a way to understand how the bond is formed and how it is maintained.
As the purpose of this dissertation is to determine whether a consumer-firm bond
presence exists in the marketplace and if so discover its part in the consumer-firm
relationship this dissertation employed a qualitative interpretivistic approach. This
involves the discovery process as consumers are individually interviewed and asked to
discuss relationships with firms and retail establishments to which they prescribe loyalty
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and frequent. Detailed analyses of the participant's text followed from these interviews.
Although this study is not strictly a phenomenological study, existential and
henneneutical phenomenological interviewing techniques were incorporated because the
consumer-firm bonding experience is believed to be experientially-based on the part of
the consumer. The consumer-firm interaction is in effect a lived experience and
phenomenological methodology prescribes understanding individual experience. The
existential philosophy this study seeks to follow, suggests that similar experiences
described by individual consumers may have different meanings to the individual
participants. It is hoped �hat this existential philosophical and phenomenological
methodological approach allowed the researcher to gain insight and better understanding
into the diversity of experience underlying the formation and maintenance of the
consumer-firm bond.
From the identification of the objectives of this dissertation, four overriding
research questions emerge and were addressed:
1) What support can be garnered to offer evidence for the existence ofa
consumer-firm bond that is formed in the mind ofa consumer, above or below
the threshold ofawareness?
2) Can a more accurate and comprehensive pro.file ofthe consumer-firm bond be
developed than what currently exists in the relationship marketing literature?
3)

Ifit can be demonstrated that a bond does existfrom the consumer 's
perspective, whatfacets of the bondpro.file can be identified and can these
facets be described in some meaningful way?

4) lfit can be demonstrated that a consumer-firm bond does exist in the

marketplace,· is there support to suggest that the consumer-firm bond is a
mediating influence between the initial process variables and the anticipated
outcome variables in the consu'f!ler-.firm relationship?
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ORGANIZATION AND STRUCTURE OF THE DISSERTATION
Chapter I sought to introduce the topic of consumer-firm relationships and
suggest that a potential bond between the consumer toward the firm may develop. The
most salient point of this dissertation is to seek to describe the consumer-firm relationship
from the perspective of the consumer.· This may offer insight into the disjuncture·
between the initial process variables and the anticipated outcome variables in the
consumer-firm relationship. This Chapter identified the problems and the importance of
the gaps and uncertainties in the marketing literature and offered a position on the
timeliness and relevance of the research. A brief overview of the development of
relationship marketing and a description of the consumer-firm relationship and bond
concepts has also been provided. A few case studies were presented to give the reader a
practical appreciation for consumer-firm relationships and bonds. Finally, the research
purpose and questions were identified.
Chapter II offers the antecedent justification and theoretical development of the
notion of the bond and describes its place in the domain of marketing. Consumer-firm
relationship input, anticipated outcome, and moderating factors are offered that
demonstrate how a consumer-firm relationship may develop. These factors are brought
together in consumer-firm relationship process model. Following this model and the
discussion on consumer-firm relationships, the notion of the bond is reviewed. Chapter II
also offers a comprehensive review of the extant literature from both the marketing and
psychology literatures for not only bond theory development, but also for the variables
proposed in the consumer-firm relationship process model.
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The methodology of a qualitative interpretivistic approach to this study is
described in Chapter III. The process used to collect and analyze data is discussed with
its respective strengths and shortcomings. Chapter IV offers an in-depth review of some
of the interpreted findings that developed from the participant's interviews. Finally
Chapter V contains a summary of the research results, discussion, explanation, and
interpretation of their possible meaning to academicians and practitioners. This includes
an overview of the research project, its various strengths and limitations, and discussion
of the potential for future research in what has lead to a fruitful stream of research.
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CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW AND
EXPLANATION OF THE CONSUMER-FIRM
RELATIONSIDP AND BONDING EXPERIENCE
INTRODUCTION
C�apter II presents an in-depth discussion of the consumer-firm relationship
process. A consumer-firm relationship process model is proposed that has been
developed from the extant literature and is introduced in two parts. The first part depicts
the input or initial process factors of the consumer-firm relationship and consists of
variables to include motivation, interaction, customer satisfaction, and relational trust
(see figure 2-2: Consumer-Firm Relationship Input and Process Factor Model).- The
second part of the model consists of anticipated outcomes or consequences of the
consumer-firm relationship and includes variables such as relational trust, commitment,
loyalty, price sensitivity, and willingness to expend effort (see figure 2-3: Consumer
Firm Relationship Anticipated Outcome Factor Model). The model is the amalgamation
of the consumer-firm relationship input and outcome variables into a model designed to
demonstrate a relationship process model developed from the extant literature (see figure
2-4: Consumer-Finn Relationship Process Model).
The purpose of introducing the consumer-firm model in two parts is to emphasize
a disjunct in the overall holistic model. This dissertation has suggested that the input or
initial process factors in the development of the consumer-firm relationship don't always
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connect well or adequately predict the anticipated outcome factors which are the second
part of the overall consumer-firm relationship process model - resulting in a disjunct.
The disjunct is demonstrated in the model between relational trust and the anticipated
outcome variables (see figure 2-4).
A second purpose in presenting the consumer-firm relationship process model is
so that it may provide a means for the reader to become more familiar with the literature
base that speaks to the consumer-firm relationship and its interrelated constructs.
Following an overview of the process variables of the consumer-firm · model, the
argument is reiterated that the input factors in the consumer-firm relationship model do
not always predict the outcome variables. A discussion is then offered to suggest that the
bond phenomenon may act as a bridge between the consumer-firm input factors and the
anticipated outcomes. The bond notion may not only ameliorate the disjunct in the
consumer-firm relationship model but also offer added insight and description of the
consumer-firm relationship.
The notion that the term "bond" is ambiguous and has not been clearly defined in
the marketing literature is presented with supporting argument. The ubiquitous nature of
the term "bond" is presented as the types of bonds found in the relationship marketing
and psychology literature are discussed. Following the discussion on Bowlby's (1 969/82,
1973, 1980) contribution to attachment and bonding theory is a review of Bowlby' s
bonding and attachment schema and a proposed relationship marketing theory
development process is presented. This allows the reader to gain insight into how the
notion of the bond fits into the development of relationship marketing theory. Existing
theories from the marketing and social psychology literatures have been brought together
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to offer a framework upon which relationship marketing theory and its application to
marketing can be depicted. Within this framework, literature is presented that considers
the development of relationship marketing as a new paradigm. Finally, a brief summary
brings this Chapter to a close.

THE RELATIONSHIP AND
RELATIONSHIP MARKETING CONCEPT
Description of and Criteria for a Relationship

In the broadest sense, the phenomenon of the relationship between the consumer
and the company can be considered as the interaction between the two parties (Kelley
1979). (Simm.el 1950) not only supported the notion that relationships are continuous but
also notes that the relationship can be between groups, see also (Bagozzi 2000), families,
states, and organizations of various kinds as well as between two individuals. This idea
that one party to the relationship, in this case the consumer, will be an individual, but that
the other party can be either an individual (a representative of the corporation) or an
organization (a group of employees that are the legal entity itself) such as the corporation
(Sheth and Parvatiyar 1995), is congruent with this paper's definition. (Hunt 1983)
concludes, "the primary focus of marketing is the exchange relationship," indicating that
by definition the phenomenon of relationship marketing includes a mutual orientation
with some level of exchange.
Over half a century ago (Weber 1947) offered criteria designed to provide
structure to the term relationship. As a minimum, the parties must have a mutual
orientation and they must have relevant context or meaning for the relationship.
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However, this subjective meaning does not have to be the same for both parties. For
example, consider a customer at a fast food restaurant. The mutual orientation for the
relationship would be toward the product and service - the food itself in the market place.
The subjective approach to the exchange may have different meanings and desired end
states for the partners. The customer may desire lunch to calm hunger pangs while the
firm may seek a profit motive and a long-term customer.
The relationship paradigm has several phases of development (Dwyer et al. 1 987;
Holmes 1 991 ; Holmes and Rempel 1 989; Scanzoni 1979; Thibaut and Kelly 1 959) that
include the following: 1) awareness, 2) exploration, 3) expansion, 4) commitment, and 5)
dissolution. The initial awareness phase is the inauguration of the relationship. In this
phase, no interaction has taken place; in the case of a consumer-firm relationship, the
potential consumer may simply be learning about the company, perhaps through its
products, advertising, or word-of-mouth. The second phase is the getting-to-know-each
other phase. There may be a search for additional information and perhaps even trial of
the market offering. This may be considered a time of testing or trying-the-other-party
on for fit. If all goes well in the exploratory phase it can lead to the expansion phase.
The expansion phase is characterized by increased transaction and exchange and the
development of evaluatory notions, in the mind of the consumer, such as satisfaction and
trust. The fourth stage is commitment. In this phase, the customer demonstrates some
level of increased selectivity and may have forsaken other alternative market relationship
offerings. The commitment can be described as personal, moral, and structural (Johnson
199 1 ; Weitz and Jap 1995). It is in this phase that we expand the notions of satisfaction,
trust, and loyalty. The final phase is dissolution. During this final phase, the parties
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reverse the process of relationship development and building. This may result in a
bilateral or a unilateral disengagement from the relationship.
The relationship phases of development are considered components within a
building process and may be considered a continuous series of transactions as opposed to
a single or discreet transaction (Macneil 1 978; Macneil 1980). There must be a certain
degree'of permanence to the union suggesting duration through time. A discreet
transaction is a one-time only purchase without any ongoing communications; examples
might be the chance purchase of some gasoline in a remote location, or buying lunch in
an unknown restaurant in a city one is visiting. A continuous series of transactions might
include purchases such as season tickets to ball games, the same breakfast cereal week
after week, your telephone long distance carrier, and your regular hairstylist (Dwyer et al.
1 987).
(Hunt 1 983) notion of exchange offers an important nexus with exchange theory
(Waister et al. 1 978) indicating that both parties in the dyad are in the relationship to
exchange some of their own resources in order to derive some benefit in a fair and
equitable environment. This ongoing interaction_ with exchange between the parties
results in a level of attachment and a bond between the two parties (Bowlby 1969;
Bowlby 1 980; Bowlby 1 982; Bowlby 1 973).
In summary, the following table offers a set of condensed parameters as an
abbreviated description of, and criteria necessary for, a customer-firm relationship to
exist (see table 2-1 ).
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Table 2-1
Relationship Criteria
Fundamental Axioms upon which the
Consumer-Firm Relationshi is Built and Maintained

• The parties in the relationship do not have to be individuals. Dyadic relationships can
be either/or a combination of individuals, families, groups, states, or organizations such as a co oration Ba ozzi 2000; Sheth and Parvati ar 1995; Simmel 1950
• The relationship has several general phases of development (Dwyer et al. 1987;
Scanzoni 1979; Thibaut and Kelly 1959)
1) Awareness
2) Exploration
3) Expansion
4) Commitment
5 Dissolution
• The relationship is a continuous (as opposed to a discreet) process (Dwyer et al.
1987 , acneil 1978; Macneil 1980
• There is interaction between the consumer and the firm. There is relevant context and
both arties have a mutual orientation elle 1979; Weber 194 7
• There is an element of exchange in the interaction of the dyad (Hunt 1983; Waister et
al. 1978
• There is a level of attachment and bond between the parties (Bowlby 1969; Bowlby
1980; Bowlb 1973
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Defmition of the Term Relationship Marketing

An important part of this dissertation is that it encourages thought about the ways
that the term relationship marketing is used in the consumer behavior marketing
literature. The term may at times seem to be ambiguous as different authors describe the
customer-company relationships in different ways. For example, (Sheth and Parvatiyar
1995) present a strong argument that customers enter relationships with firms to reduce
their choice sets in the marketplace and thereby invoke a higher degree of psychological
comfort:
"Consumers reduce their available choice and engage in relational market
behavior because they want to simplify their buying and consuming tasks,
simplify information processing, reduce perceived risks, and maintain cognitive
consistency and a state of psychological comfort."
This is a seemingly narrow view of why a customer may enter into a relationship with a
firm. On the other hand, (Morgan and Hunt 1994) suggest that:
"relationship marketing refers to all marketing activities, directed towards
establishing, developing, and maintaining successful relational exchanges"
This interpretation may be overly broad in definition. Where then can the parameters and
definitions of relationship marketing be found? One approach is to consider the origins
of the term and trace its development through the literature and observe the maturation of
the term as it has been applied to consumer behavior by some of the more frequently
cited scholars.
The term relationship marketing appeared in the marketing literature for the first
time in a 1983 paper by Berry. His focus and description included:
"attracting, maintaining and - in multi-service organizations - enhancing
customer relationships"
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This seems to have become the foundation from which most definitions have followed
and developed. A frequently cited and popular definition by Dwyer, Schurr, and Oh
(1 987) followed and developed the phenomenon to include the notions of a hierarchical
chain of events that by nature are continuous as follows:
Customer-firm relationships go through a hierarchical series of developmental
phases, exchange and transactions are on-going Qong term as opposed to
discrete). Customers receive both psychological and physical benefit from the
relationship.
This series of ideas was later embellished by (Gronroos 1990) who enhanced the
exchange idea to be described as earned transaction. The earned transaction is combined
with the commercialization aspect and described in terms of individual objectives of the
partners:
Customer relationships are earned through transactions. "Marketing is to
establish, maintain, enhance, commercialize, customer relationships (often but not
necessarily always long term relationships) so that the objectives of the parties
involved are met. This is done by mutual exchange and fulfillment of promise."
Berry again extended the parameters of the term when in 1995 he described relationship
marketing not only in his original terms introducing the notion of loyalty but now also
including trust, customer bonding, targeting profitable customers, and incorporating
employees and stakeholders in the relationship process:
"attracting, maintaining and - in multi-service organizations - enhancing
customer relationships" and "extending the concept to incorporate newer, more
sophisticated viewpoints. Emerging perspectives explored here include target
profitable customers, using the strongest possible strategies for customer bonding,
marketing to employees and other stakeholders, and building trust as a marketing
tool."
The following year (Gronroos 1996) further refined relationship marketing to include
multiple strategic and tactical elements:
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Relationship marketing between the customer and a firm can be considered as a
philosophical issue. It will include both tactical elements such as customer
contact, customer database management, customer-oriented service; and strategic
elements such as redefining business as a service business, considering the
organization as process not function, and establish networks.
(Gummesson 1998) subsequently developed the notions of networks into a more full and
rich platform, describing the customer and firm dyad as inextricably intertwined in the
supply chain:
Relationship marketing is seen as relationships, networks and interactions and
should be considered a broad focus linking not only suppliers to customers but
also suppliers to suppliers, competitors, and middlemen in a marketing
management paradigm consisting of networks, and services.
Ambiguity may be found in the literature regarding the ubiquitous term of relationship
marketing. It is important to note that these ambiguities and differences of descriptions
and the definitions of relationship marketing in the customer-firm dyad are all still
founded within and adhere to the fundamental axioms for the relationship that are
described in the previous section and summarized in Table 2-1 (Relationship Criteria:
Fundamental Axioms upon which the Customer-Finn Relationship is Built and
Maintained). The position offered in this dissertation is that generally speaking the term
has been consistently used across the consumer behavior literature. However, it is not a
static term; rather, it is dynamic, and has developed and matured to become a richer,
more meaningful term. The consistency in the term is significant in that relationship
marketing focuses on the interaction of the customer-firm relationship and its
accompanying attributes. The consistency includes beneficial aspects to both parties that
result from continued transactional exchange. The benefits to the retention of a seller and
a customer are both psychological and physical. For a more complete chronological list
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of some of the leading definitions of relationship marketing from the consumer behavior
marketing literature, see appendix 4 - Definitions of Relationship Marketing.
The definition of the term relationship marketing used in this dissertation refers to
an interaction between two parties. This interaction is continuous and takes place over
time in that the relationship is considered in terms of its past events and its anticipated
future. This continuous interaction is in contrast to a discrete transaction and possesses
transactional elements of exchange that results in benefit to both parties. The relationship
adheres to a series of developmental phases from an introductory - getting aquatinted
period through relational development, resulting in an ultimate demise or dissolution.
This dissertation considers all relationships to have a life cycle. These phases are
consistent with and mirror the notions of a firm's attempt to attract, maintain and retain
customers. The relationship dyad is not strictly limited to individuals and may include an
organization as a partner. The existence of a relationship between the customer and the
firm demonstrates some level of bonding.

Is Relationship Marketing the Development of a New Marketing Paradigm?

It is not apparent at the time of transition exactly when the field of marketing
evolves from one paradigm to another. For example, we could only tell when the
discipline developed from the production orientation to the management orientation, or
the management orientation to the marketing orientation by observing what had taken
place historically. Thus, it cannot be clearly stated whether relationship marketing is
simply an extension, a developing phase within the existing phenomenon of the dynamic
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marketing orientation, or whether we may be currently involved in a newly emerging
orientation.
A shift in orientation infers a challenge to the 4-P's archetype in marketing in that
it calls to question the ability to facilitate the study of more complex notions, such as the
interactive nature of the consumer-firm constructs found in the relationship marketing
paradigm (Gronroos 1 994). As one considers (Borden 1 964) original work from which
the 4-P's were selected, one may recognize that the opportunity is here for us to reunite
the 4-P's with the more complete list of items that Borden proposed. Borden's (1964)
original list of elements included not only the 4 'P's of product planning, pricing,
promotion, and packaging but also the elements of branding, channels of distribution,
personal selling, advertising, physical handling, display, service, and fact finding
analysis. As this complete list is considered in light of recent relationship marketing
theory, a greater appreciation for the depth of the consumer-firm relational exchange may
be gained (Gronroos 1994). The marketing literature is becoming increasingly supportive
of the notion that the evolving relational exchanges between consumer and firm are being
viewed as a shift toward, if not a development of, a new paradigm (Deighton 1996;
Fournier et al. 1 998; Gronroos 1 994; Gronroos 1991; Gronroos 1995; Price and Arnould
1 999).

Evolution of Relationship Marketing Theory

There is considerable support in the marketing literature to suggest that
relationship marketing is the emergence of a new paradigm. Today's notion of
relationship marketing may be seen as coming from the inadequacy found within the 437

P's that have been so influential in much of the thinking within the domain of marketing
with consideration to the marketing orientation (Deighton 1996; Fournier et al. 1998;
Gronroos 1 994; Gronroos 199 1 ; Gronroos 1 995; Price and Arnould 1 999). The notion is
that relationship marketing is better able to address the consumer-firm relationship with
greater depth than the traditional 4-P's. (Sheth and Parvatiyar 2002) take the notion that
relationship marketing is not simply the development of a new paradigm but rather the
possible development of a new disciple within the domain of marketing.
Existing theories from the marketing and social psychology literatures can be
brought together in a historical framework to provide an understanding of the
development of relationship marketing theory. This theoretical development of
relationship marketing depicted in figure 2-1 , considers the development of the marketing
orientation and suggests that marketing is a dynamic field of study, one that is continually
changing, and that the notion of relationship marketing exists as a natural development of
the marketing orientation� Some argue that it may become the next "orientation" within
the evolution of business thought (Sheth and Parvatiyar 1 995). This notion of a natural
development of marketing through phases over time is combined with theories of
bonding, attachment, and equity from the social psychology literature, to provide a basic
framework for the evolution of relationship marketing.
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Marketing Orientation Theory: ever since the landmark article by (Kotler and
Levy 1969), marketers have been seeking to follow the author's suggestion to expand the
scope of marketing beyond its exchange paradigm. It is generally held in the literature
that the marketing environment is not static in nature and has developed and continues to
develop through a series of dynamic stages. The first economic schools from which
marketing originates focused on the core concepts of price, quantity, and delivery
systems to the next buyer. As outlined in King (1 965) marketing has gone through a
series of managerial orientations. The first has been labeled the production orientation
( 1900- 1930). This period was categorized by the managerial concern of capacity in
product creation, work methods, and volume production. With the markets and price
already established, the objective now was to get goods made and into the developing
market place. The sales management orientation (1 930-1 950) followed next. This period
was characterized by the need to develop marketing infrastructure and logistics to
facilitate the flow of produced goods through newly developed delivery systems into the
market place. It also suggested greater expansion of the sales manager's position, the
profit concept, and the inauguration of marketing research within the firm. Finally, we
evolved to the marketing orientation ( 1 950-present). This orientation is characterized by
the attention to the customer and consumer. Marketing departments within firms are

constantly being reorganized and job descriptions changed as firms struggle to reposition
· the customer in terms of importance and objectivity within the firm.
This recent marketing orientation seems to have made the ground fertile for the
development of relationship marketing. Firms now focus more intently on the customer
and determine the part the customer plays in the health and survival of the company.
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Many companies are now looking closely at the relationship they have, or do not have,
with their customers (Breshnahan 1998). Firms that once thought of themselves in one
business orientation are now considering the need to reposition their thinking to include
the relational aspects of the company to consumer dyad. For example, the retailer now
recognizes the part service quality plays linked with the sales associate as an individual.
The auto mechanic now feels obligated to educate his customer as he works on the
vehicle. Those of us who are considered high in product or brand loyalty are recognized
as constant corporate companions as we purchase and repurchase the same products and
brands repeatedly, year after year (Gronroos 1990; Mazursky et al. 1987; Peppers and
Rodgers 1993; Sheth and Parvatiyar 2002). Many firms now consider customers as long
term partners and not simply as a series of one-off transactions. Consumers are
recognized as having varying levels of loyalty and commitment toward the firm and firms
that recognizing this, seek to foster these relational attributes and seek to strengthen the
customer-firm relationship.

Attachment and Bonding Theory: bonding is considered an integral component
of the attachment process (Bowlby 1969/1982, 1 973, 1980). Both the notions of the bond
and attachment infer a link or tie between the dyad. However, the attachment includes
the notions of affection between the dyad that is not included in the bond. Bowlby' s
consideration of the infant-caregiver attachment process was in part determined by the
motivating forces within the infant toward close proximity with the caregiver. The
attachment was found to be heightened and proximity closest when the infant felt
instinctively threatened. Thus the need for attachment arose out of an individual's need
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for bonding and need to feel secure. The relationship, enhanced by a secure bond,
provides an environment to which the infant can return to receive succor for both
physical and psychological development.
It is appropriate to use bonding theory in the study of the consumer-firm
relationship. The repeat interaction with the firm and transactions the consumer makes
are a precursor to the consumer-firm relational development (Webster 1 992). In the same
way the infant is able to return to the caregiver to fulfill needs that will support life,
further development, and psychological welfare, so too the consumer is able to return to
the marketplace and engage in relational exchanges with firms that likewise support life,
further development, and psychological welfare. Any relationship that consumers
develop with a firm through exchange in the marketplace ". . . are therefore, more likely
to create a greater bonding between consumers and marketers (their products, symbols,
processes, stores, and people)" (Sheth and Parvatiyar 1995).
Much of the appeal of attachment theory is its ability to describe stability in a
relationship. " . . . Attachment Theory rests on its attempt to explain how past
relationship experiences influence current behavior. Once formed, internal working
models are theorized to structure expectations, information processing, and approach and
avoidance motives in ways that elicit confirmatory feedback" (Berscheid and Reis 1997).
These notions of attachment fit well within relationship marketing. A consumer-firm
relationship is a continuous process that develops over time. Attachment theory may be
one way in which the stability of the relationship can be considered as it evolves and
develops over time and thus offers support for the notion of a customer-firm relationship.
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Equity Theory: an important linkage in the development of marketing
relationship theory is the notion of equity theory offered by Waister, Waister, and
Berscheid (1978). Equity theory brings together the social interaction and
interdependence of the two parties within the exchange paradigm, suggesting that both
parties are in the relationship in order to offer some of their own resources in order to
benefit from that which they take out of the relationship. Equity theory supports the idea
that both parties seek fair outcomes as they consider their own costs and anticipated
outcomes and the costs and anticipated outcomes to the other party. This reciprocal
interaction offers a linkage and additional support for the notion of attachment theory
suggesting that both parties offer subsistence so that they as well as the other party can
survive and flourish in the environment - this is indicated in figure 2-1 with a two-way
arrow.
The notion that the bonded partners are capable of mutual exchange of resources,
thus increasing the probability of their mutual survival, is the core of relationship
marketing. From the firms perspective, the notion of relationship marketing increases in
depth as greater focus is placed on the customer or " . . . to foster a bond with each
customer for mutual benefit . . . An integrated effort to build identity, maintain, and build
up a network with individual consumers and continuously strengthen the network for the
mutual benefit of both sides, through interactive, individual and value-added constructs
over a long period of time" (Shani and Chalasani 1992).
The position taken in this paper is that notions of "mutual benefit,"
"integrated effort," and long-tenn, valued-added advantage to both parties,' really
start to get to the heart of equity theory and relationship marketing. These notions
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suggest that no longer are consumers to be considered in terms of short-term,
tactical marketing ideas and plans. Now the strategic objective of progressive
firms is to develop strong, long-term relationships and bonds with their consumers
such that both parties are better off and in a more equitable position.

PROPOSED PROCESS VARIABLES
WITlllN THE CONSUMER-FIRM RELATIONSHIP
A consumer-firm relationship process model reflecting the extant literature is
employed here to provide a framework from which the consumer-firm dyadic
relationship and bond can be further explored (see figure 2-4). The model is divided into
two parts the first part (see figure 2-2) depicts the input and process factors in the
consumer-firm relationship. The second part depicts the outcome factors (see figure 2-3)
that offer evidentiary support for the presence of the consumer-firm relationship. The
consumer-firm relationship process model is designed to provide a nomological net for
the focus of this study, the consumer-firm bond phenomenon.
The major focus of this dissertation is the consumer-firm bond and it is suggested

that this consumer-firm bond may be an integral part of the consumer-firm relationship.
The remainder of this section considers the initial input process variables and the
anticipated outcome variables. These input and anticipated outcome factors address each
element of the consumer-firm relationship process model in a systematic and logical
approach. The consumer-firm relationship process model is then described and addresses
the notion of the bond and suggests that the consumer-firm bond may ameliorate the
disjunct in the consumer-firm relationship process model.
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The consumer-firm relationship process model offers a series of input or initial
process variables (see figure 2-2) that consider the process through which consumer's
progress as . they develop a relationship with a firm. A series of boxes are depicted above
the analysis model and the input and anticipated outcome factors offering the notion that
two types of influential moderating variables may be important in the relationship
development and the consumer-firm bond experience. The two potential moderating
influences can be grouped as situational and individual difference variables (Bagozzi
1994; Palmer 2002; Walls and Schumann 2002). Situational variables may be considered
as environmental factors and may be beyond the control of the individual consumer.
Situational variables are not the only potential moderating variables to the consumer-firm
relationship and bond. It is recognized that at least one party in the consumer-firm dyadic
relationship is a person. Therefore, this paper posits the notion that as individuals are
involved in the relationship they may bring with them individual differences that could
potentially moderate relationships within the consumer-firm relationship and bond
process model (Palmer 2002; Walls and Schumann 2002).

Consumer-Firm Relationship Input and Process Factors
Motivation: the consumer-firm relationship begins with an intrinsic or extrinsic
motivational cue acting upon the consumer. The notion that consumers have a driving
force, desire, or motivation to be in a relationship with a company is well supported in the
literature (Bagozzi 1995; Sheth and Parvatiyar 1995).
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Consumer-Firm Relationship
Input and Process Factor Model
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" . . . consumers see the relationship as a means for fulfillment of a goal to which
one had earlier, and perhaps tentatively, committed. That is, people have goals to
acquire a product or use a service, and a relationship becomes instrumental in goal
achievement." (Bagozzi p.273).
Clearly, consumers engage in relationships with firms for a variety of reasons, whether it ·
is a goal of attainment (Bagozzi 1995) or a motivation to reduce cognitive tension, to
reduce choice sets and thereby reduce confusion · and simplify the purchasing process·
(Sheth and Parvatiyar 1995), physical and psychological benefit (Dwyer et al. 1987),
induce value-added networks (Shani and Chalasani 1992), felt notion of trust and
commitment (Morgan and Hunt 1994), friendship, loyalty, respect, reduction in stress,
and to invoke set standards of quality of life (Fournier et al. 1998), to enhance or alter the
consumer's perception and/or definition of "self' (Belk 1988; Biel 1993; Grubb and
Grathwohl 1967; Sirgy 1982) for social, political, or economic reasons (Palmer 2002), or
it may be simply that commercial, interactive, consumer-firm relationships begin as
purposeful behavior directed toward satisfying needs through exchange and
dependence/interdependence upon one another (Gassenheimer et al. 1998; Holm et al.
1999). Regardless of the intrinsic or extrinsic motivational cues the consumer receives,
this paper posits that the consumer evolves through a natural process or series of steps
that lead toward the bond state. Following the initial motivational stimuli, the next step
in the process of relationship building is some level of interaction between the consumer
and the firm.

Interaction with the Firm: once motivated and after the consumer has become

aware of the company, perhaps through the firm's products, word of mouth, advertising,
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etc., the consumer will enter into the exploratory stage of relationship development. The
exploratory phase in relationship development is different from the awareness phase, as
the exploratory phase will include some level of interaction with the firm. This may be
considered as a time when the consumer is trying to get to know the firm. This
exploration, or initial interaction with the firm may be through interactive behaviors;
examples may include butnot be limited to trial of some of the firm's product, a
discussion with a customer service representative, a visit to a retail outlet, or a request for
additional inforrnation.
One way to consider the interaction between the consumer and the firm can be
described by all or part of the three interactional elements indicated in the interaction
with firm variable in the relationship model. These three interactional elements can be
thought of as the "points of contact" the consumer has with the firm in the marketplace.
The points of contact are: 1) the product/brand interaction, 2) the service interaction, and
3) the interactional influence of the company's representative.
The marketing literature offers strong support for the consumer-brand interaction
and relationship development. The consumer may develop notions of satisfaction, trust,
loyalty, and commitment through favorable experience with the brand (Aak:er and
Joachimsthaler 2000; Aaker and Day 1974;· Bellc 1 988; Fournier 1998; Fournier and Yao
1 997; Haugtvedt et al. 1993; Holbrook 1 987; Lutz 1 975).
The service interaction may be directly related to not only a services-type
business but also to a firm in the products sector. The notion behind the service aspect in
the sale of a product is that every product sold has a service component. On one hand,
the service component of the transaction may be quite extensive, such as in the case of a
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high-involvement purchase where considerable specialization of product features or
interaction with a service provider is required. On the other hand, the service aspect
could be quite minimal, such as in the case of a retail outlet where the consumer
personally selects an item from a display and does not encounter service until time of
check out and payment. Regardless of the level of service involvement, it is recognized
that the individual consumer does have interaction with the service component of the
transaction not only with a services-type business, but also with the service component of
the transaction related to products (Jones et al. 2000; Liljander and Strandvik 1995;
Mittal and Baker 1998; Zeithaml et al. 1996).
The final consideration in the three points of contact notion is the consumer
co mpany representative interactio n. The sales and marketing literature offers support for
the notion that relationships are developed through the interaction of the consumer and
the sales representative. Dimensions of customer interaction with the sales representative
include, but are not limited to notions such as retention (Cravens 1995; Ingram 1996;
Webster 1992), trust (Crosby et al. 1990; Schurr and Ozanne 1985; Swan and Nolan
1985), loyalty (Dick and Basu 1994; Zeithaml et al. 1996), and customer satisfaction
(Grewal and Sharma 1991). Clearly, the interaction the consumers have directly with a
firm's salespeople may influence the consumers.

Potential Moderating Influences on the Motivation-Interaction Relationship

Two potential moderating influences may influence the relationship between
motivation and interaction. Both can be considered as individual difference variables that
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may account for differences in consumers. The two individual difference variables are
the consumer's propensity toward femininity and innovativeness.

Propensity Toward Femininity: there is support in the literature to
suggest that there is considerable difference in personality and the ways in which
males and females develop relationships (Palmer 2002). (Bern 1 974) began an
interesting research stream that identified different traits that could be described
as masculine, feminine, or androgynous. The general notion is that there is
considerable endorsement of characteristic types by a given subject that suggest a
propensity or bias toward an orientation of masculinity, femininity, or androgyny.
A few examples of unipolar attributes may include the following masculine items:
aggressive, confident, forceful, independent, dominant, opportunistic, hardheaded,
and shrewd. Feminine items: cooperative, emotional, excitable, forgiving,
friendly, modest, sensitive, submissive, and timid (Lenny 1991 ). Clearly, the
roles assigned to the characteristics by gender are, as one would anticipate. The
masculine traits are noticeably forceful and instrumental, while the feminine traits
have a more soft and harmonious approach.
Not only is there the notion that individuals have a propensity toward a
gender orientation, but that this orientation is instrumental in how the individual
develops relationships (Palmer 2002). This paper talces the position that those
consumers who are higher in the propensity toward femininity are more likely
want to engage in long-term relationships with firms.
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Propensity to be Innovative: the notion of a propensity to be innovative
refers to how receptive the individual might be toward trying new things or ideas.
In the scope of this dissertation, it is the notion that consumers high in the
propensity to be innovative may be more likely to enter a new relationship with a
company, but perhaps less likely to commit to a long-range relationship with any
single company. (Midgely and Dowling 1 978) suggest that innovativeness is "the
degree to which an individual is receptive to new ideas and makes innovation
decisions independently of the communicated experience of others." Individual's
that are high in propensity for innovation are more open-minded, independent in
their thinking, and are greater variety seekers (Hoyer and Ridgway 1 984). It is
this independence and willingness to try new things that indicates that these
individuals are more likely to approach a new company and its products with
greater openness and less anxiety. The position taken in this dissertation is that
these consumers may be more willing to try new products and services and
engage in a new relationship with a company, but may be less likely to sustain a
long-term commitment. It is likely that a consumer with a high propensity for
innovation, when deciding upon new (or heretofore untried) products and services
to purchase may possess a greater willingness to try new products and brands. In
contrast, a consumer low in the propensity for innovation is more likely to be
reliant upon others for direction and advisement about which products and
services to try, and will likely have a higher level of general reluctance to switch
brands or companies. Consumers low in the propensity for innovation are more
likely to feel threatened and more anxious as they approach a new company and
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its products and this may cause them to defer entering into a new relationship with
a company until such time that their own personal comfort level is higher. The
individual consumer' s propensity to be innovative may serves as a moderating
influence between the motivation and interaction with the firm variables.
Thus far, it has been suggested that consumers acting upon what could be a
complex set of motivational criteria have been influenced to engage the company in
exploratory behaviors that involve interaction with the firm. The interaction with the
firm inay include interaction with the firm's products, services, and personnel.
The next stage in the evolvement of the consumer-firm relationship is the
expansion phase of the relationship. The expansion phase is typically a time when the
consumer will make larger or perhaps more frequent purchases. It is a time when notions
of trust and bonding come into play and the consumer starts to incorporate evaluative
criteria into the relationship such as satisfaction.

Customer Satisfaction: after the consumer has had experience through
interaction with the firm i n the marketplace, some level of evaluation takes place in the
mind of the consumer. One arena in which consumer evaluations are considered is that
of customer satisfaction. Customer satisfaction is a core phenomenon in the consumer
firm bonding experience. Customer satisfaction has been approached in the marketing
literature by leading authors with differing perspectives. For example, one traditional
view considers comparison standards where customer's perceptions of standards are
compared to perceptions of company performance (Hunt 1 977; Oliver 1989). Oliver's
notion of satisfaction is that of comparative j udgements and adapted levels of
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expectations. Several different comparison standards models each linked to the positive
and negative valence aspects of the product or service attributes and/or associations have
developed. For example, the predictive expectations model is now incorporated in the
expectations-disconfirmation model (Oliver 1996). This traditional approach to customer
satisfaction tends toward consumer cognitive reasoning and processing as the individual
considers comparative judgements between expectations and performance. The cognitive
approach toward customer satisfaction tends toward the consideration of customer
satisfaction as a process rather than an end state.
A second approach in the literature tends toward consideration of customer
satisfaction as an affective notion that may include some cognitive processing but has
less emphasis on the consumer' s need for cognition (Swan et al. 1980; Woodruff et al.
1983). (Burns and Woodruff 1 990) have suggested that consumer product acquisition
will result in multiple types of psychogenic values. It has also been suggested that a
"zone of indifference" exist for the consumer in whom a neutral emotional state exists
(Woodruff et al. 1_9 83). The notion that customer satisfaction is an affective response to
an interaction with a firm, albeit positive, negative, (Swan et al. 1980) or neutral
(Woodruff et al. 1983), tends toward the consideration of customer satisfaction as a
consumers affective state.
(Fournier and Mick 1999) offer a third approach to customer satisfaction. They
offer a phenomenological approach to the topic and suggest that there are other models of
satisfaction that have yet to be fully explored in the marketing literature and that the
current measures for satisfaction are limiting and that additional ways to consider and
measure customer satisfaction need to be developed. The developing models they
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propose are: 1) satisfaction-as-awe, 2) satisfaction as trust, 3) dissatisfaction-as
helplessness, 4) satisfaction-as-resignation, and 5) satisfaction-as-love. This brings to
light (Cadotte et al. 1 987) comments, who have suggested that past research may have
relied too much on the predictive expectations of the expectations-disconfinnation model,
even when it included aspirations, desires, experienced based norms, etc.
These differing approaches to customer satisfaction in the literature show a
development of thinking over time as the notion of customer satisfaction is now
considered as a much broader and far-reaching phenomenon. This paper takes the
position that customer satisfaction takes place after the consumer has had the opportunity
to interact with the firm. Customer satisfaction can be considered as an evaluative,
affective consumer state (Hunt 1993). Consumer satisfaction is considered to be one of
the primary antecedents to repeat purchase behaviors, indicating that trust, commitment,
and loyalty may likely be present (Biong 1993 ; Cronin and Taylor 1 992; Parasuraman et
al. 1 985).

Potential Moderating Influences on the Interaction-Satisfaction Relationship
It is posited that two potential situational variables may moderate the relationship
between interaction with the firm and customer satisfaction. The two situational
variables to be considered include frequency and deception.

Frequency: the rate or number, frequency and duration a contactual frame of
exposure may be an influential moderating variable between the parties (Perlman and
Fehr 1 987; Simmel 1 950). An appropriate place to introduce the notion of frequency into
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the model is at the point it can be operationalized or where the interaction between the
consumer and the firm. This dissertation posits that the rate of frequency or number and
duration of exposures to the firm may be influential in the relationship between
interaction and satisfaction. It may be the case that the more interaction a consumer has
with the firm the stronger the bond and relationship that will evolve.

Deception: the notion of deception that is more than just an antonym for trust
includes·concepts such as a sense of gulling or trickery within the relationship (Miller and
Tesser 1988; Peterson 1996). As the relationship develops through the various phases an
" evaluation by the consumer of the firm begins to take place in the expansion phase of the
relationship. The relationship does not necessarily have to involve positive feelings
(Kelley 1983). According to Peterson ( 1996) deception can be a part of the relationship
and can be grouped into the following six types of interpersonal deception: omission,
distortion, half-truths, blatant lies, white lies, and failed lies. Millar and Tesser's (1988)
violated expectancy theory suggest that deceptions occur when an individual's behavior
is inconsistent with the perceived expectation of the partner. The deception variable may
moderate the consumer-firm relationship and is placed in the model at approximate
beginning of the expansion or evaluative stage of the relationship.

Relational Trust: trust is considered an outcome of customer satisfaction and an
antecedent that leads to commitment (Fichman and Levinthal 1991; Morgan and Hunt
1994). From the social psychological literature, the notion of trust is a ubiquitous, latent
construct. Trust becomes meaningful in the consumer-firm bonding process at the point
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of interaction between the consumer and the firm. This point is the marketplace. Some
level of trust is required to preserve a dyadic relationship (Rotter 1 967). A review of the
social psychology literature reveals that the notion of trust has evolved into two separate
theoretical streams that include "general trust" and "relational trust." (Deutsch 1 958) and
(Erikson 1 963) offer a general theory of trust indicating it is a necessary and natural part
of human personality development. (Kelley and Thibaut 1 978) indicate that trust is the
reduction of uncertainty. Rotter defined trust as " . . . an expectancy of a person or group
regarding the likelihood that a promise will be kept." This definition of trust is widely
used throughout the social psychology and marketing literature (Jones et al. 1997).
Not only can trust be considered in a general sense that "expectancy" and
"likelihood" of "promise will be kept" at a societal and environmental level, but also in a
more specific relational-contextual setting, thus reflecting a relational theory of trust.
Relational trust implies a perceived confidence (or lack thereof) on behalf of the
consumer toward the firm. Although many of the notions of trust are applicable to both
the general theory and the relational theory of trust, this paper finds the best fit and
adheres to the relational definition of trust. The general theory infers a universal trust in
all social situations or the nature of the world (Jones et al. 1997), whereas dyadic
relational trust theory infers trust within a unique partnered relationship as one (or both)
partner(s) in the relationship has confidence in the relationship or the other partner
(Holmes and Rempel 1989; Rempel et al. 1 985).
In the marketing literature, trust between two parties can be defined as a
willingness to rely on a partner in whom one has confidence (Moorman et al. 1 992), has
confidence in a partner's integrity (Morgan and Hunt 1994), or encourages the more open
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exchange of relevant ideas and feelings, greater clarification of goals and problems, more
extensive search for alternative courses of action, greater satisfaction with efforts, and
greater motivation to implement decisions (Zand 1 972).
Trust as reflected in the marketing literature is not only a·common theme, but is
also considered a critical influencing construct CWetzel et al. 1 998). The development of
trust over time notion links well to the various phases of the dyadic relationship:
awareness, exploration, expansion, commitment, and dissolution (Dwyer et al. 1 987;
Holmes 1 99 1 ; Holmes and Rempel 1 989; Scanzoni 1 979; Thibaut and Kelly 1 959).
(Wilson 1 995) indicates that the variable of trust becomes latent in the maintenance stage
of the relationship. This compliments Dwyer and his colleagues ( 1 987), who indicated
that trust is a source construct for the benefits that help maintain the relationship phase of
commitment.
The notion of trust seems to have far-reaching implications in the relationship
between the consumer and the firm. As described, it is influential with exchange,
satisfaction, feelings, and provides a platform for exploration of differing alternatives of
behavior. Relational trust within the consumer-firm partnership has two subscribing
attributes: 1) confidence in the firm, and 2) a reliance that the firm will fulfill
expectations (Holmes and Rempel 1 989; Rempel et al. 1 985; Rotter 1 967).
Trust is offered as a necessary antecedent and enduring construct for the
consumer to experience commitment and develop a relationship (Dwyer et al. 1 987;
Fichman and Levinthal 1 99 1 ; Morgan and Hunt 1 994). Trust provides the avenue for the
consumer to develop a sense of closeness with the company in a rewarding relationship
(Fournier et al. 1 992; Reis and Shaver 1 988). This dissertation posits that it is this
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closeness that is developed through trust from the consumer toward the firm that may be
influential in the bond development.

Potential Moderating Influences on the Customer Satisfaction-Trust Relationship
Two potential moderating influences may influence the relationship between
customer satisfaction and relational trust. The first can be considered as the
environmental or situational difference variable of social networks. The second can be
considered to be the individual difference variable of the consumer's propensity to trust.
An additional individual difference variable that considers the individual customer's
propensity toward intimacy is also considered following the relational trust variable.

Social Network: as the individual consumer evolves from the exploratory phase
into the expansion phase of the relationship, the consumer may find the development of a
social network. Both parties in the dyad are able to enjoy some psychological support,
well being, and less distress from the continuing relationship (Turner 1 98 1 ; Wilcox
1 98 1 ). The relationship exists for the purpose of social interaction and/or interdependent
interaction (Kelley 1 979). (Schultz 1967) unites this construct of social interaction with
the conscious experience and the individual experience that the relationship will likely
elicit from the parties. This is referred to as the social network. It is suggested that the
social network that may develop with extended parties and the social interaction therein
may operate as a moderating variable on the consumer-firm relationship.
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Propensity to Trust: within the consumer-firm relationship, the notion of
a propensity to trust another party is an internal structure, a facet of an
individual's psychological makeup. An individual's propensity to trust a partner
in a relationship is not a new notion. According to (Jones et al. 1997), it is held
that "If a person expects others to behave honorably and without malice (i.e.
trusting of others across situations), he or she is said to be high in generalized
trust. 1bis trust implies a confidence and assurance in one's fellow human
beings. Conversely, if a person is not very trusting or is typically distrustful of
others he or she would be considered low in generalized trust." There is a
developmental approach to trust that suggests that an individual's propensity to
trust may be related to the phase of the relationship in which the individual finds
one's self (Jones et al. 1997). This is an interesting way to consider the
propensity to trust within the consumer-firm relationship, as there are distinctive
phases of development in the consumer-firm relationship. The individual
consumer's propensity to trust a company may be related to the phase in which
the consumer is engaged. Once the consumers derives satisfaction from the
company, the consumer's felt level of trust for the company may be moderated, in
part, by the consumer's propensity to trust in general.

Propensity Toward Intimacy: the consumer's propensity toward
intimacy is an intrinsic psychogenic construct. It suggests that individual
consumers may have differing propensities toward intimacy. Although intimacy
may include physical engagement, at the heart of the construct is the underlying
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notion of deep personal interaction, be it verbal or physical, ultimately
determining the level of intimacy. It can be considered as a sense of inner
connectedness, a depth of.personal meaning that is the result of shared
interactions and information between individuals or entities. The specific content,
depth, and breadth of that which is shared, even private information, with the
other member of the relationship, are all included within the intimacy trait
(Perlman and Fehr 1 987; Waister et al. 1978). An individual's propensity toward
intimacy is described in differing ways in the literature. For example, (McAdams
1 992) describes an individual's approach to intimacy as "a recurrent preference of
readiness for experiences of warm, close and communicative interaction with
other persons." This paper talces the position that a consumer with higher levels
of propensity for intimacy will experience higher levels of psychological benefit
such as happiness, gratification, greater confidence, and less stress that are often
found in commitment. This dissertation posits that a consumer's level of
relational trust may be influential in the individual's propensity toward intimacy
in the dyad. Thus, the potential moderator is placed following the relational trust
variable. The difference between a consumer trusting a company and a consumer
being in a bond state and committed to a relationship with a company may be a
function, in part, of his/her propensity toward intimacy.
Clearly, situational and individual moderating variables may be influential in the
consumer-firm relationship and bonding process and are important factors to consider.
However, an in-depth analysis of these potential moderating influences is beyond the
scope of this study and will be explored in future studies. This paper does not wish to
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express that the examples described above are all encompassing, complete, nor limited to
the placement displayed in the model. These variables are presented here to offer the
reader a more complete and richer notion of the development of the bond and to suggest
that the bond may not be entirely contingent upon the mediating variables displayed in
the process model. The purpose of including them here is to suggest that there may be
moderating influences that are active in relationship and bond development.

Consumer-Firm Relationship Anticipated Outcome Factors

Just as a series of variables can be garnered from the literature to describe the
input process variables that form the consumer-firm relationship so too can a series of
variables be used to describe the anticipated consequences or process outcomes of a
consumer-firm relationship. The purpose of the anticipated outcome factors in the
consumer-firm relationship model is to offer evidentiary support for the presence of a
consumer-firm relationship. Each of these variables will be systematically described in
the following section (see figure 2-3). Four anticipated outcome or consequence factors
are offered as supporting evidence for a consumer-firm relationship. This dissertation
posits that as the consumer-firm relationship can not be observed directly it is important
to offer support for its presence by suggesting possible outcomes of the relationship. To
this end, four outcome variables are suggested in support of either the presence or
absence of the relationship. The four consequence variables are commitment, loyalty,
price sensitivity, and willingness to expend effo�.
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Figure 2;.3
Consumer-Firm. �el.Uo�ship
Antidpated 'Outcerne '.Fattor Model ·
Commitment: Johnson (1991) offered an interesting tri-part model for defining
and describing commitment as a way to examine relationships. The three parts to the
model are: 1) personal commitment - wanting to continue the relationship, 2) moral
commitment - feeling that you should continue the relationship, and 3) structural
commitment - feelings that the partner must continue the relationship due to external
constraining factors. Commitment can not only be considered as an intrinsic mental
association between the partners, but also as possibly having extrinsic or "structural"
constraining factors.
There is a relationship between commitment and loyalty as described in the
literature (Beatty et al. 1 988; Oliva et al. 1992) and they are sometimes applied
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interchangeably and viewed as conceptually ambiguous (Beatty et al. 1 988; Jacoby and
Kyner 1973; Johnson 1 991 ; Oliva et al. 1 992; Weitz and Jap 1 995). The model presented
in this paper makes theoretical distinction between the two constructs. On one hand,
loyalty is a subjective factor of the involved parties to do that which is expected (Weber
1 947) and it is comprised of both a psychological and a behavioral component (Jacoby
and Kyner 1 973). On the other hand, commitment is not related directly to expectations,
but rather a desire to continue the relationship for either personal or moral motivational
reasons. Commitment can also be maintained by structural or external constraining
factors (Johnson 199 1 ) whereas loyalty can not be determined by external constraining
factors, rather by a willingness of the partner to do that, which is expected. (Bettencourt
1 997) also noted the difference between loyalty and commitment as commitment is
described as a broader concept than loyalty, such that it "should produce a variety of
beneficial behaviors, including, but not limited to, loyalty."
(Kelley 1 983) surpasses the conceptual ambiguity between commitment and
similar constructs by offering the notion that commitment in a relationship is primarily an
indicator of the stability of the relationship over time. Indeed, practitioners are placing
more emphasis on using relational norms and attitudes such as commitment to maintain
continuity rather than the use of authoritative control mechanisms (Weitz and Jap 1 995).
(Oliva et al. 1 992) show how the notion of commitment is linked to multiple aspects of
the consumer-firm relationship. They include insightful discussion on issues such as
involvement, decision, loyalty, satisfaction, dissatisfaction, switching, transactional cost,
etc. This link to other dyadic relational attributes and dimensions offers support for this
paper's position that commitment is a deeply-seated latent construct in the mind of the
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consumer. It is possible that because commitment can be considered on a personal,
moral, and structural level that causes it to be so interrelated with other dyadic relational
attributes and dimensions.
This paper posits that the bond serves as a well fitting antecedent to the
commitment variable. This is suggested, as the notion of the bond is that of a continuous
on-going process - much like commitment. It is also posited that consumers with
stronger bonds with a firm desire to have these bonds with the firm and this fits well with
the definition of commitment offered in this paper (Johnson 1991 ). This paper defines
commitment as a subjective mental association of an individual wanting to continue the
relationship toward the company. This association can be described as having three
attributes: 1) personal commitment - wanting to stay in the relationship, 2) moral
commitment - feeling you should stay in the relationship, and 3) structural commitment external constraining factors (Johnson 1991).
This paper takes the position that the desired association by the consumer toward
the company provides a firm foundation for a strong and close relationship between the
partners. A high level of commitment between the parties in a relationship is likely to act
as an antecedent to loyalty.

Loyalty: loyalty is an outcome of customer satisfaction with performance (Price
and Arnould 1999). Trust and commitment are used to build and maintain ongoing loyal
relationships (Anderson and Narus 1984; Dwyer et al. 1987; Geyskens et al. 1999;
Moorman et al. 1993; Morgan and Hunt 1994). Recently (Oliver 1999) has suggested
that loyalty is a composite construct that takes into consideration four dimensions:
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cognitive, affective, conative, and action stages. This model fits well with this paper's
description of loyalty, as it is comprised of an affective component (trust, customer
satisfaction), a cognitive component (commitment, interaction), a conative component
(interaction, repeat purchase), and action stages (developmental stages of relationship
previously described, interaction, repeat purchase).
Within the marketing literature, there is a general notion of loyalty that has
universal attributes. For example, within the relationship there are varying degrees of
subjective loyal intentions by the parties to do that which is expected. Loyalty can be
described as a subjectivity of the involved parties' intentions for doing their part (Weber
1947). Customer satisfaction is often considered an antecedent to customer loyalty
(Bitner 1990; LaBarbera and Mazursky 1 983; Oliva et al. 1 992). Mazursky, LaBarbera
and Aiello ( 1987) indicate that customer loyalty and switching behavior is influenced by
both intrinsic and extrinsic factors. (Jacoby and Kyner 1 973) add that both attitudinal
and behavioral components influence loyalty. This paper supports these general notions
of loyalty attributes and recognizes that some of these attributes may be influential with
the loyalty construct and the interaction with related constructs used in this model as
input factors of the consumer-firm relationship and bond.
Just as there are general attributes associated with the notion of loyalty, so too are
there more specific notions of loyalty in the marketing literature. Two of these include:
1) brand loyalty and 2) loyalty to the company representative (personnel). A general
definition of brand loyalty is that it refers to a "biased behavioral response expressed over
time by some decision-making unit with respect to one or more alternative brands out of
a set of such brands" (Fournier and Yao 1997; Jacoby and Chestnut 1978). Brand loyalty
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is considered a contributing dimension to brand equity and it is also adds value to the
firm. Brand loyalty reduces the firm's "vulnerability to competitive action" while
strengthening it's own customer base (Aaker 1991). Brand loyalty can be considered
''the attachment that a customer has to the brand" (Aaker 1991), " . . .it is a basis of brand
equity that is created by many factors, chief among them being the use experience.
However, loyalty is influenced in part by the other major dimensions of brand equity,
awareness, associations, and perceived quality. In some cases, loyalty can arise largely
from a brand's perceived quality or attribute associations" (Aaker 1991).
A second loyalty dimension refers to the company personnel - loyalty toward a
company representative who may be a sales representative. Although (Garver 1998)

makes it clear that research into the customer-sales representative relationship is
significantly lacking in the literature and provides opportunity for future research, he also
offers great insight when presenting his own definition of the customer-salesperson
loyalty phenomenon. This definition was derived following a series of in-depth
interviews in a qualitative study and " . .. suggests that loyalty toward a salesperson is
present when the buyer displays behaviors that help the salesperson gain, obtain, or
maintain business with the buyer's organization" (Garver 1998 p 1 68-169). This supports
the notion of a possible developing relationship and an increasing bond between the
company representative and the consumer offered in this study.
There is a strong link between the behavioral dimensions of loyalty and
switching. It can be suggested that customer switching behavior is the opposite of brand
loyalty. That is to suggest that customers switch providers because they are non-loyal.
This will include changing from one product/service provider (Oliva et al. 1992) to
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another and likely changing back as there is possibility of switching between providers at
different times through the life cycle of the product or consumer. Customers are often
considered opportunistic in their purchase behaviors. It is suggested that if there are
higher levels of satisfaction, trust, bonding, and commitment, in the consumer-firm
relationship, it will likely result in greater consumer loyalty and reduced switching
behavior.
Reichheld and Sasser (1990) have suggested that even loyal customers will often
switch providers. These switching behaviors may therefore have a sense of normalcy in
consumer purchasing patterns and may not necessarily be indicators of non-loyalty, rather
infer that some level of customer switching behavior is perfectly normal.
This paper defines loyalty as a subjectivity of the involved parties to do that,
which is, expected (Weber 1947). It is comprised of both/either a psychological or
attitudinal component and a behavioral component (Jacoby and Kyner 1973). The two
components may be influenced by both intrinsic and/or extrinsic factors (LaBarbera and
Mazursky 1983). It is recognized that the consumer loyalty toward the firm can be
reflected in terms of loyalty to either the brand and/or the company personnel. It is
anticipated that the higher the level of bonding and commitment, the greater the loyalty�

Potential Moderating Influences on the Commitment-Loyalty Relationship

Three potential moderating influences may influence the relationship between
commitment and loyalty. All three variables can be considered as environmental or
situational variables that may account for differences in consumer's behaviors. The three
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situational variables are the switching costs, mobility barriers, and the level of
dependence/independence.

Switching. Costs: the consumers anticipated cost to switch partners in a
relationship might encourage loyalty (Jackson 1 985). Therefore, this potential
moderating variable fits the model prior to the loyalty construct. If the relationship is ·
perceived to be strong, has much invested into it, or derives much benefit to the parties
involved, it potentially has high switching costs. (Wilson 1995) offers an example of a
switching cost as the concept of "structural bonds" as one that creates impediments to the
termination of the relationship such as non-retrievable investments and technology.
Although the notion of high switching costs may encourage loyalty (Jackson 1 985) even
loyal and satisfied customers will still switch partners (Reichheld and Jr. 1 990)
suggesting that some level of consumer switching is a natural process. Clearly, however
there is a strong link between the cost to switch partners and the loyalty construct.

Mobility Barrien: once in a relationship, the consumer's evaluation of the
experience may receive a high rating - causing a reluctance to leave the relationship.
This reluctance to leave the relationship can be considered a mobility barrier (Dwyer et
al. 1 987). (Wilson 1 995) speaks of high "social bonds" that those individuals with
stronger personal relationships are more likely to remain in the relationship. It is
recognized that there is. overlap between the dimensions of switching costs and mobility
barriers. This .paper takes the position that the primary difference between the
dimensions is that switching costs involve some psychological or physical cost that could
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potentially be measured in monetary terms and mobility barriers simply offer . ·
encumbrance to prevent change and may not incur actual cost.

Interdependence/Dependence: the interdependence/dependence and the sense of
"we-ness" experienced by partners' increases with frequency of contact and the passing
of time. Partners come to feel that their separate interests are inextricably tied to the well
being and outcome of their relationship (Milardo et al. 1 983; Perlman and Fehr 1 987).
Although the partners in a relationship may have similar interests and a strong sense of
"we-ness" according to (Hinde 1 979) their interdependence will become evident and ·
allow each partner to affect, define, and redefine the relationship (Fournier . 1 998).

Price Sensitivity
This variable is the operationalization of the price elasticity concept. It is
suggested that if there were a strong relationship and bond between the firm and the
consumer then the consumer may become more or less price sensitive depending on
context. On one hand, a consumer may be less price sensitive and willing to pay
somewhat higher prices for the benefit derived from_ the bond with the firm. Examples of
this may be associated with name brand companies with which a consumer may wish to
be associated as it brings increased psychological benefit to the consumer. On the other
hand, once a consumer has engaged in a high level of bonding with a firm the consumer
may expect to receive a price discount and consideration for their repeat patronage with
the firm. This notion of price sensitivity may therefore be context specific as to the
anticipated direction the consumer will tolerate price fluctuations.
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Willingness to Expend Effort

The willingness to expend effort variable reflects the notion that if there is a bond
between the consumer and the firm, the consumer may become more or less willing to
expend greater effort to interact with the finn if it is required. On one hand consumers
may be willing it expend greater effort to interact with a firm. Expended effort in this
context could be considered actions such as a willingness to wait in line a little longer,
drive slightly further to a retail location, etc. However, on the other hand consumers that
feel they have a strong relationship with a firm and are loyal and constant corporate
companions with consistent repeat purchasing patters may expect to receive consideration
such that they do not have to expend great effort to interact with the firm. Examples of
this could include frequent buyer privileges, gold club memberships, additional services,
and preferential treatment with no waiting lines.

An Underlying Problem with the Consumer-Firm Relationship Process Model

There are two purposes for describing the consumer-firm relationship process
model from the extant literature. The first purpose was to offer the reader a strong
foundation in the consumer-firm relationship process and demonstrate a significant
literature base. The second purpose is one of the more salient points this dissertation
seeks to address. That point is the disjunct between the input factors and the anticipated
outcome factors in the consumer-firm relationship model. As describe� previously the
input and process variables in the consumer-firm relationship do a poor job of predicting
the outcome variables and do not always connect well in the model. This dissertation
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· _ �ed the example previously of customer satisfaction and how satisfied C1JStoniers can - b� _
unpredictable and may switch to competing· market offerings, even though intuitively one
would assume that satisfieq customers would develop ritualistic purchase patterns with
the firm that had caused them to be satisfied in the first place (Bolton 1998; Ganesh et al.
2000; Reichheld 1996; Rust and Zahorik 1 993). Or as (Bloemer and Polesz 1989 p47; ·
Newman and Werbel 1 973) have stated " . . . not all satisfied customers will be brand
loyal. Similarly, not every consumer who is not fully satisfied appears to be nonloyal ."
Satisfaction is not the only relationship variable that is problematic in connecting
and predicting relational outcome and consumer behavior variables. (Doney and Cannon
1997; Fein and Anderson 1 997; Gruen et al. 2000) present a strong position that
traditional relational measures such as trust, commitment, and long-term orientation are
not adequate and do not capture the :fullness of the relationship notion.·
The disjunct in the model suggests that there is something else going on that is · not
fully accounted for in the model or the marketing literature. This dissertation posits the
notion that the bond construct may offer additional insights and possible explanation into
the reason why the consumer-firm input and process constructs fail to fully connect and
· predict the output constructs in the consumer-firm model as described above (see -figure
2-4).
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Figure 2.;2
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THE BOND CONCEPT
Origin of the Term Bond
The earliest reference to the term "bond" (see Oxford English Dictionary - second
edition, all dates approximations) originated in 1225 with the notion of imprisonment,
confinement, and custody of an animal or a man. The term was also used in 1250 with
the application to the binding of limbs of the body. This included items such as string,
shackles, chains, fetters, manacles, etc. The application of the bonding process was for
restraint of an individual such as a slave or one being held captive. In 1330 the notion of
a bond has reference toward obligatory or indebtedness and the bond is considered as a
restraint upon the mind of a person. It also has judicial and rights of law attached to it.
By 1340, the term was used in a broader sense to include anything that was tied down or
bound together. Now the application of the term was toward farming and general
everyday living. Evidence of bonds of wedlock and matrimony can be found in 1 552 as
two individuals are considered as bonded within the agreement of marriage. Each party
to the union is considered as having entered a bond or a pledge of oneself to the union.
A variety of legal and technical applications appear after about 1 596. There is
reference toward deeds, payment, and even a penal bond. By the 1800' s, one can find
reference toward money, mortgage, and goods. Increased technical uses of the term bond
as in bricklaying and masonry, where there is a union of bricks and stone, in the building
of stone walls that overlap and hold together and in carpentry where one encounters the
joining and fastening of two pieces of timber. In 1 884, there is a more recent use of the
word within the world of chemistry as a bond is said to exist between each unit of atom73

fixirtg power.

In 1904, we find bonding used in the domain of electricity as the bond is

between two metal parts that · fonn a circuit.
The term "bond" was introduced into the psychology literature in the closeness
found in the infant-caregiver relationship (Bowlby 1969; Bowlby 1980; Bowlby 1973).
Bowlby was the first to explain the bonding and attachment process between two people
and assigns it to a central place in our thinking about relationships. The concept of
bonding was originally introduced by Bowlby to explain the enhanced proximity and how
survival is promoted between the two parties. The bond provides a secure base from
which each party in the relationship can explore the environment while being offered a
safe haven when threatened. It is within Bowlby' s historical and relational context that
this paper considers the origins of the term bond.

The Bond State

The notion of bonding between two partners was introduced by Bowlby,
( 1969/1982, 1973, 1980) who described it as an inherent, deep-seated latent variable that
is within each of us. The term "bond" was originally introduced into the psychology
literature as a survival mechanism that is instinctively inherent·in an infant. The notions
addressed by Bowlby in his bonding theory are useful to consumer research as the
development of bonds between two parties over time parallels the notion of the
hierarchical phases of development found in the consumer-firm relationship. This
suggests that during the initial stages of relationship development between the consumer
and the firm (i.e. awareness), the strength of the bond is likely to be weak. However, as
the relationship matures and progresses through the hierarchical phases of relationship
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development (i.e. �xploration, expansion, and commitment), the strength of the bond is_
likely to grow stronger. This paper takes the dimension of bond strength a step further
and suggests _that the bond strength may be considered as an evaluative measure that
offers insight into the overall consumer-firm relationship strength.
Although most consumers recognize that they have on-going purchases with a
variety of companies, many may never have considered these repeated contacts to be
grounds for a relationship. This was apparent when in the exploratory interviews for this
dissertation the participants at times described them selves as not loyal to any stores or
brands but after a few probing questions the same participants were discussing in depth
what has become an intimate and complex relationship with a variety of firms and/or
brands (see appendix 2 and 3). This suggests that consumers may not consider their
relationships with firms as top-of-mind and may not realize that they are in an ongoing
relationship with a firm until it is brought to a higher level of conscious awareness.
There is strong evidence in the literature to support the notion that relationships can be
formed below the threshold of awareness (George et al. 1 985 ; Main 1991 ; Reis and Knee
1 996; van ljzendoom 1 995). It seems reasonable that relationship marketing research in
the consumer-firm paradigm may be complicated as researchers may be asking
consumers to comment upon relationships in which they are engaged, yet have no
realization of or prior cognitive thoughts above the threshold of awareness.
A healthy relationship will continually revise its bond strength to reflect its on
going experience. The bond will reflect actual relationship experiences between the
parties over time (Kirkpatrick 1994; Kojetin 1993). Because the bond is a reflection of
ongoing repetitive experience over time and may be subject to change, this paper takes
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the position that the bond is a variable. The bond is dynamic in nature and is a renewal
process. An understanding of this bonding process is important as one considers the
repetitive process of exchange that occurs with each consumer-company transaction and
interaction in the marketplace.
Because the bonding process is a repetitive process, it may constantly change with
each successive experience. Each successive interaction with the firm the consumer
experiences provides a possible platform for evaluation and could result in altered
motivation, satisfaction, and trust levels that could influence the bond.
The bond construct can be considered as comprising of a series of facets that
reflect the strength, closeness, need for security, survival instinct, separation distress, and
safe haven from which an individual can explore their environment that are found in
Bowlby's original works. These notions are readily transferable to the contextual setting
of the consumer-firm interaction in the market place. The consumer enters the market
place in order to procure products and services. These products and services may be for
both physical and/or psychological benefit, survival, and well-being. The consumer
interacts with the firm in the market place by engaging in commercial transactions that
result in both physical and psychological preservation and benefit for the same reason
that the infant engages its nurturer or provider. (Palmer 2002) offers support for the
notion that consumers enter the market place to engage firms in commercial transaction
that provide physical and psychological necessities and benefits that were once provided
within the family setting. This interaction between the consumer and the firm may result
in the evolution of a bond between the partners. It is this paper's position that individuals
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may develop bonds with companies to derive the same physical and psychological benefit
derived by the infant described in Bowlby's works.
This dissertation posits that the bond may be an influential notion that may bridge
the disjunct in the consumer-firm relationship process model (see figure 2-4). Because of
the nature of the psychological facets of the bond as a perceptual notion in the mind of
the consumer toward the company, the bond may operate as a link between the
input/process factors and the anticipated outcome factors in the model. Facets of the
bond that are influential in the amelioration of the consumer-firm relationship model may
include themes such as a felt sense of closeness, comfort, proximity, familiarity, security,
and reduced anxiety and separation distress.

Time and the Developmental Phases of the Consumer-Firm Relationship Model
Below the consumer-firm relationship process model (figure 2-4), a shadowed
arrow is· displayed. This arrow represents the notions of the developmental phases of
relationship evolvement, suggesting to the reader that consumer-firm bonding occurs
over time and reminding the reader that relational exchanges between the consumer and
the firm are continuous, on-going interactions and not discrete transactions.

Bowlby's Sentiments on Relationships and the Concept of Bonding and Attachment
Whether one regards relationships in terms of behavioral or affective and
cognitive notions that surpass the behaviors, it is clear that the psychological bonding
phenomena is much more than the sum of interactional behavioral elements (Hinde
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1979). This is congruent with Bowlby' s '(1969/1982, 1973, 1980) view of attachment and
bonding.
Bowlby' s sch�ma corresponded to a weaker individual, typically an infant,
adhering to a stronger party, typically its nurturer for both physical and psychological
enhancement. · The physical betterment may be described as necessary succor to promote
life or as with more complex notions of enhanced proximity to promote safety and
survival within the environment, such that the infant can leave the mother and engage the
outside world. Examples of the notions of psychological betterment can be considered as
simple as the reductions of loneliness or as more complex as the development of bonds
through an attachment process. These bonds result in the reduction of anxiety, separation
distress, and the general well-being and development of the infant.
Bowlby' s earlier work on attachment (Vol. 1, 1969) stems from his previous
studies on early childhood personality development and the effects of maternal bonding
deprivation. Initially Bowlby was interested in how an individual's personality
developed if that person had had inadequate maternal attachments as an infant or had
been separated from it's mother figure without a suitable substitute. Bowlby's work was
not only focused on the presence of a bond between an infant and a caregiver. The
research gives consideration to both the presence and absence of the attachment and the
resulting behaviors. Consider Bowlby's introductory comments, "From empirical
observation we suggest that 'the young child's hunger for his mother's love and presence
is as great as his hunger for food', and that in consequence her absence inevitably
generates 'a powerful sense of loss and anger'" (p.xiii 1 969).-
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This initial foray resulted in Bowlby' s work on "instinctive behavior" in humans
and primates (1969). This subsequently led to the development of the notions of
attachment behavior stressing the emotional elements of the attachment and bonding
behavior. This work was offered in a second volume (Vol. 2, 1973; see also Vol. 1,
Chapter 2). In Volume 2, Bowlby argues that humans, as well as primates, are subject to
certain natural cues toward danger, to which an individual, without the opportunity for
learning, responds with fear. These cues include being alone, strange situations, objects,
and persons (see Part 2, Volume 2). These cues are not in and of themselves dangerous;
however, they are responsible for providing motivation for the bonding process. These
cues may result in separatjon anxiety as the child is separated from the attachment figure.
Volume 3 deals with advanced research on grief and mourning and include an
"amplification" of the material presented in the first volume. Bowlby' s work on
separation anxiety and sadness as the parties are disengaged is of interest to this
dissertation as it may be interesting to ask participants in the interviews about their own
personal feeling as an attachment with a firm with whom they have bonded and upon
whom they rely is severed. However, the notions of grief, mourning, and the process of
mourning are considered beyond the scope of this dissertation.'
In summary, Bowlby's central schema includes the development of notions such
as infant-caregiver relationships, separation anxiety, defense, and sensitive periods of
development in early life that intrinsically motive an individual toward instinctive
bonding behaviors. One might posit that this is in direct development from Freud's
earlier theories on childhood and personality development.
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These notions offered by Bowlby are salient to this dissertation. One of the
objectives of this dissertation-is to determine if the presence of a bond that was described
by Bowlby in the infant caregiver context can be found in the consumer-firm relationship
later in the individual's life.

Attachment Styles

Bowlby's original work (1969, 1973) introduced the notion of instinctive
developmental attachment and bonding behaviors. As described previously, Bowlby's
initial work originated with observation of the infant caregiver relationship. His work
included the notion of the weaker individual in the dyad developing attachments and
bonds with the stronger partner. These attachment theories in early childhood
development lead to Bowlby' s writings on personality development and separation
distress (1969).
Several of Bowlby' s contemporaries have advanced Bowlby' s original notions of
attachment theory. (Ainsworth et al. 1978) and (Bretherton and Waters 1985) have
developed the notion of the attachment providing a "secure base" offering a notion of
"felt security" to the weaker party. This is congruent with this dissertation's praxis of the
notion of a consumer bond. It suggests that once a consumer has developed a bond with
a firm of origin the consumer may develop a feeling of security and reenter the
marketplace and try alternative market offerings from competing firms. The consumer
may feel comfortable or "secure" in these marketplace forays, as she knows she can
return at anytime to the original firm with which she senses and feels a bond. The
notions of "felt security" and a "secure base" may account for some of the natural
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switching behavior that is found in normal consumer behavior patterns (Reichheld and Jr.
1990).
(Ainsworth et al. 1978) have advanced the notion of attachment theory by
suggesting that infants develop attachments in patterns or as types. These types were
classified into "secure" and "insecure" categories. Secure attachments are more easily
comforted, welcomed attention after separation, and displayed greater positive affect.
Insecure attachment types failed to gain comfort after separation from a primary
caregiver, tended to be more clinging, cried more often, exhibited anxiety, ambivalence,
and avoidant behaviors. Insecure attachments were often fostered by a caregiver who
exhibited avoid.ant, insensitive, and rejecting nurturing styles. Some children in the
insecure " . . . category were described as emotionally insulated, hostile, antisocial and
paradoxically, seeking attention" (Ainsworth et al. 1978). For the purposes of this
dissertation, this could indicate that consumer-firm bonds might be influenced by
developmental attachment type (i.e., secure, insecure) and by the characteristics of the
firm's attachment style toward the consumer.
(Barone 2002) has suggested that in contrast to Bowlby' s social and personality
development theory of attachment, some social psychologists have "focused on the
possibility of enduring cognitive models or self-schema as an outcome of interactional
history" including mental models (Hazen and Shaver 1 987). This dissertation finds the
notion of the developmental mental models or schema to be congruent with the notion of
the consumer-firm bond and attachment process. It suggests that possible mental models
develop in the mind of the consumer surrounding the firm as the consumer interacts with
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the firm and forms judgements about the fimi, product offerings, service, customer
service representatives, etc.
(Hazan and Shaver 1987) advanced attachment theory by developing adult
attachment measures. The measure consists of three classifications: 1) secure, 2)
anxious/ambivalent,. and 3) avoidant. The findings from the Hazen and Shaver study
indicate that 56% of the participants classified themselves · as secure, 20% as
anxious/ambivalent, and 24% as avoidant from ·a self-report survey instrument. (Barone
2002) suggests that these findings are similar to those estimated for infants as 62%
secure, 15% anxious/ambivalent, and 23% avoidant (see also (Campos et al. 1983). This
indicates that the attachment types formed in infancy may well be relatively consistent
and reveal themselves later in adulthood.
More recently (Collins and Read 1990) have taken the (Hazan and Shaver 1987)
study a step further. The Collins and Read study offers an 18 item measurement
instrument that seeks to add insight into the underlying structure of the three attachment
types of: 1) secure, 2) anxious/ambivalent, and 3) avoidant developed by (Hazan and
Shaver 1987). Collins and Read called these attachment types "close", "depend" and
"anxiety''. As discussed by (Barone 2002):
"(Collins and Read 1990) related the attachment styles 'secure', 'avoidant'
and 'anxious', to these dimensions in the following way: 'a person with a
secure attachment style was comforted with closeness, able to depend on
others and not worried about being abandoned or unloved; an avoidant
individual was uncomfortable with closeness and intimacy, not confident
in others' availability and not particularly worried about being abandoned;
an anxious person was comfortable with closeness, fairly confident in the
availability of others, but very worried about being abandoned and
unloved'. Collins· and Read also explored the addition of one additional
attachment style in which two anxious styles are differentiated, one high
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on 'close' and 'anxiety' and the other low on 'close' but high on
'anxiety "'.
(Bartholomew 1 99 1 ; Bartholomew 1990) has advanced both Hazen and Shaver
( 1987) and Collins and Read (1 990) by offering a forth style of attachment She divided
the "avoidant" construct into two separate categories: " 1 ) one was a more fearful style
characterized by a conscious desire for social contact inhibited by fear or rejection; and 2)
a dismissing style which is characterized by defensive denial of a wish for social contact"
(Barone 2002; Bartholomew 1 990).
In summary, (Barone 2002) summarizes the advancement of Bowlby's attachment
theory as it has developed regarding attachment styles as follows: "The four prototypic
forms of adult attachment are: 1) secure; 2) preoccupied, which corresponds conceptually
to the anxious ambivalent style; 3) fearful, which corresponds to an avoidant style as
conceptualized by Hazan and Shaver ( 1987); and 4) dismissing" which is similar to
detached pattern's of attachment (Bartholomew 1 99 1 ).

Types and Uses of the Term Bond
A difficulty in discussing the types of bonds that are found in the relationship
marketing literature is one of definition. The term "bond" has never been clearly defined
in the marketing literature (Arantola 2002) and consequently, it has a variety of meanings
to different authors. If there is a common essence to the notion of the "bond" in the
following examples, it may conceptually be considered as the element (or "glue") that
binds the parties in the dyad together.
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This section seeks not to give an in-depth explanation of the bond types found in
the literature, but rather to demonstrate the variety of bond types or ways in which the
term "bond" has been used. As one is able to collectively review the ways in which the
term has been used it allows for an appreciation and an understanding of why there is
confusion regarding this term. This is a salient point in this dissertation as one of the
objectives and hopes of this study is to potentially offer a more clear definition and
understanding of the consumer-firm bond.
Following are some of the different ways the term "bond" has been used in two
domains of literature and research. The first is the social and personality psychology
literature and the second is that of relationship marketing. For convenience, two
summary tables have been constructed that offer an overview of the relationship/bond
type, source, and a brief definition of the "bond" (see appendices 4 and 5).

Bond Types in the Social Psychology Literature: over the past six decades, the
personality and social psychology literature has developed a broad range of notions that
can be considered as the bonding factors in a relationship. The types of bonds discussed
· here are limited to dyadic or two-party relationships. Bonds and the influential factors
affecting them between triads or groups are considered beyond the scope of this
dissertation.
The bonds presented in the psychology literature can be considered in terms of
environmental characteristics and psychological dimensions that promote relational
interaction and loyalty between two parties. However, a difference between the bonds
offered in the relationship marketing literature and the bonds presented in the
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personality/social psychology literatures is that in the relationship marketing-literature the
majority of the bonds are considered as environmental bonds with fewer examples of
innate desires, cognitive schema, perceptual elements, and affect that is attributed to the
attachment and bonding process. This trend is reversed in the psychology literature. In
the psychology literature, the majority of the bonds are not in the environmental
characteristics, but rather within the affective and cognitive area of attachment and the
self-schema of the individuals in the bonding process
As can be demonstrated, many of the bonds that hold individuals together in
relationships can be thematically examined within four social setting of: 1) love and
sexual, 2) marriage and family, 3) friendship, and 4) other (see appendix 5 Relationship/Bond Types in the Social Psychology Literature).
Love and sexual bonds including the notions of intimacy, passion, commitment,
previous relationship experience, gender orientation, self-esteem, satisfaction, and
attraction (Adams and Jones 1997; Hendrick and Hendrick 1986; Sternberg 1987). These
love bonds are considered attitudinal in nature as well as attraction toward· a potential
partner influenced by characteristics such as personality, kindness, intelligence, physical
attractiveness, health, and creative traits (Buss and Barnes 1986; Reis et al. -1980).
Marriage and family bonds engage issues such as interdependence, satisfaction,
attitude, commitment, and intimacy (Hendrick 1981; Johnson 1991; Kelley 1983; Kelley
1979; Reis et al. 1980; Waister et al. 1978). Marriage and family bonds include notions
of relational enrichment, relational satisfaction and commitment and prevention of
dissolution. Family bonds may include the infant-caregiver bond as previously presented
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in this paper and includes notions of closeness, felt security, reduced separation anxiety,
etc., (Bowlby 1969; Bowlby 1980; Bowlby 1973).
Evidence of friendship bonds that address notions such as romance, cognitive
development, emotion, personality, triviality, and· intimacy also exist in the literature
(Kon 1981; Perlman and Fehr 1987; Reisman 1981; Sapadin 1988; Simmel 1950).
Friendship bonds may include sentiments of interdependence and attribution indicating
those individuals may be in the relationship as there are incentives for desired outcomes
(Kelley 1979).
The last typology is referred to as "other". · This includes a variety of bonds that
are important but do not fall neatly into a group of their own. This group includes bonds
that have environmental characteristics that are responsible for bringing together and
holding dyads in union (Ichheiser 1970), formal vs. informal bonds (Hinde 1979), and
contextual bonds (Parks and Eggert 1991; Schultz 1967). However, the majority of the
psychology bonding theory seems to lean toward psychological elements with less
emphasis on the environmental characteristics.

Bond Types in the Relationship Marketing Literature: the bond types
presented in the relationship marketing literature (see appendix 6 - Relationship/Bond
Types in the Relationship Marketing Literature) are almost exclusively from the domains
of b2b and services marketing. This reflects the preponderance of relationship marketing
research in b2b and the services arena and the lack of literature in the domain of.business
to-consumer. The one notable exception is an article where (Arantola 2002) offers some
background and discussion on business to consumer bonds. However, the literature
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Arantola cites to make her case and argument are largely from the b2b and services
marketing domains and the article concludes with the following call for more research in
business to consumer bonding:
"Since the focus of much of the literature has been in industrial marketing
settings, it is clear that further empirical research is needed to model the reality of
consumer relationships, both from the company's viewpoint and as perceived by the
consumer. On a conceptual level, scale development for measuring the strength of bonds
as an avenue towards measuring the strength of the relationship would also be a valuable
contribution" (p. l 04).
The bond types found in Wilson and Mummalaneni (1986) and Arantola (2002)
are perhaps the most similar in nature to the consumer-firm bond introduced in this
dissertation and offered by (Bowlby 1969; Bowlby 1980; Bowlby 1973). Although
Wilson and Mummalaneni's article has an "organizational/industrial markets" orientation
(b2b) for example, "the purchase decision of an industrial buyer choosing between
alternative suppliers is presented" (p.45) there are however, advanced several of the
notions addressed in this dissertation. Specifically, Wilson and Mummalaneni note
psychological dimensions of loyalty, satisfaction, attachment, trust, friendship, etc, and
they consistently speaks of both the buyer and seller using language generally reserved
for people, even though he is discussing legal entities or companies.
Other examples of how the term "bond" is used in the relationship marketing
literature include but are not limited to the following: legal bonds (Easton 1992; Morris et
al. 1 998), economic bonds (Berry and Parasurman 1991; Turnbull and Wilson 1989),
geographic bonds (Liljander and Strandvik 1995), knowledge bonds (Halinen 1994;
Liljander and Strandvik 1 995), social bonds (Macchiette and Roy 1992; Voss and Giraud
1997), cultural bonds (Liljander and Strandvik 1 995), technological bonds (Easton 1992),
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and psychological- bon4s (Arantola 2002; Wilson and Mummalaneni 1986). This
dissertation offers the notion that much of this literature uses sentiments referred to as
"bonds" that could be considered as either encumberments �r facilitators (incentives or
disincentives) to have a relationship. This use of the term "bond" does not strictly
adhere to the notion of a bond as it was originally introduced by (Bowlby 1969; Bowlby
1980; Bowlby 1973) or as it has been used historically as the term has matured.
As can be noted, the majority of these examples offer little similarity in either
conceptual or operational application of the term "bond" as it is used in this dissertation
or the original notion as offered by (Bowlby 1969; Bowlby 1980; Bowlby 1973). The
primary difference seems to be the absence of the innate desires, cognitive schema,
perceptive elements, or emotive processes associated with the bonding experience and
these works rely more on environmental characteristics such as contracts, money,
geography, technology, etc.
In summary, the marketing and psychology literatures uses the "bond" term to
represent a phenomena that holds two parties together in a relationship. The confusion
and ambiguity in the literature stems from a lack of a clear singular definition of what a
bond is and thus the term is used in a ubiquitous nature. This diss�rtation seeks to
address this confusion and ambiguity by hopefully advancing a more clear and normative
definition of the term "bond."
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CHAPTER SUMMARY
Chapter II presented an in-depth lo�k at the bond construct and how it relates to
relationship marketing. A review of the current literature is offered from both marketing
and psychology and the ubiquitous way in which the term "bond" is used is presented. A
nomologi.cal network is presented to offer support for the theory of a consumer-firm
relationship. A holistic consumer-firm process model was proposed that allow for the
development of the consumer-firm bond state. This model presented a possible way to
consider the highly interactive and closely associated mediating and moderating variables
associated with the consumer-firm bond experience. This Chapter has given
consideration to the bond in two ways. First, one may consider the bond conceptually in
terms of its possible presence or absences and second, one can consider the possibility
that the bond presence could ameliorate the disjunct between the input/process and
anticipated outcome variables associated with the consumer-firm relationship process
model.
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CHAPTER III

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
INTRODUCTION
The two previous Chapters introduced the conceptual notion of the bond as it
might potentially be adopted to better understand relationship marketing. Chapter I
introduced the notion of a consumer-firm relationship, identified potential gaps in the
relationship-marketing literature, and provided an overview of a potential consumer-firm
bond. Chapter II expanded upon Chapter I by offering a literature review that focused
on: 1 ) the bond phenomenon as studied in the psychology arena, 2) the historical roots
and definition of relationship marketing, and 3) detail regarding the input factors,
anticipated outcome factors, and moderators that compose the prescribed consumer-firm
bond model. Chapter III seeks to build upon the gaps in the marketing literature
presented in the previous two Chapters. The purpose of this Chapter is to offer an
appropriate methodology to respond to the research questions previously described that
.

.

focus on the notion of the bond. This Chapter also reviews some of the potential
difficulties that are associated with identifying and measuring the bond and it's related
dimensions.
The remainder of this Chapter will be guided by the following outline. First, a
description of the bond construct and identification of the objectives of the study will be
presented. Second, a methodological approach to the interpretation of the bond profile is
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described. Third, a discussion ensues on assessing the trustworthiness of the qualitative
data and interpreted findings. And finally, a brief summary wraps up this Chapter.

THE BOND CONSTRUCT
Bowlby's original work (Bowlby 1969/1 982, 1 973, 1980) described the bond as
having emotional dimensions such as, but not limited to, feelings of closeness, need for
security, survival instinct, separation distress, and a safe haven when describing the
infant-caregiver bond. This dissertation purports that these notions expressed by Bowlby
are not unlike the emotional dimensions of comfort, confidence, security, feeling
connected, great feeling, familiarity, and favorable temperament in intent that were used
by participants in the exploratory interviews for this dissertation as they described the
bonds they had with preferred retail stores they frequented (see appendix 2 and 3). These
descriptions of the bond offered by the consumer toward the firm suggest similarity and
congruence with the notions of the infant-caregiver bond described by Bowlby and offer
support for this research.
This dissertation seeks to provide support for Bowlby's position that these bonds
are innate desires and a natural part of human development. It is posited that the notion
of the bond between the consumer and the firm has moved beyond traditional relationship
measures such as the commitment, trust, and long-term orientation constructs. The bond
seeks to capture and give consideration to an emotional link between the individual and a
firm that has not fully been addressed by these traditional relationship measures (Doney
and Cannon 1997; Fein and Anderson 1 997; Gruen et al. 2000). It is possible that the
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emotional link between the consumer and the firm could conceivably be evident in the
bonding process and may exist at an abstract or very deep personal level. Because the
consumer-firm bond may exist at an abstract level, a series of open-ended questions were
asked during the discovery interview process that were used to explore the participant's
potential bonding experience. It is anticipated that this in-depth discovery approach
allows the interviewer to tap into the higher order or more abstract points that may be
identified through a means-end hierarchy type approach. A laddering type technique may
be employed and may be instrumental in the discovery process that can lead to the
consequences or terminal values that may be found in the consumer's means-end bonding
hierarchy.

METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES AND APPROACH
TO THE INTERPRETATION OF THE BOND CONSTRUCT
Because the bond is a latent variable construct that is inherent and innate within
the mind of the consumer, it offers several challenges when striving to demonstrate both
its presence and related profile. Consideration is now given to potential difficulties
associated with the identification and interpretation of the bond construct and its related
facets. An appropriate methodology is offered as a possible way to collect the data,
engage the study, and reduce the potential difficulties associated with an interpretivistic
study of this nature. The difficulties associated with the study of the consumer-firm bond
phenomenon may include automaticity, the participant's level of awareness, participants
and sample selection, types and styles of questions to be asked, and reliability and rigor
or general trustworthiness of the qualitative data and findings.
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This study is influenced by the methodological approach of phenomenological
research. The existential and hermeneutical-phenomenological approaches fit well with
an intuitive sense of human essence and the nature of the human bonding experience.
The approach to the consumer is not to seek the algorithms of the mind, but rather the
perceptions of the individual taken from the lived experience (Pollio et al. 1997).
The phenomenological methodology allows both the consumer and the researcher
to interact in the interviewing process as they approach the phenomenon of the bonding
experience. The participants are afforded great· freedom of thought as this approach is
not anticipatory or expectant in response but rather open to participant's own description
of their own lived experience. Once the participant has described their own experience it
is necessary for the interviewer to interact with the participant to gain as close an
interpretation of the consumer's intended essence as possible. This is done through
dialog, as the interviewer went back and forth with the participant in discussion. Thus,
phenomenological interviews are an interpretivistic process. The word interpretation
means to go back and forth between two people so that the data can be described as
closely to the intended essence as possible (Romanyshyn and Whalen 1989). This is
similar to the term explain (ex - meaning out and plain - meaning clear) to bring out
meaning clearly in our interviewer-participant context. The word interpret can be
contrasted with the word infer which means to carry in. In our context, it would indicate
that if the interviewer infers meaning on the participant's comments the interviewer
carries in meaning to the interview of the metaphors and language that comes from the
participant. The dialog between the interviewer and the participant is to be interpreted
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and not inferred. This interpretation is not done after the interview but rather during the
interview as the dialog goes back and forth.
Phenomenology is deemed a good methodology if this study is to do justice to the
realities of the perceived consumer-firm bonding experience in the complex contextual
setting of the marketplace. For this study to understand the consumer-firm bonding
experience, it first must employ a methodology that is open .to the notion of experience.
Thus phenomenological methodology offers face validity to the methodological approach
of this study and has the required methodological rigor (Hirschman 1986; Pollio et al.
1997; Thompson et al. 1989; Valle and King 1978; Wallendorf and Belk 1989).

Participants Level of Awareness - Automaticity

As described in the two previous Chapters, there is evidence to support the notion
that some consumers may have bonds with firms that are below the threshold of their
cognitive awareness. These bonds are considered automatic and unconscious (Bargh
2002; George et al. 1985; Main 199 1; Reis and Patrick 1996; van ljzendoom 1995). In
the exploratory interviews (see appendix 2 and 3) it was apparent that these consumers
recognized that they had on-going repeat purchases from a variety of shops but it was not
always apparent to the consumers that they had a relationship with the firm. However, as
these consumers accessed the schema in memory, they were able to talk about the
presence of the bond and its dimensions.
Consumers have multiple drives, goals, and motivations that can be activated and
then operated upon automatically. These goals may be unconscious and may not be
readily stored in or retrieved from memory (Bargh 2002). This study posits that the
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innate drive within each consumer to bond may at times be unconscious and
consequential bonding behaviors may be manifested as the consumer bonds a with a firm
without cognitive awareness. The study further posits that stimuli received by the
consumer may be both supraliminal, such as an inviting retail store, advertising, or
company sales representatives, and/or subliminal (below the conscious level of
awareness), such bonding discussed previously by Bowlby (1 969/82, 1 973, 1980). These
stimuli may trigger innate bonding desires and behaviors.
The notion of schema being formed and accessed below an individual's level of
awareness is termed "automaticity'' in cognitive psychology. (Bargh 1 989) offers a five
point model that outlines a variety of processes that are considered and used collectively
within the parameters of automaticity: 1) cognitive process of which an individual is
unaware, 2) processes that will operate when attentional resources are minimal, 3)
processes that are unintentional or do not need motivations or goals to be activated, 4)
processes that are autonomous and that have no need of conscious attentional monitoring,
and 5) processes that are involuntary or uncontrollable. Each of the five points in the
Bargh model may possibly be found in the consumer-firm bonding process. This notion
that the consumer-firm bond may at times be below the threshold of cognitive awareness
may present a potential problem in this study as it indicates that there may be incidences
the study may seek information from consumers about that which they have no easily
accessible schema or about that which they may never have had perceptive cognitive
thoughts.
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· Participants and Sample Selection
An important consideration. in this study was the sample that selected. The
sample selection may be critical in this study as one gives consideration to the purpose of
the study. One of the objectives of this study is to determine what support, if any, for the
presence of a bond can be found between a consumer and a firm. Therefore, it is in the
best interest of this study to select an initial sample set from the population that, in the
researchers opinion, is most likely to possess a bond with a firm. This indicates that the
sample frame was not be a purely randomized sample from the complete population set
of consumers. This non-randomized quasi-sample approach to sampling is deemed an
acceptable approach given the objective of the study (Bickman and Rog 1 998).
This dissertation reserved the right to expand the sample frame beyond the
demographic or psycho graphic profile of the initial participants interviewed to whomever
the research data indicates may be potentially interesting and informative participants.
This is to suggest that as the in-depth interviews are completed, they were considered
both individually and with previously completed interviews collectively and used to
guide the selection of the next potential participant. The consideration as to the
characteristics of the next participant to be interviewed may be driven by the data
gathered from the preceding interviews. This technique of theoretical sampling fits well
and is congruent with the question types that were asked in the interview process. Some
of the question types that were used in the in-depth interview process may be categorized
as theoretical questions (Strauss and Corbin 1998).
It was difficult . to predict exactly how many participants were needed for this
study. However, after the interviews were complete ten were used in the final analysis
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and that was more than enough. This number could have been reduced to as few as 5-6
and still have coved sufficient invariant within the variations themselves. The interviews
expand toward different sample characteristics until meaningful data are collected,
saturation point is achieved, and the volume of data stated to become unmanageable.
This is similar to the concept of variation as described by (Ihde 1986), where "the use of
variations requires obtaining as many sufficient examples or variations upon examples as
might be necessary to discover the structural features being sought" (p.40). Once
sufficiency has been achieved and a necessary number of variations collected to offer the
structural features or essence is reached interviews may be concluded.

In-Depth Interviews - Question Types to be Used

Qualitative exploratory interviews began with a sample of females that have a
variety of demographic and psychographic profiles. It is anticipated that these
participants ranged in age from about twenty-five to sixty-five years of age. As support
for the notion of the consumer-firm bond was garnered from this initial sample frame of
participants it was expanded to include male's also. These in-depth interviews may
· served several functions: 1) to offer support, if any, for the findings·of the bond state
expressed by participants in the exploratory interviews conducted at the beginning of this
dissertation study, 2) to allow the participants to describe the dimensions or properties
and the boundaries of the bond that they may have with a firm, 3) to gain greater insight
into the relationship between the consumer and the firm at an emotional level, and 4) the
emergent themes that come from analysis of the interviews may serve as a basis from
which a measurement instrument may potentially be developed that could possibly offer
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additional insight into the dimensions of the bond that are felt by the consumers toward
the firm.
In-depth interviews are an appropriate methodology to use at this point in the
study. These interviews offer a powerful technique that is potentially highly revealing in
that it allows the participants to express themselves· in an open and uninhibited manner
(McCracken 1988). This approach may allow for better understanding of the profile of
the bond and its facets and bond development between the consumer and the firm as
emergent themes are inductively derived from the bonding phenomenon that is under
discussion (Strauss and Corbin 1998).
At the beginning of each interview, a few minutes were used to make the
participant feel comfortable and at ease with the interviewer. A friendly demeanor and
assurance of confidentiality encouraged participants to answer questions openly and
freely and allow a natural repose to develop between the interviewer and the participant.
The position of this dissertation is that the interviewer is there simply to facilitate the
process and create a non-threatening environment that is conducive to openness.
A trained interviewer can recognize perceptual elements and themes across a wide
range of attributes and was able to be somewhat flexible as the interviewer asks the open
ended questions. The question types used in the interviews were theoretical questions.
"These are questions that help the research to see process, variation, and the like and to
make connections among concepts" (Strauss and Corbin 1998) and are particularly well
suited to the purpose of this research study. The interviewer asked a series of open-ended
questions that may vary from participant to participant. The interviewer's responsibility
was to explore as thoroughly as possible the concepts introduced by the participant, yet
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keep-the interview on track. This interviewing flexibility makes a step-by-step interview
protocol and questionnaire redundant; however, a few sample questions and proposed
typical questions are offered in appendix 7: Protocol and Typical In-Depth Question
Types.
This flexibility in questioning style allowed for probing phrases as follow-ups to
questions that clarified participants' answers and probe deeper into the participants'
thought processes and perspectives (Woodruff and Gardial 1996). During the discussion
a few planned probes may be introduced such as, "can you tell me more about that," "
why is that important to you," ''that is interesting . . . tell me more about that," and
"please go on." If an occasion occurs when the participants indicates they do not know
how to respond to a question a particularly useful probe that generally facilitates a
thoughtful reply is to ask "if you did know the answer, what would you say?"
This flexibility in probing questions is described as the variation method (Ihde
1986). The variation method allowed the researcher to seek out the invariant features of
the phenomenon thus resulting in the aversion of inexact essences and ambiguity.
Efficient probing also allowed for greater intentionality and the fundamental structure of
the bonding experience to be expressed by the participant. Finally, an advantage of
probing is that it allowed the skilled interviewer, having once identified problematic
questions, to clarify and reformulate a follow-up question. This allowed for the
consumer an expression of idea and a response to a question making the offering as
genuine as possible.
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Grand Tour Approach
Initially it may be necessary to take a grand tour approach (Spradley 1979; Swan
and Nolan 1985; Woodruff and Gardial 1996) . . This approach allowed the interviewer to
slowly move into the interview and hear the participant's variety of responses to the
questions posed on consumer-firm relationships and bonds. As the participant's sense the
trust, interest, and caring of the interviewer they went below the surface perceptions and
cognital reasons and rationalizations and talked about the fundamental and deeply-seated
notions of the bond and its attributes and their bond state with a variety of firms. The
interviewer should be perceived as interested in the responses, yet completely neutral as
the recorder of information.

Existential-Phenomenology
The human being is as far as we can tell the only animal on the earth that is (or
can be) aware of being aware. This also suggests that within this awareness it is entirely
possible for a human being to think about thinking and simultaneously be aware of the
emotions that align themselves with not only the recognition of awareness but also the
experience of the phenomenon in question (Ihde 1986; Merleau-Ponty 1962; Pollio et al.
1997). Existential-phenomenology offers a philosophy and a methodology that allows
the researcher to study the human consumer-firm bond experience. It offers a "paradigm
that blends the philosophy of existentialism with methods of phenomenology"
(Thompson et al. 1989; Valle and King 1978).
Existentialism can be considered as a philosophical approach to interaction with
the world whereby this interaction may have many meanings (Heidegger 1962/1967). In
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the context of this study, it suggests that the experience the consumer may have when in
the bonding state or bonding process with a firm can possibly have different meaning to
different individual consumers. Phenomenology suggests that two individuals can have
totally different perceptions from the same experience. Although it is generally accepted
that there are predominant perceptions or an ordering of sedimentation that is taught to
the individual through culture (Ihde 1986). This notion of the consumers having
perceptions that result in different meanings attributed to a similar experience is in
contrast to the positivistic epistemological approach. Logical positivism and the
philosophy of cogito would suggest that the consumer is a thinker and not a perceiver and
that there is one "truth" that is independent of human experience waiting to be discovered
by the researcher (Johnson 1 987; Merleau-Ponty 1962; Pepper 1 942).
Whenever existential psychological phenomenon is examined within the context
of consumer psychology, it may be useful to consider it as an examination of both the
behavior and the experience of the consumer. When considering the duality of studying
psychological phenomenon as behavior or experience (Bugental 1989) makes the
following commentary:
"What does it mean to be concerned with experience as contrasted with behavior?
It means to attend to the person as a subject rather than an object. It means to
recognize that this subject is indeed a source of what is actual and not solely the
receptacle of contingency. It means to affirm that the human is a different order
of phenomenon than any other." (forward p. x)
This dissertation, although not without some consideration for the behaviors, by
enlarge is focused on the experiential nature of the consumer-firm bonding process from
the consumer's perspective. This study takes the position that it is in the nature of human
essence to interact with other individuals and their environment; it is in effect an aspect
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of human life to be social creatures. This notion of social interaction is consistent with
the notion of the interaction experience of the consumer-firm bonding process. With the
focus of this study on the noesis of the bonding experience, this study was able to gain a
better understanding of the consumer-firm bonding experience and how it fits into the
consumer's ecology, awareness, uniqueness, and worldview.
Phenomenology can be considered as a methodology of reexamining the
experience from the mind of the consumer (Merleau-Ponty 1 962). In this study it is held
that the experiences the consumer has (or may still be having) with the firm can be
considered to be the consumer-firm bonding process are stored within the minds of the
consumers as possible schema or memories. Thus in the context of this study
phenomenology refers to the thinking back, the reconsideration, reflection, and
reexamination of previously felt experience the consumer has had with the firm during
the bonding process.
An important part of phenomenological research is the appreciation for the
contextual worldview. Phenomenological studies do not seek to extract the consumer
from the environment and consider the consumer as an individual. Rather the approach is
to recognize that the individual consumer is an integrated part of a· larger more complex
gestalt psychological environment (Kohler 1947/1975). This study seeks to consider the
consumer as part of the marketplace and world within which the consumer's psyche is
engaged. This is often referred to as . the study of the totality of the human in their world
(Heidegger 1962/1967).
Because existential-phenomenology seeks to uncover the life experience of the
individual as it emerges it is a useful tool in this study. This methodology may allow the
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researcher to gain insight and better understand the consumer's i�dividual worldview as
the consumer interacts with the firm in the marketplace context. This uncovering of life
experience as it emerges from the consumer's perspective is referred to as the concept of
life-world or lived-experience (Valle and King 1 978). This approach allowed the
researcher to identify the idiographic consumer's worldview. . It allowed the consumer to
describe the experience within the figural setting that best suite the consumer. The
consumer expressed this lived experience through a variety of sentiments and words. As
language and words are the conswner' s vehicle for explaining their bond experience, it
may be useful to have a brief discussion about hermeneutics or the interpretation of
understanding through language.

Hermeneutics and Phenomenology

With respect to this dissertation, hermeneutical philosophy would suggest that the
participant's in this study have a broad understanding of their own consumer-firm
bonding experience that they seek to express through language. The word choices and
sentiments that they use are in effect self-interpretations of their own consumer-firm
bonding experiences and represent each participant's own unique viewpoint (Thompson
et al. 1994). Hermeneutics seeks to examine each participant's consumer-firm bonds
with respect to their unique life situation, shared meaning, past individual experience, and
worldview that is expressed through personal language. The language, sentiments, and
word choices used are the medium through which the participants seek to interpret,
frame, and make sense of their bonding experiences and share these notions with the
interviewer.
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This notion of henneneutics fits well with the phenomenological approach to this
study (Arnold and Fischer · 1994). This is because phenomenological research emphasizes
the experiential component of the participant. However;this study takes the position that
simply because a consumer has had a bonding experience with a firm does not
automatically assume that that experience has been framed in language. Therefore, the
purpose of hermeneutics is to give understanding to the essence of that which the
participant is experiencing. Hermeneutics-is in effect the bridge that links the
phenomenological approach of this study (or the reflected experience of the consumers)
to the conveyed meaning through language (Arnold and Fischer 1994; Hudson and
Ozanne 1988). Hermeneutics in its broadest sense means interpretation and it can be
applied to this studies phenomenological philosophical approach in so much as the
consumer while discussing their bonding experiences were interpreting their own lived
experience throughout the reflexivity process. The use of hermeneutics also allowed for
intentionality and allowed boundaries to be established by the participant. This will
worked in conjunction with the notion of grand-tour previously presented and allowed the
participant to "reign-in" the bonding experience as described within their individual
schema.
With this approach this study seeks to be objective and not infer preconceived
meanings and inferences but rather to respect the language, meaning, and intent of the
individual participants. In consistency with the phenomenological approach this study
seeks to remain as objective as possible and infer no pre-understanding of the data, and
render the interviewer and researcher without any pre-understanding, prejudice, or
judgements of the data as possible. One way to accomplish neutrality and caution
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against data contamination is to remain as close as possible to the words and sentiment
used by the participant's and refrain from researcher's interpretation and characterization
of what is interpreted as having been said. A second way to promote an unbiased
analysis of the text is to have other experienced independent researchers review some of
the text and then see if the interpretations of the text are similar.
Thompson (1997) offers a hermeneutical framework for interpreting and
analyzing text. This framework consists of "three levels of interpretation: 1) discerning
the key patterns of meaning expressed by a given consumer in the texts of his or her
consumption stories, 2) identifying key patterns of meaning that emerge across the
consumption stories expressed by different consumers, and 3) deriving broader
conceptual and managerial implications from the analysis of consumer narratives"
(Thompson 1997). Each step evaluates the text at a higher level starting from the
individual's own world view then identifying the leading themes that can be found across
the bonding descriptions and finally developing broader concepts that can be used in both
academic and practitioner oriented application. This procedure can be used in this study
to interpret the stories and sentiments the participants share about their own personal
bonding experiences.
This study posits that consumers engage firms in relationships that lead to the
formation of bonds that are felt by the consumer. It has been suggested that these bonds
are motivated by the consumer's desire for either psychological and or physical
betterment. These are personally salient consumption goals and are inextricably linked to
the construct associated with the bond. The consumer-firm relationship process model
(see figure 2-4) holds that the constructs of motivation, involvement, consumer cognition,
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and some level of evaluation are incorporated in the bonding process. The hermeneutic
approach to interpreting the text differs from the means-end approach to interpreting the
data. This study considered th�se approaches as complimentary techniques that both can
bring greater understanding to the information that was ex�acted from the texts. On one
hand the means-end hierarchy analysis of la�dering int(?Mews interpret these consumer
firm bonds in terms of higher-order values (Gutman 1991; Walker and Olson 1991) and
this technique of interviewing was employed to get to the deeply seated schema or
terminal values held by the participants. On the other hand, the hermeneutic framework
interpreted the text in terms of self-identities or highly individualized worldviews that
emerged from aggregation of textual narratives. The hermeneutical approach generated a
richly textured understanding of the bonding experience by the consumer and how the
bonds the consumers have fit into the consumer's greater worldview.

Means-End Model - Laddering Techniques

A particular interviewing technique that may be used is the laddering model
(Gutman and Reynolds 1 979). This technique may be used as it complements the means
end model. Laddering is the methodology that may be employed to uncover means�end
chains used by participants. Means are objects or activities (such: as shopping at a retail
store with which a consumer has a relationship) in which people engage. Ends are valued
states of being or goals such as the bond state (Gutman 1982). The Gutman model is
based on two assumptions: 1) that terminal values or goals play a dominant role in
guiding choice, and 2) that people cope with the diversity in the marketplace by grouping
their terminal values or goals into sets or classes. In this case, it is the bond state and its
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accompanying dimensions that the consumer has to deal with, organize, and arrange into
meaningful patterns. This ·categorization may take place at all levels of the means-ends
chain. This maybe an applicable technique to use as the consumer-firm bond may be
viewed as a higher-order state.
This higher-order state can be viewed as a hierarchical or means-end concept as
consumers may develop relationships with firms that possess attributes that can lead to
desired consequences and end states or values. This is an effective technique for
uncovering means-end hierarchies defined by their key elements and their linkages or
connections. Although this dissertation does not impose value hierarchies on the data
from the interviews, this dissertation did look for them in the interpretation. The
consumer-firm bond state may possibly be a consequence or an end state in a means-end
hierarchy.
The object of the means-end methodology in these interviews is to see if the
consumers translate the dimensional attributes of the bond into meaningful associations
with the company within the bounds of the means-end theory. The interview is defined
by the use of the "Why'' question, i.e. "why is that important to you?" or deeper probes
such as, ''can you explain that in greater detail to me please?" This format of approach
allows the participants to fully express themselves without the interviewer influencing
material content. The skilled interviewer was able to recognize the bonding elements
across a wide range of attributes (A), consequences (C), and values (V) and organize
them in the appropriate grouping, topologies, and hierarchical ordering. This series of
orderings (that can be considered as an ordering of sedimentation and topographical
structures) or networks are referred to as ladders.
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Data Explanation, Interpretation, and Analysis

This section seeks to outline the phenomenological and means-end approaches to
data explanation and analysis. The phenomenological approach to this study seeks to
describe the bonding experience of the consumer in their life situation. Phenomenology
is sufficiently self conscious as to not to anticipate conclusions. It is without any
presupposition of hypothesis and seeks not to predict or explain an argument but rather
seeks to offer something interesting that may be insightful into understanding the
consumer-firm bonding experience. The means-end hierarchical approach seeks to
discover if there is a value hierarchy as described by the consumer within their own
bonding experience.
As each interview is completed, the data was transposed from the recorded (video
or audio) medium into readable transcripts. Words that were misunderstood were simply
left out so as not to infer meaning or contaminate the data. Once the data was transcribed
into text interpretation began (Kvale 1983). As one interprets text ''the exclusive reliance
on verbatim interviews transcripts reflects three methodological criteria of
phenomenological interpretation - the emic approach, autonomy of the text, and
bracketing" (Thompson, Locander and Pollio 1989 p87, Kvale 1 983). First, the notion of
the emic approach includes treating the interview as an investigation of the lived
experience. An important part of this approach is to incorporate the exact words used by
the participant in the interviews and thereby remain at the lived level of experience.
Second, the autonomy of the participant's text indicates that there is no attempt to qualify
or corroborate the participant's sentiments and reflections. Rather recognize that at the
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time of the interview these reflections were important to the participant and forefront in
the participant's mind. It is important that the text is allowed to stand alone and remain
autonomous. By this, it is inferred that no hypotheses are incorporated and the text
provides no evidence that exceeds the transcripts (Thompson et al. 1989).
Finally, in support of the notion of autonomy is the methodological technique of
bracketing. The notion with bracketing is for the interpreter of the data to view the data
as autonomous (with no preconceived notions about the phenomenon under
investigation). In effect, the interpreters have to "bracket" their own personal thoughts
and experiences and refer only to the text in hand. A technique used by interpreters to
facilitate bracketing (Thompson et al. 1989) is to continually ask the following two
questions: 1) "Is the proposed interpretation at the level of the participant's lived
experience?" thus allowing for themes to emerge from the participants descriptions, and
2) "does the proposed interpretation take into account previous passages of the
transcript?" thus recognizing that interpretation of the text is a continual back and forth
process of relating the parts to the whole. This is the notion of epoche' that is continually
expressed by Ihde (1986) as he recognizes that it is not lived experience. Therefore,
continual self-monitoring and discussion with a group is a good idea for any interpreter in
order to bracket the personal interviews biases.

Bracketing Inteniew: whenever data·collection involves a high level of
interaction between an investigator and a participant, there is a risk of interviewer bias
(Lincoln and Guba 1985). "Bias refers to ways in which data collection or analysis are
distorted by the researcher's theory, values, or preconceptions" (Bickman and Rog 1998).
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It is not only the researchers current ''theory, values, or preconceptions" as suggested by
Bickman that can bias the data. · (Hollander 1976) suggests that a researcher may
introduce demand artifacts and common method bias across the interviews. This includes
social desirability from the interviewer, interview setting bias, as well as uncontrollable
influences such as the interviewer's race. It has also been suggested that evaluation
apprehension can influence the participants (Campbell and Cook 1 979). It is not possible
for a researcher to come to the interviewing environment without presuppositions or
personal bias. Once this point is recognized, an attempt is engaged to reduce, minimize,
and eliminate as much of the researcher bias as possible through a form of self-reflection
and self-sensitizing. "The data from self-reflection can be used by researchers to help
them become aware and bracket out the presuppositions and assumptions they bring to
the investigation. This awareness, in itself, provides some protection against the
imposition of the researcher' expectations on the study" (Polkinghorne 1998).
This is a vitally important point to this dissertation as it is the desire of this study
to collect and interpret uncontaminated data that is meaningful and as close to the essence
of the participants as possible. To this end, a strategy is employed that is useful in
recognizing and reducing potential investigator bias. The strategy employed has two
components. The first component, to be addressed here, is that of the bracketing
interview. The second, to be addressed later in this Chapter is "assessing the
trustworthiness of the qualitative data and interpreted findings."
As this study employs both the methodological and philosophical �pproach of
hermeneutical-phenomenology, it is both useful �d appropriate to consider researcher
bias within the parameters of the hermeneutical-phenomenology approach. According to
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(Hirschman and Holbrook 1992) in "Gadamer's view, researchers can never 'escape'
their prejudgments of preexisting mental structures in attempting to interpret culturally
distant texts. But for Gadamer, such forestructures of meaning aid the research in·
constructing an understanding of the text. Indeed, they are essential to comprehension;
for without some preexisting mental concepts, no meaning is possible (Bernstein 1985).
According to (Gadamer 1976), this enabling role of preconceptions is consistent with the
fact that
every finite present has its limitations. We define the concept of "situation" by
saying that it represents a standpoint that limits the possibilities of vision. Hence,
an essential part of the concept of situation is the concept of "horizon." The
horizon is the range of vision that includes everything that can be seen from a
particular vantage point (p.271).
For Gadamer (1976) ''the horizon is something that moves with us" so that "horizons
change for a person who is moving" and "this motion becomes aware of itself' (p.271).
Prejudices are simply conditions whereby we experience something - whereby·
what we encounter says something to us. This formulation certainly does not
mean that we are enclosed within a wall of prejudices and only let through the
narrow portals those things that can produce a pass saying "Nothing new will be
said here." Instead we welcome that guest who promises something new to our
curiosity (p.9).
Thus, as a fundamental proposition, Gadamer' s hermeneutics assumes that
understanding always depends on the viewpoint of the person who understands. One's
own beliefs and worldview invariably and inevitably enter the hermeneutic act and
contribute to the interpretation."
Recognizing the part that interviewer's own worldview and horizon plays in the
participant-interviewer process thus becomes an important topic. To this end, the
interviewer (Simon Walls) was interviewed prior to interviewing any of the participants
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in this study. The same questions were asked of the interviewer and responses recorded
and transcribed (see appendix 8). The interview was conducted on November 1 8, 2002
by Mike Artken, an experienced phenomenological interviewer and member of The
Center For Applied Phenomenological Research - University of Tennessee (CAPR). The
text from the interview was interpreted by not less than eight members of the CAPR,
under the direction of Dr. Howard Pollio, and later individually by-Dr. David W.
Schumann and Dr. Ann Fairhurst, two members of this dissertation's committee. The
emergent themes suggested by the members of the CAPR include the following:
• I develop relationships with stores that offer me a stimulating sensual
experience.
• I share the shopping experience with others, frequently my family members. I
am family oriented and the familial matrix is important to me.
• Stores that I have developed a relationship with create learning experiences
for me. I like to learn and the stores teach, often by sharing new ideas. These
new ideas frequently open the future up for me. These new ideas may allow
me to see an aspect of who I am and may shape my desires. The "self' or I is
continually improving and getting better.
• I develop relationships with stores from which I expect to receive.
• There is a temporal aspect to the relationship that I have with the stores.
• I am very discriminating in taste and desire (product). Value is also important
in monetary terms.
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• Stores I have developed a relationship with offer me both emotional and
cognitive elements, some of which can be described as clarity, confidence,
trust, fun, excitement, comfort, and security.
The emergent themes suggested by Dr. David W. Schumann and Dr. Ann Fairhurst, two
members of this dissertation's committee, include the following:
• Merchandise quality. Significant discussion of the nature my interaction with the
product. This includes selection criteria, value received, usage applications.
• Envisioning myself in a shopping context involves significant personal memory
of experiences and attached affect. Overall, I was reporting fond memories and
positive interactions.
• Product knowledge and product assortment. Provided significant supporting
information to reveal product knowledge.
• Company and/or associate offer the criteria for me to have feelings of trust,
confidence, security, guarantee, reputation and interaction.
• Customer service. I rely on the skills of sellers.
• Entertainment experience. Purchase and use of products make me feel good.
•

Tendency to go into great detail in telling my stories about products, store

experiences, product usage applications. This includes significant detail in my
descriptions.
• Giving of myself to others in the stories
Once the interviewer's pre-existing mental structures and presuppositions have been
identified, it allows caution on the part of the interviewer. It is now possible for the
interviewer to examine text and critique for leading questions or inferential remarks that
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could be considered to lead the participant. · If the absence of leading questions and
persuasive dialogue on the part of the interviewer is found, one can argue that the
interviewer has successfully bracketed his own worldview and is allowing the
participants essence, topographical possibilities, and core variations to emerge.

Coding: as presented previously, part of the methodology employed in this study
was the interpretation and analysis of the text using means-end theory and the laddering
technique. This is because some of the consumer's bonding experiences were not readily
accessible in the participant's schema and laddering interview techniques helped bring to
light highe:r-order constructs.
From the text, the researcher could identify key elements by standard content
analysis within the hierarchical attribute, consequence, and value means-end framework
previously described. These elements were abstract, conceptual, and detailed
normative/descriptive. Once the data had been transcribed, it was possible to code the
data.
This was a good place to develop a series of tables with the emergent themes
being placed into the appropriate category/categories (see tables end of chapter 4). This
may be facilitated by developing summary codes, depending on the volume/type of data
recorded. Open coding techniques was first employed to break apart the data and assess
its conceptual dimensions and characteristics (Glaser and Strauss 1 967; Strauss and
Corbin 1998).
This dissertation sought to employ in-vivo coding. In-vivo coding is a type of
open coding and se_eks to use the participant's exact words or statements (Glaser and
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Strauss 1967). · If the nomenclature, names, or exact words employed by the participants
can be used, the imagery and meaning they evoke will be retained in the study
uncontaminated and the words (codes) will stand-alone without support from the
transcript. For this reason, as the open coding process is employed and the data is broken
down into elements, albeit conceptual, abstract, or dimensional components of the bond,
the words (codes) will first seek to use the direct language of the participants. Once the
data was broken apart using open coding techniques described above, it was useful at
times to bring the data back together into precise dimensions of the bond or psychometric
properties using axial coding (Glaser and Strauss 1 967; Strauss and Corbin 1 998).
This was be an appropriate time to develop frequency tables by counts of the
emergent themes. From these tables, summary tables can be developed that show the
dominant connections which are often displayed in tree diagrams, or other appropriate
hierarchical, graphical representations (often called maps). One can assign numbers to
score each element in each ladder, producing a matrix of rows representing an individual
(or topological) ladder with sequential elements within the ladder. Interpretation of this
qualitative, interpretivistic, in-depth information may permit greater understanding of the
participant's underlying personal motivations with regard to their own personal bond
with the company. Each unique pathway from an attribute to a value represents a
possible perceptual orientation or the relationship with the company. Dominant
perceptual chains will span from the top to the bottom and be representative of a
perceptual orientation. To truly understand these dominant chains, it may be necessary to
look at the intra-chain relationships also, as they may or may not be linked with other
chains.
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· ASSESSING THE TRUSTWORTHINESS OF THE
QUALITATIVE DATA AND INTERPRETED FINDINGS
An important part of any research study is assessing the quality of the study
(Wallendorf and Belk 1989). Interpretivistic studies in consumer psychology and
behavior can be guided by the literature on philosophical approach (Hirschman 1986;
Holbrook 1995) and on assessing trustworthiness and rigor (Hirschman 1986; Hirschman
and Holbrook 1992; Lincoln and Guba 1985; Wallendorf and Belk 1989).
As this is an interpretivistic exploratory study, it is appropriate to determine the
trustworthiness of the qualitative data and the interpretative findings. To this end, this
paper seeks to follow the nine-component model offered by (Flint et al. 2002). The nine
components are: 1) credibility, 2) transferability, 3) dependability, 4) confirmability, 5)
integrity, 6) fit, 7) understanding, 8) generality, and 9) control. This is an appropriate
model for this dissertation to use to assess the trustworthiness and rigor of the data as it
includes these nine components, see credibility, transferability, dependability,
confirmability (Lincoln and Guba 1985), integrity (Wallendorf and Belk 1989), fit,
understanding, generality, and control (Strauss and Corbin 1 998).

Credibility
Credibility can be defined as the "extent to which the results appear to be
acceptable representations of the data" (Flint et al. 2002) or the extent to which the
participant's offerings are constructions of reality (Wallendorf and Belk 1989).
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Credibility can be thought of as the extent to which the participant's offerings are
believable and accurate representations of what is actually talcing place. Credibility
checks should take place throughout the interview process as well as during data analysis.
It is possible to check for credibility during the interview by using several techniqu�s . .
First, it is possible for the interviewer to have experience and expertise in the core
phenomenon of bonding and the interviewer can modify questions during the interview as
self-checks to the substantive validity of the participant's offerings. Second, it is possible
to triangulate the data by coordinating the offerings of different participants. This can be
done by the types of questions directed to the different participants and at the time of data
analysis by comparing data for a phenomenon across a wide range of participants. A
final possible way to assist in checking for credibility and to remove any
misW1derstanding during the interview is for the interviewer to repeat back to the
participant that which the interviewer thinks the participant is saying. This gives the
participant the opportunity to either clarify, annotate, refute, or endorse the interviewer's
understanding of what is being said by the participant.

Transferability
Transferability can be defined as the "extent to which findings from one study in
one context will apply to other contexts (Flint et al. 2002) or the ability for a working
hypothesis taken from one study to be applied to differing contexts (Wallendorf and Belk
1 989).
An interesting part of this study was to see what firms, if any, consumers feel they
have bonds with and to discover the facets of those bonds as described by the
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participants� This is an important part of this study as this study may be considered in
terms of transferability as one considers the primary research objective of this study; to
detennine if bonds similar to those found in the infant-caregiver relationship can be
found in a different contextual setting (transferred) of the marketplace between a
consumer and a firm. If evidence that offers support for the bonds found within the
infant-caregiver relationship have been transferred to the consumer-firm relationship, it
will be interesting to see with which firms or industry categories the participants
primarily identify. Do these bonds transfer to all industries and firms in the marketplace?
The presence or absence of transferability can be explored by using both theoretical
sampling ·and theoretical questioning. The research can select differing participants and
address questions at different firms and/or industries to allow the participants to offer
input into the notion of transferability. The notion of transferability is an important
element in this study.

Dependability
Dependability can be defined as the "extent to which the findings are unique to
time and place; the stability of consistency of explanations" (Flint et al. 2002) or the
success in limiting the interpretation instability (Wallendorf and Belk 1 989).
This is an important part of this study as dependability can be thought of as how
the results of the study might be duplicated or differ if the same research were to be
carried out by a different researcher. This study considers it important to have a high
level of dependability, as future research can be potentially built upon the findings of this
study.
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One way in which the level of dependability can be elevated in this study is to
have the data interpreted or spot-checked by different researchers. This could potentially
be done by any of this dissertation's committee members. If they come to the same
conclusions and agreement about what the data is telling them, one can infer that a
greater level of dependability is present in the study.

Confirmability
Confirmability can be defined as the "extent to which interpretations are the result
of the participants and the phenomenon as opposed to researcher biases" (Flint et al.
2002) or it can be considered as the ability to retrace a researcher's steps and to analyze
the participant's offerings (Garver 1998; Wallendorf and Belle 1989).
One of the primary reasons this study seeks to use in-vivo coding is that is uses
the participant's exact words or statements (Glaser and Strauss 1967). This is an
important point as the exact wording used by the participants is employed in the study to
code and reference the participant's sentiments; it naturally facilitates a higher level of
confirmability. This study also seeks to leave a documented paper trail of all research so
that any following research or researcher can readily retrace the footsteps of this research.
The combined notions of in-vivo coding and a detailed paper trail add to higher levels of
confirmability.

Integrity
Integrity can be defined as the "extent to which interpretations are influenced by
misinformation or even evasions by participants" (Flint et al. 2002) or the degree of
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trustworthiness placed in the data, . that assumes participants do not deliberately mislead
or misinform the researcher (Garver 1 998; Wallendorf and Belk 1 989).
It is possible to have integrity checks during the interviews and data analysis.
Similar to the discussion on credibility above, it was possible to triangulate the data by
coordinating the offerings of different participants and comparing the responses for
redundancy. This notion of triangulation across sources and phenomenon can be a
powerful tool in preserving the integrity of the data set, as it is highly unlikely that the
preponderance �f the participants will lack integrity in the same fashion. Not only can
triangulation be used to promote both credibility and integrity, but also interviewer
expertise. It is possible with flexible questioning, as in the case of this study, for the
interviewer with experience and expertise in the core phenomenon to modify questions
during the interview process that include self-checks. A final tool that can increase the
integrity of the data set is to ensure the participants that all of the infonnation that they
share will be held in strict confidence and that their identity will never be revealed. Here
again, a skilled interviewer can waylay participant's fears in this area by offering
comforting sentiments during the opening phases of the interview. It is held that if the
participants feel secure that the information that they disclose will always remain
anonymous, they are more likely to relay information that has integrity.

Fit

The fit can be considered to be the "extent to which findings fit with the
substantive area under investigation" (Flint et al. 2002).
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In this study, one fit that is of significance is the discussion and information that ·
participants share about the nomological network that is outlined in figure 2-4. It was of
interest to this research to see how the participants relate the different facets in the model
to their own consumer-firm bonding profile and experience. It was also interesting to see
if the particip ants consider the phenomenon of the bond in the same way that is had been
discussed in Chapter II as the consumer-firm bonding theory was constructed from the
extant relationship marketing and psychology literature.
A second area of particular interest in this study is to see if the findings from the
participants are able to give greater insight into the dimensions or the components of the
bond. An important part of this dissertation is to learn more about the composition of the
bond; to gain insight into the interrelated factors of the bond. Fit is an important notion
with respect to the discovery process as this study seeks to garner information about the·
bonding process. The fit can be influenced by the methodology and the measures used to
prom?te credibility, dependability, and confirmability previously discussed. The
interview process can also influence the fit. The interviewer can influence the direction
of the interviews and the types of questions asked to keep the interview on-track and
focused on the central consumer-firm bonding phenomenon. However, ultimately it was
the participants that determined the types of data that is offered relating to the consumer
firm bonding phenomenon.

Understanding

Understanding can be defined as the "extent to which participants buy into results
as possible representations of their words" (Flint et al. 2002).
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A check for the level of understanding can be addressed in three ways. First,
during the interview, from time to time, the interviewer can repeat back to the participant
that which he thinks the participant is telling him. This allowed the participant to either
confirm, refute, or clarify the interviewers understanding of the participant's intent.
Second, it is possible to compile a summary of the interviews collectively and revisit with
some of the participants and ask them if the collective finding represent their own
thoughts and intent. Finally, the notion of theoretical questioning allowed the interviewer
to customize questions to each participant using the participant's own vocabulary, words,
and sentiments. This allowed for a minimum of parallax between the interviewers
understanding and the participant's intended meaning.

Generality

Generality can be defined as the "extent to which findings discover multiple
aspects of the phenomenon" (Flint et al. 2002). This study can promote generality in two
ways. First, the nature of the theoretical questions allowed the interviewer to reflect on
the comments made by the participants and to ask probing follow-up questions that can
address any/all constructs desired. This way it was possible for the interviewer, within
the framework of the discussion at hand, to focus the research direction toward a broad
scope of subject matter, thus promoting a higher level of generality. A second notion is
to thoroughly follow through on both the emotional and schema being explained by the
participant as they consider their consumer-firm bonding process. This is to suggest the
interviews should not be hurried and each line of questioning should be followed through
until it either becomes redundant, goes offtrack, or terminates.
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Control
Control can be defined as the "extent to which organizations can influence aspects
of the theory" (Flint et al. 2002). Control is in important notion in this study and needed
to be taken into consideration as the data is analyzed. This is because the amount of
control the consumer has over the consumer-firm bond may influence the consumer-firm
relationship. Consumers may have differing levels of control of some of the facets of the
bond or the nomological net (see figure 2-4). For example, there may be consumer-firm
relationships in which the consumer has a lower level of choice of partners. Consider the
consumer that is dependent upon a single pharmaceutical company that manufactures a
health-enhancing drug. Or consider an isolated small-town marketplace in which a
consumer has only one option for garbage disposal, cable TV, or choice of grocery store.
With these examples the consumer is somewhat locked into the consumer-firm
relationship with the product/service provider if the consumer wishes to enjoy the
benefits of the product or service (Johnson 1 99 1 ). This limited choice set for the
consumer may cause different type of consumer-firm bonds with respect to the
dimensions and constitutional make up of the bond when compared to the consumer-firm
bonds in which a consumer has multiple partners to choose from.
The notion of control can be directly addressed during the interview as the
interviewer can ask the participant directly about availability of choice sets and partners.
If the consumer feels that they are limited in options, it gives them voice to express this
restricting factor.
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CHAPTER SUMMARY
This Chapter has brought to light some of the challenges that are faced as this
dissertation seeks to inquire into the consumer-bond phenomenon. An appropriate
methodology has been suggested to successfully allow for the collection, description, and
interpretation of data. One key to the success of this dissertation is the flexible nature of
this study�
One-on-one in-depth personal interviews have been selected as an appropriate
approach to gather data. These interviews may vary in several ways.
First, it has been noted that an existential-phenomenological philosophical
approach has been employed. This is to allow for freedom for both the researcher and the
participant in describing and collecting data. This approach allows for complete
openness and acceptance on the part of the interviewer as the participant describes his or
her own unique perceptions surrounding the consumer-firm bonding experience. Both
the grand-tour and the means-end approaches have been addressed for possible inclusion
in the interviewing process in this study. This is because the researcher needed to have
the flexibility to explore a broad range (grand tour) of schema of the participants in any
relevant direction they may wish to go and not be restricted by a sequential framed set of
questions. The incorporation of the means-end model may be fitting as perhaps some of
the concepts that the participants may attempt to describe could be considered as terminal
values. These deeply seated values may be below the participant's level of conscious
awareness in which case it required probing questions in a hierarchical practice.
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Second, the profile of the participants and some of the questions may change as
the study progresses. The notion of theoretical sampling and questioning has been
employed to allow the interviewer the maximum freedom to explore the consumer-firm
bond in whichever fashion the participant may wish to describe it. The researcher's
responsibility was to keep the interview focused on the key phenomenon of the
consumer-firm bond.
Finally, this Chapter outlined some of the rigor and trustworthiness issues
regarding both the data and the interpretation of the·data in the study. The purpose of
discussing the assessment of the trustworthiness of the data and interpreted findings is to
allow for an appropriate methodology, precautionary, and prescriptive measures to be
taken to facilitate and strengthen the rigor and trustworthiness of the data and findings.
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CHAPTER IV

· RESEARCH FINDINGS
INTRODUCTION
This chapter seeks to describe the consumer-firm relationship experiences shared
by the participants in this study. With what seems to be an overwhelming amount of
background influences, each consumer interviewed for this study was well able to
describe the primary characteristics of their own shopping relationship experiences with
selected retail establishments.
As one considers the findings presented in this chapter, it is important to note that
the broader environmental conditions and elements are basically the same for all the
participants in this study. In other words all participants experience the same
marketplace including many of the same objects, environmental, and situational factors.
However, the participants may receive and interpret these influences differently, thus
offering varied descriptions of similar occurrences. For example two of the participants
in the study, David and Kristan, both describe their shopping experiences with Wal-Mart
(see appendix 9 for all participants transcripts). Both address the same environmental
and situational factors, however, David has a positive experience and will gladly return to
Wal-Mart to shop, while Kristan has a negative attitude and begrudging returns to Wal
Mart to shop. In a very real sense, each participant in this study has his or her own
singularly unique shopping experience. This chapter seeks to give consideration to the
consumer

as a whole and to recognize, and at times include, the previously lived
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experiences and individual differences the participant brings to this study. It is also
interesting to note the ability of the human mind to be able to include and consider so
many contributing facets and describe that which is most prominent and meaningful at
that moment in time (figural), and that which was circumstantial, contextual, or of less
importance at that moment in time (grounded). The consumer-firm shopping experience
consists of an elaborate shopping and selection behavior profile. The consumers
interviewed were able to articulate well a complex shopping experience which was later
interpreted to be figural and grounded, and of importance to them in an elaborate ethos.
In addition to the sensual experiential influences of the environmental
conditioning stimuli and experiential elements of the caporial (caporiality referring to the
physical or biological body) consumer, there is also the cogito. The cogito can be
thought of as the rational thinking shopper that unmasks the need for products and
services. This logical rational thinking consumer recognizes the need and desire for
products and services above the threshold of awareness. These notions of caporial and
cogito conform to what can be seen as a tightly regimented and banded series of
inextricably documented grounded boundaries. Some of the parameters include
convenience and familiarity. Convenience in this case, as this chapter will illuminate,
includes notions of locale or geography, and appears to be highly related to the notion of
familiarity with store layout and store personnel, and a general emotive sense of
awareness. However, as can be demonstrated, the participants speak of their loyalty and
bonding experiences with rich language and in great depth when describing interaction
with selected stores.
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Finally, this Chapter reveals how the physiognomy of the shopping experience is
woven throughout the loyalty and bonding notions and is continually used to describe
what appears to be a deeply seated emotional response by the participants. This chapter
presents dialogue that indicates that there resides within each participant an inherent
desire to form attachments or bonds with certain stores and not with others. Evidence
offering support for this consumer-firm bond seems to be highly connected to a variety of
deeply seated emotional experiences.
This chapter is organized into three allegories that offer conceptual bases for the
development of the topographical structure· (topographical structure indicates an ordered
and readily replicable shape in contrast to the notion of topographical possibilities that
suggests a more random less structured shape). The term "allegory" is used because the
shopping experiences described by the participants appear allegorical in that they allow
for a discussion of the deeper phenomenological deconstruction of the relationships the
participants have with a variety of stores. These allegories provide a framework that will
address the four questions proposed in this dissertation:
1) What support can be garnered to offer evidence for the existence of a
consumer-firm. bond that is formed in the mind of a consumer, above or below
the threshold of awareness?
2) Can a more accurate and comprehensive profile of the consumer-firm bond be
developed than what currently exists in the relationship marketing literature?
3) If it can be demonstrated that a bond does exist from the consumer's
perspective, what facets of the bond profile can be identified and can these
facets be described in some meaningful way?
4) If it can be demonstrated that a consumer-firm bond does exist in the
marketplace, is there support to suggest that the consumer-firm bond is a
mediating influence between the initial process variables and the anticipated
outcome variables in the consumer-firm relationship?
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The first allegory offers the ground as described by the participants in the study.
The notions of familiarity and convenience are introduced as themes that provide a
common platform one may consider a part of the shopping experience itself. The notions
of familiarity and convenience are grounded throughout all of the respondents' passages
(as will be indicated by examples in the respondent's own words). Additional sub
themes seem to be very closely linked to both familiarity and convenience. This initial
allegory or the grounding of the shopping experience allows for the phenomenological
ascension of the two remaining allegories provided in this chapter. The second allegory
helps characterize the notion of loyalty and introduces the habitual shopping relationship
experience in contrast to the loyalty shopping relational experience. The final allegory
describes the loyalty shopping relational experience and allows for discussion of the
consumer-firm bonding phenomenon.

THE GROUND: FAMILIARITY AND CONVENIENCE
The first allegory focuses on the ground of familiarity and convenience. The
notion of the figure-ground metaphor is a central concept when using phenomenological
philosophy or methodology that stems from Gestalt psychology (Kohler 1947/1975;
Thompson et al. 1990; Thompson et al. 1989; Valle and King 1978). The notion of
figure-ground suggests that some aspects of the phenomenon of interest stand out and are
considered figural while other aspects of the phenomenon recede into th� background and
are considered to be the ground.
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The notions presented in this section as the ground are considered nomothetically
or across the participant texts. Examples of this grounded phenomenon can be found in
all of the transcripts and are considered universal or typical, and provide the background
for the notions of loyalty and bonding to be discussed later in this chapter. The grounded
notions presented here offer a starting place for the topographical assention of structure.

Familiarity
The participant's subjectivity of the notion of familiarity has become an
interesting part of this dissertation. The notion of familiarity is used by all of the
participants and serves as a common strand that is frequently and intricately woven
throughout the fabric of the consumer-firm shopping experience. The dialectic approach
for gathering information and data may at times be somewhat discursive regarding the
topic of familiarity. However, by continuous engaged dialog by the participant and the
interviewer, the more figural notions emerged into the topographical structure. Thus, the
grounded notions of familiarity can be considered reflexively with the more figural facets
of the experience. In short, it seems that it is not possible for a consumer to have the
more figural notions of a loyal or bond relationship with a store without there being some
aspect of familiarity present. The intrigue comes as one considers, "with what is the
participant familiar?"
The marketing literature indicates that as consumers become more familiar with a
product or service it can result in a preference toward that particular product or service
(Agarwal and Ratchford 1980; Bierley et al. 1985). It is also recognized that as
consumers become more comfortable and familiar with attributes of a store such as
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technology (Dabholkar et al. 2003) or brands (Aaker 1 996), we expect to see a carryover
effect reflecting a more positive attitude toward the store. Aaker indicates that ''research
in psychology has shown that recognition alone can result in more-positive feelings
toward nearly anything" (Aaker 1 996 p. 1 0) including a retail store or a company name.
This study has taken the position that each participant has their own individual
shopping experience that is to them a most singular and unique affair stemming from
their own direct experience. However, at this point it is worthy of note that there are
similar descriptions and seemingly common experiences as the participants describe the
topical structure of familiarity. Participants in the study described familiarity with one of
several reoccurring objects that included 1 ) the store, 2) the product (or brand), 3) the
layout of the store, and 4) the customer service reps (possibly sales personnel) in the
store. Following are brief excerpts taken mid-stream from the interview as some of the
participants describe their experience of familiarity:

Familiarity with the Store

The phenomenological approach to inquiry tends not to focus on the descriptions
of objects but rather the descriptions of experience with -the objects (Polkinghome 1998).
It can be demonstrated from the participants' transcripts that familiarity was generally
described as familiarity with a particular aspect of the shopping experience. However,
there were participants that described familiarity as a more general notion of experience.
Consider the follo�g quqtes by some of the participants:
Carol
P: Um . . I just think that in a way it is comforting that . . . y'know . . . I don't
know it's just um . . . I would rather spend my money there than spend it
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someplace else that doesn't somehow contribute to our community. So I don't
think about that each time I go in but I get to the point I do go to specific places . .
. because I can run in and out and those kind of things . . . but um . . . I think the
familiarity of the store and the people that work there are the reasons why I go
back too.
(Carol _233-238).
This passage offers an interesting insight from Carol as she struggles to think and
describe with words exactly what it is she is familiar with. In the end, she sums the
experience up by describing a general notion of familiarity that allows her to experience a
sense of comfort as she returns to the store. This quote also fits well with the notion of
hermeneutics, previously described, that suggests that, simply because a person has had
an experience it does not automatically assume that that experience is readily framed in
language (Gadamer 1976). Consider the next quote with regard to the general notion of
familiarity.
Nancy
Target um, Target's standards are going to be the same at any Target, but I guess
the relief there is that you know they have a wide variety of stuff, you know it's
going to be affordable, you know that you're not going to have to walk over
things laying on the floor or um, be confronted with families with 6 children in
tow and barefoot and screaming, that kind of thing. It's just sort of good to know
there's one place you can go and get what you need and get it done - I guess
that's because I mostly don't find the activity of shopping to be necessarily
pleasurable. If I did I probably wouldn't mind doing it.
(Nancy 298-305)
Although Nancy never uses the word familiarity, she says she knows about the
variety of product line, price, cleanliness of the store, type of shoppers she anticipates she
will not encounter and generally describes her familiarity with the store. It is interesting
to note that she attributes her knowledge/familiarity with the local Target store to "be the
same as any Target," indicating that her knowledge/familiarity level extends or is
attributed to any Target store in the chain. She also describes her familiarity with this
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store as offering a "relief." This relief is described several times throughout her
interview as she speaks of the "frustration'' of having to go from store to store in search
of specific items of merchandise. The "relief' from her frustration is an outcome of her
familiarity with Target. These examples suggest that some shoppers give consideration
to the notion of familiarity in a more general way. This suggests that some of the
participants consider what is present or given in awareness at a more heuristic level and
perhaps consider the store as a whole, perhaps grouping more specific notions of
familiarity while other participants in the study gave great thought to exactly what they
were familiar with. This notion that individuals may describe their own experiences at
different levels is consistent 'With Th.de's notions of developing topical structures with
consideration to emerging levels of sedimentation and is consistent with
phenomenological research (Ihde 1 986). In this context sedimentation indicates a type of
literal-mindedness attributing to things a presumed set way of existing. It allows for the
consideration of the possibilities of the phenomena and the invariants included with those
possibilities. These are genuine apodictic (intuitively obvious) possibilities of the objects
with which the consumer is familiar. It is held that these are noematic possibilities within
the objects with which the consumer is familiar - in the context of this study this is to
suggest that the consumers described a noematic correlate, or lived experience, with
objects with which they were familiar. Sedimentation also includes and is correlated with
the noetic acts or possibilities, in this setting it can be considered the context within
which perception- occurs (Ihde 1986).
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Familiarity with the Product

Not only did the participants in this study describe their experiences with
familiarity of the store as a more general theme as described above, but also familiarity
was experienced with objects that are more specific. It holds that as some participants
consider their experiences, and as these experiences become present in awareness, they
were able to describe in detail the object of their experience (Merleau-Ponty 1962; Pollio
et al. 1997). One of the aspects of familiarity described by the participants is that of their
experience with the brands or portfolio of products offered by the store. Consider the
following examples:
Sarah
I: Tell me what is a typical shopping experience at Liz Claiborne is like for you?
P: It's Great! I'll walk in there and I know exactly where I want to go, I'm a kind
of plain Jane, and I can say OK I need slacks, this, that, and the other thing I need
sweaters OK I can look at the variety and I like that. I like that, I like that. I know
if it says you know petite large or whatever size I happen to be I don't want to
have to try it on. I don't even have to go to the dressing room I can just grab it
and go. That is neat y'know I spend a good portion of my life hemming clothes
and I don't have time for that. So . . . like I said you go to some stores and can't
find a petite higher than a size 6 and well I am not a size 6. So Dillard's in
particular seems to recognize that you know people can be short and fat. And
they have petite clothes in a wider selections so I appreciate that because when I
think, I don't know about all women, but when you don't feel good about yourself
the last thing you really want to do is spend hours and hours and hours going that
won't fit me, no that won't fit me, that won't fit me. It's.frustrating and painful.
(Sarah 181-194)
Diane
P: Well, frustrating because there's too many things, that's what nice about going
to Talbot's. The store is no bigger than these three little rooms, well, maybe a
little bigger than that. There's not a big selection, but everything there is so well
made that it all fits . you perfectly, you know, if they have your size it's so well
rnade . . . when you're going to places like Proffitt's, and really all those large
stores, there's so many different degrees of how nice the clothes are, and that's
why you never know if that size is gonna fit you because things are made so crazy
and you know, there's no good measuring stick as far as women's clothing today,
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cause there's so many different brands. You know you might wear a size 4 in this
and a size 6 in that brand, and they make their jeans, the things are made so
different... When I go into Talbot's, although there may be 20 different styles of
pants, they all fit the exact same way, · pretty much. And my husband buys me my
size at Talbot's and it never does not fit in all these years, plus you just can't trust
the clothes that come from Proffitt's.
(Diane 157-1 69)
Sarah offers a good general description of the store and its layout and then follows
up by describing how familiar she is with the products in the store. Her familiarity and
experience with the sizes of the clothes (products) at Dillards is so extensive that she
doesn't have to try the clothes on to know that they will fit. This is a good example of
general familiarity (described previously) with many aspects of the store. Included in
particular is familiarity with the products and it offers the additional notion that
familiarity with the store and its products results in less "frustration" and "pain" for this
participant. The negative emotions associated with.frustration and pain are caused by
trying to purchase or wear items of clothing that do not fit properly and may result in
Sarah having negative feelings about her body and/or self. These negative emotions are
alleviated by her familiarity with the products. Similar to Sarah, Diane describes a
general familiarity with Talbot's. She begins by describing the physical characteristics of
the store and then discusses the selection and quality of the product line (objects). Not
only does she describe how well the products fit her at Talbot's, her preferred store of
choice, but she also contrasts this experience with her experience with products sold in
other stores with which she is also familiar, that she perceives will not fit her so well and
are of questionable quality. She closes her description of the familiarity with the
products notion by telling how the product "never does not fit" and how this experience
has led to a deeper experience of the construct of "trust." Both of these participants offer
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support for the notion that some consumer's have a more general notion of familiarity
with a preferred store and then develop an outline of their sedimentation suggesting that
familiarity with the product line (object) follows. This notion that individuals consider
the character of objects that they experience to be present at time of awareness framed in
contrast to other objects can be considered as an exercise in bracketing or epoche , (Ihde
1 986; Polkinghome 1998).
This section offers insight in the topographical structure of familiarity. As with
the other aspects of familiarity, there is an order of sedimentation. These examples
characterize an order of sedimentation with familiarity with the products in the store that
leads to "trust," and reduced ''frustration" and ''pain."

Familiarity with the Layout of the Store

Another aspect of familiarity that can be found nomothetically is the notion of
familiarity with the layout of the store. The notion of familiarity with the layout of the
store is considered a part of the profile of the overall thematic structure of familiarity.
For most of the participants, this aspect of familiarity was experienced in conjunction
with a temporal aspect of shopping." The familiarity with the layout of the store provided
the participants with a timely and more efficient shopping experience. Familiarity with
the layout of the store is perceived by the participants to result in positive temporal
advantages that leave them favorably disposed to the store.
It is interesting to note that the respondents described the layout of the stores in
conjunction with a temporal framework. In Pollio's (1 982) work on human behavior and
existence, he describes temporal issues in phenomenology as a major ground to human
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existence. This offers support for the finding in this study as it is within the similar
contextual setting of the ground (familiarity) that the respondents describe the notion of
time and temporal issues. It might be useful at this point to offer some additional
phenomenology literature to help interpret and understand the way in which the
participants in this study use the ground of time and have all rooted their descriptions of
time in the present. For this we need to tum to Merleau-Ponty (1 962) as (Dapkus
Chapman 1 997 p. l 03) suggest that in the "analysis of time, an analysis of time that has a
decidedly present-centered orientation. Like all of Merleau-Ponty's work, it is concerned
not only with philosophical implications but also with the way in which time is, or
becomes, present to human experience. For Merleau-Ponty, it is in the present that being
and consciousness coincide. Merleau-Ponty uses this co-incidence to remind us that (the
stream of) consciousness and (the stream of) time are intimately related, and that both
are situated in the world. Whereas it is true that we, as subjects, can only grasp ourselves
through reflection on the past or in some interpretation of the future, it is also true that we
are always situated in some present." This is supported by and is similar to the notions of
human experience with world and time described by Husserl (191 3/193 1 ).
This dissertation's findings are supported by"the phenomenological literature
which emphasizes the present world experience when considering the layout of the store,
that the participants introduce the notion of time. It is here that the notion of time and
familiarity with the layout of the store coincide in consciousness. This suggests that past,
present and future are not a time line running from one end of a continuum to another, but
rather a network of changing meanings that is considered in the present world experience
(Dapkus Chapman 1 982). Consider the following examples:
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Carol
P: Um . . .if it is groceries I always go to Kroger. And I go because I know the
layout ofthe store and I go in because I can quickly get what I want. Um . . . if I
am going to the mall for something typically I am going to go to Parisian's or
Banana Republic for all the same reasons - I don't really like to sort through
things and do a lot of shopping and spend time looking. I like to be able to run in
and out . . . so . . .
I: So you hit Kroger's when you have grocery shopping . . . when you are looking
for clothes then you go to the mall.
P: Um hum
I: Parisians and Banana Republic for clothes then?
P: Mmmm
I: Anywhere else?
P: Not really, Ann Taylor sometimes,just places that I am familiar with. I know
their sizes I know how the clothes fit me and I know they have what I want and I
am usually shopping because I am looking for something specific. I am notjust
shopping to just pass time.
(Carol 1 8-38)
David
I: . . .It's interesting that you talked about the layout of the store. What's it like
for you laJ.owing where everything is, what's it like for you knowing the layout of
the store when you go there?
P: Well, I know I won't have to go searching for a particular item. I know that
here in this general area, this is where the shirt and ties and slacks are gonna be. I
know that on the other side of the isle, this is where the socks and shoes and you
know, accessories are gonna be. And again, itjust saves me time where I don't
have to roam around the store looking for a particular thing, or stopping to ask
someone, "hey, where is the shoes, I thought they were over here but they're not."
It just, again, itjust saves time. I know that I can go into pretty much any Kohl's
and go right to where I need to get.
(David 507-5 1 7)
Carol begins by describing her familiarity with the nature of the product offering
and the layout of the store immediately following this notion of familiarity with the
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layout of the store she describes a nexus to the temporality of the experience indicating
that shopping is a hurried and time sensitive experience for her. These are the same
reasons she shops at Parisian's and Banana Republic, two of her other preferred shopping
locations. She concludes this description of her shopping experience by indicating that
she is not " . . .just shopping to just pass time." Again, using a temporal reference to
suggest that familiarity with the layout of the store helps her accomplish her task in a
timely and expedient fashion.
David's shopping experience at Kohl's has a similar profile to that previously
described by Carol. In mid stream of the discussion on the layout of the store, he
describes his familiarity with the layout of the store by saying he "knows" where
particular items can be found and that he doesn't have to spend time searching for
product items. Similar to Carol's dialog, after describing the notion of familiarity with
the layout of the store he immediately creates a link to temporality. He describes saving
time as not having to look for items in the store. Clearly, notions of store layout and
temporality are linked together in the experiential aspect and an important part of the
shopping experience for David and Carol. An interesting attribution by David is that he
has ascended the topographical structure of shopping at a singular Kohl's (or his
preferred store) to suggest that "I know that I can go into pretty much any Kohl's and go
right to where I need to get" suggesting an attribution of familiarity with the layout of the
chain of Kohl's stores and not just a singular location. This indicates that there is an
ordering effect of sedimentation in the learning process of consumer-firm familiarity
development with regard to the layout of the store (Ihde 1986).
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In summary, as with the other aspects of the thematic profile of familiarity, there
is a nexus to other constructs. In this case, the aspect of familiarity with the store layout
was experienced in conjunction with a temporal aspect or expediency of the shopping
process. An interesting pluralism occurs as many of the participants in the study gave
consideration to the layout of the store, they naturally contextualized it with in a temporal
framework. This adds an interesting insight into the topographical possibilities of the
familiarity concept.

Familiarity with the Customer Service Reps

Familiarity with the customer service reps is the final sub-theme that emerged
from the transcripts as one considers the overall profile of the familiarity theme. Just
about all of the participants interviewed at some time or another described their own
personal experience with the customer service reps and how that influenced their
shopping experience. Consider the following examples of participants' dialogs:
Sarah
. . . Lowe's has the better prices, sometimes it's hard to catch up with somebody
but once I get someone's attention they can . . . they have a lot of knowledge
there and they are willing to teach me how to do things. They are not always
interested in selling me the highest products. Sometimes they are willing to teach
me how to do it cheaper on my own. Or they will do a lot of things for me, like
'you can buy this $20.00 miter box and cut them or we can do it for you here if
you want'. So I kind of like that they save the time. But, lately I have noticed in
the last 3 years or so its fallen back a little bit. It is harder to get people's
attention and maintain it. But all in all I am satisfied with them.
(Sarah 1 29-1 37)
Sarah again later in interview:
P: Yea . . . and the sales person and their sensitivity to me. You know somebody
who sorta really hears what I am saying. This is a woman who just wants to know
what's the difference between all these products and what they can do for her and
so she can get a decision and get out of here. Where as other people maybe don't
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pick up and they kinda try to sell me and are more interested in getting me to buy
the higher priced items. So I tend to go to the stores where people are sensitive to
me and what you just said about time and giving me the low-down.
I: Some of the stores that you would consider to be sensitive would be which
ones?
P: Office Max I have had go o d experiences there, um . . . I have had mixed
experiences with Circuit City. Sometimes I have had people really bent on "you
want this, it's the best" where as if l go to Office Max they say "look the
difference between these two palm pilots is essentially this. Colored screen,
lithium rechargeable batteries, um . . . and memory" so then I can say, OK those
are the big differences. I don't really need a colored screen, I don't really need
this, that, or the other, so I'll get this one. And I can cut to the chase.
(Sarah 173-179)
Sarah offers some interesting insights into the familiarity with the customer reps
aspect. In her first example, she is describing her shopping experience at her preferred
home and garden store - Lowes. She speaks positively about the customer reps and
indicates that they have little interest in selling her products. Rather, her experience is
described as the customer reps being helpful to her. They not only provide her with
information or "teach" as she describes it, but also how to use the information to allow
her to expand her possibilities. By teaching her, they empower her to be able to do things
she might not have otherwise been able to do. Later in the dialog she returns to the
notion of familiarity with sales reps and introduces the idea that the sales person is
sensitive to her. She describes this "sensitivity" in great depth, indicating that this is a
customer service rep that provides her with the information that she is in need of and is
not necessarily interested in selling her products. Again, we see the preferred customer
rep as being a provider of information and possibilities. She follows on with her dialog
to contrast stores (Office Max and Circuit City) on the bases of the customer reps. She
speaks to having had go od experiences with a store based upon her experiences with the
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customer reps. Her anticipated repeat patronage and preferred store choices are in part
based upon her familiarity as she reflects on her previous experiences with how she will
be treated by the customer reps associated with that store.
Carol offers the next participant dialog. She not only considers the store reps but
also introduces some additional aspects of her interactive experience.
Carol
. . . And I got to know the people that owned it, not very well, but they were
familiar faces when I walked in.
I: Tell me about that.
P: Well, I mean I would buy . . . I am going to go to the Disc Exchange to buy
CD's rather than go to . . . someplace in the mall to buy CD's because it's a
locally owned store and I would rather go there. Um . . .just to support them
because I know it's hard to own a business and so um . . and I also think it's more
personable . . . and at the Disc Exchange I have gotten to know one of the guys
that works there and when I come in he always tells me about CD's he thinks I
would like and so that's nice . . . it's a big part of it.
(Carol 210-222)
Carol again later in the interview
P: Well, that, I think that is different depending on where I am. Um, at Banana
Republic I don't necessarily recognize the people every time I am in there. But at
some of the other stores I go to I do. The Kroger that's just down the street at
Knox Plaza, there are people working there that have been there since I went there
with my mother when I was little. And so they have been there for such a long
time and it's nice to see the same people and they are pleasant people and they
enjoy what they are doing and so that makes it nicer to go. Because . . . I don't
know, it seems like customer service skills are lacking in a lot of places theses
days and people can be very rude or not helpful and so it's nice when you do
encounter someone who is friendly and who tends to be enjoying their job and is
willing to help you if you have questions. And so the guy at the Disc Exchange,
who I don't know his name and he doesn't know my name, but he does recognize
me and he is able to remember what I bought the last time I was there enough to
suggest something else I might like. I think that is really nice. I think that says a
lot for � and for the other employees that work there.
(Carol 26i -274)
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Carol's dialog about Disc Exchange, her preferred store for purchasing CD's,
begins with a very visual expression as she describes recognizing the faces of the people
that owned the store. She continues by describing the "locally owned store" as more
personable, which is an interesting anthropomorphic expression. She continues by
describing her familiarity with one of the store reps at Disc Exchange who offers her
what she considers superior service. He is able to introduce her to CD's that she may like
based on her previous purchase patterns. To conclude her dialog on the superior service
offered by the service reps at Disc Exchange and her description of the interactive
experience she says " . . . I think that is really nice. I think it says a lot for him and for
the other employees that work there." Clearly, Carol is favorably disposed to the
customer reps at Discs Exchange and has a positive attitude toward them that is an aspect
in her overall positive experience at the Disc Exchange Store. Carol's continued
discussion about the employees at Kroger is very similar in nature to that of the Disc
Exchange. She begins by introducing a historical approach (temporality) by saying that
she has seen the same people there "since I went there with my mother when I was little."
This maybe similar to the notion of "familiar faces" described in her earlier dialog. She
similarly suggests that the employees of Kroger enjoy their work and are helpful to her.
The final aspect of familiarity offered in this study is familiarity with the
customer service representatives in the stores. There is a general trend that the
respondents in the study had developed familiarity with the customer service reps in their
preferred stores of choice. This adds to the overall thematic profile of the familiarity
concept. Without exception, the respondents in the study spoke of a positive interactive
experience with the sales reps and this seemed to have contributed to an overall positive
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attitude towards the participant's preferred store of choice. Typical positive associations
with the customer reps included recognition, helpfulness, teaching, sensitivity, creation of
pleasant experiences, and a general sense of well being.

Summary of Familiarity
In summary, there is consistency across the participant's transcripts as the
thematic structure of familiarity evolved. There is not only consistency, but also
significant diversity of theme across the interviews to suggest that the core variation has
been sufficiently explored. This dissertation holds that each participant that has shared
their experiences in this study were involved in the active operation process that has
resulted in awareness. Much.of the notions of familiarity include not only reflexive
thought and dialog, but also the objects of perception, memory, feeling, and past
experience. This process of reflection and dialog has allowed for a rich description of the
profile of familiarity. The aspects of familiarity described by the participants included
familiarity with the store, product, layout of the store, and customer service reps.

Convenience
Not only does the notion of familiarity serve as the ground for loyalty and
bonding, but so too does convenience. The convenience construct is found as a
nomothetic and structural or common theme throughout the participant transcripts. The
notion of convenience is pan-demic or pervasive and helps to provide a contextual setting
for the experiential aspects of the more figural notion of loyalty to occur. The notion of
convenience has precedence in the consumer behavior literature offering support for this
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study's position that convenience is a pervasive notion and offers a bases (or ground) for
repetitive consumer purchase patterns (Anderson and Shugan 199 1; Gross and Sheth
1989; Jacoby et al. 1976). It is also a common notion in the literature that there is a
recognized demand on the part of the consumer for convenience (Berry et al. 2002). This
section of the study will posit the argument that convenience has a temporal aspect when
described by the participants in this study. Consumer behavior research recognizes the
correlation between the aspects of time and convenience and offers support for the
participants descriptions of experience that include a temporal aspect (Anderson and
Shugan 199 1; Gross and Sheth 1989; Hornik 1984; Howard and Sheth 1969).
The dialogic path of interviewing provided a particularly appropriate method for
the hermeneutic process as the participants in this study expressed the convenience

.
.
and insight into the essence while understanding the parts of the texts independently and
experience. The hermeneutic process or circle refers to a process of gaining knowledge

while having a sense of the whole text which in turn enables the interpreter to understand
the whole of the text in contextual harmony with its parts. It is a reflective or circular
process as the interpreter goes back and forth between the parts and the whole until
complete harmony occurs. The term method combines meta, which means across or
beyond with the word hados, or a path (Pollio et al. 1997). Using their own sentiments as
each participant considered their individual encounters or paths-to-experience in the
marketplace, some of the participants were able to poignantly and succinctly express and
convey the notion and meaning of convenience while others took longer and greater
means to develop the theme linguistically. Consider the following examples, similar to
those previously, taken mid-stream in the interview process:
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P:. Um . . . ..Wal-Mart, just for convenience. I like Target - it seems to always be
nice and clean and busy, but it's not overwhelming.
(David 1 9-20)
P: Um . . . .I usually know exactly what I'm looking for, or what I want. I usually
just go straight for what I'm looking for. If it's there, wn, I get it and I might
make a sweep back out, but for the most part I'm usually back out the door. I
usually don't take � lot of time to comb the store and look at every rack, look at
every isle. I like shopping, but I don't like shopping! I want to go in and get
what I want and I want to get back out, cause I've usually got other things to do.
(David 96-101)
When asked about his shopping experience with stores with which he _shopped on
a regular bases, one of the very first notions suggested by David was that of convenience,
indicating that this was top of mind. Later in the dialog, after a little probing, he went on
to explain what he considered the aspects of convenience were to him, which included his
physical shopping patterns while in the store and expediency or efficient use of time.
Later in the dialog David gave an insightful example of what the convenience experience
means, to him as follows:
I: What is it that draws you to Wal-Mart?
P: It's always the convenience, you know, you can do almost everything right
now at Wal-Mart, and I know that a lot of stores, even Target is now is going to
the grocery store inside the department store and you know, tire centers, get your
car worked on while you're shopping, get all your groceries, buy whatever
personal needs you might need, buy your clothes, your electronics, I mean, just
everything you could possibly almost want you can pretty much get there. And
usually it's a pretty good price because of the volume they can buy. You can get
everything you want at one place to save time, so you don't have to travel to two
or three stores to accomplish that goal.
(David 1 25-134)
At this point in the dialog David has added the aspect of the product and service
portfolio offered by his preferred general merchandiser (Wal-Mart) to the previous
notions of how he maneuvers throughout the store while shopping and the efficient use of
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time. This offers a rich description of the convenience notion by David and suggests that
there are multiple facets to the experience of convenience for him.
Just as I?avid· immediately offered the notion of convenience when asked about
his preferred stores to shop at, so too did Jill. Similarly to David, she also went on to
give greater depth of meaning and explanation to her interpretation of the experience of
convemence:
P: I go for convenience and price.
(Jill 7)
Later in the dialog she went on to say:
P: I can't say for me that's a huge selling point. And a place like Kohl's - there
really aren't many people. If you want somebody, you have to search them out
and ask your question and to me, I like that. I don't like the sales person trailing
me as I walk through the store. There's nothing that drives me more nuts than
somebody coming up to me every ten seconds and saying, ' well, can I take that
for you? What about this color, what about that color?" I want to buy what I
want to buy. Like shopping at a shoe store in the department store versus the shoe
section at Kohl's - Proffitt's versus Kohl's, for example. I go into Kohl's - their
stock is all out. Yes, it's not as high-class. A lot of the same brands are sold at
both places. Not as many as the high-high end brands. But I can go and look at a
rack. First of all, I can look at the sign and if the sign says 'this shoe is sold in
sizes blank through blank' so if it doesn't say 1 1, I don't have to waste my time.
And if it does say 1 1, I can subsequently look right underneath it and see it has
1 1. Versus the department where you go around and pick 6 pairs of shoes while
the salesperson trails you, you hand them to them, they come back and say,
"whoops, we don't have any of those." They don't even have the foresight to tell
me that it's not available in my size. Even though they know that the chance of
them being available are slim to none. So it's a convenience factor.
(Jill 160-176)
Jill continues to outline her own individual meaning and attributes of the shopping
experience, summing it up as an holistic convenient experience. Specifically, she
identifies the aspects of her interactive experience with the customer service reps, the
product/brand portfolio offerings by the store, and her ability to navigate the shoe racks
and readily see what products are available without the assistance of a customer service
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rep. Jill's experience with her described facets of convenience are similar in sub-theme
to the notions previously expressed by David. Also, similarly to David, after having tried
to explain what the aspects of convenience are, she decides to offer an example to help
the interviewer better understand what she is trying to communicate. Her example is as
follows:
I: So tell me what a shopping experience is like at Aigner like for you?
P: It's similar to what I described as the Kohl's shoes department. Everything's
out, so if they have it, I know it. And they're very nice, they put little yellow
stickers on the size 1 1 boxes, so all I have to do is "ooh, yellow sticker, ooh,
yellow sticker, yellow sticker, yellow sticker." And I can find all the shoes in my
size very quickly, and very easily. So it makes life wonderful.
I: So even though it's a little further to go, once you get there, again, it's a very
convenient store to stop at.
P: Yeah, it's a very pleasant experience, convenient. Again, the salespeople
don't do a lot, but if you do have a question, they're very helpful, willing to help
you out and help you find it. For me, that's a store with a (changing tape over)
with a little bit of a higher price-point (changing video tape) but for me you don't
have other options, they're pretty much my only place and be guaranteed you'll
find what you need.
(Jill 406 - 421)
Offering a specific example of shopping at Aigner, Jill reviews the same aspects
of convenience described above. However, this time she sets it in a very specific
contextual setting: Aigner. She describes it as a ". . . very pleasant experience,
convenient." Specifically, she identifies her experience and ease with reviewing the
product portfolio offered by the store by size with ". . .little yellow stickers on the size 1 1
boxes, . . . " as part of the convenience experience for her. Jill also seems to be highly
independent. She seems to not want contact with sales reps until she initiates the
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interaction. To Jill, a facet of convenience is to be able to both navigate the .store and
product assortment independently without the assistance of a store representative.
The next examples of participant's experiences with the notion of convenience
offer a different and reoccurring sub-theme that was found in the transcripts. Consider
the following text from Harry.
I: Tell me about Kroger's . . . what keeps you coming back to Kroger's?
P: (chuckling) Convenience is the number one thing. They are located near me. I
have actually begun to even question why I remain loyal to Kroger's because the
last two or three times I have gone there . . . as a matter of fact, two weeks ago I
actually went to the manager and complained for the first time in my entire life
about the quality of the produce. I have actually seen tomatoes rotting . . . they
had black spots on them on the shelf for sale. I actually went to the manager and
said "you know I have shopped here since I was in Knoxville and I am really
getting tired of the quality of your produce, it's getting worse." If it weren't for
their convenience, I am not sure I would be as loyal to them. . . . um . .
(Harry 66-76)
Again, later in the dialog Harry offers:
But if I am just going for the basic food, basic pricing, basic service, get in and
get out with what I want kind of stuff. . . Kroger's is fine for that. But the main ·
thing they have for me is strictly the location is within close proximity to where I
live in Knoxville, which is so handy.
(Harry 100-103)
Similarly to David and Jill, Harry brings up the notion of convenience
immediately suggesting it was also top of mind and then explains what the construct
means to him. He stresses the importance of convenience as a primary aspect of his
shopping experience at Kroger's. He questions his loyalty to Kroger's on the grounds of
poor product quality. However, despite questioning his loyalty to Kroger and displeasure
with the product quality, Harry continues to shop there faithfully. His reason for the
continued purchasing and shopping behavioral patterns and rituals at Kroger is because of
the location or proximity to his residence. The convenience notion for Harry, with regard
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to Kroger's, seems to boil down to the matter of store location. The simple fact,that the
store is "located close" to him encourages his repeat patronage of the store. Consider
Harry's comments as one reviews Sarah's explanation of convenience as follows:
P: Um . . / live very close to a Kroger, and it's not my favorite grocery store. I
feel often times very taken advantage of. They have a situation there now where
they are trying to push you to check out your own items. And it's like hey!
Y'know, you are over priced for a grocery store and you want me to do the work
and, y'know, scanning all the things that I buy and they keep track of all that and I
don't really like that, that much. But the convenience, I mean, it literally y'know
is 5 minutes from my house and I will shop there for sale items, every now and
then they will have just incredible deals.
(Sarah 63-69)
Sarah, similar to Harry above, begins by describing how close she resides to
Kroger. She follows on to describe her unfavorable predisposition toward the store
related to several bases. After describing her dissatisfaction with the store she again
reiterates the notion of close proximity and indicating that she habitually shops at the
store because for its sale items and because of the closeness to where she lives. This
notion of proximity is in part the essence of the convenience notion for both Sarah and
Harry.
In conclusion, I have decided to include Diane's comments on convenience, not
because she describes insightful sub-theme(s) as described in the examples above, but
rather the exact opposite. Diane's dialog focuses on the absence of convenience and ·
offers an insightful and fresh position.
P: Uh, here lately, mostly Wal-Mart. Just because of the prices. I think it's
terribly inconvenient, too crowded, I hate going, it takes too long. Two hours out
of my day to go fight the Wal-Mart crowd. But I usually do it and, probably I
hate grocery shopping worst than any of my "motherly'' duties, so I send my
husband a lot. So I do that about twice a month, buy a lot so I don't have to go
that much. Or if I just don't have time to go there, I usually go to the gas station
and get milk. I'd rather pay an extra dollar even for milk. If I get to run into Pilot
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it takes 5 minutes, than to go to Bi-Lo and walk all the way to · the back and save
myself a dollar.
(Diane 32-39)
Diane describes the attributes that - can be found when the perception of
convenience is absent. She describes shopping at Wal-Mart as terribly inconvenient. She
then goes on to develop the attributes of inconvenience as too crowded, it takes too long,
pay higher prices, and engage a busy shopping arena. This results in Diane's claim of
hate for and avoidance of this particular shopping experience. This negative emotion is
in no small part the outcome of the absence of convenience or the presence of the
inconvenience factor. As one considers the attributes of inconvenience described by
Diane one recognizes that they are the polar opposite of the attributes of convenience
described by the previous participants. Convenience or in this case inconvenience may
be characterized by Diane in different terms from some of the other participants
suggesting that the aspect of convenience may have different meanings to different
participants in this study.

Summary of Convenience

In summary, the notion of convenience or the absence of convenience, offers
great consistency as a thematic structure across the participant's texts. The notion of
convenience has several sub-themes in core variation suggesting a depth in the
description of the perception of convenience. The sub-themes include convenience in
layout of store including size of store, convenience in navigation of store, efficient use of
time (temporality), convenience ( ease when reviewing) with product layout and purchase,
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convenient interaction with customer service reps, and convenient location of store
(geographic proximity) with regard to personal residency.

Familiarity and Convenience Combined
An interesting finding in this dissertation is that the respondents in the study
would speak of both familiarity and convenience simultaneously. The language that was
used to describe these notions was at times very similar. It is the position of this study
that both familiarity and convenience are present and serve as the ground for the more
figural notions of loyalty and attachment. The participants described the notions of
familiarity and convenience as a simultaneous concept. Consider the following
examples:
Harry
P: . . . I get better service at Parisian's. The people that work there are friendlier .
. . I have also noticed one thing that appeals to me is that at least in my impression
is that the people seem to stay there longer. In other words when I go back I will
recognize faces of clerks that have waited on me before. So I build afamiliarity
with the people and a comfort level with the products and the variety and the
products and price tags and this may sound silly . . . is the physical location of the
store within the mall. They are on the end of the mall so I can go into the store
from the outside without having to go through all the nightmare traffic in the halls
in the mall and on that end of the mall, because of the way it is physically laid out
you don't have so many cars parked as you do. For example, at the main entrance
or some of the other stores that are congested with a lot of other types of stores.
Parisian's is all to itself. So I can park there and not have to battle to find a
parking place. Not have to battle the crowds to get in. It's just an easier shopping
experience.
(Harry 48-60)
Harry begins by addressing some of the objects in the shopping experience with
which he is familiar. He includes in the familiarity notion the customer service reps,
products, prices, and the physical location of the store. Although he does not use the
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term convenience, at this point, he considers the location of the store in terms of its
convenient access and egress. Within this notion and as part of the convenience aspect
Harry describes the parking access and contrasts it with other stores that offer less
favorable parking amenities. Ultimately he describes his experience at Parisian's as " . .
an easier shopping experience." Later in the interview Harry returns to the
famili3!ity/convenience notion and develops the dialog and ideas he started above. He
continues:
Harry. - continued
P: But actually for me um . . . the layout is very important for the typical average
stuff. Because I don't like to go into a store. . .if I'm j ust going to Kroger's
because I am not going there for gourmet items and I am not going there for two
cent things . . . for the basic clothes at Parisian's and the basic foods at Kroger, I
don't want to have to go in and figure out where things are. I like the convenience
of being able to go in and know where to go and go get my milk or where to get
my socks. I prefer that. I don't like it when I walk in and they have reshuffled
the store design. To me it's like 'OK now I have to waste time to re . . . to re
familiarize myself with your store,' and I don't like to have to go to the effort to
re-familiarize myself with the layout of the store. In fact, you are touching on
some points that I hadn't even thought about.
(Harry 155-1 64)
Harry starts by addressing the convenience of the layout and location of Kroger
and Parisian's. Immediately after introducing the notion of convenience, he combines it
with the notion of familiarity in such a way that both perceptions are being spoken of and
considered simultaneously. This was not uncommon for the participants in the study to
consider the familiarity and convenience aspects simultaneously.
The next example is David. He creates an interesting nexus between familiarity
with the layout of the store and the products with the convenience aspect.
David
I: . . . so talk me through a shopping experience at Kohl's'.
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P: Um, well first of all, it's a department store that's very user clean, very neat
and appealing to the eye in going in. They have nice Christmas music going on,
or whatever the appropriate season would be, just relaxing music playing. I know
exactly where I need to go, what items I need to get.
I: Do you mean in terms of layout of the store?
P: They're all set up about the same way. Whether you went to the one here on
this side of town or the one on the other side of town, they're all set up the same
way. Um, but going, like I said, I know which area I'm going to, I can pick up
pretty much any product in there, whether it's a name brand or their brand, and
feel confident and picking it up and going, hey, it's a name-brand shirt, here's this
shirt. I can get this one, even though this one's an Arrow and supposedly a better
shirt, I can pick up their brand and feel just as confidently about it because, you
know, having the experience of having both, and getting the same satisfaction out
of both. And then to be able to walk out and not wade through a brigade of lines
to get out of the store, but everything just pleasant. I'll get a good price usually
for what I'm getting and I feel good about that.
(David 485-503)
Initially, David explains how familiar he is with Kohl's by describing some of the
physical elements of the store and telling how he knows the location of the products he
wishes to purchase. He begins by describing some of the physical characteristics of the
store such as cleanliness and the pleasant aesthetics and music. He continues by leaving
his physiognomy and addressing more cognitive notions of knowledge of store layout and
products. David then describes his familiarity with the layout of the store and the
products it carries. At this point, similar to other participants, he now combines the
familiarity concept with the convenience concept addressing them as a singular notion.
He concludes the description of his shopping experience by describing how convenient it
is to "pick up" the brands and then be able to make the purchase and exit the store.
Again, this example suggests that the line between what is familiar and what is
convenient maybe very thin for some of the participants in this study - in fact, as one
considers the essence of the text, at some point the line may simply cease to exit at all.
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The final example offered here is Loren. When asked about her preferred stores
to shop at she offered the following:
Loren
P: Is it OK to be both? Because I can see that I do continue with stores that I'm
familiar with, but, if it isn't convenient or if I don't have the money in my pocket,
then I'll try someplace else.
I: What's some of the stores that you will typically go to on a regular basis?
P: Well, for grocery shopping, because we pass Kroger's after we drop our son at
school, we'll usually go to Kroger's, unless we go to Bi-Lo, which is closer to the
house. Or going the other direction when we leave Jordan's school, we'll go to
Food City. So we just, we kind oflike Kroger, but we'll go where it's convenient.
And we don't, we're not familiar enough with the stores to know the price
difference, to know which one's more expensive, or whether we're getting a good
deal here or there, but I still look at the price before I buy something, but I haven't
figured out which are the cheaper stores. I'm mainly going for what products I
need and the convenience.
(Loren 19-33)
Here Loren begins by stating that she shops for groceries at stores that offer her
convenience. She is referring to geographic location and proximity. Immediately after
introducing the notion of convenience of the stores, she considers the stores with which
she is either familiar or not familiar. The notion here is to suggest and offer support for
the argument that as the participants addressed either the notions of familiarity or
convenience it was considered typical to address both notions simultaneously. This has
lead this dissertation to suggest that there is a nexus between both of these notion (see
figure 4- 1).
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Figure 4-1
Familiarity and Convenience: A Simultaneous Concept
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THE FIGURAL NOTION OF LOYALTY
The first section in this chapter addressed the notions of familiarity and
convenience and introduced them as the ground for the more figural notions of loyalty.
This second section in this chapter seeks to introduce the notions of loyalty relationships
in the marketplace as described by the participants in this study.
The findings from the participant's texts reveal two basic typical experiential
structures as they gave consideration to the stores with which they prescribed loyalty.
The two patterns of behavior that emerged from the described shopping experiences can
be grouped accordingly by the structure of their experience. The descriptions of the two
typical structures are presented next and are termed 1 ) habitual shopping relationship
experience, and 2) loyalty shopping relationship experience. This study does not claim to
exhaust the experiential characteristics of the structure. What follows is simply the
reporting of the experiences of the participants in this study.

To be or not to be Loyal - That is the Question

The first question that the participants in this study were asked in the interview
was ''whether they considered themselves to be loyal shoppers to any particular brands or
stores?" The purpose in asking the participants in this study whether they considered
themselves store loyal was twofold. First, it was to allow the respondents to identify the
stores by name (if any) to which they considered themselves to be loyal and second, to
allow an understanding of how their everyday shopping world is constituted with respect
to the loyalty notion.
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When participants in the study were asked the initial question in the interview
whether they considered themselves to be store or brand loyal, there was a very typical
response and finding across the transcripts. Participants typically considered themselves
to be loyal to a point or loyal to some stores but not to others. This indicates that the
participants were able to identify within themselves a series of loyalty aspects and
attribute them to certain stores and at the same time, they were able to recognize the
absence of these aspects with stores to which they prescribed no loyalty. Following are a
few examples:
Interviewer with typical opening question:
I: Do you consider yourself to be a store or a brand loyal person or are you the
kind of person that will shop anywhere?
Participant's responses:
P: A little bit of both . . .
(Diane 14)
P: Is it OK to be both? Because I can see that I do continue with stores that I'm
familiar with, but, if it isn't convenient or if I don't have the money in my pocket,
then I'll try someplace else.
(Loren 19-2 1).
P: OK - I am a person who is loyal to a point. I mean I'm loyal, loyal, loyal, but
I can become a traitor. I can lose my loyalty ifl get either disgruntled by a price
and I think, naaa, I'm not doing that.
(Kristan 22-24).
P: It depends upon what I am shopping for. Um . . . there are certain things that I
am very much brand loyal to. There are certain places where I am store loyal and
then there are things that I am quality conscious. I want to do all the research and
wherever that leads you then I will get what I want. I'll go there. And that sort of
depends upon the stage of my life I am in. Whether I am a college student with
limited resources or an employee with somewhat more resources.

(Sarah 1 7-22).

P: I would say that I am fairly loyal . . . with certain brands and certain stores. It
takes me a long time to develop a loyalty but once they have built my loyalty I
will stay with them.
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(Harry 1 8-19).
The participants in the study were able to describe themselves as "both" loyal and
non-loyal and "loyal to a point" to selected stores throughout the transcripts. However,
one of the more intriguing findings was that many of the respondents described
themselves as both loyal and non-loyal or that their loyalty could be lost. As one
participant put it, "I am a person who is loyal to a point. I mean I'm loyal, loyal, loyal,
but I can become a traitor. I can lose my loyalty if . . . " This sums up a typical attitude
toward the general notion ofloyalty and offers insight into the essence found across the
loyalty experiences described by the participants. As the interviews proceeded the
participants were able to explain in depth what it was they meant when considering the
experience of loyalty. What follows are detailed descriptions of the two basic structures
described by the participants in this study, as they described their lived experience with
the notion of loyalty.

Habitual Behavior and Loyalty

The first question was designed to learn which stores the participants prescribed
loyalty (if any). Typically, the participants would identify a few stores by name and then
with a little prompting they would start to develop a profile of their own shopping
relationships and interactions in the marketplace with the stores. This lead to a broad
topographical structure that included the totality of the participants lived loyalty
experience. They demonstrated what aspects of the structure were integrated and what
was held separate. In a very real sense, the participants conveyed the essence of the
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loyalty notion as they reflectively shared insight into their "reality'' of loyalty in the
marketplace and the meanings it held for them.
What followed this introductory question set the stage for the rest of the
interview. What ensued was a descriptive process masked in the participants own
language that allows for analysis of sedimentation that has already occurred and is taken
for granted in their loyal shopping experience (Ihde 1 986). The experience that is
transmitted linguistically allows for lived experiences strongly relevant to the participants
in this study who consider this a natural part of their shopping experience. This dialogic
process allows for an understanding of a natural attitude exhibited by the respondents
within the shopping contextual environment. None of the participants had any trouble
associating meanings to the notion of loyalty. From a phenomenological point of view,
the fact that the participants already had sedimented notions associated with the notion of
loyalty is not a small matter.
At a higher level of topographical possibilities, the nomothetic findings across the
transcripts indicate that the participants described loyalty within three differing
modalities. The differing modalities of loyalty in this study are termed as habitual
shopping, loyalty shopping, and non-loyalty. Each of these notions is offered as figural

depictions on the diagram (see figure 4-2) against the ground of convenience and
familiarity described previously.
The modalities of loyalty shopping and habitual shopping are discussed in depth
in this section. The notion of non-loyalty is considered the absence of loyalty and is not
discussed in detail in these findings. This dissertation takes the position that the attitude
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Figure 4-2
Figural Aspects of the Habitual Shopping Relationship, Loyalty
Shopping Relationship, and Non Loyalty against a Ground of
Familiarity and Convenience
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of non-loyalty or the absence of loyalty is not a fertile ground for the study of a potential
consumer-firm bond. The participants supported this, as nowhere do participants when
referring to firms with which they prescribe non-loyalty introduce notions ·ofbonds or
attachments.
The differing modalities of loyalty as described by the respondents offer a
platform for discussion on the consumer-firm bond (to be presented later in this chapter).

Habitual Shopping Relationship

The modality of a habitual shopping was never intended to be addressed nor
considered at the inauguration of this study. However, it has emerged as an interesting
and unexpected finding. It offers direct insight into the research questions posed by this
dissertation. Specifically, it addresses the research query of the nature and extent of the
consumer-firm relationship and bonding experience. It also addresses the research query
on evidence for the existence or absence of a consumer-firm bond and the profile of that
attachment.
The notion of habitual shopping being different from loyalty shopping is an
engaging finding as it offers a broader perspective on the consumer's totality of the
shopping experience than anticipated. It also offers a clear suggestion that there is an
ordering effect in the sedimentation of the loyalty notion as perceived by the respondents.
This sedimentation was evidenced by the recollections and recognizable memories of the
respondents and offers an interesting set of boundaries for the loyalty notion.
Habitual shopping refers to repeat shopping patterns with selected stores that the
participants could readily identify where the preferred store was selected over competing
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stores. However, the difference that this study wishes to emphasize betwee·n loyalty and
habitual shopping is that the habitual shopping· experience is accompanied with a
noticeable lack or delinquency of the positive emotional aspects that are associated with
the loyalty shopping experience.
Habitual shopping behavior may be found in the loyalty marketing literature as
some researchers consider loyalty to be defined as repeat purchasing behavior which
allows for little more than frequency accounts (Tellis 1988). Other examples of
frequency counts or behaviors used in the marketing literature to evaluate an individual's
loyalty include (Lichtenstein et al. 1990); (Mittal l 994);(Beatty and Kahle 1988;
Newman and Werbel 1973; Putrevu and Lord 1994). These definitions of loyalty
correspond to the notion of habitual shopping expressed by the participants in this study.
As described above, the habitual shopping behavior described in this study refers to
routine purchasing patterns with selected stores that engage the participant in very limited
psychological or emotional responses to the firm.
I have selected the following three participant's comments as examples of what
this dissertation has termed habitual shopping relationships. Each participant has
identified each of the stores they are talking about as stores with which they prescribe
loyalty. Consider the following as they describe in depth the profile of this type of
shopping experience:
Sarah.
I: You said you are loyal to some brands or some stores, tell me about that?
P: Um . . . I am loyal to Dillard's for clothing. I went through two periods, I am
actually in one now, where I have been really over weight and buying clothes is
just painful so I go to Dillard's and I find a line of clothing, Liz Claiborne, where
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petite doesn't just mean small and beautiful - it means short. And I can find
clothes that I don't have to hem. I can go in every year, year in and year out, and
go and pick my size of the rack and not have to try them on. Take them home · and
they always fit. Because I went there often I developed a rapport with the sales
people. Because they have sort of a· petite section and they get to know you. And I
, come in twice a year and shop for clothing, I am not a slave to fashion. I find
something I like and I buy one in brown and one in black, one in Carol, one in
khaki, that sort of thing. I can remember one year when a sales lady said, you
know Liz Claiborne changed their sizes a little bit so you might want to try it on
this time. So she knew that I came in, bought my clothing and that I didn't try it
on. And she knew that there was a change that particular year and she said you
might want to this year. So part of it was the relationship. Recently they changed
where . . . I actually don't like the atmosphere. I have salesman literally in a 30minute period maybe 4 or 5 times say, can I help you? Can I help you? And I
usually will say no, no I just want to look I am not a . . . when I need help I will
find it but I don't want somebody lurking over my shoulder. Then I start to feel
like they are just interested in their commission. They say things like, 'make sure
you check out with me.' Because I might buy pants, for example in the petite
section, but I may wander for sweaters over to· the other section and when I start
to wonder they are following me to get me to check out in their station. So I
assume, I don't know, I assume that is about commission and I don't like that
feeling. But I am still loyal to the brand that I keep going back and there are
some salespersons . . .
I: What brand?
P: I buy Liz Claiborne and I have had some people tell me that she is a Satanic
worshiper or whatever and I don't care that is her personal business. What I know
is my time is valuable, when I go in there / don 't have to try on the clothing, I
don't have to hem anything, it's going to fit me. The clothing . . . and Dillard's is
the store that carries the broadest size selection. If I go to . . . you know a lot of
stores carries Liz Claiborne but then they carry only a limited size. Or not have a
broad selection in the petite selection, more of their store is devoted to other
things so I find Dillard's for me, particularly the West Town store, even though I
live in east Knoxville but East Town store doesn't have the selection. It's a
smaller department. But that particular store I go to it saves me time I get what I
want. It sometimes that I have a relationship with the staff and sometimes the new
folks come on board and then you are a little irritating to me . . . that pales in
comparison to the time I stay.
(Sarah 24-63)
1bis is an interesting example of habitual shopping. Sarah describes what was at
one time a positive shopping experience with Dillard's that has now become less
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pleasant. She begins by describing previous shopping experiences and a positive rapport
with former customer service reps. She describes in good detail her familiarity with the
store, its brands, product lines, and anticipated service. This is the same notion of
familiarity introduced earlier that is present with all shopping relationships that serves as
the ground. She also introduces the temporal nature of the shopping experience
indicating that time is important, suggesting that some elements of convenience are also
present.
After this introduction, she describes in depth a list of aspects associated with the
current customer service reps that cause her to have a negative feeling with the store. She
is critical of the overall shopping experience but still describes herself as loyal to the Liz
Claiborne brand and says she will continue to return to the store and shop there. So
despite an unpleasant shopping experience when she is in the store, she will continually
return to the store offering clear support for not only repeat purchase patterns in the
absence of positive emotion and effect but also in the presence of a negative attitude
toward the store.
She will continue to return to the store for the reasons she describes. She
indicates that there is a temporal aspect to the experience that is important to her when
she says her "time is valuable" and that she will not waste time in the store. She is
familiar with the wide range of products indicated by the fact that she doesn't have to try
the clothes on for fit. Yet, despite these positive aspects to the shopping profile, this
shopping experience description is completely devoid of any language indicating positive
feelings, affect, or emotion. At no time does Sarah describe any positive psychological
states. There is no emotional attachment or bonding described with the store in this
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experience. This stores simply offers Sarah afamiliar place where she can go and
purchase clothes in a timely fashion that she knows will fit her. This provides an
example of habitual shopping. Consider the next example by Harry:
Harry
Because if I want to go to Parisian's it similar . . . if I am going to go in for basic
khakis, basic socks, and the basics, I just want to get in, know where it is, know
that I am going to get service, know that I have a fair price, know that the
selection is decent, . . . that is a good point Parisian's would be like a Kroger . . .
it 's reliable. It has reliability in my perspective because they don't move
everything around a lot, so I know where to go to get what I want and I know the
quality I am getting. So you are right . . . it's convenience.
I: Tell me about this notion of reliability . . . what is reliable?
P: Replicable . . . each time I go that is it going to be the same basic experience.
When I go to Kroger's, for the most part, it's the same, it's the same foods, the
same food quality the same food price, the same pricing , the same service. Each
time I go will be identical to the time before. I use the word "identical" loosely as
for the most part it's a repeat . . the experience is a replication of the experience
before. There is not a wide-variety, it's not like I go one time and I'm very
disappointed and one time I am very happy. For the most part it is like a norm.
The experience, quality, variety, service, the price, it's all fairly-consistently the
same so it is replicable. It is the same thing over and over. And that probably
increases the convenience of the experience. But it is the physical location of the
store. But the fact that those other things are replicated each time makes it more
convenientfor me.
I: It all comes back to this notion of familiarity . . .

P: Absolutely!
I: . . . that you began by introducing earlier. So it's not just the product that you
are familiar with but it's the whole shopping process?
P: Absolutely!
(Harry 1 22-1 51)
Harry again later in the dialog describes his habitual shopping experience with
Wal-Mart.
Harry continues
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I: Sure, sure . . . . . . what about Wal-Mart? It's showed up on your list on places
that you think you're pretty loyal to.
P: When I'm in the mood, not in the mood, when I'm shopping for a true basic
necessity that I want to get a cheap price on, it's Wal-Mart.
I: What is it about Wal-Mart?
P: Price and selection . . . ..that's it. It sure is not the environment. It's crowded,
parking is typically difficult, service is usually below average, attitudes of the
people who work there, I think, are terribly poor, isles are crowded, the way I've
observed their customers, they don't seem to be especially nice people for the
most part. A lot of them seem to be pushing each other out of their way to get
what they want. But if I'm going to go shopping and I have a list that includes
aspirin, toothpaste, a DVD, some glasses for the kitchen, and basic necessity-type
things. Like aspirin, I can get cheap aspirin. I can buy aspirin at Wal-Mart for
20% less than somewhere else.
I: I think it's interesting you chose Wal-Mart, because many of the things you
describe in your other shopping experiences you actually don't find at Wal-Mart,
in terms of service, the layout of the store, the people who work there and so
forth. It's important in those other experiences. So, what is it that makes you go
back there time and time again? Are you sure it's the price?
P: Right . . . . . . They've got everything. If I want toothpaste or face soap or aspirin
or shaving cream, all the way to glasses for the kitchen, screw-drivers, to
electronics, DVD's, to flowers, to light bulbs, to TV trays, basic necessities of
your house - Wal-Mart just has it all - they just have such a huge selection, it's
just amazing.
I: So what's it like for you to know that there is this vast array of product lines
there?
P: I have mixed feelings. I'm bi-polar when it comes to Wal-Mart . . . .ha, ha, ha. I
love the fact that you walk in and they have the selection, but God, what a
nightmare! I mean, you don't know where to find stuff. You have to spend half
your time walking around the isles figuring out where things are. I think if you
went to Wal-Mart once or twice a week, you'd probably know the store layout,
but the store is so physically large, there's so many isles, and they do move their
stuff around, I do notice that. They move things around, so when I go, I assume·
I'm going to have to stay there a while to, number 1 : find what I'm looking for,
and just to move around the people, everything to get to. If I'm in a rush I go to
Walgreen's, because they're so much smaller. Wal-Mart, because of the physical
size and the variety, I just know I'm going to just have to bite my lip and be
patient because people will be in my way, I'll have to stand behind 10 people in
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the cash register before I get waited on. . Going to Wal-Mart for me is bi-polar in
that the good part is that they have it and have it cheap, the bad part is: service is
horrible, it takes forever, it is inconvenient, but it's reliable, because I know
they're gonna have everything that I'm looking for. So to me it's a bi-polar
experience - love it/hate it.
(Harry 456-500)
The shopping experience described by Harry with Parisian's is in many respects
similar to his description of his shopping experience with Kroger offered previously in
this chapter when this chapter addressed the notion of convenience. He describes a very
carefully thought out shopping experience. It is very clinical as he lists the attributes of
the shopping experience that encourage his repeat patronage. He specifically describes
his familiarity with the products, layout of the store, service, fair price, product selection,
and reliability. Much of which he calls "convenience. " These notions of familiarity and
convenience are the same as those discussed earlier in this chapter and are the ground and
can be found in all habitual shopping experiences.
Later in the dialog, after Harry had finished contrasting his shopping experiences
as Kroger's and Parisian's, he returns to the same aspects of shopping. However, this
time he uses Wal-Mart as an example. Good phenomenological interviewing technique
would allow the participant to return to and address any aspect of the interviews until the
participant has exhausted (or said all they need to say on the topic). For this reason Harry
was encouraged to describe his shopping experience with Wal-Mart and it offered
support for his previous comments and greater insight in what a habitual shopping
experience is like for Harry.
When describing his shopping experience with Wal-Mart, he describes what is an
unfavorable shopping disposition. This is similar to Sarah's description and experience
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previously described. Harry begins by describing his familiarity with the price, product
selection, parking, service, customers, and customer service reps. This familiarity is a
double-edged sword for Harry, or as he calls it a bi-polar experience as on the one hand
the favorable prices and product selection are responsible for his continued repeat
purchase patterns with the store. Yet, on the other hand he goes on to describe in great
detail just how unpleasant it is for him to shop there. At one point he describes it as " . . .
a nightmare!" - clearly shopping at Wal-Mart evoked strong negative language and
emotions. These examples described by Harry are similar to that described by Sarah in
that they contain no elements of attachment or positive emotion, yet the participant
continues to shop there regularly. Again, for purposes of this dissertation this is an
example of what has termed habitual shopping.
This shopping experience described by Sarah and Harry Jill are rich with
description of the attributes of their shopping experience. These attributes are completely
devoid of any description of bonding or attachment with the firm.
In summary, each of the participants in this study talked about habitual shopping
experiences with selected stores to a greater-or-lesser extent. They described aspects of
the shopping experiences to which they attributed their repeat purchase behavior. These
aspects were grounded in the notions offamiliari'ty and convenience previously
described. The repeat purchase behavior with these stores termed habitual shopping in
this study was noticeably delinquent of notions and expressions of attachment. There
was very little (or even no) positive emotion introduced by the participants as they
described their shopping experiences with these selected stores.
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Loyalty Shopping Relationship

An important yet unanticipated finding that has emerged from the participants
includes the discrimination of the notions of habitual shopping and loyalty shopping.
The same essential structure of intentionality pervades at each level of the topographical
structure or level of experience and involvement.engaged by the participants. This
nomothetic commonality across transcripts offers strong support for variation in the core
loyalty profile.
The difference offered by the participants in this study between loyalty shopping
and habitual shopping is that the habitual shopping experience is lacking in the positive
emotional aspects that are found with the loyalty shopping experience. The loyalty
shopping experience not only includes notions of frequent and preferred purchase at
selected stores, but also includes strong elements of positive affect and attachment. It is
within these aspects of emotion and attachment in the loyalty shopping experience that
support for the consumer-firm bonding phenomenon is found (see figure 4-3).
The definitions of loyalty previously discussed in the habitual shopping section of
this dissertation suggests that many researchers consider loyalty to be as simple as the
measure of behavior or frequency counts of habitual purchasing patterns. These
definitions are noticeably delinquent in that they fail to give consideration to the
psychological, cogito meaning or state of the consumer. It is suggested here that an
alternative way to consider the loyalty notion is to include not only the behavioral aspect,
but also the psychological, emotional, and cognitive aspects of loyalty simultaneously.
There are some works that include (East and Hammond 1996; Oliver 1997; Oliver
1999) that have addressed the distinction in the definitions of loyalty and encourage the
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Figure 4-3
Habitual and Loyalty Shopping Relationship with
Associated Emotional Involvement Experience Structure

inclusion of psychological constructs. An important work by (Jacoby and Chestnut 1978)
addressed the psychological aspects of loyalty in an attempt to differentiate loyalty from
repeat purchase behavior. These works argue that loyalty or disloyalty, when evaluated
by purchasing behavior may be erroneous because of competing notions such as
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convenience (previously addressed in this pape_r). This offers support for the finding that
habitual shopping is different from loyalty shopping as described by the lived experience
of the participants in this study.
The notion of habitual shopping behavio� has partially been addressed in the
marketing literature. Oliver (1999) supported the asymmetrical nexus between
satisfaction and loyalty, suggesting that customers that are loyal are typically satisfied.
However, customers that are satisfied are not necessarily loyal to any particular brand or
store. This conundrum was in part appeased in Oliver's work when he suggested that as
a consumer's social bonding, at the institutional and personal level, increases, there is less
need for satisfaction to result in loyalty. This study supports the notion that loyal
customers seem satisfied. This was very typical of findings across the respondents in this
study as they spoke to satisfaction in general terms. However, no place in this study did
participants indicate that they were less satisfied as bonding occurred that resulted in
loyalty. This study posits the notion that perhaps consumers that are forming bonds and
attachments with finns are in fact satisfying some very deeply seated motivational desires
as described previously by Bowlby (Bowlby 1 969; Bowlby 1980; Bowlby 1 982; Bowlby
1 973). As these deeply seated motivations are satisfied, it niay well result in bonding.
Thus, another way to consider this is not that the "social bonds" replace the satisfaction,
as suggested by Oliver (1999), but rather that the social bonds are congruent with
satisfaction and result in loyalty.
Following are participants' examples selected from the transcripts that offer
support for what this dissertation has termed a loyalty shopping relationship. In these
examples, Harry, Carol, and Diane allow one to see the difference between habitual
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shopping experiences and loyalty shopping experiences as one considers the emotional
and psychological notions engaged in the interactive experiences perceived by the
participants. Consider the following dialog with Harry:
Harry
I: The other store you mentioned is McClellan's. Tell me about McClellan's, I'm
not familiar.
P : Oh, I love it. / love it! It's a men's, actually it's a men's/ladies clothing store
on Kingston Pike. It's the best; it's like gourmet clothes. Their clothes are
awesome. The selection is, you don't have the wide variety that you have at a
Parisian because they don't have the physical space. So, instead of 50 different
brands of pants they may carry three or four different pants. So, you don't have
the variety at all but you know when you do look at the pants they have, they've
chosen nothing but the best lines out there. To me, there are a gourmet-clothing
store for men's clothing. And I can't comment on the ladies because I haven't
bought those, but men's clothing, it's a gourmet-clothing store in Knoxville. And
the last time I was there, I nearly fell over dead when I looked at the bill, but it's
like, you know, no other store in Knoxville gives me that. There's no place else I
can get what I can get at McClellan's.
I: How often do you shop there?
P: Well, I only discovered McClellan's about 2 months ago actually. And I've
been there probably three times and in those 2 months. And each time I've gone
I've dropped some chunks of change. And service is phenomenal! I have a
feeling that those sales people probably are on commission, which is fine. But the
service is just outstanding and, talk about familiarity. I mean, that salesperson
that waits on me, the first time I'm there. I go in now and the other people, if they
see me, and (name withheld) is his name, and I walk in and he's not on the floor,
"oh, we'll get (name withheld) _for you." They know, even after just a couple of
months, they recognize that (name withheld) was the person that I dealt with so
they seem to have a respect for themselves that once salespeople builds a client,
that they don't touch another salesperson's client. And, so when (name
witbheld)'s with me, it's totally one on one. If he's with someone else, he'll say,
"I'll be with you when I'm finished with this person." He won't try to wait on me
and another person at the same time. Which gives me the value that, I've seen it
already, the last time I was in there I watched someone come in and he said "I'll
help you when I'm finished with me." So you know that you're getting true total
individual attention, you don't get that in any other store. Target or Parisian, I'm
happy with all the things I said, but they may wait on me and one or two or three
other people at the same time. At McClellan's, when I'm getting the service, I'm
the only person getting attention to, ah, the clothes are the best, the atmosphere is
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fantastic, youjustfeel so comfortable, it 'sjust an emotionally, psychologically
beautiful comforting store that makes you feel warm and secure. You feel like
you' re in a womb, because it 'sjust so comfortable mentally andphysically and I
just absolutely love it. I wouldn 't even consider trying another premier men 's
clothing store in Knoxville now that I've discovered McClellan 's. My loyalty is
with them for good clothes.
(Harry 256-296)
Even from a casual reading, one can tell that this is an emotionally charged part of
the interview. At this point in the interview, Harry was very excited in his dialog and has
used some expressive, eloquent, and interesting adjectives to describe what he had
experienced while shopping at McClellan's.
My initial prompt to Harry was to have him tell me about McClellan's. Harry had
previously identified this as one of his preferred stores and I was following up with a
probe to see if he would develop a profile of his shopping experience and interaction with
McClellan's.
Harry starts his description of his shopping experience by saying, "Oh, I love it. I
love itf' referring to the store in general. These are interesting words to use when
describing a retail store and suggest a strong and positive emotional attachment to the
store. He continues by describing the product line in the store as "gourmet clothes" and
"their clothes are awesome" and "nothing but the best." Clearly, Harry has a very
positive regard for the product line at McClellan's.
Harry continues his favorable disposition toward McClellan's as he moves on
from the product aspect of the store and addresses the service aspects. Harry describes
the service aspect with as much passion and positive regard as he did the store in general
and the product line. He describes the service as "phenomenal!" and says "the service is
outstanding and talk aboutfamiliarity." He then continues by explaining in depth what it
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is that makes · his service experience outstanding to him. Specifically, Harry describes a
customer service rep that he considers his salesperson, a person with whom he describes
a ''client" relationship. This use of the term client emphasizes the unique and special
relationship that Harry feels at a heightened emotional level.
The concluding comments reflected by Harry again return to the store in general
and he says "the atmosphere is fantastic, you just feel so comfortable, it's just an
emotionally, psychologically beautiful comforting store that makes you feel warm and
secure" and "it's just so comforting mentally and physically and I just absolutely love it.''
He concludes by affirming his loyalty to the store by saying, "I wouldn't even consider
trying another premier men's clothing store in Knoxville now that I've discovered
McClellan's. My loyalty is with them for good clothes." Clearly from Harry's
description of his feelings toward McClellan's there is much positive emotion that is
described by many positive adjectives and phrases.
At this point it might be useful to reflect back on the descriptions ofthe stores to
which the participants prescribed repeat purchase behavior that this dissertation classified
as habitual shopping experiences. The descriptions of repeat purchases at the habitual
shopping experience stores can be contrasted to those of the loyalty shopping experiences
on the bases of emotion. One of the distinctions that has emerged from the transcripts is
the richness of language as the participants describe what is an emotionally and
psychologically impactful event when loyalty shopping experiences are engaged in
contrast to habitual shopping experiences. Harry's interview is a good example of some
of the emotions, as Harry describes, of love, comfort, beauty, and feelings of warmth and
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security that are found in the loyalty shopping experience that are not present in the .
habitual shopping experience. Let's consider another example offered by Carol:
Carol
I: What is it that would make you drive to Atlanta to get shoes?
P: Because they have got a huge selection of shoes that you can't get here. Um . .
.so that is one of the stores that I really like and I think I just like walking around
and seeing shops that we don't have. There is also a store in Atlanta called
Anthropology, that's a clothing store that is a catalog that I get and again, we
don't have it here. I don't really ever go their web site and I don't know why, I
just never have really, but that is another store that I love to go to in Atlanta. And
they have a lot of smaller boutiques and just nice little stores to go to so it's fun
and I may not necessarily buy a lot but I just like to go and look. I usually do buy
a lot but I don't always.
I: It's fun?
P Um humm.
I: Tell me about that?
P: I guess probably a lot of it does have to with being with friends. It is
something that we do and we plan a weekend at maybe . . . two or three times a
year and go shopping and usually we will go in the fall. I used to go right before
Christmas with my mother, we would go to Atlanta and as a family we would go
to New York right before Christmas. I think part of that was seeing all the
decorations and just getting caught up in the whole experience. Now that I am
older and you have to deal with all the traffic and all that, I'd rather not do it. . .
but being in a different city it's more fun. But I do think it's times 1 lookforward
to spending with myfriends. We usually spend the day shopping and we go out to
dinner, it's just nice to be with them for the day. So, that probably does have
more to do with it than anything else. And just seeing what is available in other
cities and knowing that you able to buy things that you can't buy at home.
(Carol 575-602)
Carol continues later in the dialog:
I: All these notions of timeliness and familiarity sort of go out of the window
when you go to Atlanta, don't they?
P: But. . . (chuckling) no they don't as I am actually veryfamiliar with the malls
in Atlanta. I even know exactly where I want to park and everything else, we stay
in the same hotel and it'sjust easier.
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I: Like the shoe shop -you can 't remember its name but you can go right to it?
P: Right.
I: So you are familiar with the layout and how to get there . . .
P: Um hum.
I: Let's talk a little bit more about that shoe shop. Tell me what it is like for you to
shop there?
P: Um . . . it's just exciting to look at all the shoes. (chuckling) And they are
incredibly expensive and I know that going into the store so I don't always buy
something. But when they have sales they have really good sales and they j ust
have a bigger selection of shoes than I have ever seen. So, it's j ust kinda nice to
go in there and look. If I am not going to buy anything I at least like to look at all
the shoes.
(Carol 616-63 8)
Carol's comments are interesting as she describes her shopping trips and
identifies a particular shoe store to which she is favorably disposed and frequents upon
her shopping forays to Atlanta. This is a good example of a loyalty shopping experience
as opposed to a habitual shopping experience with the shoe store. This is because
Carol's language and choice of words throughout the interview were particularly sedate,
controlled, and saturnine. However, when she started to address the notion of visiting a
preferred shoe store in Atlanta she used emotional terms such as "love," ''fun," and"exciting."

There is an interesting point to consider here in this transcript that is quite telling.
Carol couldn't remember the name of the shoe store that she liked to visit. However, she
could remember many details about the shopping experience, the product lines, the
location of the store, even where to park, however, she couldn't remember the name of
the store. This lack of cognitive recall coupled with the heightened emotional description
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offer support for the notion that relationships and bonds may be formed and maintained
below the threshold of cognitive awareness in an emotive or feeling state.
An individual difference described by Carol offers another notion of interest that
comes from Carol's transcript. The individual difference is that she was very engaged in
the familial matrix and wished to share the shopping experience with her mother. She
indicated that sharing the experience with her friends was important to her also.
Although it is beyond the scope of this dissertation and will be addressed in the section
on future research, there are several examples of participants who once they had a
positive emotional and psychological experience with a store sort to share that experience
with either friends or family members.
Carol offers additional support for the notion that participants in this study found
relationships with selected stores, to which they prescribe loyalty that included elements
of emotion and attachment. Diane offers the final example of a loyalty shopping
relationship as follows:
. Diane
I: Tell me what a shopping experience is like at Old Time Pottery.
P: It's fan. I'll spend like three hours in there and I took my husband for the first
time like six months ago cause he, well I was telling him how cool it is, and he
likes to shop a lot more than me, he's always shopping. And he likes high-priced
items though, where I'm a more, you know, stick with the things under $20. But
he went and he had the best time, that was so cool. We were probably in there an
hour and a half, as long as he could take. When we got up to the register . . . . we
were buying things to decorate the restaurant; it was time to do some kind of
sprucing up so we spent more money. But we got up there and the total came to
$300, he about died. But we had two huge baskets full of stuff and really, I
thought it was a great deal. We were decorating our restaurant with, if we would
have paid an interior designer for that stuff we would have spent, you know,
$2,000, so I thought we were doing real well, but, that's a.fun store to go to. But
it's a store I won't go to unless I've got a hundred to spend.
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I: You keep describing it as fun, tell me about that.
P: What's fun about it? I think the fun thing is, here 's a place that you think has
cute things and things that I've never seen before, like new things that I just
hadn't. . . (edited)
I: So what kind of feelings do you have when you're in that store?
P: Excitement, like a little kid in a toy store, j ust like being in a toy store when
you're a kid. That's the only way I can describe it.
I: So contrast that with, tell me a little bit about a shopping experience at Wal
Mart.
P: And -it's even as crowded as Wal�Mart. Usually it's more crowded. And
usually you can't push your buggy down all the isles cause they have them too
close together. There's too many people, so it is kind of a hassle. But also I'd
never go in that store with my children, you know, cause I wouldn't enjoy it if l
did. Usually those trips to Wal-Mart, you know, I've always got my kids with me
usually or even if l didn't, there's nothing·fun to me about buying food so it's, I'm
being forced to go there because I have to provide food for my family so it's
something I have to do, and it's crowded and it costs a lot of money, that's why I
go there. Pottery Barn, I go by myself and I've got time to just play and have fun
and have a little money to blow.
(Diane 69-1 13 edited)
Diane describes her shopping experiences at Old Time Pottery Barn as "fun" and
"exciting." She offers a metaphor to describe herself as feeling like a small child in a toy
store to convey a strong mental image that includes highly charged emotional elements.
She explains how she took her husband to the store to share her positive experience with
him and that her impression of his experience is that he had "the best time.'' This is a
similar notion to that is suggested by Carol in the example above where a participant in
the study has a positive experience with a store, to which they prescribe loyalty, and they
feel the desire to share that experience with others (see also Diane's transcript 373-380
she also seeks to share her experience with her mother and sister as well as her husband.
This is similar to the familial matrix described earlier by Carol). She follows up her
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opening comments by introducing an interesting concept. When asked, "what is fun
about it (the store)?" she says that is has "cute things and things that I have never seen
before, like new things . . . " here Diane is describing the reason for her feelings of fun.
She indicates that the discovery of new things, previously unknown, the opening up of
possibilities, is a fun event for her. Old Time Pottery Barn allows Diane to experience
these feelings.
Clearly, this is a very positive experience for Diane to shop at Old Time Pottery
Barn. Her attitude and emotional perceptions are that of "fun," "excitement," and "new
things" that she hasn't seen before and her desire is to share it with a close family
member, her husband. She concludes this part of the dialog by saying how she "never"
takes her children to the store as it would spoil her fun. Her final statement is " . . . I go
by myself and I've got time to just play and have fun . . . " Shopping at Old Time Pottery
Barn is a selfish pleasure and delight for Diane. One that she holds with a childlike
attitude of awe, fun, excitement, open to possibilities, combined with a desire to share
with a loved one. The dialog by Diane refers to a store to which she describes herself as
loyal. Her description of her experience in the store is full of rich text that speaks to
. positive emotional elements. This example, similar to Harry and Sarah, describes a
positive emotional experience for Diane and offers support for the notion of a loyal
shopping relationship that is rich in emotional and attachment attributes.

A Nexus between Habitual Shopping and Loyalty Shopping Relationships

The findings from this dissertation posit that there are two basic typical structures
described by the participants when asked about loyalty to their preferred stores. The two
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different shopping experiences that emerged had distinct profiles that allowed the
shopping experiences to be grouped accordingly. The two structures have been termed
habitual shopping relationships and loyalty shopping relationships and offer distinct
topographical possibilities for the participants in this study.
An interesting and unanticipated finding is that as the respondents spoke of their
loyalty to stores they frequented on a regular bases, they spoke of both types of shopping
experiences. Some of the shopping experiences can be categorized as habitual shopping
experiences and others as loyalty shopping experiences, depending upon the profile and
different aspects of the shopping experience as previously described. The interesting part
of their dialog is that the participants may not remain in either category permanently.
This suggests that at least some of the participants may switch from the habitual
shopping category to the loyalty shopping category or visa-versa. This interaction and
switching behavior is depicted in figure 3 by the arrow between the habitual and loyalty
shopping relationship constructs. Consider the following example from one of the
participants:
Kristan
I: Let me begin by asking you, simply this, do you consider yow-self the kind of
person that is a loyal shopper to certain stores and brands, or are you the kind of
person who just sort of shops anywhere?
P: OK - J am a person who is loyal to a point. I mean I'm loyal, loyal, loyal, but
I can become a traitor. I can lose my loyalty ifI get either disgruntled by a price
and I think, naaa, I'm not doing that Or if they don't have something that I, let
me give you an example. Maternity clothes - when I was - I love Target. I love
Target and if I had to choose I'd go to Target over Wal-Mart except for sometimes
they're more expensive, or sometimes they don't have things I want there. But
when it came to maternity clothes, they are the pits. So I didn't, rather than going ·
there and being loyal, I went to Burlington Coat Factory and they had the best.
But when it came down to the prices, Wal-Mart beat them all, so I ended up
buying from Wal-Mart. So I can lose my loyalty pretty quickly. I might have a
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longing to go somewhere I'd rather be, but when I start to see th.at' s not going to
meet a need, then I am likely to go somewhere else. But ifI had my druthers, ifI
got in a car and said, "/ want to go shop today, " and I set out, I'd want to go to
Target. That's where I'd set out to go.
I: What other stores do you shop that you think of yourself as being loyal to? You
described Target as one . . .
P: Target. . . . I'm probably. I'd call Wal-Mart my, I go to other places, I try to
stay away, I think, 'no, I'm not gonna do it', but I always end up there because
they always end up having what I want. So probably there's this kind of defiant
loyalty to Wal-Mari .-: hahaha _;_ r check about I O other places and now I end up
going back there because they're the ones thatend up having the best price. I
love Burlington Coat Factory, I love Big Lots, when they've got it but I can easily
become disgruntled by Big Lots because I think, 'you know, they don't have
anything I need', and go back to Wal-Mart. Hahahha But the South Knoxville
Big Lots is a lot better than the West Knoxville Big Lots and I grew up in South
Knox, so my heart was attached to Big Lots, but when I get over here to the West
Knox Big Lots, it's not, they're really not what I thought they were. Uh, the
Dollar Store is fun. I don't have this great loyalty to it but if I were to choose . . .
er I'm not . . . I don't have loyalties to the finer stores like Gap, not finer, you
know what I mean, the more expensive, Proffitt's or Dillard's or any of those. I
don't have a loyalty there. lf l happen to be there and I see a good deal, I'd be
likely to· buy it. But I don't think I have.got any loyalty to those stores.
(Kristan 1 8-53)
Kristan later in the dialog:
P: Well, see I could go through something, it 's like I have this loyalty and if
something happens, /just turn off Right now I'mjust turned on Big Lots. I just
don't enjoy it. The thing I love to go to Big Lots for is for their frames. I love to
go in there and get their frames. But probably the last four or five times I've
gone, I've not enjoyed their frames - I've not enjoyed their frames. I've not
enjoyed the frames and so I don't go in there. So now guess where I have started
to go for frames? Wal-Mart. So I've gone to Target and their things are prettier,
they're maybe not prettier, but they're more expensive so I go back to Wal-Mart
you know. And a lot of times I can find things that look like I could have gotten
somewhere else, they are nice. And there' s Kohl' s too, I forgot. There's Kohl's.
I have a relationship with Kohl's.
(Kristan 379-388)
After being asked if she "considers herself a loyal shopper," Kristan replies "I am
a person who is loyal to a point. I mean loyal, loyal, loyal, but I can become a traitor. I
can lose my loyalty if I get either disgruntled . . ." then she lists attributes such as price or
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product availability that could cause her to "become a traitor" and "lose my loyalty." · She
says that Target is her preferred store at which to shop " . . .ifl had my druthers, if I got in
a car and said, 'I want to go shop today,' and I set out, I'd want to go to Target. That's
where I'd set out to go" and "I love Target. I love Target and if I had to choose I'd go to
Target over Wal-Mart . . . " However, she indicates that she may not purchase or shop at
her preferred store Target because of the better prices at Wal-Mart to which she describes
herself as having "defiant loyalty." This is an interesting point as it indicates that just
because a consumer considers himself or herself "loyal" to a given store it does not
necessarily mean that they will purchase-there.
Because of environmental influences or a variety of shopping attributes, a
consumer may switch over or go back and forth between stores as described by Kristan in
this example. It is also interesting to note the emotional nature of the dialog used as
Kristan describes the switching experience and shopping at Wal-Mart, which is not her
first choice of stores. She uses languages such as ''traitor," "love," "love, love, love,"
''disgruntled," "longing to go somewhere I'd rather be," "defiant loyalty," "my heart was
attached," "fun," "I just turned off," "I'm just turned on," to convey the meaning of her
loyalty and switching experience. Clearly this switching from her prescribed preferred
stores of Target and Burlington Coat Factory to Wal-Mart is a highly charged emotional
experience for Kristan.
Although an in-depth analysis of consumer switching behavior is beyond the
scope of this dissertation, (and will be included again in the section on future research in
chapter V) it is deemed interesting, relevant, and important enough to be touched upon
here.
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There is a strong literature base on switching behavior. Some focused on the
experiential nature of the service/product exchange, see (Parasuraman et al. 1988). Other
works have focused on outcome and affect, see (Johrtson et al. 1998). Regardless of
whether one considers extrinsic experiential factors or intrinsic emotional factors, dialog
from the participants in this study would indicate that both categories of factors have
influence on the bonding experience. This is supported by (Dabholkar and Walls 1999;
Mazursky et al. 1987) who have suggested that switching behavior may be influenced by
both intrinsic and extrinsic factors.
It is recognized in the marketing literature that some switching behavior is a
natural part of a consumer's purchasing pattern. (Reichheld and Jr. 1990) has suggested
that even satisfied customers often switch between service providers. This is an
interesting point as one considers the notion of the bond. It may be that a bond between a
consumer and a firm could act as a possible psychological hurdle over which the
consumer would have to cross before switching may occur. This bond may not
necessarily be found in a strictly satisfaction based consumer-firm relationship and could
possibly account for some of the switching behavior. The example described above with
. Kristan struggling to reconcile her behaviors (shopping at Wal-Mart) with her "druthers"
to be shopping at Target could be a possible example of such a hurdle a consumer is
struggling to cross.
In summary, this section of the chapter talked about loyalty shopping experiences
with selected stores to which the participants prescribed loyalty. The participants
described aspects of the shopping experience that included a profile that was rich in
emotion. This is markedly different from the profile of habitual shopping experiences
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described previously by the participants that lacked expressions of emotion. . Similar to
the habitual · shopping experiences the notions of familiarity and convenience served as
the ground for the loyalty shopping experience. Also included in this section was the
notion that consumers may at times switch between the habitual and loyalty shopping
experience structures. There is evidence to suggest that this switching behavior may be
accompanied by emotional and psychological discomfort.
THE NOTION OF A CONSUMER-FIRM BOND
This dissertation has suggested that the notion of the bond is a phenomenon of
interest. The bond may be considered a sign of "closeness" between the consumer and a
firm. It has been posited by this dissertation that consumers may engage firms in
relationships and attachments that are motivated by the need to fulfill innate bonding
desires. A major tenet of this dissertation is that there exists within each infant an
instinctive desire, a species characteristic (Bowlby 1 982 p.63) that motivates the infant to
develop bonds. The query of whether these bonding desires, these innate motivational
drives, can be found later in life in the contextual setting of the marketplace is interesting.
There is support for the notion of consumer-firm bonding.
Each of the participants in this study were able to describe some aspects of
bonding and their bonding experiences with some of the stores to which they prescribed
loyalty and demonstrated loyalty shopping behavior. The participants already had
sedimented notions of bonding that were associated with their preferred stores. This is an
important point as it sug·gests that this is a reoccurring behavior from the intentionality of
consciousness. This intentionality is an important point because it means that conscious
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behaviors of the participants in this study were directed to the objects (the stores, market
offerings, customer reps, etc). It means that the act-object or noetic-noematic structure is
intrinsic to the participant's consciousness and that there is a mnemonic nexus that is
reflected upon in. memory during the dialog. A major implication is that the participant
who describes the emotion or behavior is remembering an experience or situation in
which an act with an intentional structure is evoked (Giorgi 1989).
For some of the participants, the bonding, noetic-noematic experience was readily
identifiable in cognitive terms and they were able to explain in rich language their
relationship experience with the stores. For other participants there was difficulty in
transforming schema into language and it was a most interesting exercise watching some
of the participants struggle to find words to describe their deeply-seated feelings and
experiences with some stores in ways that seemed new to them.
Regardless of whether the participants had processed the bonding experience in
cognitive terms that are above or below the threshold of awareness (Bargh 1989, 2002),
all of the participants had considered the bonding experience from an emotional and
psychological perspective. This emotional and psychological experiential aspect became
apparent as the interviews unfolded and the participants used rich language and at times
became emotional as they described what they had felt and experienced in their shopping
experiences and relationships with their preferred stores.
What follows are a few examples from the participants. Some of these may be
recognized from earlier excerpts. Some of these quotes may be lengthy as this
dissertation wishes to allow the full experience to emerge for the reader and allow the
reader insight into the essence of the experience rather than selecting a few words or
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phrases and singling them out as "evidence." Toe participants often took both time and
lengthy dialogic tours when describing their bonding experiences. Some of which are as
follows:
Harry - this excerpt was used previously in this chapter when addressing the
notion of familiarity:
P: . . . I get better service at Parisian's. The people that work there are friendlier .
. . I have also noticed one thing that appeals to me is that at least in my impression
is that the people seem to stay there longer. In other words when I go back I will
recognize faces of clerks that have waited on me before. So I build a familiarity
with the people and a comfort level with the products and the variety and the
products and price tags and this may sound silly . . . is the physical location of the
store within the mall. They are on the end of the mall so I can go into the store
from the outside without having to go through all the nightmare traffic in the halls
in the mall and on that end of the mall, because of the way it is physically laid out
you don't have so many cars parked as you do. For example, at the main entrance
or some of the other stores that are congested with a lot of other types of stores.
Parisian's is all to itself. So I can park there and not have to battle to find a
parking place. Not have to battle the crowds to get in. It's just an easier shopping
experience.
(Harry 48-60)
Harry offers a detailed description of the physical location of the store in this
excerpt. He describes how the location of the store gives him easier and/or unrestrained
access to the store. In his description he is recalling and reflecting upon the physical
process of getting his car parked and the process of going to the store with as few
. .

encumberments as possible. In a very real sense, he perceives he can go to the store by
the route described and this contributes to his personal comfort level with the store. This
paper suggests that this is a meaningful description of the notion of "proximity"
suggested by Bowlby (1969/1982, 1973, 1980) that has been brought into the
marketplace contextual environment. Bowlby offered the notion that infants need
proximity or to be able to physically reach their objective (caregiver) in order to feel
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comforted and bonded. Indeed, it is suggested that the desired bond is a motivating force
to encomage proximity. For the infant the desire is obvious; it is the need to receive
succor and psychological nurture from the caregiver to preserve survival. It is suggested
here that Harry receives some of the same benefits from the physical location of this
store. He perceives that he is able to return to the store along a prescribed pattern of
behavior knowing he can find products and services that will fulfill both physical and
psychological needs. This perception of locale and proximity for Harry thus in part
contributes to his favorable predisposition and his attachment with this store. This offers
a reasonable example of enhanced proximity and how survival is promoted between both
parties. Let's continue with Harry and another example he offers later in the interview:
Harry continues:
I: The other store you mentioned is McClellan's. Tell me about McClellan's, I'm
not familiar.
P: Oh, I love it. I love it! It's a men's, actually it's a men's/ladies clothing store
on Kingston Pike. It 's the best, it's like gourmet clothes. Their clothes are
awesome. The selection is, you don't have the wide variety that you have at a
Parisian because they don't have the physical space. So instead of 50 different
brands of pants they may carry three or four different pants. So, you don't have
the variety at all but you know when you do look at the pants they have, they've
chosen nothing but the best lines out there. To me, they are a gourmet-clothing
store for men's clothing. And I can't comment on the ladies because I haven't
bought those, butmen's clothing, it's a gounnet-dothing store in Knoxville. And
the last time I was there I nearly fell over dead when I looked at the bill, but it's
like, you know, no other store in Knoxville gives me that. There 's no place else I
can get what I can get at McClellan's.
I: How often do you shop there?
P: Well, I only discovered McClellan's about 2 months ago actually. And I've
been there probably three times in those 2 months. And each time I've gone I've
dropped some chunks of change. And service is phenomenal! I have a feeling
that those sales people probably are on commission, which is fine. But the service
is just outstanding and, talk about familiarity. I mean, that salesperson that waits
on me, the first time I'm there. I go in now and the other people, if they see me,
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and (name withheld) Grose is his name, and I walk in and he's not on the floor,
"oh, we'll get (name withheld) for you." They know, even after just a couple of
months, they recognize that (name withheld) was the person that I dealt with so
they seem to have a respect for themselves that once salespeople builds a client,
that they don't touch another salesperson's client. And, so when (name
withheld)'s with me, it's totally one on one. If he's with someone else, he'll say
"I'll be with you when I'm finished with this person." He won't try to wait on me
and another person at the same time. Which gives me the value that, I've seen it
already, the last time I was in there I watched someone come in and he said "I'll
help you when I'm finished with me." So you know that you're getting true total
individual attention, you don't get that in any other store. Target or Parisian, I'm
happy with all the things I said, but they may wait on me and one or two or three
other people at the same time. At McClellan's, when I'm getting the service, I'm
the only person getting attention to, ah, the clothes are the best, the atmosphere is
fantastic, youjustfeel so comfortable, it 's just an emotionally, psychologically
beautiful comforting store that makes youfeel warm and secure. You feel like
you 're in a womb, because it 'sjust so comfortable mentally andpflysically and I
just absolutely love it. I wouldn 't even consider trying another premier men 's
clothing store in Knoxville now that I've discovered McClellan's. My loyalty is
with them for good clothes.
(Harry 256-296)
Harry's description of a shopping experience at McClellan's is rich in text and
emotion. This example was used earlier in this chapter to describe and illustrate the
notion of familiarity which it was suggested has to be present for a relationship to
develop between the consumer and the store. As we take this example a step further,
consider the essence of the text as a whole. To consider the essence of this experience it
may be useful to consider the hermeneutic circle and reflect upon the parts of the dialog
in relation to the whole text and to consider the text in its entirety as constituted by its
parts. Harry begins by expressing love. This is a meaningful expression when one
considers a dyadic relationship and a potential consumer bond. This heartfelt expression
conveys both importance and meaning at both an emotional and psychological level.

Harry continues by identifying at least three aspects that contribute to his explanation of
his emotional shopping experience that prompted his dynamic opening statements. The
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aspects he describes are 1) product, 2) client relationship with customer service rep, and
3) level of service.
Harry's language clearly reveals how he feels about the product line at
McClellan's. Although he tells us that the variety and assortment of brands may be
limited he also expresses in strong terms his favorable predisposition toward the brands.
He reveals his perceptions by telling us that they carry the best lines available, his overall
assessment of the brands is awesome, and that he considers the brands to be gourmet
clothing. These are revealing terms as one considers the hermeneutic process. It
suggests that Harry attributes not only importance but also high levels of meaning to the
brands carried. It is important to note that Harry does not speak to the specifics of the
clothing items from a cognitive perspective. For example, his emphasis is not on notions
such as the color of the cloths, or the material from which they are made, nor the quality
of fit etc. What he does do is try to describe how the brands makes him "feel" and what
it allows him to experience when he is in the store and involved in a purchasing
experience.
The second attribute Harry clearly addresses is that he is very favorably disposed
to a salesperson with whom he describes familiarity and that he is recognized by the sales
rep. and welcomed generally in the store. He expresses several times how his preferred
salesperson gives him one on one attention that gives him value. The notion of value is
developed as Harry explains the nature of the relationship he has with the sales rep. He
terms the relationship as that of a client relationship suggesting that is it different from a
more usual salesperson-customer relationship. Harry gives us insight into this difference
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in this client relationship by sharing how it is comprised of uniquely individual attention
that is very pleasing and satisfying to Harry and allows him to feel valued and special.
The third attribute Harry describes is that of the service element. He begins by
telling us that the service is outstanding which in part is achieved by the one on one
individual attention previously described. He likes to be recognized and waited on. His
perception is that the sales team at McClellan's offers a higher level of service than
competing stores and this ads affective value to his shopping experience.
The three aspects of product, salesperson, and service described by Harry offer
insight into the experience that Harry has when he shops at McClellan's. However, these
aspects may not be the most revealing aspect of this shopping experience profile. It is
suggested here that this positive attitude toward the store, product line, customer service
rep, and level of service offer support for the development of a consumer-firm bond.
As Harry continues to describe his shopping experience at the clothier he has set
the stage to say what he has been leading up to and he continues with both rich and
insightful language. He goes on to say, " you just feel so comfortable, it's just an
emotionally, psychologically beautiful comforting store that makes you feel warm and
secure. You feel like you're in a womb, because it's just so comfortable mentally and
physically and I absolutely love it," and "my loyalty is with them . . . " This is an attempt
by Harry to describe his attachment and bond experience with McClellan's and he does it
spectacularly.
This may be a good time to reflect back on what Bowlby originally introduced as
the notion of hwnan bonding. He suggested that it was an innate, deeply seated desire
that is within an infant to develop an intimate closeness or bond with its mother (Vol. 1,
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1 969). He describes an individual adhering to another party; typically its nurturer for
both physical and psychological enhancement. The physical enhancement may be
described as necessary succor to promote survival of the infant, or as with more complex
notions of enhanced proximity, to promote safety and survival with in the environment.
Tbis desire is a motivator that propels the infant to maintain close proximity; this inherent
drive is instinctive (Bowlby 1969/1982, Bowlby 1973,- Bowlby 1980). The purpose in
the union was to promote physical and psychological betterment and survival for the
child. The emotional elements of the bonding process were offered in Bowlby's (Vol. 2,
1973; see also Vol. 1, Chapter 2) later work that stressed natural cues within an
environment that elicited natural responses.
These notions described by Bowlby are readily transferable to the contextual
setting of the shopping experience described by Harry. The notion of one on one and
getting true total individual attention is reminiscent of a nurturing mother attending to

her infant. He describes feelings of comfort with the store and environmental setting.
This is similar to the notion of comfort described by Bowlby as attributing to an infant's
feelings of security and safety. Harry then elaborates by describing the comfort as
emotionally, psychology beautiful comforting store that makes you feel warm and secure

and, it 'sjust so comfortably mentally and physically and I absolutely love it. Harry
finishes the description of this experience with an unusual metaphor. He simply says he
feels like he is in a womb when he is in this store having these emotional and
psychological experiences. What metaphor or description could better describe the
infant-caregiver relationship? However, the interesting part of this metaphor is that
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Harry used it not to describe an infant-caregiver relationship, but rather the feelings
associated with his own consumer-store relationship!
The explanation and description by Harry of his experience, feelings, and
.relationship with McClellan's offers support for the notion that the presence of a bond
that was described by Bowlby in the infant-caregiver context can be found in the
consumer-firm relationship later in an individual's life. Figure 4 - 4 includes the notion
of bonding and attachment. It is linked to the notion of positive levels of affective and
emotional involvement that are present with a bond in the loyalty shopping experience.
The consumer-firm bond relationship experience is characterized by this structure.
Harry's bond and favorable predisposition to McClellan's do not come without
cost. It is indicated that Harry is willing to give up a large variety of product line and is
willing to wait for as long as needs be to receive service. These trade-offs seem to offset
by what Harry considers to be his gain of high quality service and the best, "gourmet"
product offerings. An interesting and unanticipated finding from Harry's interview is the
notion that Harry had developed a bond with McClellan's after only three visits to the
store. This offers a different perspective from the traditional marketing literature that
indicates that relationships take an extended period of time to develop (Dwyer et al.
1 987; Holmes 1 99 1 ; Holmes and Rempel 1 989; Scanzoni 1979; Thibaut and Kelly 1959).
Harry has developed a significant bond and relationship with McClellan's. This is an
interesting finding as it suggests that something other than tenure and repeat purchase is
responsible for Harry's strong relationship and bond with the this store.
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Figure 4-4
The Consumer-Firm Relationship Experience Structure
Let's look at another example from Nancy, one of the participants in this study
as she describes her experience with a bookstore.
Nancy
I: What are some of the feelings you experience? Can you identify any of them?
P: hmmm . . . . well, it makes me happy, I like doing it, I guess a happyfeeling. It's
fun. It makes me feel connected, especially thinking back, makes me feel more
connected to my city, this is my place, this is what we do here, this is what it's
like here, this is sort of a definitive place for the city, a place where tourists would
go. This is sort of like what Boston is, walking along the street, with brick and
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brownstones, it makes me feel very much like this is myplace, this is my home,
this is what we do here, we walk along little shops, we poke our heads in little ·
book stores, and we get coffee, we walk along, and maybe we bump into someone
we know, or maybe we don't. When we're done we get on the (inaudible), we go
home. So it definitely feels very, like an identity thing, I guess.
I: What are some of the stores you feel connected with up there?
P: UM . . . . . .. there's one bookstore in particular that I really like. It has a cafe in it
and it's an independent bookstore and it's both used and publisher editions that
didn't get sold, publishers copies or whatever. It's kind of funky, it's sort of
small, so it doesn't have a huge range. It's got like big sections on like the occult
and nature and huge periodical sections, like Australian Homes Magazine, and
really interesting, like any kind of periodical that you could possible want to look
at. It has a lot ofjournals, like blank books, with different covers and lots of
calendars and it has a cafe and you can get food or coffee or juice or something.
So I like that place. Um. . . .ice cream store. . .. favorite ice cream store.
I: What's it feel like to shop there? Once again, the products are right, the
pricing is obviously right, but what does it feel like, what's the experience like?
P: That place is warm, actually, both literally and sort offiguratively. It 's cozy,
kind of tight, and it can be crowded but mostly in the front of the store at the cash
register and around the cafe. But if you go into the back into just the book
sections, it's pretty open. And it kind of looks like this great, I don't know, cross
between a library or a home library. It's not perfect, it's not like Barnes and
Nobles. The ceilings aren't 30 feet high, the shelves aren't 12 feet high and the
books aren't perfectly lined up in the same way, some are kind of tilted and
stuffed in there. The signs are all hand-written like on chalkboard, by the books,
and it's wann and not generic kind ofdistinctive, it 's interesting. I like being
there, I like to see something different or funky, pick up some magazine or some
thing I never heard of before, find interesting things. There's interesting people
there - great people watching. All sorts of different people come through. It
smells good because the cafe is there, so it's kind of calm too, even though it's a
little bit tight and cozy, in the back of the store awayfrom kind ofthe bustle of the
cafe and the cash register, it's kind of like this cozy little nook and cranny kind of
book store. Like you can sit in the comer and just kind of look at all the books
and no one will bother you. You can, if you want to, sit on the floor for three
hours and look at the books and no one will ever bother you. It's probably not the
best bookstore to go to if you know exactly what you want and you want to make
sure it's there, then you want to go to Barnes and Nobles. Because they definitely
have it and they have everything, but this place is more like, more experiential,
you know, just kind of wandering around and stuff. Can you tell I miss it? It's
terrible. I haven't gotten over my Boston troubles.
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I: Tell me what it feels like to miss it.
P: Ow. . . well, it's nostalgic. I think it's probably better in my memory than in
reality. Um, but I do miss it. I miss it a lot. Um, yeah it just feels like home. It's
home· and just feels like me. I feel much more·lilce myself there than I do here.
Like I said that sort of you know, those streets, the brownstones, the brick streets,
that sort of way of life of walking in the city, traveling by subway, not by car, not
huge roads, big huge stores . . . more independent. I like that better . . . it's more
independent, more independent stores. Um, more independent look you know
buildings are different from each other. Um, there . . . there are some standard
stores like you would find in other places like in malls or wherever. But they are
inside the face of these old buildings.
I: Tell me again the name of that store?
P: The name of the bookstore?
I: Yes.
P: The Trident Booksellers Cafe.
I: Tell me what it feels like now knowing you can't go to that store?
P: It's frustrating, it's reallyfrustrating. Especially now as it's getting to be
Christmas it's time to go Christmas shopping. I know where I want to go but I
can't go there. I know that I want to get this hat and I know exactly where to go to
get it but I can't go there to get it. It's.very frustrating. It's frustrating to not be
able to go there and shopping here in a different sort of environment where it's all
you know you have to be in your car, the stores are bigger and more spread out
and generic and it's all this sprawling strip mall kind of stuff. Doesn't yet feel
like me . . . it still feels like . . . it still feels new. So it's not comforting. I think
maybe over time you know it's like yeah, yeah here I am again on Kingston Pike
(chuckling). How cozy.
I: Once again you come back to that word "comforting" . . .
P: Yeah.
I: . . . and you have mentioned the word "cozy" a couple of time too. I think those
are very interesting words. Help me understand a little more about the comforting
aspect of those stores.
P: Um, I guess one thing is that I lived there for a long time. I lived there for 8
years which is a pretty long time. So, I actually have memories you know of being
in those stores or being around those stores because over that length of time I
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have met lots of friends there for a cup of coffee. I have had dates there. I have
bought gifts there. I have bought myself things there. Um, so it' s like part ofmy
life is there in that store so um, I guess I again/eel like me when I am there. I
don't really have positive memories or experiences here of having shopped here
or there, over time I might but I don't now. So I guess in a way part of what is
comforting is touching base with part ofyourselfor part ofyour history or
something like that. And it's um, especially that one bookstore it's warm and
smells good and it's sort of . . . and if you like books it's just like sinking into this
great place which is all these books stacked around and you can just kind of
snuggle in and pick something off the shelf. So it's comfortable. It's not sterile.
It's not too bright. It's not too big, everybody doesn't look the same. Even like
there are no chairs in the isles or whatever if you sit down and get comfortable
with a book and take a good look at it you are going to have to sit on the floor
and that is even kinda nice I think. It's like getting close to it than sitting on these
comfy benches.
I: Closer to the store or . . .
P: Closer to the book. To the product. It's not like behind glass it's right there and
it might be dog-eared you know it might have been used by somebody else. So
um, it's got more life in it I think more experiences more, more history, more life
in it than very sterile large, dependable, bright kind of stores.
I: So shopping at some of these locations, some of these stores like the bookstore
you have been describing . . . not only do you have all the attributes you talked
about earlier the right products the right prices but frankly, there is quite a bit of
emotional stuff going on there too?
P: Yeah, the (inaudible) and the bookstore, maybe not Gordon Taylor but I have
memories. Those two memories of those occasions. But yeah um, especially now
that I am not there and I miss it. Um, but yeah, yeah I have had a lot of good
times j ust wandering down the street even by myself, just wandering along
sipping my coffee and window shopping. So, yeah, and it does really make me

feel like me and when I lived there it made me feel like I was in my city you know

when I was experiencing my world kind of
(Nancy 472-595)

Nancy describes her bonding experience as manifest attachments with both the
city of Boston and the Cafe. She feels connected in a gestalt sense to both the area and
the Cafe and addresses them in conjunction with one another. Nancy begins by describing
how the stores are laid out in a part of Boston and how she experienced positive emotions
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such as happiness and fun and how she feels connected to the area. Her introductory
comments are very gestalt in descriptive terms. When asked for a specific example of a
store that she felt connected to she immediately introduces The Trident Booksellers Cafe.
Nancy describes the bookstore in multi sensory terms that embrace the notions of
physical enhancement suggested by Bowlby. She describes the bookstore as a
.figuratively warm place that is cozy, calm, distinctive and interesting. The notion of

figural warmth and calmness refers to affectionate feelings and a favorable disposition
exhibited by Nancy to the bookstore� Nancy also -introduces a deeply meaningful aspect
of security. One can tell this is of great importance to Nancy as she describes the same
concept multiple times in an ongoing fashion. Using her own words: "it 's kind oflike
this cozy little nook and cranny kind of book store" where "no one will bother you."

What Nancy may be describing here is a refuge, a place where she can go to feel safe and
way from the troubles of the world. This description of a refuge is very similar in notion
to that of the safety harbor or place of protection and security described by Bowl by and
discussed earlier.
She continues with her hermeneutical self-interpretation of the shopping
experience as she uses the term "experiential" as she seeks to share her experience that is
a unique meaning and worldview expressed through language. This is a place where
Nancy can go and feel safe, where no one will bother her. She feels cozy and connected
there. She eloquently describes the security notion of a "cozy little nook." It is also an
interesting choice of words to suggest that the store for her is "experiential" indicating
that at some cognitive level she is aware of what she is feeling and what she is
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experiencing. These notions of wannth, connection, and a safe haven are similar to those
described by Bowlby ( 1969) when attributed to the infant-caregiver relationship.
The final notion that Nancy brings to the dialog is the longing to be back in that
bookstore. She says, "Can you tell I miss it? It is terrible. . . " and she goes on to say "it
just feels like home. It's home and just feels like me. I feel much more like myself there
than I do here" and to be away from the store "it's frustrating, it's really frustrating."
This is interesting dialog as it suggests notions of separation anxiety as developed by
Bowlby ( 1973). She offers a sense of frustration that she does not have the proximity
aspect of the relationship in place. She cannot readily return to this store to find the
solace and psychological warmth it offers her. And it hurts. The separation offers her a
sense of emotional and psychological discomfort. This notion was amplified in volume
three of Bowlby's work ( 1 980) and it is suggested that these psychological and emotional
feelings may possibly lead to feelings of grief and mourning if the parties remain
disengaged.
The rest of the example reiterates many of the same notions just described. She
uses slightly different hermeneutical constructions as she struggles to convey the
meaning this store relationship experience has for her. Some of the more telling
sentiments from the rest of her dialog that indicate a close bond with the store include,
"it's like part of my life is there in that store," "what is comforting is touching base with
part of yow-self or part of your history or something like that," "you can kind of snuggle
in," and finally, "I am not there and I miss it." This dialog suggests that Nancy has a
bond with The Trident Booksellers Cafe even though she may be absent from the
bookstore.
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Nancy's explanation of her experience and relationship with The Trident
Booksellers Cafe is particularly useful in this study. · The reason that it stands out is
because later in the interview Nancy decides to contrast her experience and relationship
with The Trident Booksellers Cafe with Barnes and Noble. Consider the following
dialog focused at Barnes and Nobel.
Nancy continues:
P: Yeah, it 's frustrating and it's sort of sad. It's not as pleasurable. Shopping
isn't as pleasurable. It's sort of more perfunctory. It's like a chore that has to be
done, it's not as much ofa sensory experience, it doesn't smell good it doesn't
look good, it's sort of sterile, pretty generic, nothing particularly special about the
Barnes and Nobel on the south end of town versus the north end of town
(chuckling). Um, I don't like the driving part. In and out of the car, the traffic, the
parking lots. Um, so . . .
(Nancy 599-604).
This is meaningful in this study as Nancy compares two different stores that sell
the same product line. The only difference is she feels a bond with one store and not the
other. Consider the dialog relating to Barnes and Nobel and notice the absence of all
expressions of positive emotion, psychological comfort, and bonding language. Her
relationship with Barnes and Nobel may be habitual as she does indeed shop there
regularly to purchase books but the bond significantly pales when compared to her
preferred bookstore - The Trident Booksellers Cafe.
The following example of a consumer developing a bond with a firm is by
participant Sarah. This is a unique experiential setting as Sarah starts out with a poor
relationship with, and is very disappointed by the store. To begin with both the products
and service are unsatisfactory and leave her unfavorably disposed toward the store. What
follows in an example of how a bond is developed toward the firm. Sarah explains how
her perception of the store changed and how she developed a more favorable attitude
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toward the firm. Her final sentiments toward the company are that it is a company that
meets her needs and that she can "counf' on and "trusf' them. This may also be
considered an example of a consumer that switches from a habitual shopping relationship
(she is unhappy with the store but shops there) to a loyalty shopping relationship (that has
positive emotional and psychological bonding aspects toward the store) as she describes
the store in anthropomorphic terms as a "goodfriend."
Sarah
Now, furniture .. .I was in a very different situation a few years ago. And I
decided I wanted the very best furniture that was my taste and very good quality.
And that was just the most.frustrating experience. I can't tell you. You won't
believe how much furniture has particleboard, and I wanted all solid-cherry
furniture. And then when I did find solid furniture, Henry Don, and I think
Lauren was one of the makers, it like something you'd expect in King
(inaudible . . . . )'s castle or something in a gay man's house, everything was just
huge. So I ended up going to Ethan Allen and I think they're very overpriced, but
I found all-solid cherry furniture with decent workmanship. So I bought all of my
furniture there. I was kind of in a position, where I moved to Nashville, taken no
furniture with me, lived like a pauper the first year while I paid off all my debts,
and then the 2nd year I was like, Ok, I want nice furniture. So I bought a lot of
furniture there, and I actually got bad service. I got great service when I was in
the showroom, and I think you pay 20 or 30% down up-front and they guarantee
delivery like in 6-9 weeks, and actually it took 9 months for my furniture to arrive,
and when it did arrive a lot of it had scratches, or whatever. And when I'm paying
that kind of money for furniture, I want it right. So they gave me the option of
talcing all of my furniture back or giving me 50% discount. Well, the benefit of
solid cherry furniture is that you can take it down or whatever. Which tells me
they're overpriced if they can afford to do that. So I did that. I buy all my
furniture from Ethan Allen because I can find what I want. You can find very
elegant things, you can find very plain simple things, and for the most part there
are actually some things that have a particle board back or whatever, to save a
little bit of money, but for the most part it's pretty good quality stuff.
I: Once again, let me see if I can bounce this off of you, I see the same thing
coming through that you just described in your Sears purchasing experience with
your Ethan Allen experience. You keep saying that I know I can find what I want
before I go there.
P : Right!
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.I: Once again at Sears you expressed the notion that .you had had a good
experience with the sales reps.
P: Um hum.
I: . . . less positive perhaps than at Ethan Allan but after . . .
P: . . . they made it right!
I: . . . you had a problem they took care of things. So even though it was a bit
rocky to begin with . . .
P: . . . and not only did they offer, I didn't tell you this, not only did they offer to
take 50% off . . . keep in mind I waited J bought . . . every month they would send
me a pamphlet in the mail, and every month they would have certain items on sale
so I knew that I wanted certain items, but I would wait until that item went on
sale. So I bought things over a period of time. Um so I bought it at the sale price
and then they give you a 50% discount and they have people working for them
that do :finishing work and whatever. So they also agreed to fix the repairs on top
of that. The other thing was their delivery people were fabulous. They leveled all
the furniture out, they had all their levelers and things they were excellent. Um . .
. in fact when I moved from Nashville to Knoxville I called them and said I
wanted to hire these movers to move me. They cared about my things and they
· wanted them just so . . . they weren't half-assed in their approach.
I: So what is it like for you to know they have the products, the service, and the
personnel there before you ever go to the store?
P: It kinda like having a group of four goodfriends that you've had for 20 years.
It's like, why bother to go and look for new friends. You have got everything you
need right here. That is kinda how I feel. It's nice and I don't mean it's like
friends . . . I am using an analogy. . . your needs are met y'know and you know
you can count on them and trust them.
(Sarah 41 5-475)
This dialog starts with an unfavorably disposed Sarah telling how she feels the
furniture she bought from Ethan Allen was not only overpriced but it had also taken
considerably longer to be delivered than anticipated. She also explained that when the
furniture did arrive, after 9 months, it had been damaged all of this had left Sarah with a
poor perception and negative attitude toward Ethan Allen.
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It is worth noting that despite her unfavorable perception of the company Sarah
continues to buy "all my furniture from Ethan Allen" and that she likes the products they
sell as indicated with her appraisal, "good quality stuff." What follows is interesting;
Ethan Allen granted Sarah the choice of reducing the cost of the furnishings by 50% or
replacing it. This action denotes a critical incident in the consumer-firm relationship.
Sarah attributed positive perceptions to this offer or as she says, "they made it right." She
also explained how they repaired the damaged furnishings. She took the company up on
the discount and the repairs. She continues the story by telling of what an outstanding
job the customer services reps (furniture delivery people) did in caring for her pieces of
furniture at time of delivery. What we see transpiring in this text is a changing attitude
on Sarah's part. She swings from and an unfavorable disposition to a favorable
disposition and perception of Ethan Allen.
Her final expression regarding this Ethan Allen and its employees is filled with
meaning and sentiment as she concludes "it kinda like having a group of four good
friends that you've had for 20 years. It's like, why bother to go and look for new friends.
You have got everything you need right here. That is kinda how I feel. It's nice and I
don't mean it's like friends . . . I am using an analogy . . . your needs are met y'know and
you know you can count on them and trust them." This is a shared meaningful dialogic
articulation by Sarah that constitutes language with warmth that offers a description of
her own unique viewpoint and expression ofloyalty. Now it is possible to argue that
Sarah has bonded with Ethan Allen. This relationship is the antithesis of the inauguratory
relationship.
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Further in the dialog Sarah offers an interesting summary, in general notions,
when reflecting back on stores she has discussed in the interview that she has bonded
with. She eloquently describes some of the aspects of the emotional and psychological
comfort that need to be in place for her when bonding with a company.
Sarah
P: I feel like my individual, personal unique needs are met. I don't think
everybody necessarily values that but I value that and it is important to me. It
adds to the quality ofmy life because time is important to me and I guess to a
certain degree when I am off of work my comfort is important to me. Um, so it
adds to the quality ofmy being.
I: What do you mean by comfort?
P: Things that don't irritate me, things that I won't experience anxiety from. Um,
I get really irritated and anxious if I have somebody, one person within a 30
minute span of shopping say "can I help you, can I help you, do you need
. anything, just let me know if need anything." It's like, get away, and I know their
intentions are probably good. Yea, I am sure their intentions are good, but it
annoys me and irritates me and I don't like to feel . . . so it's comfortable for me
to not have that. I don't . . . it's uncomfortable for me to go into a car dealership
and having some one say "so how much do you want to spend." No, no, no forget
how much I want to spend you tell me . . . you answer my questions. It's
uncomfortable for me to have to have to do the negotiating-conflict thing. It's
W1comfortable for me to spend a lot of time running around looking at something
and then coming up empty handed and have to settle for something I didn't want.
Um . . . so that's kind of what I mean by comfortable. My needs, my personal
needs, however eccentric or different they are, if they are getting met then that is
neat. It's like the guy that used to cut my hair, he was tuned into me. I feel like I
do that all day long. I tune into other people to the best of my ability, try and meet
their needs and when I go home I kinda want that too and I get it sometimes and
that is comforting.
(Sarah 540-562).
She begins by stating her boundaries, that which needs to be in place with a store
before she can form a bond. She indicates that her own wants and needs must be met and
that the store needs to ad quality to her life. She continues by specifying the need for a
comforting relationship. When probed "What do you mean by comfort?" Sarah is very
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revealing. She speaks to a reduction of anxiety, irritation, and co nflict and offers
examples. Sarah also addresses the notion of a close rapport or being tuned in as aspects
of her "comfort." This dissertation suggests that these notions of reduced anxiety,
irritation, and conflict are congruent with the research by Bowlby as he addressed
"anxiety" and "distress" (Bowlby, Part I, Vol. II, 1973) and psychological and emotional
attachment and comfort (Bowlby 1969). Sarah's experiential description of her
relationship with Ethan Allen is supportive of a conswner-finn bond notion.

Absence of a Consumer-Firm Bond

An alternative way to consider the notion of a consumer-firm bond is to not seek
evidence to offer support for the presence of a bond but rather to see if there is any
evidence in support of the absence of a bond. In order to accomplish this, the final
question was asked of the participants in the study, "whether they had ever had a close
relationship with a store at which they could no longer shop?" By far this simple
question brought the greatest amount of emotional dialog. However, the emotions
expressed by the participants were largely melancholy, distress, and negative emotions
and attitudes.
A large percentage of the participants (nine out of the eleven participants in this
study) were able to recall stores with which they had had a previous close relationship
and bond. In many cases, it was not necessary to ask them the final question about a
mnemonic nexus to an historic encounter with the notion of consumer-firm bonding.
They had been so previously impacted by the store that it was still top-of-mind to them
and readily expressed in dialog (e.g. Nancy, Sarah, Loren). In phenomenological terms,
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these relationship experiences had been "epochal" in the lives of many of the participants.
Let's consider a few examples.
Carol
I: Can you think of a store like that, that moved away or closed . . .
P: I was really upset when Bookstore closed which used to be a really big book
store in the Gallery and then Borders replaced it. And at first it took me a long
time to get used to Borders. Um, one of my favorite things is actually shopping
for books. I can stay in Borders for hours, um, and just look at everything. So
Bookstore was my favorite store and then there was a store called Apple Tree
Books that was a small family owned store that I was really sad when it closed.
I: Tell me about that. What was it like when Bookstore-or Apple Tree Books
closed.
P: Um . . . well, Apple Tree was sad because the reason why it closed was
because we were getting larger bookstores, Davis Kids um. . . not Davis Kids,
Barnes and Nobel. When Barnes and Noble crune I think a lot of bookstores
closed. Davis Kid was one of the smaller ones that closed. And when Bookstore
came, that's when Apple Tree closed. So it's just kind of sad to see a locally
owned business go out of business because a larger one comes in. I would much
rather go to some place that is locally owned. And I got to know the people that
owned it, not very well, but they were familiarfaces when I walked in.
(Carol 194-212)
Later in the dialog Carol continues:
I: I think we are all a lot like that. I want to go back to one notion you talked
about earlier that I thought was intriguing. When you talked about those two
locally owned, one you described as family owned bookstore . . .
P: Um hum . .
I : . . . and then they closed. And you said th�1.t made you feel sad?
P: Um hum.
I: Tell me about that.
P: Well . . . I just recognized that if a larger bookstore had not come into town
they would not have closed. And they used to have I think two locations so they
were doing very well. And um . . . I thought it was disappointing that they could
not compete with those larger bookstores and I understood that but I thought it
was sad they had to go out of business because of Borders or a Barnes and Noble
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or somebody else was coming into town. Because even if we had a Borders and a
Barnes and Noble, if Appletree was still open I would still just go there.
I: Did you know the people that worked there?
P: I didn't when I started to go there but I got to know them.
I: What was important about that?
P: /just liked them and I liked their store and I thought that they did a really good
job and they had a really good selection and I think they spent a lot of time
picking out the books they carried and they had a wonderful children's section
and um . . . it was a really good place to get gifts. So for any reason I needed to
either get a book or a gift I would go there and it was just a place I really enjoyed
and you could spend time there looking through the books and I liked that.
I: So what was it like for you when it closed?
P: Well I was disappointed. I was disappointed that they were no longer there.
Um . . but I started going to the big bookstore that was the only thing I could do
(chuckling). So I missed them, I still miss them. I think they had a really great
selection.
I: How long have they been closed now?
P: It's been a long time. Um . . probably, well about twelve to fifteen years I think.
(Carol 690-73 1 )
Carol uses some heartfelt language as she considers the experience of a preferred
bookstore that has closed. When asked about a store that had closed, her first attempt at
describing her feelings was to say, "I was really upset." She went on to say, "at first it
took me a long time to get used to Borders." She blames the opening of Borders for
forcing her preferred bookstore out of business and she harbors some negative attitudes
and feelings toward Borders as a consequence. She also said it had made her feel sad.
This notion of sadness was expressed several times within a few lines of dialog, thus
stressing it's impact. One of the reasons she was "sad" was because of the loss of the
notion offamiliarity as she indicates, "I got to know the people that owned it , not very
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well, but they were familiar faces when I walked in.". This is the same notion of
familiarity that was introduced at the beginning of this chapter and is a necessary ground
for the consumer-firm bond to develop. She concludes her comments on the closure of
her favorite bookstore by continually saying how disappointed she was and that she
missed them. These sentiments of "disappointment," "sadness," feelings of "being upset"

are supportive ofthe notion that Carol has been separated from a partner with which she
has had a bond. However, perhaps the most surprising characteristic of this loss is the
response that Carol offers to the question, "how long have they been closed now?" to
which she replied, "it's been a long time. Um . . . probably, well about twelve to fifteen
years I think." Twelve to fifteen years ! This is a considerable length of time one would
think for such strong emotions to be top-of-mind and readily brought to dialog when
considering this store. Perhaps this is an indicator of the possible strength of this bond
between Carol and the Bookstore. These notions of loss and sadness are typical of those
described by Bowlby in his second and third volumes of work where he addresses
"separation, anxiety and anger," and "sadness and depression" (Bowlby 1 973, 1980).
Carol offers support for the notion that the absence of a previous held bond is an
impactive and emotional experience - even years after its occurrence. This is also
supported by Bowlby (1 973, 1980) and offers some insight into the one of the research
questions of this dissertation that addresses "support for the existence of a consumer-firm
bond that is formed in the mind of the consumer."
Let's consider a second example of a previous bond with Wasatch Nutrition - a
health food store offered by Loren (this dialog has been edited for brevity not content).
Loren
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P: Well, I have a store that I shopped at frequently and have a good rapport with
the people that work there and trusted them, that they weren't ripping me off, and
then they went out of business, from lack of business. And I just felt a little
sadness every time I drove by the empty building, that they aren't there anymore,
and I think that there' s a certain interaction that you almost depend on and
probably as, I don't know if you want to go into this area, but a house wife, a
home maker, your relationships can often be with your gardener, your babysitter,
the people that are working with you, or the people that you 're going to visit with
weekly or daily, the grocery store or where ever you have to go often, but that
becomes your personal circle. And so ifyou lose one of those people, it 's going to
effect you . . . I think there 's a lot of emotion involved, that we 're not always
cognizant of, that has to do with where you shop and when you shop, and who
you shop with. So I definitely think that that has a lot to do with it . . . .
I: What is the name of the store that you were telling me that closed, that you felt
quite sad when you saw the empty store. Which one was it, what did they sell?
P: It was a health-food store.
I: And how long did you shop there?
P: Just a couple of years.
I: How long ago was that when it closed?
P: It was about 12 years ago.
I: What was it called, do you remember?
P: Wasatch Nutrition.
I: So after it closed you said there were feelings of sadness there.
P: Well, when we drove by and saw that it was empty, and then a jewelry store
took the building over and they folded and a Mexican restaurant moved in there,
they folded, then a gift shop went in there. I found that I went to the Mexican
restaurant just because I remembered how much I liked the building, I liked the
store, you know. And I also went into the gift shop to see what it was like just
because I had good memories in that building. And this is small town stuff, this
isn't big-city stuff. So I don't know how much was emotional and how much was
just curiosity.
(Loren 298-368 edited)
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Loren had developed a consumer-firm bond with Wasatch Nutrition. She
describes her interaction with the store as "frequent" and that she had a "good rapport"
with the people that worked there. She addresses the notion of "trust" and introduces
feelings of sadness after the store had closed down.
Loren revealed an interesting aspect of her relationship with Wasatch Nutrition.
She describes selected contacts with the store as "certain interaction that you almost
depend on." This notion of dependence offers a significant insight into the bond profile
as perceived by Loren and she goes on to explain in detail what she means by this "depen
dence." She explains as "a housewife, a home maker, your relationships can often
be with your gardener, your babysitter, the people that are working with you, or the
people that you 're going to visit with weekly or daily, the grocery store or where ever
you have to go often, but that becomes your personal circle." Here she is suggesting that
a "store" and the people that work there are part of her "personal circle." We would most
likely refer to this "personal circle" as Loren's social network. Social networks are
powerful and influential forces. Social networks can be considered as "persons who are
important to the respondent and with whom the respondent has at least occasional face
to-face contact" (Jones et al. 1997). She goes on to say "and so if you loose one of those
people, it's going to effect you . . . I think there's a lot of emotion involved, that we're
not always cognizant of, that has to do with where you shop and when you shop, and who
you shop with. So I definitely think that that has a lot to do with it. . . . " This social
network can be not only a motivating force in an individual life but also the source of
both emotional and psychological well being or unrest. Therefore, it is not surprising that
Loren had the feelings of sadness as she drove by the store after it had closed as she had
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lost a part of her social network - she had in a very real sense lost a friend. She continues
this sense of loss as she describes how she would visit the subsequent businesses that
inhabited the actual store building and premises because as she had good memories in
that building. A final note of interest is that, similar to Carol, in the dialog previously
described when asked, "how long ago was that when it closed?" Loren replied, "It was
about 12 years ago." Again, this suggests a powerful, long-term, and enduring mnemonic
nexus to the notion of a consumer-firm bond when described by the participant.
The final example used here is the description of the experience shared by David.
David
I: Let me ask you, just as sort of the last question as we start to wind down a little
bit. Can you think of a store, have you ever had a store that you had an on-going
relationship with that you were loyal to, that for whatever reason, you can't shop
there now? Perhaps the store closed, perhaps they went out of business, perhaps
you moved away. Have you ever had a store like that where you can no longer
shop there?
P: Yeah, there used to be a series of stores called Roses. I guess for the most part
it would be similar to a K-Mart. For me, it was in my younger age, my teen years,
childhood. My parents always went there and I grew accustomed to it and I
always had a good experience there, orfelt like I did, even though I might not
have been the one actually buying anything or be the consumer necessarily, but
just from the experiences of me going there. And so every once in a while I do
kind of compare that to other places I go. Like I said, Roses, it was a cross
between I guess a K-Mart and maybe a Kohl's. Yes, it was built on value, they
wanted to give you a good value, but at the same time too, the clerks dressed more
appropriately or nice. Everybody just didn't have a big ol' smock on and, you
know, a name tag. They were basically in regular clothes with just the name tag
of the store. So it was a little bit more of a, like you get at your larger department
stores, like a Sears, or Parisians, things like that. The only problem, I think, with
those larger department stores, it's just a fact that you are paying for that
additional upper-echelon person in your price. That's why Macy's and Dillard's
and Kohl's and these larger stores have higher prices, and you're paying for that.
And I think with Kohl's and Target and TJ Maxx, some of these other stores,
they're kind of the half-way point. They're not the upper-echelon large stores that,
you know, you know you're gonna pay $75 for a pair ofjeans in there no matter
where you go in the store. You know, even they appeal to the middle-class,
which is usually where I fall in.
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I : Then why can't you shop at Roses now - what happened to it?
P: Uh, the store basically, I guess, went out of business or bankrupt - there used
to be a series of them, I don't know if they got bought out or, exactly what, but I
just know the one store I was familiar with got closed up.
I: And how does that make you feel, knowing that you can't shop there anymore?
P: Um, a little regretful that they closed up. I think when we all have something
good around us, we want to keep it there as long as possible. So when it's taken
away, you have a little bit ofremorse or longing for not having it anymore. When
you can't have something, you still want it, you know, you long for it a little bit.
So you usually find other things to substitute it, whether they're close to it in
affiliation or relate to it for you.
I: What's that longing like for you, what does that feel like?
P: Hm . . . . .it's that wanting something, no matter what you do, you just can't have
it. So it's a little bit of, I guess the best way to say it, it's a little aggravating to a
certain extent, kind of get to feeling a little sadness, or just knowing that
something like you really want it but just can't have it anymore. So you get a lot
of different mixed emotions - they're usually more so on the sad end. Yeah . . . . but
you just have to go on and maybe come across that experience somewhere else.
(David 543-590)
There are many of these types of experiences scattered throughout the transcripts.
One thing they all have in common is a sense of loss. There are always negative
cognitive, emotional, and psychological elements to the loss. Some of these are very
powerful, several of the respondents were noticeably melancholy at this point in the
interview (and this can be seen on the video tapes). One participant started to cry after
the interview had concluded as she went on to talk for almost an additional one half hour
about the store with which she could no longer shop at due to the lack of geographic
proximity. It is recognized that her tearful emotional response was possibly elicited by a
combination of memories and feelings, however, the dialog and memories associated
with the store played an integral and leading part in her tearful response. This
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dissertation posits that these feelings of loss, sadness, and anxiety are the same as those
described by Bowlby in his works as he described the separation of infants from their
caregivers.
This absence of a bond with a store that had once existed and has remained a
powerful memory in the minds of many of the participants in this study offers support for
the existence of a consumer-firm bond. After all, it is not possible to miss something that
one has never had. This notion of separation of the two parties such that the bond has
been broken offers support for the notion of the bond that previously existed between the
participants in this study and for some retail outlets with which they were once familiar
and still hold emotion.

CHAPTER SUMMARY
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the consumer-firm relationship
experiences shared by the participants in this study. These descriptions of experience
constitute the holistic findings of this research study. The findings have been broadly
grouped into three allegorical sections that sequentially build upon each other for
discussion and presentation purposes.

The first allegory characterized the dialogic path of the participants and set the
ground that is constituted by the notions of familiarity and convenience. An in-depth
profile of the notions of familiarity and convenience was offered with its accompanying
aspects of familiarity with the store, the product or brand, the layout of the store, the
customer service reps, and the temporal aspects to the shopping experience. It was
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demonstrated that the participants had a propensity to address the notions of familiarity
and convenience simultaneously when describing their shopping experiences.
The second part of the chapter addressed the notion of the loyalty experience as
described by the participants. It is posited that the participants described two basic
structures as they described their experience with stores to which they prescribed loyalty.
The two basic structures were termed the habitual shopping relationship and the loyalty
shopping relationship. The findings indicate that the participants' experiences can be
grouped accordingly by structure type and that some consumers may at times switch back
and forth between loyalty shopping profiles.
The final section of the chapter explicated the participant's dyadic bonding
experience between themselves and some of the stores they described as their preferred
shopping stores. These hermeneutic dialogic descriptions were expressed and presented
in this report using the participant's own language, sentiments, and terms. This
adherence to using the participant's own descriptive terms is in keeping with the
phenomenological tradition used in this study. Not only is this technique in keeping with
good phenomenological methodological practice and philosophy it also allows the reader
to have a more accurate and pure sense of the participants communications. This is
important. It is important as it allows the data to evolve and to tell the "story" as
described by the participants in the final bonding allegory. The allegory shared by the
participants was that of the intentionality of conscious being directed to objects that
transcend the acts in which the objects appeared. The act or shopping behavior allowed
for a contextual setting for a bonding structure that is intrinsic to the manifest
consciousness. This consumer bonding profile is consistent with the bonding described
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in Bowlby's work (1969/1 982, 1973, 1 980) with regard to the infant bonding instinct.
This supports the notion that the same natural motivations found in an infant to bond and
form attachments in its early stages of life may be manifest in adulthood by consumers in
the marketplace. Following is a summary table (see table 4-1 ) that offers support for
congruence between Bowlby' s notion of the profile a dyadic bond and that exhibited by
some of the participants in this study.
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Table 4-1

Profile of a Dyadic Bond
Bowlby's
Descriptions

Harry

Study Participant's Descriptions
that align with Bowlby' s Descriptions
Nancy
Sarah

Psychological
Enhancement
& Well Being
Attachment/
Closeness/Intimacy

Wann
Awesome
Best
Phenomenal service
' fu a womb
Psychologically beautiful
Fantastic atmosphere
Loyal
Client relationship/Friendly
Love

Happy feeling
Fun
Warm
Nostalgic
Identity
Connected
Part of myself
My kind of world
Part of my life

Comfort and Security

Comfort
Emotionally comforting
Secure
Rely

Familiar

Recognize
Familiarity/Convenience
Nightmare
Not to battle
Bi-Polar

Comforting
Cozy
Nook and cranny
No one will bother you
Away from bustle - cozy
Not going to be
confronted
Feels like home
Feels like me/My place
I miss it a lot
Frustrating
Affordable

Easy shopping
Gourmet cloths
Price/Service/Products
Location near me/Proximity

Smells good/Warm
Small/Tight/Cozy
Price/Products
Getting close

O'I

Reduced Separation
Anxiety & Distress
Physical Enhancement
& Well Being
Proximity

Loren

Great service
Fabulous/Excellent
Trust/Rapport

Trust

Relationship
Tuned into me
Personal needs
Good friends
Count on them
Individual/Unique
Loyal
Comforting
Sensitive to me

Friendly
Feel linked to them
Want them to succeed
Good rapport
Personal circle
Emotional

Convenience
Really hears me
Irritating
Anxiety/Painful
Annoy/Frustrating
Uncomfortable/Conflict
Everything you need
Willing to teach me
Price/Products/Service
I live close

Familiar
Convenient
Resent them
Chip on shoulder
Sadness

Comfortable
Cared

Price/Service/Products
Close to the house

Table 4-1 (continued)

Profile of a_ Dyadic Bond
Bowlby's
Descriptions

N
..-

-....)

Carol

Psychological Enhancement
& Well Being

Really good job
Really enjoyed
Nice
Fun
Exciting
Reduce hassle

Attachment/
Closeness/Intimacy

Liked them
Personable
Love
Comforting

Comfort and Security
Familiar
Reduced Separation
Anxiety & Distress

Physical Enhancement
& Well Being
Proximity

Familiar
I know
Upset
Really sad
Disappointing
I missed them, I still miss
them
Not worry
Good place
Contribute to our community
Price/Brands/Service

Study Participant's Descriptions
that align with Bowlby' s Descriptions
Diane
David
Good experiences
Value
Satisfaction
Feel confident
Sense of peace
Exciting/Enthusiasm
Sense of relief
Friendly

Fun
Trust
Nice
Cool
Excitement - like a kid
Play
Satisfaction
Loyalty
Inspired

Ashley
Good feeling
Trust
Depend
Atmosphere
Calmer

Loyal
Personal relationship
Just like a friend
Rely

Confidence

Confidence

Familiar/Convenience
I know
Regretful
Bit of remorse
Longing for it
Aggravating/Sadness
Mixed emotions
Don't have to worry
Very clean/Very neat
Appealing to the eye
Relaxing music
Price/Products/Service

Inconvenient
I know
Frustrating
Hassle
Not worry

Angry
Sad
Mad

Price
Brands

Products/Price/Service
Clean

I know

Close to my house

Table 4-1 (continued)
Profile of a Dyadic Bond
Bowlby's
Descriptions

.....

l',..)

Jill

Psychological
Enhancement
& Well Being

Pleasant experience

Attachment/
Closeness/Intimacy

Helpful
Accommodating

00

Comfort and Security
Familiar
Reduced Separation
Anxiety & Distress
Physical Enhancement
& Well Being
Proximity

Familiarity/Convenience
I .know
No second-guessing
Not so stressed
Frustrating
Not respectful
Easiness
ProductsNariety
Price
Service

Study Participant's Descriptions
That alij?;n with Bowlby' s Descriotions
Kristan
Fun/Play
Excitement /Adrenaline
Atmosphere
Expectations
Succeeded/Beat the system
Love
I have a relationship
Loyal to a point/fraitor
Defiant Loyalty
Comfort zone
My style
Convenience

Nightmare
Disgruntled
Hate
Tired/Beaten down/Worn out
Experience
Products/Brands/Price
Aesthetically
Colors/Neater/Cleaner/fighter/Smaller
Look aroundtrouch things
So close

CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
INTRODUCTION
This chapter offers a summary of the dissertation study and some discussion. It
begins by presenting a review of the research objectives, the research questions, and the
methodology. A brief summary of findings follows, with subsequent sections on the
contributions of the dissertation, implications for marketing practitioners, how this study
addressed possible limitations, and future research opportunities.

SCOPE OF STUDY
Review of Research Objectives
In its broadest sense, the purpose of this dissertation was to offer possible insight
into the scope and nature of a consumer-firm bond. More specifically, the intent was to
explore the potential, from the consumer' s perspective, for a bond to develop toward the
firm. The question at the heart of this dissertation was to determine if the attachment and
bonding psychological and behavioral attributes described by Bowlby ( 1 969/1982, I 973,
1980) as creature characteristics, could be found in the contextual setting of the
marketplace between consumers and the stores to which they prescribed loyalty and at
which they preferred to shop. Bowlby gave consideration to a group of inherent
motivations, dispositions, attitudes, and a desired sense of comfort or closeness that is
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found within an individual that causes them to develop enduring relationships with
others.
This avenue of inquiry into the nature of the consumer-firm relationship allowed
for the identification of four specific questions that emerged as follows:
1)

What support can be garnered to offer evidence for the existence of a
consumer-firm bond that is formed in the mind of a consumer, above or
below the threshold of awareness?

2)

Can a more accurate and comprehensive profile of the consumer-firm
bond be developed than what currently exists in the relationship
marketing literature?

3)

If it can be demonstrated that a bond does exist from the consumer's
perspective, what facets of the bond profile can be identified, and can
these facets be described in some meaningful way?

4)

If it can be demonstrated that a consumer-firm bond does exist in the
marketplace, is there support to suggest that the consumer-firm bond is
a mediating influence between the initial process variables and the
anticipated outcome variables in the consumer-firm relationship?

This dissertation also seeks to speak to the preponderance of literature in the
domain of marketing that addresses the notions of relationship marketing within the
services and b2b context. The intent is to extend the notion that consumers may develop
relationships with preferred marketplace partners in the consumable and durable goods
consumer markets. It is suggested that firms that are successful in developing secure and
irreplaceable bonds with its customers will create added customer value for both the firm
and the customer. The notion of a consumer-firm bond as increased value may give
additional insight and address the disjunct in the consumer firm process model. As
previously described, the input and process variables that result in customer satisfaction
do a poor job in predicting customer loyalty as defined by repeat purchase behavior
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(Reichheld 1990). Thus, this dissertation suggests that increased insight into the
consumer-firm bonding experience may offer increased insight into the overall nature of
the consumer-firm relationship.

Methodology

One of the objectives of this study was to determine the nature and profile of the
consumer-firm relationship and bonding experience. Although there is much literature on
marketing and psychological relationships as discussed in chapter II, the decision was ·
made to let the participants in this study help us define these terms. The notion was to let
the participants offer description of the profile of their own relationships and interactions
in the marketplace with stores they frequented. This meant that they had to reflectively
describe the relationship experience (if any) they had (or didn't have) with the stores with
which they chose to patronize.
This objective of allowing the consumers to describe and expiain his or her own
consumer-firm relationships increased the difficulty of this research. The reason it made
this research more challenging is because the consumer-firm bond may exist at the
abstract level, or below the consumer's sense of perceptual awareness. Thus, an
interpretivistic methodology was deemed appropriate in that it included a series of in
depth questions that were designed to encourage the participant's in the study to give
consideration to a possible consumer-firm relationship.
In principle this is not a problem because phenomenologically speaking, a
psychological situation or phenomenological experience is defined by its situation,
environment, and the objects that are experienced by the participant (Giorgi 1989). A
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dialectic phenomenological approach allows for inquiry into the consumer' s relationship
experiences that could not be subsumed by natural scientific inquiry.
The philosophical and methodological approach of existential and hermeneutical
phenomenology tradition fits well with the intuitive sense of human essence and
experience as perceived by the consumer. Existential-phenomenology is a philosophical
approach to the consumer-firm experience whereby the interaction may include many
differing meanings to the consumer. It suggests that the consumers in the study may have
experienced different things as they offered a description of their attachments and bonds
within the consumer-firm relationship. This approach demonstrated consistency of
descriptive themes by the participants. It also allowed for sufficiency and significant
diversity of themes, suggesting that the core variation has been sufficiently explored.
The participants in the study were engaged in a dialogic hermeneutical process that
allowed the participants considerable leeway to describe their consumer-firm relationship
experiences. This initial-broadly based series of questions is similar to the grand tour
approach. By affording the participants this freedom of thought and encouragement to
explain their feelings and ideas in depth interesting insights into the nature of the
participants consumer-firm bond and marketing intelligence resulted. The absence of
leading questions and dialog allowed the participants to describe their essence. What
evolved was a rich noesis that was highly correlated to the specific store (noema). The
participants were anything but mundane, offering rich and eloquent insight into the
ordering of their sedimentation, structure of intentionality, and topographical
possibilities.
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The dialog between the participants and interviewer were recorded in both audio
and video medium. They were then transferred to text for analysis and interpretation. As
the interviews transpired it became apparent that the participants were able to identify
stores to which they prescribed loyalty. The discussion that ensued focused around the
stores that were self-selected by the participants and they were able to describe the
relationship and bonding attributes (if present) of the relationship.

SUMMARY OF STUDY FINDINGS
Perhaps one of the most difficult parts of this dissertation that is reflected in this
chapter has been to select that which to include in the write-up and that which to address
at a later time. As reflected in the results the findings from the participant's interviews
offered interesting insight into a variety of notions and topics that comfortably fit under
the relationship marketing umbrella that evolved from or were related to the notion of the
consumer's experiences with their preferred stores. This summary of findings is guided
by the principle objectives of this dissertation as described in the four research questions.
Each of these questions will now be addressed sequentially by offering a brief overview
and interpretation of some of this dissertation's findings. Additional findings of interest
that are beyond the scope of the four primary research questions are addressed later as
items for future research.
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The First Research Question - Evidence of the Consumer-Firm Bond
The first research question proposed by this dissertation seeks to determine
whether support could be found for the existence of a consumer-firm bond. This is
perhaps the easiest of the research questions to address, as there is significant support
demonstrated by the participants that suggests they have developed bonds with preferred
stores (see table 4- 1 ).
The notion of the human bonding experience described in John Bowlby' s research
was determined to be an natural ever-present human condition. Bowlby described the
bonding phenomenon as a "human characteristic" (Bowlby 1 982 p.63). Results from this
dissertation suggest the consumer-firm bonding experience is similarly pervasive and
thus is referred to as a "consumer characteristic."
In ' Instincts and Vicissitudes' ( 1 9 1 5), one of a series of publications in which
Freud expressed some of his original thinking, he introduces a basic postulate that has
stood the test of time well and although often discussed and debated has yet to be
replaced. Stated simply, the nervous system within each of us is receptive to two types of
stimuli.

The first is external stimuli that humans easily deal with through reactions and
learned behaviors. The external stimuli in the context of this study may include such
_notions as the sensory inputs received by the consumer while in the marketplace. These
stimuli may be as simple as subdued lighting, background music, pleasant fragrances, or
bright and visually attractive shops or displays. Or these stimuli may be more complex
and involved as in the case of a highly developed advertisement. Regardless of external
origin, the consumer at either a conscious or sub conscious level readily deals with theses
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types of stimuli. The consumer has developed highly evolved perceptual screens that
function as filters to allow the individual to process and respond to that which is
(pre)selected as being central, focal, and significant. The perception combined with that
which the consumer has learned through a developed and complex knowledge system
delineates how best to respond to these types of cues. Much of the consumer's ability to
deal with this type of stimulus input is based on the individual's predisposition, mood,
attitude, value systems, belief systems, education, family training, cultural training, etc,
as the individual was enculturated into his or her own environmental setting.
The second type of stimuli is internal stimuli that are instinctive and are more
complex and present a greater challenge to the individual. These internal stimuli are
c�mstantly welling up and the only way an individual can deal with them is, as Freud
suggests, is through the nervous system which undertakes "involved and interconnected
activities by which the external world is so changed as to afford satisfaction."
"Satisfaction" Freud holds, can only be obtained by addressing the origin of stimulation
at its source (SE 14: 120, 122). An example of an internal stimulus in the context of this
study is the internal drive or motivation within the individual to form attachments and
bonds (Bowlby 1969/1982, 1973, 1980). There is a natural and inherent drive within the
individual to develop attachments and bonds that will "satisfy" this internal motivation.
This dissertation posits that this "satisfaction" is what the participants in this study have
described in their bonding experiences. In the contextual setting of this dissertation we
see the consumer addressing some of these internal instinctive arousal stimuli by
"involved and interconnected activities" with the external world that include the
formation of bonds with their preferred stores. The inherent internal stimuli impel a
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consumer to motion that results in the consumer developing bonds and attachments with
selected stores. This interaction results in a perceptual "external world change" that
allow the consumers "satisfaction."
The findings of this study support the notions of internal drives posited by Freud
and Bowlby, offering support for a consumer-firm bond. Consumers in this study were
able to well articulate their bonding experiences. The experiential nature of the bonding
phenomenon described by the participants in this study offer insight into a complex
amalgamation of the consumer's own experiences. These experiences aroused by stimuli
are deeply seated and inherent within the consumer. As the participants described their
bonding experiences the internal and external cues became figural in the minds of the
participants and were intricately interwoven in a delicate tapestry that is grounded in each
consumer's unique background of previous experience, culture, and world view.
Without wanting to duplicate the findings expressed in chapter IV, it might be
useful to review what some of the motivating forces that the participants in the study
described that inferred the development of bonds with selected stores. Consider the
following brief examples:
A consistent finding within this study was the desire or inherent motivation for
the consumers to have elevated levels of comfort and a sense of connection with selected
stores. This was manifest and expressed in part by a desire (drive) for increased levels of
familiarity with selected stores. One will recall how David, Sarah, Diane, Jill, and others
described in great detail the layout of the preferred stores that they frequented, they
described precisely where items were located. They described the isle widths and
product lines. They described the checkout process and the nature of other shoppers
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within the store as well as the price and quality of products and service. Perhaps most
importantly they described how this familiarity with the store made them feel. They
spoke to feelings of comfort and security and a general sense of connection with · the
store. Some were so influenced by these feelings that it created a post bonding
experience that included a desire to share these positive feeling with close friends and
family. This is believed to be a significant point. If interpreted correctly it indicates that
the individuals were so favorably impressed and moved that they were desirous to share
the experience with close members of their social network - the members of the fabric of
their lives.
A second example of a nomothetic finding throughout this study offering support
for the existence of a bond was the notion of convenience expressed by the research
participants. One will recall the desire (drive) of the participants for convenience and its
importance. This construct, similar to the familiarity construct, is considered a grounded
notion by this study and was present in each of the interviews. The descriptive nature of
the motivation for convenience took on two manifestations. One of the manifestations
was that of temporality. Recall Carol, Jill, David, and others as they described the
benefits and comfort that came to them from knowing that they could navigate not only a
store, but an entire shopping process in a timely fashion. The link between the closeness
expressed by these participants and the physical location of the store has not been missed.
As one will recall, several of the participants (Harry, Sarah, Carol, David, Jill, and others)
linked the notion of the close proximity of the store with a timely and convenient
shopping experience. It was suggested that this notion of proximity is the same notion
suggested by Bowlby in his research (1969/1982, 1 973, 1 980). The findings from this
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study support the notion that individuals do indeed seek a close physical proximity with a
partner. This proximity promotes feelings of comfort, familiarity, and a sense of
connectedness with the participant' s selected stores of choice. It appears that just
knowing that one can return to a store promotes a feeling of security and reliance on that
store. The closeness that is experienced by the participants in the study resulted in
favorable positive disposition and attitudes toward the store. It seems that the notion of
convenience and proximity expressed by the participants are motivations for them to
form bonds with selected stores, that results in them experiencing both psychological and
emotional benefit as well as the physical advantage of being able to readily procure the
desired products.
Finally, a few more examples of the motivating forces that were inherent within
the participants in this study may be useful to refresh one's memory of some of the
natural motivating forces that strongly influenced the participants in the study to form
bonds with selected stores. One will recall how Harry addressed the notion of intimacy
with his metaphor of the womb, how Nancy felt not only connected to a store, but that the
store allowed her to feel like herself and that it was a part of her. Recall how Sarah
referred to the deliverymen as close personal friends and Loren spoke to the rapport of
her personal circle or social network. Carol told how sad and disappointed she was at the
loss of a store as it went out of business and she pained over the emotional memories
even though the store had closed many years ago. These are all examples of the natural
motivations that lie within each of us and stimulate us to develop bonds. This
dissertation suggests that there is strong evidence to support the notion that consumers
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are motivated to bond with self-selected preferred stores - creating a partnership or
union.

The Second Research Question - Profile of the Consumer- Firm Bond

One of the objectives of this dissertation was to offer a clearer definition of the
term consumer-firm bond. After consideration of the psychology and marketing
literatures and having engaged participants in a practical series of discussions about their
own personal bonding experiences in the retail environment, a set of themes and facets of
the bond phenomenon emerged that offer the essence of the consumer-firm bond. These
notions can be combined to provide an experiential profile of the consumer-firm bond
within the consumer-firm retail context.
A consumer-firm bond consists of a consumer's loyal shopping behavior that
enhances proximity with preferred stores and promotes increased levels of physical,
emotional, psychological, and cognitive well-being. This notion of enhancement and
well-being rests firmly on aspects of familiarity, convenience, comfort, closeness, safety,
and the satisfaction of a need for security while at the same time reducing anxiety,
frustration, and separation distress as described by the participants. This bond may result
in outcomes of higher levels of customer loyalty, satisfaction, desire to share the
experience, and repeat shopping patterns and lower levels of switching behavior.
The result of the consumer-firm bond is that it promotes endured existence for
both members of the dyad and enhanced well-being of the two parties. Further
development of the bonding definition includes ideas such that these consumer-firm
bonds appear to be pan-demic and can develop over both an ephemeral and/or extended
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period of time: The motivation for an individual to bond is an innate drive first observed
in infancy that continues into adulthood. The findings from this dissertation reflect a
motivation to develop bonds that propels the consumer toward interaction with self
selected stores in the marketplace. This motivational bonding drive is believed to be
innate and can be considered a consumer characteristic.
The psychological benefit may be manifest in the form of positive affect,
favorable predisposition or the reduction of negative cognitive and psychological process
such as separation anxiety, distress, and negative unconscious processes. The bond offers
a secure base from which each party in the relationship can explore the environment
while being offered a safe haven when threatened. Within the relationship context a bond
will reflect actual consumer' s experiences and be subject to change. Because the bond is
a reflection of ongoing repetitive experience and may be subject to change, it is dynamic
in nature and is a renewal process and can be considered as a variable. The change in
bond could result in changes in loyalty, satisfaction, and consumer switching behavior.
The consumer-firm bond is a multi faceted perceptual experience from the
consumer' s perspective toward the firm.

It

is an natural inherent motivation to satisfy an

innate need found within consumers. This is the same bonding phenomenon that is
experienced by all individuals throughout their lives. However, the consumer-firm bond
is manifest within the contextual setting of the marketplace. Aspects of the bonding
profile may include enhanced proximity and loyal shopping behavior, familiarity and
convenience, a sense of psychological comfort, closeness, and safety with self-selected
preferred retail stores. The bond may also include a feeling of satisfaction and the need
for security while reducing separation distress, anxiety, and frustration. Outcomes of the
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consumer-bonding characteristic may include heightened levels of physical, emotional,
and cognitive well being. The consumer-firm bond may also be characterized by lower
levels of switching behavior; consumers may also exhibit the desire to share the
experience with close friends, family members or others within their close personal social
networks. The bonding process can evolve over both an ephemeral or extended period of
time and it promotes survival and the endured existence for both members of the dyad.
A definition of the consumer-firm bond within the retail contextual setting can be
described as follows:
The consumer-firm bond is a natural innate motivation to satisfy
psychological and physical drives. It results in enhanced psychological
betterment and reduction in negative cognitive and psychological processes while
promoting heightened levels of physical, emotional, and cognitive well being.
The Third Research Question - Meaningful Facets of the Bond
Once it has been demonstrated that there is a potential for a consumer-firm bond
to develop, the next step is to describe some of the facets of the bond in some meaningful
way. Traditional ways of considering the consumer-firm relationship have typically
reflected behavioral aspects of the consumer-firm interaction. However, the-·consumer
firm bond as described in this study reveals that traditional thinking about a consumer
firm relationship fails to capture much of the emotional, affective, cognitive, and
psychological consumer-firm profile. This study seeks not to suggest that the consumer
firm bond is the better way to consider the consumer-firm relationship. However, it is
offered here that consideration of the consumer-firm bond in conjunction with more
traditional approaches to the consumer-firm relationship may enhance and enrich insight
and understanding.
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Without wishing to repeat the findings expressed in Chapter IV, it might prove
useful to review some of the offerings presented by the participants in this study and
strive to give them consideration in some meaningful way. It may prove useful to review
some of the meaningful facets of bonding behavior as they surfaced from some of the
interviews.
In living creatures, variation in behavior is the rule and its explanation is often
hard to fathom. In the contextual setting of the retail marketplace it has been
demonstrated that a vast array of behaviors occur. One of the more uniform experiences
that seemed pervasive in the transcripts was that of emotional separation anxiety.
Bowlby ( 1973 p.5-6) indicated that there is a pathological condition that results in
separation of a bonding dyad. Bowlby suggests that separation anxiety can stem from
detachment from a partner, both in "current life" situations and in "his past" (Bowlby
1973 p.5).
These separations can result in the individual experiencing some level of anxiety,
detachment, and even despair. It was found that participants in this study expressed
negative emotions and feelings when talking about detached bonds with stores that they
could no longer frequent. Typically the participants could not shop at the store because
the store had closed down or they had moved to a remote proximity, making frequent
visits impractical. During the interviews, in some cases it was not necessary to prompt or
ask the participants if they "could remember a store that they had once had a bond with
that they could no longer shop at." It was not necessary to ask them this question because
they volunteered the information before they could be asked! The bonds that they had
with the detached store were so strong that they remain top of mind for the participant
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and were described in meaningful and often emotional terms. One will recall the
transcripts by Carol, David, Ashley, Kristan, Nancy and others as they described their
detachment and feelings of despair. They described emotions of great sadness and
disappointment. They described remorse and a longing to return. They described anxiety
and pain. Thus the findings appear to support the position that these participants are
describing the same phenomenon of detachment anxiety and negative emotion described
by Bowlby ( 1973, 1980). This suggests that some of the bonds that consumers develop
with stores may be long term and extend many years, in some cases, after the purchasing
behavior (physical proximity) has long since ended.
As the store still exists in the mind of the consumer it is an integral part of the
neural network of shopping associations. It is also interesting to note that participants in
the study exhibited responses and behaviors that attempted to ameliorate the separation
from their preferred stores with which they had developed bonds in the same fashion that
infants attempted to mitigate their separation from mother figures. Infants separated from
their mothers sought two lines of action: 1) they sought a familiar companion, and 2) they
sought a substitute (Bowlby 1973 p. 16). Participants in this study continually linked the
notions of familiarity with other stores and described the substitute stores they now
shopped at. They often compared the relationship with the preferred store to that of the
relationship with the new store. It was almost as if they were benchmarking the
relationship citing levels of comparison on preferred aspects, i.e. David, Harry, Sarah.
A second facet of the bond may be found in the notion of security. We recognize
that consumers switch from firm to firm, and that this is a natural part of consumer
behavior (Reichheld and Sasser 1990). However, as the findings reflect once a consumer
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has developed a felt bond with a firm, the bond itself can offer a sense of security, and
this sense of security enables the consumer to return to the marketplace and sample
alternative marketplace providers and offerings. Moreover this foray into the
marketplace may actually be a representation of loyal behavior. It is posited that if the
bond the consumer has with their preferred store is secure as such it potentially provides
a platform for the individual to go back out into the marketplace and explore alternative
offerings - at the same time they have the secure knowledge that they can (an will) return
to their bonded store at any time. This behavior from an empirical casual observation
may be deemed as switching or disloyal behavior. The position of this paper is that this
could reflect a very secure primary relationship. This position contradicts previous
notions in the brand loyalty literatures. This notion is supported in Bowlby' s work in the
infant-mother dyad. Bowlby describes the introduction of an infant to "another fairly
familiar person, even when he is in a fairly unfamiliar place" as entirely manageable with
one caveat. The caveat is that the infant "(he) knows where his mother is and has good
reason to expect her to return soon" (Bowlby 1973 p.58). This sense of a secure base to
which one can return seems to ameliorate the negative emotions of exploring a new
environment.
This interpretation introduced in this dissertation suggests possible additional
insight into the platform of extrinsic and intrinsic experiential switching behavior
marketing literature described in Chapter IV. It is further posited that as the bond is a
dynamic (as opposed to a static) experience its strength is subject to change with each
consumer-firm experience, the consumer interaction with other firms in the marketplace
may well strengthen or diminish the original consumer-firm bond. It may be that a bond
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between a consumer and a firm could act as a possible psychological hurdle over which
the consumer would have to cross before permanent switching to another market provider
may occur.
Finally, a third facet of the bond revealed in the findings of this dissertation, stems
directly from the participant's description of their shopping behavior. An intriguing and
unexpected finding from this dissertation was how the consumers described their loyalty
relationships with firms in two distinctly different manifestations. On one hand we have
consumers describing habitual shopping patterns in terms of frequent purchases and
ritualistic behaviors that seemed devoid of emotion and feeling. These relationships
seemed mundane when compared to the descriptions of relationship shopping patterns
described by the same participants. The habitual shopping patterns were described in
mechanical terms by the participants as the walked the interviewer through the physical
shopping process. Similar to the habitual shopping relationships, the loyalty shopping
relationship patterns may also contain ritualistic purchasing behavior. This loyalty
shopping ritualistic purchase behavior from an observational standpoint may appear
similar to the habitual shopping patterns however; the loyalty shopping ritualistic
purchase behavior will include the element of emotion. As the participants described the
shopping process with in the loyalty shopping experience they described feelings in rich
language. As they described these feeling they became noticeably excited in the interview
and exhibited physical changes in their discussion such as greater levels of gesticulation,
leaning forward on the seats, higher voice tones, and positive facial expressions such as
laughter and smiles. The loyalty shopping experiences were accompanied by positive
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affect and favorable dispositional attitude toward the object (the retail store) being
described.
In summary, the purpose of this third research question in this dissertation was to
see if the outcomes from the dissertation could be interpreted and described in some
meaningful way. By combining some of the participant's description of experience into
meaningful streams of affect, cognition, and/or behavior, it is suggested that the
consumer-firm bonds can be considered in a practical and meaningful way.

The Fourth Research Question - The Influence of the Consumer-Firm Bond

It has been posited in this dissertation that the consumer-firm bond can be
considered a source of added value to both parties in the dyad and that it creates added
value to both parties and an equitable balance in the marketplace.
Firms that are successful in developing deeply-seated bonds with consumers may
enjoy added customer value. This value may come in the form of a long-term
relationship in which the consumer prescribes loyalty shopping behavior toward the
company and forsakes other potential marketplace companions. These relationships can
be seen as strategic arrangements and promote the long-term profit interests and survival
of the firm. As the firm better understands the aspects of the consumer-firm bonding
phenomenon and engages the consumer in secure bonds, the firm may better be able to
meet the needs of the consumer and this may offer the firm distinctive competitive
advantage.
Similar to the firm, the consumer may derive added value as the bond evolves.
This added value is a perception existing in the mind of the consumer that evolves
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congruently with the bond. It is suggested that deeper levels of bonding will also offer
higher levels of perceived value to the consumer. The added value develops as the
consumer forms a union with self-selected preferred stores of their choice over competing
marketplace offerings. As the consumer bonds with the firm, there may be a natural
tendency for the consumer to prescribe loyalty toward the firm and seek only this
relationship to satisfy consumptive needs as the situation allows. Thus the bond may
increase consumer loyalty and repetitive purchase patterns. The relationship can be
considered long term and one in which the consumer enjoys a sense of closeness and
receives both physical and psychological betterment and a more fulfilling relational
experience with the firm. This dissertation posits that, from the consumer's perspective,
a bond provides added feelings of comfort, security, and familiarity, and reduces anxiety,
sadness, and separation distress while in the marketplace. It is held in this study that once
the bonding phenomenon was experienced it could not be denied it was apodictic
(apodictic here simply means that, that which is felt or sensed is present and needs no
further explanation). However, the question remains as to the amelioration of the
inability of antecedents to predict the outcomes in the consumer-firm relationship
development model (see figure 2-4).
The notion of added value to both the consumer and the firm can be considered an
outcome or a consequence of the consumer-firm relationship. The essence of the
participant's transcripts indicates that an important part of that value is derived from the
consumer-firm bonding phenomenon. This speaks directly to the major focus of the
fourth question in this dissertation that addresses the disjunct between the input and
outcome variables in the consumer-firm process model.
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It was suggested that the bond may be an integral part in the consumer-firm
relationship and that it may act as a bridge between the consumer-firm input factors and
the anticipated outcomes. It was posited that the bond might ameliorate the disjunct in
the consumer-firm relationship process model. The bond notion may not only ameliorate
the disjunct in the consumer-firm relationship model, but also offer added insight and
description of the consumer-firm relationship.
This dissertation posits that there is an outcome of added value in the relationship
that stems from increased customer satisfaction as the consumers developed bonds within
the consumer-firm relationship. This added value and increased levels of satisfaction
expressed by the participants in this study potentially offers itself as a hurdle which the
consumer must psychologically and emotionally surmount if they are to either leave the
relationship or develop bonds with alternative marketplace participants (behavioral
change).
Perhaps the difficulty in addressing the fourth query in this dissertation is that the
participants in the study very rarely used the word "satisfaction" or "value." There were
a few precise articulation using the terms of satisfaction and value as indicated in the
following examples: Harry indicated "satisfaction" with a product line of clothing, David
described how the aspects of familiarity and convenience found at Kohl ' s lead to
"satisfaction," Sarah was satisfied with Home Depot in general terms, and Diane
described being satisfied as Wal-Mart fulfilled her needs. The term satisfaction did not
come up in the interviews very much. Sarah offered one telling commentary as she
offered the following:
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"I think in the final analysis for me it' s I think what is important in life for me is
relationships, and I don't expect that outside of my group of intimate family and
friends. But it' s really neat when it can be in other places too. Whether it's
shopping, with educators, where you can have a relationship that is mutually
satisfying." (Sarah 586-589)
This is an interesting and useful quote by Sarah as she considers satisfaction as a general
notion and she speaks to the consumer-firm relationship as a source of satisfaction to her.
She does not limit satisfaction to a specific element, situation, or context.
The term value was used even less than that of satisfaction. Harry indicated he
felt valued at McClellan's clothing store. David spoke of value for money when referring
to an automobile and reflected warmly on how his preferred store of Roses was built on
value. These were the only two examples where the term value was used directly. The
terms of satisfaction and value were seldom heard across the transcripts. This doesn't
mean that consumers were not satisfied or felt value. The findings in this dissertation
support the contrary. There has been considerable discussion and representation
throughout this dissertation to suggest that the psychological and emotional elements of
the bonding phenomenon have offered the consumers higher levels of satisfaction and
value.

POTENTIAL CONTRIBUTION OF THIS DISSERTATION

This study suggests that initial thinking on consumer-firm attachments and
bonding are not as complete or as effective as it could be. The opinion expressed in this
dissertation is that many practitioners and scholars that use notions of consumer-firm
bonding in their work may not yet fully understand the nature and depth of this
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phenomenon. This dissertation seeks to assist in that understanding. This is not intended
to suggest that the bond is necessarily a better way to give consideration to the consumer
firm relationship and that historic approaches should be dismissed. Rather it is posited
here that the bond enhances and builds upon previous facets and offers a complementary
yet inherently different way of considering the multifarious consumer-firm relationship.
Specifically, this study offers several possible contributions to the body of marketing
knowledge.
First, this study seeks to consider the consumer-firm relationship in humanistic
terms and offers a profile of interaction not previously described in the marketing
literature. It is possible now to offer a description of the consumer-firm bond with many
of its accompanying aspects. This multi-faceted phenomenon offers insight into a variety
of psychological, behavioral, and emotional bonding behaviors that are engaged by the
consumers to satisfy a deeply seated bonding motivation that is inherent within the
consumer. These bonding motivations are acted upon within the contextual setting of the
marketplace as consumers engage selected firms of their choice in long term
relationships.
Second, this dissertation study is not without consideration to the individual
differences and characteristics of the consumers. To this end, there is theoretical
development of the notions that individual differences and personality factors may
influence the shape of the bonding experience for each consumer. Although the
underlying phenomenon of the attachment and bonding process have decidedly similar
characteristics the ways the individual consumer may engage the bonding process, the
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attachment style, and the types of bonds formed may be influenced by the individual
characteristics and personality differences of the individual.
Third, a surprise finding of this study was the way that participants described their
"loyalty" shopping behaviors and purchasing patterns. It was interesting to note that the
participants described their frequent shopping patterns in ways not typically found in the
marketing literature. The notion of loyalty was manifest in two striking and common
thematic descriptions. One described in this study as "habitual shopping behavior"
reflected repeat purchase patterns as ritualistic shopping behavior that was devoid of
emotional content. The second described in this study as "loyalty shopping behavior''
was rich in emotional language and affect as participants described their own bonding
experiences with their preferred retail outlets.
One possible reason that this loyalty profile was described in a different way than
is traditionally considered in the literature may have to do with the tradition,
methodology, and philosophical approach of the study. The participants were allowed
considerable freedom to describe their own loyalty shopping purchase patters and what
the meant to them. This existential interpretivistic approach is decidedly different from
the positivistic approach that is typically employed in loyalty studies in the marketing
literature. It is posited here that by allowing the participants to describe their loyalty
shopping behaviors and the meanings behind these behaviors, in their own language
using their own terms, may allow for increased understanding and insight into how the
participants view their own "loyalty."
A fourth contribution to the marketing literature may be found in the ways
consumers described the development of their relationships and bonds with firms. The
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participants in the study spoke of key events or critical incidents that drastically
influenced their psychological and emotional states. These critical events were typically
the foundation upon which the relationship with the retail stores developed. This is quite
different from the relationship development psychology and marketing literature. The
marketing literature speaks to models like that described in figure 2-4: The Consumer
Firm Relationship Process Model. It is also typical for the relationship marketing
literature to recognize that relationships develop over extended periods of time that allow
for multiple interactions between the dyad as cognition and emotion develop. The
participants in this study typically addressed this notion with a different approach
suggesting that temporal notions although not devoid in context may be greatly reduced even down to a single primary interaction ! This is an unexpected and interesting finding
and may offer insight and interesting discussion in the literature.
A final contribution was revealed in the descriptions shared by the participants in
this study. They have introduced not only some different ways of thinking about the
bond but also some original ideas that had not been considered at the inauguration of this
study. As the notion of a consumer-firm bond is explored, it is posited that there is the
potential for increased insight into the value-added notion. Although the participants in
the study rarely (if ever) used the term of "value" they addressed the consumer's
behavioral perspective as a value proposition. Traditional value notions include product
quality, pricing, service, and value strategy notions that are instrumental in increasing
customer-value within the value chain (supply chain). This study may have some
insightful comments on the consumer behavior perspective and potentially advance the
consumer-firm relationship as a value-added proposition. Some examples that may be
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insightful as value-added from the consumer's perspective may include notions such as
but not limited to the consumer's psychological well-being (i.e. positive affect, comfort,
reduced anxiety, safety harbor, familiarity, reduced negative cognitive process, etc.) or
physical well-being and enhancement (i.e. close proximity, safety, convenience, secure
base to explore environment, physical well-being, etc.).

HOW THIS QUALITATIVE RESEARCH
STUDY ADDRESSED LIMITATIONS
As with any study there are always limitations and weaknesses associated with the
particular philosophical and methodological tradition engaged. This dissertation is no
different. Some of the potential weaknesses and limitations for this study may include
researcher bias, the trustworthiness and validity of the data, reliability, sample selection,
and the generalizability and transferability of the findings.

Trustworthiness and Validity of Data
There are several threats to the trustworthiness and validity of the data as
previously described in this dissertation. The following is an accounting of the steps
taken by this research study to reduce any contamination to the research study and to
promote trustworthiness and validity of the data and findings.

Researcher Bias: a bias that deserves particular consideration when one
considers an interpretivistic study. Because of the highly interactive nature of data
collection and analysis there are multiple opportunities for researcher bias to creep in a
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study of this design. Specifically, a researcher brings with him his own personal values,
expectations, predispositions, historical imprinting, and worldview (Lincoln and Guba
1985, Bickman and Rog 1998 p.92). Any one of which could influence the study. The
researcher is of primary concern in a study of this nature where the researcher developed
the research questions, the research design, and then engaged the study. The researcher
must be considered a source of potential contamination to the integrity of the study
(Campbell and Cook 1979).
To this end, a series of steps were undertaken to address potential researcher
contamination. The initial research design was not simply the product of the researcher
in this study. It became a product from input and direction from the entire dissertation
committee. With the oversight of the dissertation committee, recommendations and
guidelines were offered in the design of the study to prevent research bias.
Another area for researcher bias is that of data analysis and interpretation. To
address this issue, initially a member of The Center For Applied Phenomenological
Research (University of Tennessee) performed a bracketing interview. This bracketing
interview was analyzed and interpreted by not less than eight analysts and also
independently by two of the members of the dissertation committee. The discovery
process and recommendations from the analysis of the bracketing interview helped make
the researcher aware of his personal feelings and predispositions (Polkinghome 1 998).
This awareness is an important point as it now allows the researcher consideration and
self-reflection before attempting the study. During the study it makes the researcher
aware of that his own pre suppositions and makes it possible for him to remain more
neutral.
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Sample Selection: in any study there is always the potential for sample bias
(Beckman and Rug 1998, Lincoln and Guba 1 985). Initially the sample for this study
was intended to consist of self-selected members of a local Christian church
congregation. A sign-up sheet was passed around to the members of the congregation
and individuals were selected to be participants in the study from those who volunteered
for the study. This study recognized the implicit nature of bias that could have been
associated with only interviewing participants of a church congregation (like-minded
values, belief systems, morals, ethics, lifestyle, etc). Although there was a broad
difference in terms of ethnic background, race, age, diversity of gender, income levels,
socio-economic status, attitudes, etc, there are still the underlying commonalties of belief
structure and value system that holds this sample in common. Therefore, to try to
overcome this sample bias some of the participants for this study were also se)ected from
the general population of the Knoxville area. This resulted in individuals with differing
religious affiliations (if any), differing life styles, and a general heterogeneity within the
sample frame.
All procedures, question types, interviewing techniques, etc, were held consistent
between the two sample frames. The findings demonstrate that there is no discemable
difference between the two groups. When transcripts from both groups (church
congregation sample and non-church sample) were transcribed, it was not possible to
detect any difference in shopping experiences as described by the participants in the
study by sample group. Therefore it was deemed that a reasonable attempt had been
made to counter any sample bias in this study.
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Transcription Write-Up: as previously indicated, all interviews were recorded

by both audio and video. After an interview had taken place, the tapes (both audio and
video) were turned over to an independent typist. The typist typically transcribed the
interview from the audiotapes using a transcription machine. When there was a question
about the data (i.e. inaudibility) she reviewed the videotapes to clarify any queries. Once
the tapes had been transcribed they were returned to the researcher and he read them over
while simultaneously listening to the videotapes. This made it possible for an
independent assistant (typist) to write the drafts of the transcripts and then have them
checked by the primary researcher for accuracy.

Analysis and Interpretation of the Data: there is always the potential for

weakness in data analysis and interpretation by the researcher. This could be because of
researcher bias as previously described or simply because of the inability of the
researcher to fully grasp what the participant is trying to say. To overcome this potential
weakness, all of the transcripts were analyzed and interpreted by multiple readers and
analysts. Members of The Center For Applied Phenomenological Research (University
of Tennessee) analyzed many of the transcripts. When this occurred typically 1 2- 1 5
phenomenological researchers sat around a large table and read the transcript line by line
and discussed its intended meaning using the hermeneutical circle process. The
transcripts that were not reviewed by all the members of The Center For Applied
Phenomenological Research were reviewed in small groups, 2-3 individuals from the
phenomenological group. This is a most effective way of maintaining validity and
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integrity during the interpretation and analysis stage of the study. It prevents any one
person's ideas or preconceptions influencing the data. It also al1ows for the "combined
think" process - suggesting that multiple heads are better than one when it comes to text
analysis. The transcripts were not just reviewed by the researcher and members of the
phenomenological research group. All the transcripts have been made available to the
dissertation committee at all times. Some committee members have reviewed some
complete interviews. However, more typically, sections and portions of interest have
been discussed at length with committee members during many months of interpretation
and text analysis. In short, multiple analysts have reviewed all texts. Some were
colleagues who are business academicians, others phenomenologists that have little
formal training in the business environment that have a higher level of understanding of
transcript and interview analysis and interpretation. All participated gladly offered
insight into the interpretation of the transcripts.
An additional source to promote validly of data and reduce data contamination
was the participants themselves. This study considers the participants the most valid and
reliable sources of data understanding and interpretation confirmation. To this end, after
the interviews had be transcribed, analyzed, and interpreted, the findings were taken back
to the individual participants. The participants were told in great detail about the
description and interpretation of their individual transcripts. They were asked for a
judgment in accuracy and for any additional comments they may have. It was a pleasant
and rewarding task to sit with the participants and review the findings from their
transcripts with them. All participants confirmed the findings to be accurate. Some went
on to reiterate the findings and offered support for that discussed. Some suggested that I
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had not gone far enough with my interpretation and that the bonds they had with selected
retail stores were stronger than I had implied! Most participants have become interested
in the nature of the study, as they have started to understand what it is this study is
attempting to do. At the time of the initial interview, all participants were naive and not
aware of the full study.
Finally, as far as possible, many of the participant's descriptions of experience
were offered in considerable length in this chapter to allow (you) the reader the same
opportunity the researcher had to read their sentiments within some context and thus gain
a sense of validity and reliability for the discussion and interpretation offered in this
study. There is always a risk in choosing carefully selected passages and words to offer
an opinion; the risk is that the language may be out of context or misinterpreted and
without the greater body of data to verify it, it could be difficult to be sure of the intended
meaning of the transcript. This results in limited face validity by the reader. To
overcome this potential weakness, this study strived to offer the reader sufficient and
unabbreviated text to allow a sense of the essence of the interview and reasonable
understanding and interpretation of the participants' intended description and meaning.
Also, all of the interviews are contained in this study in full length in the appendix and
readers of this dissertation are encouraged to read them in their entirety.

Reliability: the validity referred to in this section seeks to ensure that the

meaning of the constructs in this study remain consistent within the construct itself and
through its relation to other constructs. This is different from but related to reliability.
Reliability can be considered to be the replicability of the construct.
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In this study the emergent themes and constructs (i.e. familiarity, convenience,
loyalty relationship shopping, behavioral relationship shopping, and the constructs
associated with the consumer-firm bond) can be found nomothetically or across the
transcripts. This notion that the constructs can be found across the transcripts and in the
same form indicates support for internal reliability within this study.

Generalizability and Transferability of Findings: as with all phenomenological

qualitative studies, the findings are arguably limited to the respondents in the study. This
study is no different. It is recognized that additional subsets of the consumer population
could be interviewed to see how far reaching the consumer-firm bond might be. This
study makes no claims other than to recognize the discussion presented and suggest that it
is a reasonable representation of the consumer-firm experience for the respondents to this
study.
However, having said that, it is worthy of note as Ihde ( 1 986 p. 1 46- 147) says
"As this experience is designed and transmitted linguistically, however, it becomes
accessible and, perhaps, strongly relevant to individuals who have never gone through it.
The linguistic designation . . . abstracts the experience from its individual biographical
occurrences. It becomes an objective possibility for everyone or at any rate for everyone
within a certain type . . ; that is, it becomes anonymous in principle, even if it is still
associated with the feats of specific individuals."

If this is the case and the participants

do represent other individuals with similar "biographical occurrences," there is a distinct
possibility that the consumer-firm profile discussed in this paper may offer insight and
the essence of a far-reaching phenomenon.
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Bowlby indicated that bonding behaviors are innate and very stable as long as the
environment remains stable, " . . . or at least remains stable so long as the environment
remains within the range of that in which the species usually lives. In such an
environment, therefore, it appears in a predictable form in all members of the species, and
so is often termed a 'species characteristic. ' " (Bowlby 1982 p.63). If this is the case and
the bonding experience does transfer from the infant-caregiver relationship context to the
consumer-firm relationship context so long as the marketplace environment remains
within a stable range, consumers that frequent the marketplace may be expected to
continue to engage firms in bonding relationships as a consumer characteristic.
This dissertation gives consideration to the notion of a consumer characteristic
represented in this study and recognizes that consumers may share the same "species
characteristics" as others in the community from a species, behavioral, and physiognomy
perspective.

MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS
Marketing practitioners recognize the important part the customer plays in the
long-term well being of their company. Many practitioners are aware of the differences
between transactional and relationship marketing strategies and the role they play in their
firms. The customer is regarded as possibly the most highly-valued asset in many
companies today and the firm is (re)organized around the focal point of the customer, and
rightly so.
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It is recognized that for many firms the quickest and easiest way to build cash
inflows and potential profits is to embrace an existing customer database and encourage
them to repeat purchase. Obtaining new customers may be costly, time consuming, and
even then the new customers typically don't spend as much money per transaction as an
existing customer. Reichheld and Sasser (1 990) have indicated that reducing existing
customer attrition by just 5% can result in between 25-85% in increased profits.
It is the position of this paper that many practitioners are well aware of the
consumer-firm relationship. For example, Robinette and Brand (200 1 ), two executives at
Hallmark, have recently written a book about the success of the "emotional" marketing
strategies used by Hallmark. When discussing consumer-firm relationship marketing,
Fournier ( 1 998) indicates that practitioners are significantly ahead of academicians, as
theory and construct development have been slow to emerge. This study suggests that
although practitioners may be ahead of academicians in practice in the marketplace, there
may still be room for increased understanding of the nature of the consumer-firm bond.
The work by Robinette and Brand (2001) support this notion, as they were able to explain
the tactical applications of what they termed "emotional marketing." However, they
failed to explain how the emotional elements fit into the overall makeup and experience
of the consumer. They also were unable to describe well the larger picture of the
consumer-firm bond that had taken place between Hallmark and some of its customers.
These ongoing existing customer-firm interactions may develop into secure and
long-term relationships. This is important to the practitioner as it means firms may enjoy
long-term consumer companions and potential steady positive streams of cash flow. The
notion of a consumer-firm bond from the perspective of the consumer offered in this
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paper is relevant to the practitioner. As practitioners understand the interactive facets of
the bond profile and how the bonding process evolves, it could lead to stronger
consumer-firm bonds and relationships and may offer the firm distinctive, competitive
advantage and the consumer a more fulfilling relationship experience with the firm.
It has been posited in this paper that there exists relevant social psychology theory and
freshly garnered market intelligence data from this study suggesting that it is an innate
desire from a deeply seated pre existing motivation for consumers to bond with selected
firms in the marketplace. Of course, not all customers are created equally. Some
consumers may have a positive predisposition to bond with a preferred firm over another
similar firm with similar market offerings. This consumer characteristic is of importance
to practitioners as it means that by having greater understanding into the aspects and
process of the bonding phenomenon, practitioners may be able to influence how and with
which firms consumers may bond.

Is The Notion of a Consumer-Firm Bond of use to all Practitioners?

The question has to be asked if the bonding notions presented in this paper are of
importance and use to all marketing practitioners. The position taken by this author is
that the answer is no, not at all ! In order for the bonding phenomenon to have material
effect on a firm's marketing plan, the practitioner must address the following two queries:
1)
2)

Is your firm engaged in either (or both) relational or transactional
marketing strategic and tactical application?
Do your current consumers develop attachments, positive affect, or
bonds with your firm?
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If the firm is engaged in the development of relationship marketing campaigns

and is striving to engage its current and future customers in long-term committed
relationships and the firm has recognized that some of its existing customers have
positive attachments to the firm, then this is a firm that can possibly benefit from this line
of research.
As a firm recognizes the bonding phenomenon between itself and it' s customers,
it may recognize the far-reaching implication of the bond and how it can be implemented
and executed in all the strategic and tactical elements of the marketing plan.
With appropriate application and understanding of consumer perception and the
bonding process, it will allow for possible increase in consumer satisfaction, trust,
commitment, and loyalty toward a firm and discourage the consumer from switching to
alternative marketplace offerings. The bond between a consumer and a firm may
function as an emotional hurdle that in effect will discourage a consumer from switching
behavior. Greater loyalty may be achieved in part by recognizing and focusing more
intently on the specific aspects of the bonding phenomenon that the consumers indicate
are important and present in their bonding experience with the (specific) firm. It will be
soon recognized by a firm that the full range of bonding responses described in this
dissertation is seldom seen in all of its consumers. Thus, important consideration should
be given to the aspects of the bonding profile that relate to their firm. A firm that is
concerned with relationship marketing is focused on long-term customer retention and
developing ongoing, mutually satisfying relationships with their consumers - this is by
definition part of the bonding phenomenon.
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The bond may be responsible for greater stability in a relationship by increasing
the notions of loyalty, satisfaction, and commitment described in this paper and is linked
to multiple aspects of the consumer-firm relationship. This paper posits that the bond
serves as a well-fitting antecedent to the commitment variable. This is suggested, as the
notion of the bond is that of a continuous on-going process. It is also posited that
consumers with stronger bonds with a firm desire to have these bonds with the firm.
Commitment, as described in this paper, is a subjective mental association of an
. individual wanting to continue the relationship toward the company.

There is Something Goofy at Disney1

Perhaps one of the better examples of a firm that has successfully captured the
notion of a consumer-firm bond is the Disney Corporation (Kotler and Armstrong 2004).
The mega Walt Disney Corporation is perhaps the foremost family entertainment
company in the world today. As one considers the world-of-Disney, one's thoughts are
immersed in heartwarming cartoons, seemingly real-life charactertures, and the premier
theme parks now scattered throughout the world. When asked about the allure of the

World-of-Disney, patrons to the theme parks do not speak to the Magic Kingdom, Epcot
Center, MGM Studios, or Animal Kingdom. They do not describe the thrilling rides or
stress the desire for an autograph by Mickey Mouse. Patrons of the park describe the
friendliness of the Disney employees, the cleanliness of the facilities, and how the
experiences in the park make them feel. They describe the warmth and safety of the
Disney environment. Disney is a wellspring of positive emotion and affect. This is no
1

Primary case source: Kotler and Armstrong (2004) ''Principle of Marketing" 101h Ed, p.39. Pearson Prentice Hall.
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coincidence. It is a carefully sought and developed plan inaugurated by a loving and
humanistic man, Walt Disney, over 75 years ago when he brought to life Steam Boat
Willy and the first Mickey Mouse cartoon.
Since Mickey appeared on the screen and worked his Disney magic into all of our
hearts, the Disney Corporation has done well - very well. However, things have
changed. During the late 80' s revenues grew at in impressive rate of 23% and net income
soared at an average of 50% a year. Over the past 5 years, sales have averaged an
increase at a very modest 3% and net income is down by 23%.
The question has to be asked: How has this happened? What is going on at the
Walt Disney Corporation that has resulted in such backsliding? After all, we hold Disney
to be one of the leading relationship-marketing corporations in the world. This paper
describes them as a corporation that understands the minds and hearts of its customers
that had successfully developed close attachments and bonds with many of them. If this
is the case and Disney understands the notions of consumer-firm bonding at an emotional
level and they are indeed expert relationship marketers, why is the firm losing so much
ground financially? This paper considers at least part of the answer a simple one. Over
the years Disney has taken a very careful look at its SBU portfolio and significantly
altered it. Strategic decisions were made to transform Disney into an international media
and entertainment conglomerate. The Walt Disney Corporation now owns a major stake
in the following:
•

ABC - a major television and radio network. Along with 1 0 company
owned television stations, 29 radio stations, and 1 3 international broadcast
channels.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sixteen cable networks (including the Disney Channel, Toon Disney,
SoapNet, ESPN, A&E, the History Channel, Lifetime Television, E !
Entertainment, and the ABC Family Channel).
Four television production companies and eight movie production and
distribution companies (including Walt Disney Pictures, Touchstone
Pictures, Hollywood Pictures, and Miramax Films).
Five magazine publishing groups (including Hyperion Books and
Miramax Books).
Five music labels (including Hollywood Records and Mammoth Records).
Nineteen Internet groups (including Disney Online, Disney' s Daily Blast,
ABC.com, ESPN Sportzone, Family.com, Toysmart.com, NASCAR.com.
NBA.com, and NFL.com).
Disney Interactive (which develops and markets computer software, video
games, and CD-ROMS).
The Disney Store - 660 retail store locations carrying Disney-related
merchandise.
Disney Cruise Lines
Two sports franchises (the Mighty Ducks of Anaheim hockey team and
the Anaheim Angels baseball team.

This is an impressive list of acquisitions and growth and it is this paper's
position that Disney has well accomplished its objective of becoming an
international media and entertainment conglomerate. However, there has been a
cost, not just the staggering financial retreat. It is the position of this paper that
even though the Disney Corporation is a master at relationship marketing, it has
changed its focus. The strategic plan to alter the SBU portfolio of the corporation
seems to have overshadowed the once beloved Firm. This case is included in this
paper as it suggests that even though a firm may indeed be an expert in the
relationship marketing and consumer-firm bonding arena, it can still perform
poorly. Relationship marketing and the consumer-firm bonding is not a panacea.
It is simply a component in the overall strategic approach to the marketplace. The
development of high levels of consumer-firm bonding does not ensure financial
success.
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FUTURE RESEARCH
As is often the case, findings from one study tend to open doors and query the
mind for future research. This dissertation is no different. Several ideas for future
research have been spawned from this initial foray in the notion of the consumer-firm
bond.

Psychological Tension

An interesting observation and unexpected finding that comes from this study is
that as the participants described their bonding and loyalty experiences it was apparent
that they were in some level of psychological tension. This could lead to both positive
and negative emotions. This observation is apparent from both visual aspects as one
considers the video recordings of the interviews and/or the transcripts of the participants.
Consider the following example of Kristan (previous used in this dissertation) as she
describes her shopping profile and experiences with Wal-Mart, Target, Big-Lots, and
Burlington Coat Factory simultaneously (edited):
P: OK - I am a person who is loyal to a point. I mean I' m loyal, loyal, loyal, but
I can become a traitor. I can lose my loyalty if I get either disgruntled by a price
and I think, naaa, I'm not doing that. Or if they don't have something that I, let
me give you an example. Maternity clothes - when I was - I love Target. I love
Target and if I had to choose I'd go to Target over Wal-Mart except for sometimes
they're more expensive, or sometimes they don't have things I want there. But
when it came to maternity clothes, they are the pits. So I didn't, rather than going
there and being loyal, I went to Burlington Coat Factory and they had the best.
But when it came down to the prices, Wal-Mart beat them all, so I ended up
buying from Wal-Mart. So I can lose my loyalty pretty quickly. I might have a
longing to go somewhere I'd rather be, but when I start to see that's not going to
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meet a need, then I am likely to go somewhere else. But if I had my druthers, if I
got in a car and said, "I want to go shop today," and I set out, I'd want to go to
Target. That's where I'd set out to go.
P: Target. . . . I'm probably. I' d call Wal-Mart my, I go to other places, I try to
stay away, I think, 'no, I'm not gonna do it' , but I always end up there because I
they always end up having what I want. So probably there's this kind of defiant
loyalty to Wal-Mart - hahaha - I check about 10 other places and now I end up
going back there because they' re the ones that end up having the best price. I
love Burlington Coat Factory, I love Big Lots, when they've got it but I can easily
become disgruntled by Big Lots because I think, 'you know, they don't have
anything I need' , and go back to Wal-Mart.
I: You said something interesting I'd kind of like to go back to-you said you go
to Wal-Mart defiantly.
P: l do.

I: Tell me about that.
P: The atmosphere is a nightmare to me I hate parking out there, I hate all of the
people mulling around, I feel crowded in Wal-Mart. To me, I like Target because
I like the appearance of it, I like the way things are set up aesthetically, and to me,
Wal-Mart just has things that's made, I just don't like the way that I feel when I
am in it. But I start thinking, "I need this and this and this" and a lot of times I
don't shop because I know that when I go in there I'm gonna buy things that I
don't need and I end up just coming home with more junk, and this is a little
house, and the last thing we need is more stuff, and so I don't like to go there - if
I can avoid it I will. Because I end up with more than I need and I just don't,
aesthetically, I just like Target better I just like, I like the style of things, I like the
colors there better, I can't explain that, but the things they have, their displays and
the colors that they have set out, I just like the way it looks better. There is just
something about it. It seems neater, cleaner, tighter, smaller. Even the Super
Target, which I rarely got to, I just don't like it so big, it's like you spend hours in
the aisles and get lost. I prefer it smaller and tighter and cleaner and more
colorful. Hahahah That is what I like. But when it comes to Big Lots, I don't go
in expecting that, I just expect a big warehouse, you know. I don't have the same
expectations. To me Big Lots, you just go in and it's kind of a free-for-all, I don't
have the same . . . I have a specific way of looking at Big Lots so I go in there, and
I don't expect anything . . . I'm just looking for deals and so . . .
I: Tell me what a shopping experience at Target is like for you?
P: It's palatable . . . hahaha . . . I like it. You go in there, I have a nice red cart, you
know, I like the color. I like the red� I don't like the blue in Wal-Mart. The carts
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seem smaller, cleaner. Straight down the aisle, I know what to expect, everything
is put up, cleaned up, nicely hung. I just er . . I might go in I might be looking
for. . . what happens is usually I try to use self-control, and I just try to get my one
thing, but I end up spending more time just looking and kind of playing around . . .
.It could be three hours before I come out, and I may come out with just two
things, because if I use self-control I can do it
This is an interesting part of the dialog as Kristan continually expresses how she
would prefer to shop at her store of choice Target but continually finds herself making
purchases at Wal-Mart. She has very negative emotions and perceptions toward Wal
Mart and continually expresses them. However, she continues to shop there because of
their superior selection of products and favorable reduced prices.
Kristan describes a state of tension as she speaks to her preferred stores of
Burlington Coat Factory, Target, and Big Lots. She describes her self as loyal to them
and says she would prefer to shop at these store. She also describes how her loyalty is
soon swayed as she finds herself making on-going purchases at Wal-Mart. The fact that
she clams loyalty to Target, Burlington Coat Factory, and Big Lots while at the same
time she is purchasing items from Wal-Mart seems to cause her considerable
psychological tension. The strength of language used and the emphases on her desire to
not shop at Wal-Mart are indicative of the tension that she feels within.
It is suggested here that the motivation to form bonds with firms may be driven by
the innate drive to form attachments.

In

this case negative emotions are expressed as

Kristan feels she is discouraged from shopping at her preferred stores and makes her
purchases from Wal-Mart - a store with which she has no desire to form attachments.
Perhaps the tension that is felt within an individual is part of the motivating factor
to develop bonds. Bowlby ( 1 969) indicated that infants exhibited significant amounts of
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psychological tension when they were separated from their nurturers and became highly
motivated to reunite.
This notion of psychological tension could prove to be fertile ground for a future
research paper. Review of the literature on motivation and intrinsic drives would be
interesting to bring together with the data in this study. Hypotheses could be developed
and tested that could possibly either support or refute the notion that the consumer-firm
bond could be considered an innate motivation.

The Consumer-Firm Bond as an Instinct
Bowlby ( 1969, 1 973, 1982) suggested that the drive within an infant to develop
bonds with its nurturer is innate or instinctive. This genotypic approach suggests that
individuals are born with these bonding drives and work toward accomplishing them as
end states.
This dissertation has found support for the presence of a consumer-firm bond
within the marketplace and now posits the query as to whether these bonds are
"instinctive" within the consumer. Although there was rich description from the
participants as they described their bonding experiences with self-selected retail stores
there was insufficient evidence to conclude that these bonding drives are instinctive.
In order for a reasonable argument to be tendered that either supports or refutes
the notion that the bond is an instinctive drive within in the consumer that is manifest in
the marketplace, support would have to be developed suggesting that bonding is an
instinct. This type of support would be the result of more research that not only offers
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support for the notion of a bond but also demonstrates the psychological nature of the
bonding phenomena.

_Bonding and the Environment
An intriguing question that has come to light at the conclusion of this study is one
that gives consideration to the environmental setting. Stated simply, there is some
question as to whether the consumer develops bonds and attachments with the retail firm
of their choosing or whether the retail firm simply creates an environment with which the
consumer bonds.
Bowlby's work reflected the notion that infants developed bonds with a caregiver.
This is an example of a dyadic bond between two people. The question that this study
now posits is whether the consumer actually develops a bond with the retail store in a
similar dyadic tradition as described by Bowlby or whether the consumer is simply
ingratiated within an environmentally nurturing context that satisfies the bonding desire.
The later would indicate that the consumer may be bonding with the environmental
setting.
To respond to this query a study could be developed to seek out the types of
environments and contextual settings in which consumers describe bonds or bonding
behaviors. This study provides a platform for this nature of discovery, as the profile of
the bond as constituted in this study would lend itself to be tested for absence or presence
in other environments.
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Anthropomorphism

Perhaps one of the most readily apparent and revealing characteristics of the
nature of this interpreti vistic study is the apparent readiness with which many of the
respondents in this study anthropomorphize their relationship with the store(s) they chose
to talk about. This is clearly discernable as one considers the language, metaphors, terms,
and individual word choices that the respondents use when discussing the stores in the
interviews. Frequently, attribution to human characteristics and feelings are included
readily in the language and word choices.
This was an unanticipated and surprising finding from this research. The notion
of anthropomorphic conveyance is a ubiquitous and general finding for this dissertation.
It is a notion to which this study had given no consideration at the inauguration of the
study. However, it has become an intriguing finding. It is believed to be an important
general finding because of the way that many participants in the study so readily describe
either a store directly or their own relational profile with a store using humanistic feeling
and language.
Consider t_he following examples. In this first example, two excerpts are taken in
midstream as Sarah was struggling to find the words to explain a feeling towards the
store. In the second part of Sarah's example, she is explaining her feelings toward the
delivery service men that work for the store.
Sarah and the store:
I: What's it like for you to know before you go into the store that they're going to
have the products that you need?
P: It 's fabulous! It 's like having a friend you know you can trust. You can count
on it. They 're going to be there when you need them. Because my life is pretty
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busy and frantic, and when I want something, I want it now. It's traumatic for me
to want something and have to run all around town looking for it. One time I
wanted a martini shaker and went to a couple of stores that I thought would have
it, and then I ended up getting on the phone and calling about 20 places. You'd
think it would be the easiest thing in the world to find. Actually, now I know
where you can get it, but I don't like to have to spend that much time. It 's just
really neat to know, it's like knowing a person and knowing what you can expect
from them. It's a feeling of comfort and security.
I: It's interesting that you said it' s like having a friend that you can trust. Tell me
about that.
P: I know that when I need them I can count on them. You know, and in return,
they can count on me . . .
(Sarah 222-239)
The next part of the example is Sarah referring to the deliverymen who work for that
store:
I: So what is it like for you to know they have the products, the service, and the
personnel there before you ever go to the store?
P: I' st kinda like having a group offour goodfriends that you 've hadfor 20 years.
It's like, why bother to go and look for new friends. You have got everything you
need right here. That is kinda how I feel. It's nice and I don't mean it' s like
friends . . . I am using an analogy. . . your needs are met y'know and you know
you can count on them and trust them
(Sarah 468-475)
The second example is by Harry. It is brief, yet poignant. This is the part of the
interview where Harry describes the store in anthropomorphic terms as a womb. It i s
hard to imagine a more intimate and comforting attributional metaphor than that of a
"womb." Once again, taken mid-stream in the interview:
. . . the atmosphere is fantastic, you just feel so comfortable, it's just an
emotionally, psychologically beautiful comforting store that makes you feel warm
and secure. You feel like you're in a womb, because it' s just so comfortable
mentally and physically and I just absolutely love it.
(Harry 290-293)
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The notion of anthropomorphism is not only an interesting finding from this
dissertation, but also worthy of additional research. It promotes additional questions into
the nature of the consumer-firm relationship. The fact that some of the participants
anthropomorphize offers support for the notion that the bond is a deeply seated emotional
part of their being. The line of questioning it suggests would focus upon the nature and
extent of the bonding experience. What is the commonality in structure of the consumer
firm bond and individual-individual dyadic bond that would cause a participant in the
study to use similar language and terms to describe the phenomenon? It suggests that
there is more to the bonding notion than this first foray, offered by this dissertation, has
captured and offers support for a continued stream of research that builds upon this study.

Consumer-Firm Bond Theory Development

During the introductory phase of this dissertation an argument was presented to
suggest that relationship marketing is the emergence of a new paradigm (in the marketing
literature) and the consumer-firm bond fits well into this paradigm as an appropriate
context for research. It was also suggested that existing theories from social psychology
could be combined to offer a theoretical development of relationship marketing (see
figure 2-1 ).
It is now posited that a more complete historical framework could be developed to
include of reference not only from the social psychology and marketing literatures but
also inclusion of sociology, cultural ethnography, personality psychology, and others,
could be brought together to offer a much fuller picture of a possible theoretical
foundation for the development of the consumer-finn bond. Thus far in this dissertation
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attachment theory, equity theory, bonding theory, and marketing orientation theory have
been offered as a platform for the development of relationship marketing theory. This
dissertation now considers a more fully developed and richer model could be a
contribution to the relationship marketing literature.
This theoretical development of relationship marketing and consumer-firm
bonding theory would in part respond to a call in the relationship marketing literature for
the development of theory (Arantola 2002, Palmer 2002). This theoretical development
would also address the notion by Fournier (1998) that academicians are delinquent in
theory and construct development when compared to practitioners.
It is recognized that this work would solely be a theoretical piece of research.
However, it is hoped that such a line of thought in the literature would stimulate
additional discussion in the literature and facilitate the advancement and development of
our thinking within the domain of relationship marketing.

How Consumer-Firm Relationships Evolve

It has been posited in this dissertation that the consumer-firm bond is at the heart
of the consumer-firm relationship. The findings of this study indicate that the consumer
firm bond is an integral part of the consumer-firm interaction.
There is literature in both marketing and psychology that suggests that humanistic
relationships are developed through a series of hierarchal phases. It is generally held that
there are sequential steps in relationship development that follow a typical1y prescribed
pattern. The sequence is: 1 ) awareness, 2) exploration, 3) expansion, 4) commitment, and
5) dissolution (Dwyer, Schurr and Oh 1987, Holmes 1991 , Holmes and Rempel 1 989,
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Scanzoni 1 979, Thibaut and Kelly 1 959) and that these relationships develop over what is
typically an extended period of time (Macnei1 1978, 1980, Dwyer, Schurr and Oh 1 987).
The interesting part of this discussion is that none of the participants in this study
described their relationships in these developmental terms. For example, Nancy spoke of
the relationship she had developed with Gordon Taylor, a moderately-priced women 's
clothier, for specialized women' s apparel. She talked about her success in locating hard
to-find items at Gordon Taylor and the favorable pricing schedule. She also reflected
extensively on how the store had alleviated many negative emotions such as frustration,
anxiety, insecurity, and worry; in a real sense Gordon Taylor represents the safety harbor
and place of security described in Bowlby' s work ( 1 969, 1973, 1980, 1 982). The bond
between Nancy and Gordon Taylor developed for Nancy as she located the hard-to-find
dress for a wedding. It is also important to note that the bond did not develop over an
extended period of time. It occurred within one or two visits, as she was successful in
locating affordable items.
A second example of perceptual bond development from this study is Harry. He
developed a bond very quickly with McClellan ' s, an upscale men 's clothier. Harry

describes in detail the facets of his relationship that included the "gourmet" clothing, the
"outstanding" service, and the genre' and ambience of the store itself. Again, similar to
Nancy, what Harry does not do is describe his attachment with McClellan ' s as
developing over an extended period of time. In fact, his relationship developed rather
quickly. Also, similar to Nancy, Harry does not describe his relationship development in
terms of phases or a hierarchal development. His description of his relationship with
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McClellan' s and consumer-firm bond development is similarly related to a series of ·
critical incidents and key events.
A final example of bond formation that is based on critical incidents and key
events is that offered by Loren. She described her experience of finding a health food
store that was able to offer her the quality of products (ingredients) that was accompanied
by her preferred customer representative service style.
These examples suggest (and there are others - consider Sarah and the furniture
store or Kristan and Target) the participants did not describe their relationship
development in terms of developmental phases described above nor did they need an
extended period of time for the bond to develop. What these participants describe are
relationships that develop around a series of key incidents or critical events. These
incidents and events may include a variety of aspects of the bonding profile such as the
store, products, customer service reps, and service. This is intriguing as it suggests that
the consumers described their relationship and attachment development in a somewhat
different fashion to that described in the literature.
This study suggests that the notion of consumer-firm relational development may
not be fully captured in the existing literature and that there may be a richness and depth
in thinking about bond and relationship development yet to be described. This does not
propose that there are better ways to consider relationship and bond development but
rather that the historic approaches should be used to build upon. It is suggested here that
there may be a complimentary yet inherently different way of considering relational
development that includes temporality notions combined with critical incident in the
consumer-firm interactive relationship.
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Consumer Personality Traits may be Influential within the Consumer-Firm Bond
Although much has been written in this study about the consumer-firm bond, very
little consideration has been given to the individual differences, characteristics, or
personality traits of the participants in this study. There is some understanding of the
consumer-firm bonding experiences by the participants in this study with their preferred
stores. However, less is known about the participants themselves and their individual
differences.
It is suggested that there may be key moderating individual differences in
consumers that encourage or discourage a propensity for them to engage in either
developing bonds or developing specific types of bonds in the marketplace. There may
be individual differences that result in distinct patterns of bonding such as secure,
insecure, or anxious/ambivalent bonds previously discussed (Ainsworth, Blehar, Waters
and Wall 1 978).
This notion of individual difference characteristics may also be related to another
unexpected finding of this dissertation. It was asked of the participants in the study if
they had ' . . . had a close relationship with a store that for whatever reason had been
broken?' The response was passionate, immediate, emotional, and surprising.
Participants typically had no trouble recounting and reflecting back on previous
relationships and bonds with stores in the past. This reflection was typically
accompanied by melancholy and strong emotion. Also, as one may remember, many of
the participants reflected upon consumer-firm relationships had occurred well over a
decade earlier.
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The combination of an individual's propensity to form bonds, the types of
possible bond formation, and the individual characteristics that enable a consumer to
remember a consumer-firm bond vividly and reencounter the bonding experiences with
preferred and selected stores so strongly may all be moderated by some individual
difference variable or combination of variables.
There are already in place valid and reliable measures in the social and
personality psychology literature. Some of these measures that may be worthy of
consideration may include trust, intimacy, innovativeness, and femininity.

CONCLUSION

This final chapter offered a brief summary of the findings of this dissertation. It
suggested that there is significant support for the notion that a bond can develop in the
mind of a consumer toward a preferred store of choice. Evidence, available from the
participants in this study is unambiguous. It is in keeping with what is known about the
development of bonding behavior. Discussion was presented that exemplified how this
study acknowledged and attempted to ameliorate the inherent limitations to the
methodological and philosophical tradition. In conclusion, it appears that if nothing else,
this study has offered a platform for continued research. This notion is supported by
suggestions for additional research. The questions and general topics offered for
consideration as additional research have all come about serendipitously as off springs
from this initial investigation into the consumer-firm bond. This dissertation supports
the notion for additional research into the consumer-firm bond within the contextual
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setting of the marketplace. It is hoped you have enjoyed and been enlightened by some
of the things you have read in this dissertation. If this is the case - sit tight and wait until
the next exciting episode. The best is yet to come !
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Appendix 1
Bond Glossary

•

Bond - a perceptual notion in the mind of the consumer toward the company.
Facets of the bond may include themes such as a felt sense of closeness, comfort,
proximity, familiarity, security, and reduced anxiety and separation distress.

•

Bond as an Evaluative Notion - the bond as perceived in the mind of the
consumer may be considered an evaluative notion if it is used to offer an
evaluation of the type of bond i.e. secure, insecure, strength.

•

Bonding Behaviors - refers to both the actions and behaviors (intentional and
non-conscious) in which the consumer engages the firm. Bonding behaviors can
not only be found at the interaction point of the consumer-firm relationship but
also considers the cogito.

•

Bonding Desires - indicates that there is an intrinsic motivation within each
individual that drives them toward a bond state. This bonding desire can be
considered innate and natural; it may be above or below the threshold of
awareness.

•

Bond Development - refers to the natural progression of the consumer through
the relationship phases as the consumer-firm bond evolves.

•

Bonding Experience - is found to occur when the consumer interacts with the
firm through any of the constructs in the consumer-firm bond model that either
strengthens the consumer-firm bond or moves the consumer closer toward, or
away from, a bond state (see bond process).

•

Bond Process - in this study it is held that the experiences the consumer has had
(may still be having) with the firm can be considered the consumer-firm bonding
process. It is posited that these experiences are stored within the minds of the
consumers and may be responsible for the development of possible schema or
memories.

•

Bond Profile - considers the facets of the bond and their highly interactive
nature.

•

Bond State - represents a psychological desired outcome. This psychological
desired outcome influences the consumer's actions toward obtaining this desired
outcome. For facets of the bond state profile, see "Bond" above.

•

Bond Theory - refers to the nomological network surrounding the bond that is
the phenomenon of interest.
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Appendix 2
Exploratory Interview: Participant #1
First Participant 30th May 3:30PM

Interviewer: First Participant, let me just get this recorder on here. I hope it' s OK with
you if I tape this interview as it simply makes it easier for me to reflect on our visit today
without having to take notes. That OK?
First Participant: I understand . . . yer, it's all OK - I' d probably do the same thing with
my memory too ( chuckling). I have a little tape recorder of my own that I tape things in
the car - it helps me.
Interviewer: Let me start from the top then. Let me ask you - do you think of yourself,
do you consider yourself to be a consumer that is loyal to any particular brands or
products or stores - do you usually go back to the same stores to buy the same things?
First Participant: No . . . not at all. I'm not loyal to any thing like that.
Interviewer: Tell me about that.
First Participant: Well, hang on . . . (pause) I am loyal on some things-I would be loyal
to some things.
Interviewer: OK - like what?
First Participant: Ummm, automobiles - I would be loyal to an automobile brand
Interviewer: What Brand First Participant?
First Participant: Toyota.
Interviewer: Go on, tell me about that. Why Toyota?
First Participant: Urnm . . . well my family has had good luck with Toyota's. And I have
had very good luck them too . . . I think they are good cars.
Interviewer: So if you had to buy a new car . . . ?
First Participant: If I had to buy a new car today a Toyota would be the first thing I
would look at. Doesn't mean I would buy one but for sure I would go to the Toyota
dealer first. Oh Yer.
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Interviewer: OK, are you loyal to anything other than automakers?
First Participant: . . . (pause) loyal to certain food brands to some products but not all.
Umm. . canned vegetables (laughing). I do only like Campbell's soups and Le Sour
(sp ?) brand early peas !
Interviewer: Tell me about that.
First Participant: If I can't find Campbell's I won't buy the generic soups and it is the
same with Le Sours early peas - if I can't find them, I won't buy peas that day.
Interviewer: OK you have brought up groceries - can I ask where do you buy most of
your groceries from?
First Participant: I am not loyal to any particular grocery store and nor do I use coupons.
What ever is convenient. Doesn't matter where I am - work, home, on the way what ever
is most convenient.
Interviewer: First Participant, suppose you had to buy some new clothes for a special
occasion with Brad. Any particular store you would go to first?
First Participant: No
Interviewer: Where would you go?
First Participant: That is so hard because I won't go to the mall. I don't like the mall.
Interviewer: Do you have any favorite boutiques or specialty stores you might go to?
First Participant: No. I um . . . . maybe the discount stores in pigeon forge. Yer, Yer, . .
. Yer I'm . . . Pigeon Forge outlets or second hand stores or goodwill. I won't go to the
mall. I won't buy any article of clothing that hasn't been marked down. I will not pay
full price for anything. Actually, Big Lots is one of my favorite places to shop. I buy
everything at Big Lots - I really do. I love Big Lots
Interviewer: Why?
First Participant: - just cos they got great stuff and it' s cheap. Yer, I go to Big Lots a lot.
That' s where I go more than any place. I don't buy cloths there.
Interviewer: What do you buy there?
First Participant: Decorative items, wrapping paper, candles, just stuff. Gifts. I always
buy a lot of gifts and I always go to my Big Lots.
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Interviewer: So when you go to Big Lots do you go with a list of things to get or are you
somewhat opportunistic and just see what is there?
First Participant: I just see what is there. Owwwwww you can't go there with anything in
particular you just go and see if they have any good stuff. I like my Big Lots.
Interviewer: How does it make you feel knowing Big Lots is there.
First Participant: Owwww great! That would always my first place I go when I need
candle holders, lamps, y' know all sorts of things.
Interviewer: You mentioned gifts. So, if you have to buy some gifts - say it' s Christmas
is Big Lots a place you might go?
First Participant: (laughing) YES ! That would be the first place I would go and then of
course Old Time Pottery I am very loy'al to Big Lots and Old Time Pottery. I always go
there a lot. I am very comfortable at both places. So, I guess I am loyal to some stores.
Hummm. (Laughing). That is where I always go to first. I have just never thought about
it like that.
Interviewer: It's interesting First Participant, I think I am learning that many of us have
relationships with stores that we didn't realize we had
First Participant: True. True. It's just because I never think about it that way. But I am
very loyal to my Big Lots and Old Time Pottery. I go there first - I have never thought
about it before like that.
Interviewer: What is it about these stores that brings you back each time. I know the
variety of products and prices are right for you but how do these stores make you feel
First Participant?
First Participant: well there is the confidence . . . there is confidence that I will find
something. There is a security before I go there that I know I will find something y'know
something, a baby gift, wedding gifts, y'know something like that - there is the
confidence and security that you will find something when you go there and get cheap
stuff. And it's fun. That is the good part it is fun! Shopping there is fun for me. My
thrill there is shopping to get the biggest bargain. That is the fun thing. To say to people
- and it is a really bad habit I have gotten in to - someone will say "I love your shoes"
and I will say, like - I got these for $8.99 at Big Lots. I have to tell them. It is something
that I have been mindful to quit doing but I am so excited about my bargains that I want
to tell everybody.
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Interviewer: Help me out here First Participant. When you go to Big Lots or the Pottery
place you start to have feeling. Some of the feelings you have just mentioned are
confidence, comfort, fun, security. . .
First Participant: um humm yer.
Interviewer: How important are those feeling to you.
First Participant: That' s VERY important.
Interviewer: Why?
First Participant: Why . . . well (laughing) I kinda think of my self as a bottom feeder.
. and well, y'know it makes me so happy that there is this surplus of this stuff that people
like me who couldn't go out to the Mall and get things can get all the leftoyers and
leftovers are fine for me. And that is why I say I am a bottom feeder (laughing) I' m like a
catfish . . . and that is part of it too. Even if I had the financial means to go and buy stuff
at Sacs Fifth Avenue - I wouldn't do it because it' s not in my . . . . what is the word I am
looking for. . . . let's just say it' s not in my nature.
Interviewer: So First Participant, this is getting interesting now - do you think it is iri
your nature to find the best deals you can.
First Participant: YES ! Yes I do
Interviewer: Tell me about that and some of the shops we have been discussing.
First Participant: Ohhhh that is easy - you see I love to shop for the bargains and the mall
won't let me do that but Big Lots does. That is why I always go there and it' s fun. I think
it is so great that we live in a country were there is so much excess that you can go to _B ig
Lots and get this great something for $7.99 that I had seen the exact same thing in a
catalog that came to my house for $39.99. That is wonderful.
Interviewer: Do you think you would have the same feelings if you had the financial
resources and shopped at Sacs Fifth Avenue that you have when you shop at Big Lots.
First Participant: Only if I found a good bargain. And only if I was having fun shopping
there too and I knew I could find what I was looking for and it was . . . . what's the word,
I don't know, y'know comfortable to shop there. That' s the only time I would feel the
same as with Big Lots.
Interviewer: When did your relationship with Big Lots start?
First Participant: When I moved to Tennessee. We had one in Montgomery but I didn't
ever go there I didn't discover it until I moved to Tennessee.
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Interviewer: How did you find it here?
First Participant: A girlfriend took me. I had heard about it but never been there - and
now see I have turned a bunch of other people onto Big Lots. (laughing)
Interviewer: How often do -you shop there?
First Participant: Well, I don't always buy stuff but I go there on the average more than
once a week. Even if I don't buy things it is still fun . . . I don't know any other way to
describe it, there is that thrill of finding the bargain.
Interviewer: Would you like to have that same feeling with other shops or brands - or
don't you really mind. Is this something that you think is only possible with Big Lots?
First Participant: It would be soooo nice - but I don't see how that is possible. I just
don't feel that connection with other stores. I love my Big Lots.
Interviewer: Do you think that you or other shoppers may have a tendency to want to
have these relationships with the shops we go to?
First Participant: Oh Yer! Well . . . it might not be with every store because of the
products they sell but it is nice to have stores to go to that you feel comfortable with,
where you know where everything is and y'know you will get a good deal. But that just
doesn't work with every store - well, not for me anyway . . . I wish it did. It's like I have
a girlfriend that is never satisfied unless it comes from Sacs Fifth Avenue and I really
don't understand that so I know I couldn't have that with every store - no matter how
much I wanted it. It is just taste, it is just what are you wanting from the store, y'know
what are you looking for. Some people can feel comfortable with different stores because
they fit better with them and some don't. I think we all want to have that comfortable
feeling where we shop it' s just some people want to have it more than others. Do you
know what I mean? It' s the same as with relationships with anything really, like pets or
other people, y'know some people are sort of more inclined to have these comfortable
feelings than others.
Interviewer: First Participant, would you describe yourself as the type of person that
likes to have close relationships with people?
First Participant: Yes that' s me alright. I definitely am a people person. I love people well some of them (laughing).
�terviewer: What is it about h�ving re��tionship with people that you like so much?
First Participant: It's fun, y'know nice to be close to your friend' s. I like that. It is
comfortable to be with people you know and it' s nice to be with them.
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Interviewer: Are these feeling of fun and comfort that you feel with your friends the same
as the feelings you have in the shops you have been telling me about? - How are these
feeling different?
First Participant: They're not different. They are the same feeling. I mean when you are
happy you are happy right. Why you are excited and having fun, you are excited and
having fun - it's all the same feeling for me anyway. I don't know why - it's hard to
explain really. Look at it this way. I don't care at all about a brand of furniture. If I had
to buy furniture I wouldn't care at all where it came from or the brand. But there are
other products that I have to get from a few stores. Like Toyota and Big Lots. I don't
know how to tell you - it's hard to explain. What do you think?
Interviewer: What do I think? First Participant I think going shopping for you is more
than just buying items. I think it is an emotional experiences or at least sometimes it is like when you · go to Big Lots. Some of the emotions you seem to keep telling me about
are things like fun and a feeling of comfort. I think that is why you shop at some stores
because they let you feel these things and you have become closer to some of the shops
that let you feel this way.
First Participant: Interviewer you are good (laughing). That is exactly what I was trying
to say. Did you know that all along - I mean before we started talking?
Interviewer: There are some things here that I have been thinking about a bit - but you
told me that today. I was just making sure I was hearing you correctly and that I am
understanding what you are telling me.
First Participant. Oh you understand all right. It' s fun talking to you because most people
would never get this. I know Brad doesn't (laughing). You know there is also a feeling
of accomplishment when I go shopping. It is kind-a-like when you cross things off your
list that you are shopping for. I feel like I have really accomplished some things and
value is very important to me at Big Lots. It is exciting to go shopping there is a feeling
of victory when you get your stuff.
Interviewer: Tell me about the people who work at Big Lots are they important to you in
anyway?
First Participant: Oh. . . I couldn't care less about them.
Interviewer: Tell me about the service there.
First Participant: It is terrible !
Interviewer: Really?
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First Participant: Oh yes - they are really bad. I don't go to Big Lots because of the
service. That is for sure. I go there because . . . it's the digging through the shelves
(laughing) it's finding good stuff for $2.99. I don't like the people. They are nothing
special. They are not very friendly or helpful. The ones in Severville I don't think are
even capable. They are doing good if they just show up and run the cash register. I am
trying to think of other purchases that I am loyal to. It's not groceries, its not food or
cloths.
Interviewer: How about your hairstylist?
First Participant: No, no. . . I wouldn't say. Not at all. Like when I started working in
Knoxville I used Kim's hairdresser. Now I am not in Knoxville anymore I use a more
convenient one that I heard about from a friend in Sevrerville.
Interviewer: How about dry-cleaners?
First Participant: It's whatever is convenient for me. So no - no biggie. I'm not loyal to a
dry-cleaners. There is no one I care to go to in particular. It' s the same with the cloths I
am not loyal to any particular brand. It' s like this girl in Knoxville that has been doing
my hair I really like her but I'm not going to drive all the way to Knoxville to see her. I
like some clothing Brands - Liz Claiborne - I love it. I would buy it at the factory outlet
but never at the mall. Ummm I really like the styles. Sometimes it is not the least
expensive but I like the styles. I have a few nice Liz Claiborne cloths but then I also buy
a cute little T-shirt or pair of shorts at Wal-Mart too. (long pause)
Interviewer: Let me thank you First Participant for talking to me today - you have
helped me a lot. Thanks First Participant.
First Participant: Ahhh the bottom feeder (laughing). This has been so much fun, you
are so good at this (laughing). Thanks for asking me and let me know if I can do anything
else to help !
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Appendix 3
Exploratory Interview: Participant #2
Second Participant 24th May 9:30AM

Interviewer: OK Second Participant, let me start by asking you whether you consider
yourself a loyal shopper - do you generally return to the same stores or buy the same
brands?
Second Participant: Certain stores, definitely certain stores. I am definitely most loyal to
some stores.
Interviewer: Can you give me some examples of stores you shop at regularly. Perhaps a
grocery store?
Second Participant: Oh yes, absolutely, I do have a favorite grocery store, but I haven't
shopped there in a long time. Kroger is definitely my favorite grocery store but I shop at
Wal-Mart because it is cheaper there and I can do it all at once. But there are some
products that I will always go to Kroger to buy.
Interviewer: OK . . so, is it fair to say that there are two groceries stores where you
purchase most of your groceries from then?
Second Participant: That would be it! Yes, I ' d say I get my groceries from two stores.
Absolutely.
Interviewer: About what percentage of your groceries do you get from these stores
combined?
Second Participant: em . . . over 90% - 100% I' d say.
Interviewer: OK, so we have established that you are loyal to some store with regard to
you grocery shopping. Any other stores or types or purchases you can think of that you
are loyal to?
Second Participant: Well, none in the mall - except Dillard's I shop there every year
twice a year when they have that fantastic sale but that is all for cloths. Other than that
when I want cloths I always go to Kohl' s.
Interviewer: Why Kohl's?

30 1

Second Participant: Because they have the same quantity and quality but for a lot
cheaper. A lot less money.
Interviewer: Second Participant, let me see if I am hearing you correctly. Twice now you
have told me that you are price point shopper. You go to Wal-Mart for your groceries
because you like the prices there and you go to Kohl's because you like the prices there.
You have also said you are conscious about quality but as long as your standard for
quality is being met, you then become a price point shopper. Is that a fair assessment of
what you have said? Am I hearing you correctly?
Second Participant: Yes. That is absolutely it - Yes.
Interviewer: Let me ask you a little more about Kohl's. When did you first start shopping
there?
Second Participant: When they first opened. The grand opening sold me. Yep. All the
sales haven't been as good as that grand opening but they have always brought me back.
Whenever they have a sale, I wouldn't miss it. When they have an advertisement on TV,
I will always go. Not necessarily to purchase something but I will always go to check it
out.
Interviewer: How often do you shop there?
Second Participant: I'd have to say quarterly - we don't shop there often. I' d have to say
quarterly.
Interviewer: For whom do you buy clothes?
Second Participant: The whole family, CJ, Andrea, Mariah, and Eric.
Interviewer: S00000 . . . for a family of five . . . to purchase the majority of your clothes at
Kohl' s . . would you say that is a significant part of your family budget?
Second Participant: YES ! Yes it is. Especially with my lot. I purchase dress shirts for
CJ, pretty �uch jeans and shirts for the girls there. Eric' s kind of interesting. I will
purchase a few things for him there but I will also walk next door to Old Navy for little
boy clothes. He is the only one I will go next door for - pretty much every one else get
there cloths from Kohl's.
Interviewer: Why, why is that - what is different about Eric's cloths?
Second Participant: (Laughing) I like cute little boy's clothes and the only place I can get
them is Kohl' s. This is not just Sunday best cute but every day cute. I can get cute girls
cloths at Kohl' s but not cute little boys cloths and Eric likes to dress up.
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Interviewer: How long would you say you have had this relationship with Kohl's?
Second Participant: owww. . . about three years rd guess. Maybe a bit longer.
Interviewer: Why do· you think that this relationship has developed?
Second Participant: (long pause 15 seconds+/-). First of all . . .if we went looking for
something they have always had it. I don't have to go to 2-3 stores looking for something.
That would probably be my first reason. My second reason is convenience it is in a good
place with where I work and price (inaudible).
Interviewer: What is important about the relationship you have with Kohl 's?
Second Participant: I would say the customer service is what has kept me their hand in
hand with the prices.
Interviewer: Tell me about that - what is important about the customer service?
Second Participant: The people make the relationship stronger. Let's go back to the
grocery store. When I first moved to TN, I first went to a Food Lion. I was right next to
the K-Mart there I tried that Food Lion. I remember I didn't buy much and there was no
greeting from the cashier and she was well just naaaaa . . the cashier was unfriendly.
Since that time say 5 years ago I have never been back to a Food Lion and I will never go
back. That is how I remember that. Before rd hit a Food Lion, I' d hit any grocery store,
a Kroger, a Food City or anywhere before I'd go to a Food Lion. That just stands in my
mind. If I think I have been served well I will always go back and Kohl's is pretty good
with the people who work there. There is one thing I don't like about Kohl's - I don't
like the stroller with the bag in the back I prefer the buggy (laughing).
Interviewer: So when you go to Kohl's it is not just the level of service it is also the
people that work there - is that correct?
Second Participant: Absolutely, yep. I feel like it is hard to be in business and to be in
business and serve your customers that is hard to find. There are places I have been to
and they couldn't care less if you came back. But Kohl's, the people at Kohl's care.
Interviewer: Why is that important to you?
Second Participant: Because I am giving up my hard earned money here and if I am
giving up my hard earned money I feel like I need to be valued there.
,,
Interviewer: That is an interesting word "valued that you used - tell me about that.
Second Participant: Well . . . like we said the products are right and the prices are right
but there is still this other value that I am talking about. They treat you a certain way - I
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remember an incident when I was looking for shoes I was struggling around trying to find
something and a worker didn't know what I was looking for but noticed that I was
looking for something. A woman out of another department walked over and asked, "can
I help you?" I explained what I was after and she said "let me get somebody to help you
from this department for you." I could have been searching for days if she hadn't come
along (inaudible).
Interviewer: OK Second Participant, let me see if I can sum up what you are telling me.
If I get this wrong you tell me. You have developed a relationship with Kohl's, since the
time it opened. You like their sales and go back each time they have sales and often make
purchases. One of the reasons that you like to go back there is they meet your criteria in
terms of price and quality and brands etc. Once these things are met, you look for the
additional value and this come to you from the service quality and the people that work
there. So when you think about your relationship with Kohl 's it is really multi-f3:ceted
with lots of pieces to it.
Second Participant: Un huh - that is exactly right.
Interviewer: Do you like having this relationship with Kohl' s?
Second Participant: I do. I do. I really do. I even feel so strongly about the customer
service part that if the prices were a little higher and weren 't terrible I would still go
there.
Interviewer: That is interesting - did you just tell me that price is not now your
fundamental criterion but rather customer service?
Second Participant: mmmm yes - I would pay that little extra to get that service.
Interviewer: Why do you like having this relationship? What is about having Kohl 's
there? How . . . (interrupted by Second Participant).
Second Participant: I think . . . this is hard to say. . .let's see . . . .I think of it as like a
comfort zone type thing. I know if I go there everything is going to be OK. My .
temperament is going to be OK. I know I will find what I need. I will be happy with the
price I pay for it. Another good thing . . . kinda like Kroger or Wal-Mart I can tell you
where everything is in that store. Each department . . so, I am not scrambling around in
each department. If I am looking for something for Eric or something, I know exactly
where to go. If I am looking for something for Andrea, I know they are up front. That
comfort thing of knowing just where I am going to go when I get there. Which
department I need to hit. Housewares is on this side em . . . . .
Interviewer: Is familiarity a way to sum that up?
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Second Participant: Yer, very much so. Because I am like that with Wal-Mart and I hate
to go into a new Wal-Mart unless they got the same set up and that one on Turkey Creek
has the same set up Walker Spring! Weird - am I weird or what? (laughing)
Interviewer: So the relationship that you have with Kohl's, as we look at the dimensions,
would you say you have the same relationship with Wal-Mart? Even though it is a
different industry and product category - would you say you have the same type of
relationship with Kohl' s and Wal-Mart or is the relationship different?
Second Participant: The relationship is exactly the same. Absolutely yes, that is
completely it.
Interviewer: Why are these dimensions, the comfort zone, the familiarity you have been
telling me about . . . why are these things important to you in your relationships?
Second Participant: Now that is a good question . . . (pause) . . . familiarity is very nice.
Let me think about that for a minute . . . (pause) . . . OK I don't know if would it be a
personality behavior trait but I am going to say this, it is like that feeling, if I have a
. check list of things to do or things to shop for and I forgot to put something on that list
and see it when I am in the store and buy it anyway. Then I will put it on the list just so I
can cross it off. That is the kind of feeling I get . . .it is the same thing with shopping at a
store that I am comfortable with. Kinda like a sense of completion. Does that make any
sense? Like if I don't have that item on my list and I have put it in the shopping buggy I
have to get it wrote in on the list so I can cross it off. Just so . . . I don 't know .. . . I don't
know if it is a personality behavioral thing. I am not sure. But that is the feeling I get
when I go into a store that I am very comfortable with a store that I am very familiar
with, it is a sense of completion. I almost feel out of place if I were to walk into a Food
City - I don't know where the butter is, where the bakery is, its being a parent and being
in a hurry I like to get in that store get what I need and get out. I think it is more of a
completion type behavioral thing. There ( chuckling) wrap that up for me Interviewer!
How would you describe what I am trying to say?
Interviewer: Second Participant could we use the term a bond? Could we say that you
have developed a stronger bond with the store - is that a fair statement?
Second Participant: Sure. Sure . . . I think so. Like what the bonds are we develop with
people. Sure it's just the same.
Interviewer: Are there any other stores you can think of that you have these bonds with actually it doesn't have to be just stores it could be brands too?
Second Participant: Mary-Kay! I don't buy my makeup at Wal-Mart, although that is
probably a whole another story right?
Interviewer: I don't know, tell me about that?
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Second Participant: I am very dedicated to Mary- Kay. I would use nothing other than
Mary-Kay.
Interviewer: So tell me about your relationship with Mary Kay.
Second Participant: OK let me see . . . Macy Kay and I started way back when, i can
almost tell you exactly when and I attend my very first intro to Mary Kay party and I was
sold from that day forward. I don't know what it was . . .I will tell you what sold me it
was that little cleanser that she was very smart to make me use one hand with and
compare it to the rough hand when you touched your face and thought wow ! This is
wonderful. From that day forward I have not purchased any other cleanser other than
Mary-Kay and if I run out I will wait I won't use a substitute. I will wait I use Mary Kay
because I am very loyal to. Perhaps this is more examples of my obsessive-compulsive
behavior (laughter). It' s Mary Kay I am very loyal to. One, now that is not necessarily
price point that is something I would pay a little extra for because that is cool stuff. I'd
say it is a costly cosmetic.
Interviewer: So again Second Participant even though you describe yourself as a price
point shopper when we take the lid off and look down inside a little deeper we find there
are other things that are more important to you than price?
Second Participant: Right . . . right.
Interviewer: So tell me more about the relationship you have with Mary Kay and its
products.
Second Participant: I think that representative that representative that I have helps that
comfort zone we have a relationship that I am very comfortable with. I know _I am safe
with her.
Interviewer: Once again you come back to the people aspect?
Second Participant: Absolutely, the people and the service are a big part of my shopping.
They just make me feel good.
Interviewer: Would you say that you and Kohl's, Wal-Mart, and Mary Kay all have the
same types of relationships? Or are they different because of the different product
categories.
Second Participant: No they are all the same.
Interviewer: Are these relationships and bonds important to you?
Second Participant: Yes they are.
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Interviewer: Why?
Second Participant: Because well . . . just as a personal relationship with someone else
would be important to you emmm if you had lost that or just become friends there is a
missing link, a void in there and I feel that way with stores. It' s the same thing. I feel
that if I walked into Food City or Food Lion there is· a void there. T_here is not a bond. I
feel like I am giving my money to a store that I am not a part of. I feel I am a part of
Wal-Mart. . . I should buy some stock in Wal-Mart (chuckling). I do I feel like Sam
Wally himself, I do I love that store. But I am not comfortable going into Food City. I
have done it on occasion but only because of my mother in law that lives right across
from Food City and she will send me over to get something. I feel it is like a betrayal
thing kinda and I don't buy anything extra. I could be in those stores rn buy what I was
sent for but I won't buy anything extra. It's a dedication loyalty kinda thing . . . I don't
know I feel like I betray if I could by that from Kroger.
Interviewer: Why are having those bonds important to you?
Second Participant: I think it's because they make me feel important. I think they make
me feel important as a consumer em, and I would use that word value again. They
appreciate your business em and maybe Food City and Food Lion appreciates your
business but I don't feel that when I walk out the door. Like at Wal-Mart you have that
old guy who is on the greet-a-thon when I push my buggy out and he will say "you do
great today" that makes me happy and I think this is where my money is going.
Interviewer: Second Participant would you describe yourself as the kind of person that
likes to have bonds with people?
Second Participant: YES !
Interviewer: So, what is the difference between the bonds you have with people and the
bonds you have with stores?
Second Participant: There is no difference. . . it's just a personality trait I think probably
it's a piece of me.
Interviewer: You have described this as a personality trait - that is interesting - do you
think that there is a propensity or tendency for some people to want to have bonds more
than other people with some companies?
Second Participant: Oh Yes ! If you want to feel a part of - be a part of - everybody
wants to be a part of or feel a part of something and I think that is kind of is along the
same lines. It's just like I was saying a minute ago. The bonds and feelings are the same
ones as we get with people - right. And we don't all want to have bonds with people right. Some people like me are people-persons and we just naturally develop bonds with
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other people and some people don't naturally develop bonds the same way. I mean - I
think we all do some extent but some more than others. Do you know what I mean?
Interviewer: And does your shopping experience make you feel a part of thatSecond Participant: Bond yes ! Un huh it certainly does!
Interviewer: So how does knowing that those bonds are their make you feel?
Second Participant: Good. In fact, I can't wait till Kohl's will have another good sale.
Memorial Day weekend is coming and I bet they will have something in the paper today.
That kinda deal. That I know . . . and it's the end of quarter and we are getting ready to
go on vacation and we are going to need some things. I am waiting for them to pull me
in. (laughing) I love to shop. I love to shop there.
Interviewer: Because?
Second Participant: My bond! (laughter).
Interviewer: Go on . . .
Second Participant: It' s because of the way it makes you feel. Yes absolutely and all of
the experience of buying something new. I just feel good when I leave there. Because
one, the quality of the things I have bought. I have never had a bad experience I have
never had to take anything back that was damaged or missing a button or anything like
that. I just feel good that when I buy something there it is going to last. That who ever is
getting it is going to be happy with it.
Interviewer: last question - what is it inside of you that desires to have these bonds and
relationships?
Second Participant: Humm . . . I need to go back to my personality - Just being . . .I love
people and obviously if I am looking for good customer service I am looking for a good
people relationship and I think that it is my personality. I want to meet people I want to
talk to people and I think in my shopping experiences I can think of several experiences
just when I was giving them a check. I remember one old gal when she saw my name was
Second Participant said "I have been to Hawaii." I have done this and that type of thing .
.. then there are others that don't even look. If I use my debit card they will say thank you
(participants name) for coming - cos you know those kinds of little perks - I am a people
person and that sparks the bond when they call you by your name and Wal-Mart does that
a whole lot. When you use your debit card, they do that a w�ole lot . . they always look at
your name. They say thank you (participant's name) for coming to Wal-Mart today or
thank you for shopping with us. So I think that is the deepest connection it is that they
single me out even if they will never see me again. I think that has a lot to do with all
this.
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Interviewer: Would you like to have these bonds with all of the places you shop?
Second Participant: Ow yer ! Insomuch that I can even say this. I was looking for a dry
cleaner. I actually drove around to see . . .I tried four different ones to see if someone
would recognize me when I went back
Interviewer: And did they?
Second Participant: No one recognized me and I was fairly ticked off (laughing). No but I found one that was convenient and price comparable . . . it was right along those
lines and I kept going back. I was willing to st1ck with them and give them a shot and if
after the fourth or fifth time they didn't realize I am in there all the time then I was
willing to try one of the other ones - and I am willing to drive a little further. But . . . yer .
. .I think it's the personality. (pause) Yer. . . OK, since we are on the bond � my
hairdresser. I will not see anyone else. Even if he gave me the worst haircut. He's got
the best personality and we have the best conversations while I sit in that chair. Emm
there were times . . .he works in Wal-Mart, one of the hairstylist along in there and they
don't take appointments. You have to come in on a first come first served bases. He is
the busiest stylist there - sometimes you wait 2-3 hours and you can't possibly shop for
2-3 hours and buy anything that is going to keep so what he does is say I am going to be
here tomorrow at 4 and you can be my first person. So, I know that no one is in front of
me and I don't have to wait. I show up at 3:50 and get and my haircut. It's those little
things that he does like when you are not supposed to make appointments and he does
that keep me coming back. As a matter of fact he quit and came back and in the time that
he quit, he offered to come to my house to cut my hair. I would never ever be disloyal to
him and find me another hairdresser. Never ever. So, it's those types of things that I look
for.
Interviewer: Anything else that you think I should know about you relationship or bond
with a store?
Second Participant: Yes! One final thing. I will use my clothes experience. We may
have a budget for the month like we normally do if I find me a good sale I will rearrange
my budget to accommodate. . .I will do that. . . y'know I am not going to wait for that
sale to come back. You know what we are going to do that next week rather than this
week just so we can get the cloths. Some people will see a sale and say I can't do that
this week I will have to wait till next week - that type of thing. I won't do that. I will get
it this week and fix next week. (laughter).
Interviewer: Second Participant you have been very patient with me and very wonderful
- let me say thank you for your time.
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Second Participant: (still laughing) You are very welcome - can we do another one.
This has been so much fun! I am going to Wal-Mart! You have got me all excited to go
shopping now!
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Appendix 4
Definitions of Relationship Marketing
Year

Definition or Description

Berry

2002

"what is essential in relationship
marketing is a need-or want-meeting
service delivered excellently" . .
. "today I would position core services,
service quality and trust at the center
of relationship marketing. All else
resolves around these constructs'' p.73

Palmer

2002

Author

Sheth and
Parvatiyar

"Relationship marketing is probably
best understood as an umbrella
concept which stresses the need to see
exchanges from a long-term
perspective rather than short-term.
The implementation of this philosophy
is influenced by situational factors"
2002 3 aspects unique to relationship
marketing: 1 : 1 relationship between
. firm and customer, interactive process
not a singular transaction, and value
added activity through mutual
interdependence and collaboration

Walls and
Schumann

2001

Norberg

2001

Enduring interaction and equitable
exchange between customer and firm
over time that demonstrate varying
levels of bonding. The relationship is
dyadic (between two parties) and
develops through hierarchical phases.

Themes and
Key Constructs
Refined the 5 original
concepts from the
1983 and added: an
integrated approach,
good idea for
customers, and
broadening the scope.
Evolution of RM:
Social, Technology,
Economic, & Political
Environments

Conceptually the
evolution of
relationship· marketing
into a possible new
discipline. Paradigm
shift, discipline out of
a domain?

Bonding, Satisfaction,
Social Networks,
Triviality, Intimacy,
Loyalty, Switching
Costs, Deception
Frequency, Trust,
Commitment, LongTerm, Inter/
Dependence, Mobility
Barriers, Deception.
Trust, Involvement,
Relationship between customer and
firm are enduring (long-term).Bonding Choice, Privacy,
Equity, Relational
must take place. Economic benefit
through exchange. A sense of fairness, Strength, Long-Term,
Trust, Choice, Equity
satisfaction, and commitment.
Privacy.
31 1

Definition or Description

Themes and
Key Constructs

Author

Year

Sheth

Relationships between customers and Price, performance,
Service, Information
firms are based on three universal
aspects of market value that customers Systems, Mass
Customization,
seek and companies provide: price,
Costing, Innovation,
performance, and service.
Business Processes.
2000 Relationships between customers and Customer Equity,
firms are based upon customer equity Brand Equity,
Profitability, Value
rather than brand equity and focuses
Equity, Retention
on customer profitability instead of
Equity, Company
brand profitability.
Focus.
Friendship,
1 999 Commercial exchange relationships
Satisfaction,
need to be considered within the
context of friendships, satisfaction and Commitment, Service
Loyalty, Intimacy,
reciprocal self-disclosure (intimacy/
communication).
Social Bonding.
1 999 Relationships between firms benefit
Interaction, Networks,
from interdependence that results in
Commitment,
Customer Value
the creation of greater value.
Creation, Mutual
Inter/Dependence
1 998 Commercial relationships begin as
Relational Phases,
purposeful behavior directed toward
Fairness,
satisfying needs through exchange and Transactional Cost
are operationalized with in TCA and
Analysis (TCA),
social exchange theory and address
Social Exchange,
dependence and relationships through Distributive Justice,
comparison of their own value
Social Exchange
solutions
Theory, Inter/
Dependence, Loyalty.
1 998 Communication is the basis of the
Loyalty, Persuasion
"new" customer relationship
(1 way) needs to be
marketing model.
replaced with
communication (2
way). Supports
notions of customer
brand relationship.
1 998 Brands can and do serve as
Long-term, Brands,
relationship partners that evolve over Trust, Commitment,
Networks
time. The relationship is what the
relationship means.
Interdependence.

Rust, Lemon,
and Zeithaml

. Price and
Arnould

Holm

Gassenheimer,
Houston, and
Davis

Duncan, and
Moriarty

Fournier

2000

3 12

Author

Year

Fournier,
Dobscha, and
Mick

1 998

Relationships between company and
cust�mer require friendship, loyalty
and respect. Companies should strive
to reduce stress and set standards of
quality of life for customers.

Themes and
Key Construct
Trust, Intimacy,
Loyalty, Friendship,
Respect, Relationship
Goal Setting, Lack of
Concern, Loss of
Control, Respect for
Privacy.

Kahn, Barbara

1998

Relationships are described as firms
meeting customers' needs over time.
This may be accomplished by
consideration to variety in product line
that may offer competitive advantage.

Variety in product
Line, Competitive
Advantage, Loyalty,
Satisfaction, Longterm.

Gwinner,
Gremler, and
Bitner

1 998

Relationships are considered by
looking at the benefits to both the
company and the customer. Longterm loyalty is used as the platform
from which these benefits are
presented.

Competitive
Advantage, Benefits
Analysis, Loyalty,
Trust, Choice.

Gronroos

1 996

Relationship marketing between the
customer and a firm can be considered
as a philosophical issue. It will
include both tactical elements such as
customer contact, customer database
management, customer oriented
service; and strategic elements such as
redefining business as a service
business, considering the organization
as process not function, and establish
networks.

Customer Contact,
Trust,
Communication,
Database
Management,
Employees

Sheth and
Parvatiyar

1995

"Consumers reduce their available
choice and engage in relationships
with companies because they want to
simplify their buying decisions,
consumptive patterns, simplify
information processing, reduce
perceived risk, and maintain cognitive
consistency and a state of
psychological comfort."

Choice, Bonding,
Networks,
Commitment,
Mobility Barriers,
Frequency, LongTerm, Loyalty,
Customer Satisfaction,
Competitive
Advantage.

Definition or Description
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Author

Year

Themes and
Key Constructs
Customer Bonding,
"Attracting, maintaining and - in
Trust, Loyalty, Phases
multi-service organizations enhancing customer relationships" and in Relationship,
"extending the concept to incorporate Competitive
newer, more sophisticated viewpoints. Advantage/Customer
Retention,
Emerging perspectives explored here
Involvement,
include target profitable customers,
using the strongest possible strategies Technology.
for customer bonding, marketing to
employees and other stakeholders, and
building trust as a marketing tool."
Definition or Description

Berry

1 995

Wilson

1 995

Relationships between businesses are
based on trust, and goals. Firms that
foresee additional value in the
partnering firm/brand are candidates
for in-depth relationships.

Trust, Phases of
Relational
Development,
Commitment,
Cooperation, Mutual
Goals,
Interdependence and
power, Satisfaction,
Bonds, Mobility
Barriers, Value.

Bagozzi

1 995

Consumers have a driving force or a
motivation to be in a relationship with
a company. "Consumers see the
relationship as a means for fulfillment
of a goal to which one had earlier, and
perhaps tentatively, committed. That
is people have goals to acquire a
product or use a service, and a
relationship then becomes
instrumental in goal achievement.

Motivation, Goal
Attainment, Loyalty,
Long-Term,
Satisfaction,

"Relationship marketing refers to all
marketing activities directed toward
establishing, developing, and
maintaining successful relational
exchanges"

Exchange,
Commitment, Trust,
Long-Term.

Morgan and
Hunt

1 994

3 14

Reciprocity.

Author

Year

Definition or Description

Themes and
Key Constructs
Relationship marketing · is the building, Paradigm shift,
management, and enhancement of
inadequacy of the 4
customer-company exchanges.
P's, Networks, Trust,
Promise Concept,
Customer Satisfaction,
transaction/relationship
continuum developed
and "Part-Time"
Marketers introduced.

Gronroos

1 994

Shani and
Chaiasani

1992

". . . to foster a bond with each
customer for mutual benefit. . . An
integrated effort to identify, maintain,
and build up a network with individual
consumers and continuously
strengthen the network for the mutual
benefit of both sides, through interactive, individualized and value-added
contacts over a long period of time."

Bond, Mutual Benefit,
Networks, Interactive,
Long-Term, Database
Marketing.
Segmentation, Niche.

Gronroos

199 1

Relationship marketing focuses on
multiple long-term exchanges.
Relationship marketing strategies · can
be transactional , relational, or a
combination of both.

Relationship
Continuum of
TransactionalRelationship
Exchange introduced,
Trust, Interactive
Marketing, Customer
Satisfaction.

Gronroos

1990

Customer relationships are earned
through transactions. "Marketing is to
establish, maintain, enhance,
commercialize, customer relationships
(often but not necessarily always long
term relationships) so that the
objectives of the parties involved are
met. This is done by a mutual
exchange and fulfillment of promise.

Networks,
Continuous,
Exchange, Fulfillment
of Promises,
Commitment,
Enduring, Trust, and
Services.

3 15

Themes and
Key Constructs
Dependence,
Influence,
Satisfaction,
Cooperation,
Communication,
Trust, Conflict

Author

Year

Definition or Description

Anderson and
Narus

1990

Working relationships between
manufacturer and distributor firms
must be mutually satisfying to be long
lasting. .

Dwyer,
Schurr, and
Oh

1987

Customer-firm relationships go
through a hierarchical series of
developmental phases, exchange and
transactions are on-going (long term
as opposed to discrete). Customers
receive both psychic and physical
benefit from the relationship.

Discrete vs. LongTerm Relationships,
Phases of a
Relationship, Trust,
Social Networks,
Exchange, Mobility
Barriers, Switching
Costs,
Inter/Dependence,
Satisfaction,
Commitment.

Berry

1 983

"attracting, maintaining and - in
multi-service organizations enhancing customer relationships"

The term Relationship
Marketing appeared in
the marketing
literature for the first
time in this 1983
paper.

5 distinct relationship marketing
strategies: core service, customizing
the relationship, service augmentation,
relationship pricing, and internal
marketing.

Primary table sources include but not limited to: Peterson 1 995 ; Norberg 2001
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Appendix 5
Relationship/Bond Types in the
Social Psychology Literature
Relationship
/Bond Type

Definition or Description of
Psychologican Bond

Source

Infant and
Caregiver Bond

Bowlby 1969,
1 973, 1980

Survival mechanism, closeness, need for
security, separation distress, attachment

Love Bond

Sternberg 1 987

Psychometric theory lead to componential
theories lead to triangle theory (intimacy,
passion, commitment)

Hendrick and
Hendrick 1 986

Love attitudes: gender, ethnicity, previous love
experience, current love status, self-esteem

Adams and Jones
1 997

3 primary dimensions: 1) commitment (love,
satisfaction, attraction) 2) moral (personal
responsibility, importance, religion) 3)
constraining component (fear of social,
financial, and emotional loss)

Kelley 1 979

Heterosexual, interdependence, attribution of
behaviors (incentives for outcomes)

(Kelley et al. 1 983)

Interdependence, interaction, phases, close = +
or - , casual conditions

Hendrick 1 98 1
(Miller et �- 1 983)

Similarity predicts satisfaction, self-disclosure,
attitude similarity

Male and
Female Bond

Marital
S atisfaction
Bond

Johnson 1 99 1
(Rusbult 1 983)

Marital/Family
Bond

(Markham. et al.
1987)

Image Bond

Walster, Walster
and Berscheid 1 978
Ichheiser 1 970

Commitment
Commitment, satisfaction
Prevention of dissolution: enrichment,
education/counseling, communication
enhancement, skill acquisition
Social equity theory, intimate relationships
Personality, sociopsychological (social
perception), image
3 17

Relationship
/Bond Type
Mating/Sexual
Bond

Definition or Description of
Psycholos?ical Bond
Gender preferences noted. Top 7
Buss and Barnes
characteristics: kind and understanding,
1986
exciting personality, intelligent, physically
Reis et. al. 1980
(physical attractiveness) attractive, healthy, easygoing, creative

Family and
Work Bonds

(Holahan and Moos Social support networks, psychological need,
emotional sustenance, informal guidance
1983)

Source

Milardo, Johnson
and Huston 1983

Social networks, size, phases of relationship,
interaction with networks

Formal vs.
Informal Bonds

Hinde 1979

Social structure creates environmental factors
for formal and informal relationships.
Dynamic. Attachment Theory.

Contextual
Bonds

Parks and Eggert
199 1

Social networks, family, interior, and dynamic
dyadic influences environment

Schultz 1967

Social relationships - Weber, reciprocally
oriented, social action

(Argyle and
Henderson 1984)

Exchange of rewards, intimacy
(communication)

Sapadin 1988

Gender differences noted. Quality, intimacy,
enjoyment and nurturance, sexual feelings and
tension

Reisman 1981

Timeframe (maturation), level (or strength),
quantity, reciprocity, importance (value)

Simmel 1950

Triviality, intimacy, monogamous marriage,
duties, triad/group vs. dyad

Perlman and Fehr
1987

Intimacy: private thoughts, sexuality, personal
identity, negative attributes

Kon 1981

Romance, cognitive development, gender-togender relationships, emotional and sexual
feelings, personality

Friendship
Bond
(adult)

Friendship
Bonds
(adolescent)
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Appendix 6
Relationship/Bond Types in the
Relationship Marketing Literature
Relationship
/Bond Type
Legal Bond

Source
Liljander &
Strandvik 1 995
Morris et. al. 1998

Definition or Description of
Consumer-Firm Bond
A legally binding contract between customer
and firm that outlines obligations of parties

Easton 1992

Articles of agreement

Halinen 1994

Written and verbal contracts

Garbarino &
Johnson 1 999

Contractual long-term relationship

Price/ Financial/ Liljander &
Economic Bond Strandvik 1995
Berry &
Parasuraman 199 1

Relational pricing strategy and/or hard to
replicate value added service

Halinen 1994

Financial investment in relationship

Turnbull & Wilson
1989

Irretrievable investment

Geographic
Bond

Liljander &
Strandvik 1995

Geographic, distance or restricted
transportation

Scheduling
Bond

Liljander &
Strandvik 1995
Halinen 1994

Time bond - restricted to limits of companies
operating schedule

Cultural Bonds

Liljander &
Strandvik 1995

Ethnocentricity - culture, subculture, ethnicity,
etc.

Technological
Bond

Liljander &
Strandvik 1995
Easton 1992

Specific technology used between partners that
may require specialized knowledge

Ideological
Bond

Liljander &
Strandvik 1 995

Common value system
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Relationship
/Bond Type
Knowledge
Bond

Social Bonds

Psychological
Bond

Definition or Description of
Consumer-Firm Bond

Source·

Liljander &
Strandvik 1995
Halinen 1994

Specialized, strategic, or privileged knowledge
between parties

Liljander &
Strandvik 1995
Halinen 1994

Intimate knowledge (perhaps exchange) of
partner

(Macchiette and
Roy 1992)
Voss & Voss 1997

Affiliation and/or identification with common
phenomenon

Berry &
Parasuraman 199 1

Customized product or service

Liljander &
Strandvik 1995

Brand image

Needs, satisfaction, commitment, attachment,
Wilson &
Mummalaneni 1986 trust, etc.

Performance
Bond

Halinen 1994

Commitment, anticipation, trust

(Butz and
Goodstein 1996)

Trust, emotion

Arantola 2002

Perceptions - disincentives vs. incentives

Dwyer, Shurr & Oh Outcome related
1987

Primary table sources include but not limited to: Wilson and Mummalaneni 1986; Halinen 1 994; Liljander
and Strandvik 1995 ; Arantola 2002
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Appendix ?
Protocol and Typical In-Depth Question Types

(Participant' s Name), thanks for taking time to visit with me today. As you know, I am
working on a dissertation in the marketing department at UT. Part of that dissertation
considers the way that consumers interact with companies in the marketplace. What I
would like to do today is ask you a few questions about the place you like to shop. I am
interested in any comments or thoughts you may have - there are no correct answers. Do
you have any questions I can answer?
The interviews typically included the following four questions with appropriate follow -up
and probing questions:
1) Do you consider yourself the kind of person that is a loyal shopper to certain
stores and brands or are you the kind of person who will shop anywhere?
2) What are the names of some of the stores that you like to shop?
3) What is a typical shopping experience at (insert shop name from prior question)
like for you?
4) Last question, have you ever had a store that you like to shop at, that you shopped
as regularly and for whatever reason, you can't shop there now?
Typical prompts included statements such as:
- That' s interesting, tell me more about that . . .
- But if you did know the ·answer, what would you say?
- What is it about that that is important to you?
- Please, . . . go on . . .

*****
Following are a series of guiding concepts that a priori it was anticipates would be used
or useful during the interview process. In actuality although thinking through these
issues was helpful in focusing the interview process prior to the interviews themselves
these notions were not needed in the interviews - they were simply not needed. Primarily
the data and marketing intelligence in this dissertation was developed from one simple
question, the third question in the series above: what is a typical shopping experience at
(insert shop name from prior question) like for you?
GUIDING CONCEPTS - The Nature and Origin of the Bond
• Tell me about your favorite places to shop and buy merchandise.
• What is it like when you shop at that (store name)?
• What is it that makes you shop at (store name)?
• How do you think this relationship with (store name) got started?
• Tell me about the relationship you have developed with (store name)?
• What is it in this relationship that is important to you?
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•
•
•
•
•
•

What is it about (store name here) that makes you feel that way?
What is it that you that desire to have from this relationship?
What is it like to be in a relationship with (store name)?
How would you describe the strength of the relationship you have with (store name)?
Tell me about a time when you were aware of your relationship with?
What stands out to you about this relationship?

GUIDING CONCEPTS - The natural phases of relationship development vs. key events
• As you think about your relationship with (store name) over time, are there any
natural breaks or stages in the relationship or is it all one piece?
• Can you break the relationship up into meaningful stages?
• Tell me about the stages of relationship development?
GUIDING CONCEPTS - Dissolution, separation anxiety, and distress.
• How do you think you would feel and what would you experience if (store name)
closed or moved to another location?
• Can you think of a reason you might want to end the relationship with (store name)?
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Appendix 8
Bracketing Interview - Simon Walls (Participant)
November 18, 2002. 1:45PM - Glocker 221. Mike Arfken (Interviewer)
Interviewer: Can you tell me your favorite places to shop?
Participant: Yes I can. I knew we were going to do this so I have been thinking a little bit
about stores that are places I do like to shop. Off the top of my head I can tell you that
there is a store in Regents St. in England, in London, right off Regents St. called
Hamley' s. It is a phenomenal toy store and with out a doubt that has always been one of
my favorite places to shop. Other favorite places to shop are . . . I have two or three
different people I purchase stamps from. I actually collect stamps. Very rare em old
British stamps. I actually developed some close relationships with those people I buy
stamps from. They are very expensive and you sort of have to develop trust in them - we
can talk about that in a minute. The third place I like to go are believe it or not like
Homebase or Lowe's, like fix it up sort of home store places. I actually enjoy shopping at
those - I thought they would serve as good examples.
I: Can you tell me what it was like to shop at that toy store?
P: Oh yer! Oh yer. Hamley' s was really cool because em to start there we would always
go there when I was a kid and my- mum and dad would take us there each Christmas.
And the reason that Hamley' s is really cool because it is not like any other toy store, not
only is it really big - I mean it' s huge several stories high but they have all the toys out.
In other words they encourage you to play with the toys. So . . as a little kid you used to
get to walk into this store and em on every floor it was a different thing. On one floor it
might be magic tricks the next floor might be like train sets and so on and so forth. And
we as little kids would just run through that place and er get to try all the new toys and
things and look and everything that was on in the marketplace and it was just er. . . I
don't know how to put it . . . it was just really good fun. We used to go up there at
Christmas like I said and it' s funny as I think back - I actually asked my mum this
question a few months ago and she told me we never ever bought anything there because
it' s so expensive. So my family could never afford to shop there but it sort of became a
Christmas tradition to go there and er . . we got to Regents St. and London is really great
at Christmas time, at Christmas Eve and so forth with all these people shopping in the
shopping district with all these people hustling and bustling and all the Christmas tree
lights up the streets are beautiful. We used to go down to all the store fronts on Oxford St.
and Regents St. all the shop windows they do them in different Christmas scenes and we
would look at all these Christmas scenes. Anyway . . we would always end up at
Hamley' s. We would always buy chestnuts . . it was just a fun time. And like I say as
kids we would get in there and I suppose go sort of nuts and I will tell you why I think
that because when I went to England when my kids were little I actually took them to
Hamley' s because I wanted my kids to have that same sort of em er experience and they
went in there and well I guess over the years its changed hands it' s not owned by the
same people anymore although it has kept the same company name . . . and they certainly
don't have the same interaction with the games and toys that they used to and the people
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there don't seem to be as nice as there were. It's sort of like a big toy store now. But, my
kids were absolutely blown away in the same way I was . . . with the overwhelming
amount of stuff . . . as a kid you have never seen so many toys in one place. It was
completely overwhelming to your system. Like I say, we used to go up theses flights of
stairs, one flight at a time, and be exposed to this whole . . . you know, this whole genre
of toys and games and we would play with the robots or wind µp toys or what was ever
on that floor then we would go on up to the next floor. You know . . I would always
miss all the dolls and things like that, my sister would hang out there and I would go on
to the trains and em . . . So that was one store that I actually think I have developed a
relationship with because as I look back now, gosh I am 4 1 years old, and I am taking
my kids there the same way my parents took me there in the same way that my
grandparents took my parents there at Christmas each year. And that has become really
kind of a special store to me for a number of emotional reasons it is just a very happy
place. It's a place that is full of a variety of different things. It is very sort of . . . electric
to the senses . . . it is very stimulating. Emmm so that's . . . gosh, in a quick nut shell
that' s my impression of Hamley' s the toy store.
I: You mentioned you had a fun time and a really good time there is there anything else
about the experience that you can tell me about?
P: Emm . . I think yer. When you used to go into the store you would see things that you
had never seen before. So what there was a real element of newness you would start to
see . . . this is hard to explain . . you would start to see toys that you had never seen
before or you would see things that you had only heard of before and now you could
actually see them they were tangible er . . and we would always .come away from it with
a sort of wish list. If we didn't know what we wanted for Christmas when we went in
there when we came out we knew exactly what we wanted. So there was this, this . . I
can't explain it, it is tough to find the words for it. There was this feeling that no matter
what you went in there with when you came out you were gonna come out with a list for
Santa Claus (chuckling). And we did, by golly we did. Every year we knew exactly
what we wanted and I suppose looking back that was carefully orchestrated by my
parents. Em. . . there was this notion that you knew there was no shadow of a doubt that
when you went into that store that you would find things that you wanted. That was all
part of the excitement, part of the thrill, part of the happiness.
I: Very cool.
P: Yer . . .
I: You mentioned another store, a place when you get stamps?
P: Yer . . . em, well I actually just realized this the other day when I was talking to my
(information withheld to ensure identity - italics added). His name is (information
withheld) and he actually collects stamps too. It is just a common interest that we
coincidentally share. I was asking him about which stores he was close too and y'know
we were just doing this in a discussion and he is quite closed as a person he doesn't
voluntarily give up lots of information in terms of self disclosure and so forth. But he did
start to talk about different people from whom he had bought stamps and how he had
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locked onto them. And I realized that I had done the same thing it was an interesting
coincidence. You see, the trouble is with stamps is once you have started to build quite a
good collection and the only kinds of stamps I really collect are mint condition stamps stamps that have never been used or hinged they are quite pristine. As you can imagine
they become quite expensive, they become quite costly once you go back a few decades;
What that means is that there is a number of er. . . how do you put this tactfully . . . �et's
say "modified" stamps floating around. People are very well capable of reguming stamps
by putting adhesive on the back of them and they take very carefully crafted dies and are
able to trim the edges so they look better. So. what you can do is take a stamp that is of a
lesser condition and "modify" it and sell it for a higher price. Well, those of us who care
a lot about our stamp collections are very aware of this and if you have a stamp collection
,,
of any reasonable size you are almost sure to have "modified stamps in there. It's just
very difficult to detect. We have special lights and things like that, special liquids and
fluids and things. So what that means is if you are going to spend quite large sums of
money . . . and you really want to get the highest quality you can because we want to
keep our collections as clean as we can you actually have to have a great deal of
confidence in the people you are buying stamps from. For example, one would never
purchase stamps from ebay or something like that you just wouldn't do it. Because you
just can't be sure that you could even detect. And so what happens is you develop these
relationship with these people and some of the ones like Richard' s Stamps is a store up in
the Seattle area and another one JeT which is Tina up in New Jersey. I mean I have never
met these people, everything we have done has been over the internet or we talk on the
telephone or what-have-you, em . . . and then they send the stamps they have described
that I need for my collection and they have never ever let me down. If they tell me
something it is solid. I have often had them say to me "well I have got this but I am not
going to send it to you because I know its not quite what" and there is a piece of me that
is thinking owww come on send it I will take it anyway and they have actually talked me
out of buying stamps. Because they sort of say "look we know what you look for and I
don't have one and so I' m gonna let it slide." And I have just developed very close . . .
for example if they send me stamps now I don't even check them I know they are what
they say they are. I have a complete confidence, a complete trust, in what they say. So
not only do they grade the stamps really high but frankly, they sell them at really good
prices. There are some of these guys you can get down to as low as 40% of book value
which is frankly a good buy. So again because of the cost, and certainly while I am a
student at school, as you can imagine I really haven' t bought very many over the past few
years but we have still trickled a few bits and pieces in. I still have these friendships and
these relationships of trust that have developed over the years and again when I get those
stamps it' s just an exciting feeling it' s building that collection you have another piece of
the puzzle so as to speak. Emm . . I just really enjoy shopping with those guys.
I: Can you tell me more about your relationship with them?
P: In what way?
I: You mentioned confidence (inaudible) can you tell me more about it?
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P: I think the confidence comes from em . . . them never letting me down. In all the time
I have dealt with them they have never once let me down. And by that I don't mean
always have the stamps or the products I need. I could call them right now and give them
a list of Stanley Gibbon's numbers and say do you have these and they would say "no we
don't." But even when they do have them sometimes like I said they wouldn't send them
to me anyway. Y'know I have said to them send them to me as fillers I'd rather have
them and they won't ! They laugh and joke about it but they say look we know this is not
what you want anyway. They help keep me straight and I as I look back I appreciate that
because they save me wasting y'know they save me wasting dollars on lower quality
stamps that ultimately I would have to sell again anyway em . . .because they weren't
really what I wanted. I think it' s that kind of report that kind of communication that kind
of . . . that has lead to trust. And frankly, I quite like the people. When you talk to them
on the phone we chuckle a little bit and laugh and smile and as we talk about where we
are and what we are doing with things in a very real sense they have become friends over
the years even though I have never met them. I know if I ever made it up to the area I
would certainly swing by their stores and see them em . . . so that is why or how the
relationships have developed.
I: Is this multiple people you said "they?"
P: Yer . . . well it depends. Like Richard is just one guy and his stamp place but JeT is
two people, Tina and J what is the J . . . Jeff I think and they are a husband and wife
team that run that so em . . . so the relationship is, now that is a good thought, the
·relationship is both with the individuals and with them collectively. I don't break them
out in my head . . . and as I think even you know, I have the same relationship with
different vendors . . . I just do . . . yer.
I: And you have dealt with all of them for a long time?
P: Yer . . . yer . . . I'd have to think now but its been em . . . certainly several years, 10
years plus. Yer, it' s many years, probably more than that. Actually, I can do this . . . my
daughter is 1 8 this year and she must have been about 4 or 5 yep . . . so we are looking at
1 3- 1 4 years. Because she used to come to the stamp shows with me when she was a
little girl.
I: Where are these people located?
P: All over . . . like I say, there is a couple in London, and they are in the heart of
London in the Strand. Em . . . like I say JeT is up in. New Jersey I think and Richard is
out of Seattle, just north of Seattle . . Richard's Stamps. So it' s sort of like I say all over.
Yer . . yer.
I: You also mentioned you enjoyed shopping at fix-it-up places
P: By that I mean Lowe' s, Homebase, Home Depot those kinds of stores.
I: What was it about those places?
P: Em . . . that is a good question . . . I don't actually know. It is sort of like Sam's club
it is the same feeling there too. I can go to Sam' s club or Lowe's or something and
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always come away with this list of things that I really need or want or got to have that
didn , t know I needed when I went in there fknow. And em . . I think the Lowe' s,
Homebase thing is I actually used to have a contractors card and I built a few places up in
Washington State it wasn't really a profession it was something that I did on the side.
When I left school (aged 16 italics added) I worked in a drawing office for an architect
for a few years so I really enjoyed designing homes and I did a few for people up in
Washington State. I built some apartments and did some things on the side up there . . .
when I was going through my MBA up there just by way of making money. So _I have
always been quite handy that way and so we have always fixed up our own home and
remodeled and done things to make it nice. And I think what happens is when I go into
Lowe' s I get ideas that I have never had before and I think yer we could put that floor in
or put a new kitchen in or redo the bathroom or man those windows would look good or
something. Some times it' s just little things like new ceiling fans I just did in the girls
rooms and we painted them and made them fun - y'know. I go into those places and I
get really great ideas, I mean just go in there and you feel great. It's like being a Ii ttle
kid in Hamley' s you sort of run up and down the isles and see all the things they have got
and see things you have never thought of before. There is just a confidence that when
you go in there you will find what you want. In the same way when I was a kid and went
into Hamley' s we would always come out with a list of all the things we wanted for
Christmas and I knew we would. You just know it you have this complete confidence
when you go in. I know when I go into Lowe's or some place like that I will always find
what I am looking for.
I: Can you tell me about a specific time when that occurred?
P: Sure . . . we are actually just getting ready as you can imagine we are leaving next
summer so we are fixing up our house to sell it. So we have been going through
decorating the rooms a bit and we really redid . . . lets say the last couple of rooms we did
one was the office and one was Bethany's room, my daughters bedroom. And so I
actually took her along with me to Homebase and we were talking about what we could
do to fix up her room and I couldn't believe it she picked out this color. I mean it was
like bright daisy yellow and she said she wanted to have the whole room painted yellow.
And er . . . I sorted didn , t know what to do about that . . . so I ultimately said OK. But
the deal is- you are going to have to help me. She said this was going to be great it was
just what she wanted um . . . and so I actually tease her now that she lives inside a banana
because that is exactly what color it is. But what we did . . . I knew this was going to be
a difficult one because bear in mind we are fixing up the house for resale and · it's not a
good idea to start painting rooms yellow if your are going to sell a house. But I realized
that she had to live there for the next year too and that was more important to me. SO
what we did . . . we really worked hard actually . . . we did an absolutely first class job of
fixing the walls, fixing the sheet rock, sanding them, and getting rid of all the blemishes.
I made her help me and she painted all the walls and cupboards inside and out and then
the guys at Lowe's helped us match the colors . . . so we had this sort of off white color
we used for the trim and they have this little machine that has a colour card on ·the wheel,
it's quite clever it shows you which colours go with which colours. So we were able to
pick out which hues went with it. When we actually came away the store did me a favor
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because it gave me two or three colors that went together, one ofihem befog this bright
yellow that Beth had chosen. And what we did was painted intricate parts of the room for
example, pieces of the shelves, the blades on the ceiling fans in alternate colors, switch
plates and things like that. Then we went through and replaced the electrical fixtures
with colors that matched. We put some blinds in and she put some Christmas tree lights
up around her blinds and it sort of looks like a hippie hang out now. But when you walk
into that room . . . I am not kidding you it has the best feeling in the whole world! All of
her buddies, her friends from school love to come and hang out and she has a huge king
sized bed in there and they love to just come and sit in her room. In my wildest dreams I
would have never believed it would have come out as well as it did and of course she
loves it. Because she deigned the colors and things. But honestly I think that room could
hav_e been a complete disaster were it not for the interior design skill of the people that
worked at Lowe' s. Once I actually started to talk through with them what I was doing
they gave me idea for blinds and window coverings and how to match the different paints
and things and I just went away and did it. I sort of had the skill set to know how to do it
but I could never have matched or coordinated the colors the way they did. They had an
expertise there that was frankly, second to none . . . and we came away with what has
become a wonderful product. And her mother has gone ahead and matched the bed
spreads and all that kind girly stuff in the room now. I am not kidding I think anyone that
comes to our house in few months will go this is really great especially if they have kids
of their own. So that was one way they helped me out. They just have in-depth
know ledge of products that you and I perhaps don't have those skill sets in. Like for
example, we are going to go ahead and replace our garage doors and I don't know the
first thing about garage doors but I know all I have to do is go ahead and go down there
and talk to those guys and they will help me sort out which ones I need. I just buy em up
and go and install em. So that is one of the ways they help I suppose it's this skill set. . .
it' s the knowledge base.
I: What is it like talking with them?
P: Emm . . . it' s really fun. Because you learn a lot and I do like to learn different stuff.
Em . . fun is a good word for it . . . It's exciting. It is comforting and it' s exciting just to
take your own skill set to that next level. Because it's ahhh now I know how to do that. .
. each time you ac�omplish something a little bit more and I couldn't have accomplished
it with out their help. So they sort of help me move my skill set up a level as I do these
little projects around the house and yard and things. Em . . and it's quite surprising
because a lot of those guys really are very good at what they do . . . and you tend to
discount them . . . you think of a clerk in a Lowe's store as being quite a lower level type
job . . . but I don't buy that, if you go and talk to some of those guys for example in the
plumbing department I have had some of them help me and talk me through some
projects before. It's obvious that they know exactly what they are doing and they are a
lot more than just retail clerks. . . and if they are not they go and find somebody in the
store who can help you. So the depth of knowledge there is good and I know that I can
go there and get answers to my questions. I hate to use the word security but that is the
word that Bowlby talked about but it is true. . . if something breaks at my house I know I
can go to the store there and find the answer and fix it. I don't care what it is electrical,
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plumbing, garage doors, em . . . there is this secure comforting feeling from knowing that
they are there. It is true.
I: Can you describe that secure and comforting feeling?
P: Well, it' s just that - it' s knowing that if you need anything, and I can't think of a
component that I might need from my home, that I couldn't really go down there and
buy. Y'know putting a hot water tank in, just go down there and buy one - quite a big
project for me a small project just fixing little things around the home. For example the
lights that go underneath the cabinets in the kitchen we have some recessed lighting in
out kitchen. About half of them didn't work, I don't think they even worked when we
moved in and I just ran around and you just needed to install these starters and if the
starters didn't work they had these ballast' s inside them. I mean it wasn't a big deal I just
grabbed these ballast' s and these starters and a tube and ran down to Lowe' s and bought a
half dozen of each and replaced them and then they all worked. I mean you just know,
you just have this comfort, this confidence that you can just go down to the store and buy
it and take care of it. And I don't know that somehow makes me feel more secure in my
home ownership if that makes any sense. Em . . .I can't imagine having a home that I
didn't feel comfortable fixing because I don't have the budget to pay other people to fix
it. It would make me feel terrible to be in a home where things were breaking that I could
not fix or upgrade or make nicer. And so you know it just allows me to make my home a
nicer place to live in and that's important to me that my family has a nice place to live in
and they (Lowe 's italics added) help me provide it. So I think that is where some of these
notions of security and comfort come from.
I: You mentioned comfort, can you think of a time when you were dealing with your
stamps or specific incidence when you felt something similar?
P: Ow yer. . . yer . . . all the time. I mean it' s just always there . . . it' s this notion I
suppose when I am talking to them on the phone they are looking at a stamp and they are
telling me . . . ok the boarders and quite even or the top right hand comer is a raggedy or
there is a little tiny spot on the gum on the back and they are telling me in detail what
they are seeing and I can guarantee you that when I get that stamp it is exactly as they
described it. They did not try to hood-wink you at all . . . and it is so exciting to get those
stamps it sounds so stupid saying this out load but it is so thrilling to get those stamps and
put them in my collection and perhaps complete a set of this and a set of that or get
something that is a bit unusual and add them to my collection. It' s funny my kids line up
now and sit around and look at my stamp books and we say yer . . these are the stamps
that jack the ripper may have used or this is the stamp that they used when the war broke
out and started and we talk about my family history and the stamps my grandfather and
great-grandfather may have used and we sort of make it em . . a learning process and
fun. Em . . when you talk to these folks when you are purchasing these stamps it is really
exciting, it' s thrilling. When I know they are coming in the mail I am excited for two
days until they come. Then you get to open the envelope and Wooo Hooooo there they
are . . . they are very pretty and you put them in your book kind of thing. Em . . but the
comfort comes and the security comes from knowing that what they told you was right.
That it is 100% right . . . and even if there was a problem I know they would take care of
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it in a heart beat. You know. . . I can't think of another word it is just a feeling of
comfort.
I: I wanted to ask you about the toy store some more . . . can you think of a specific
instance when you had a good experience in the toy store?
P: Owww . . . . yes ! Loads. Now this one might sound weird I d9n 't know if I can
explain it as I don't know if this toy ever made it to America. Although my mum told me
we never ever bought anything there I can actually remember a time when we did buy
this stuff there. It is the only time that I can ever remember buying anything in that store.
Just as you walk in the door they have people doing demonstrations and things. I can
remember people with hula-hoops and gyroscopes and all kinds of weird stuff that caught
your attention when you walked in. Well, one year they had this, I can't even remember
what it was called, but the reason I remember it is that to this day I still love the smell of
that stuff. You had like a plastic straw, much like you would get from McDonalds except
much thicker and stronger so it wasn't bendy. And you had a tube, just like a tube of
toothpaste. Now when you squeeze this tube this gob of stuff came out of the end and
mine was orange, it was a cool orange color, and you rolled it into a ball about the size of
a marble and you stuck it on the end of your straw . . . ok? And then you blew! It's not
complicated and this stuff would blow up huge I mean it would be like a great big ball
thing and you could take em off and make them different sizes and things and put two of
them together they would stick together. I have no idea what that stuff was but as a kid I
loved squeezing that stuff out of the tube and blowing different size· spheres or balls or
what ever they were. Y'know I used to stick them to my dog and to my sister and you
could stick them on the ceiling y'know they were just a hoot. You could make things out
of them sort of but not really. Em . . one of the things I loved about that stuff was the
smell . . . I suppose looking back it was probably the worst stuff for you in the whole
world it was probably killing brain cells by the minute. I remember that experience
because I was so happy that my mum bought us that stuff. Em . . . it was a really
unexpected little surprise I suppose. Like I say . . . we used to go into that store and my
parents used to line us up y'know and explain to us that we are not buying anything we
are just looking! And we used to go . . . OK not a problem we are just looking we
understand the ground rules when we go in there but this time . . . it obviously couldn't
have been very expensive, it was probably just little twinkle-twinkle what we would call
a point of purchase display, just a little cheap item at the end. I am sure it was way over
priced for what it was but my parents obviously saw that my sister and I were taken with
this and bought us that goofy stuff. Y'know I have never seen that stuff since. I am kind
of glad as I am sure my kids would love it too. I never saw it ever again. Who knows
what happened to that. Geess . . . I remember that like it was yesterday. It was fun.
I: Can you think of any other shopping experience that you have had that were really
enjoyable?
P: At those stores or anywhere else?
I: Anywhere, any shopping experience that sticks out that we haven't talked about?
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P: Em . . . yer . . two things come to mind. One is I just went to Florida, I had to run
down there for a conference and I have a daughter, Jenny, who collects sea shells um . . I
don't know why it's just one of her things - she really likes seashells. So I thought to
myself that there is no way I could go to Florida and not bring Jenny back a seashell. So
I found one of those rubber-tomahawk tourist souvenir places on the beach that we all
hate so much. And it was up at Clearwater just north of St. Pete's beach.
I: I just got back form Clearwater!
P: Ow yer . . . ok! Cool . . . and em I was amazed that when I went in this store they had
the most beautiful selection of seashells. Not just from the US but probably from the
Philippians and the pacific. And em . . I bet they had in excess of twenty different types
of shell in all different sizes. I mean they had some that were big enough that they had
towels rolled up in them that people could use in the bathroom or something clear down
to little tiny penny ones. But honest to goodness I had the funest time trying to choose a
seashell that I thought Jenny would like. Em . . it took me a lot longer than I had thought
and the lady in the store was there helping me by the time I got done. She was explaining
to me the different types of shells. Jenny doesn't have very good minor motion skills
with her fingers so what I was trying to do was find a seashell that wouldn't break very
easily if they had one. So many of the shells were dainty and I didn't think would work
very well. I actlially found one that they called a helmet and it was very beautiful and
multiple colors as big as two or three men's fists put together so it was quite big and it
cost me ten bucks. Nine ninety-five or something . . . em . . . but again it was being in
this store with all the bright lights and shiny sea shells and I was so excited to buy this
shell for Jenny! She was the only one of my kids that I bought anything for . . . you
know I came home and I couldn't wait to give it to her. I walked in the door and said
hello to the dog and the kids and then I said Jen I have bought you a present and she said
. . . "ya did?" Then I gave her this seashell and she just leapt around the room - I mean
she was so happy and that made me happy of course. That is once incidence that comes
to mind immediately just because it was just the other day of a purchasing or shopping
experience that was rather nice. Another one is . . . as goofy as this sounds . . . I really
like flowers a lot and em I plant a lot of flowers around our house. These barrels at the
front of our house and things. Em . . sort of stone ware and things. I like to plant flowers
in those. My wife has flowers that she. enjoys and so I will buy those flowers �d make
them as decorative as I can and I really enjoy buying those plants. You can get them
form local nursery's or from Wal-Mart. We have two or three right where we live and
· they have excellent stock and they are inexpensive. Y'know a few dollars will get you a
tray full of plants. I actually always enjoyed buying those. I dunno . . . maybe I am
getting domesticated in my old age ! I don't know, my mother would probably never
believe that. I have done that for the last few years, I have done that. So those are a
couple of purchasing experiences that come to mind off the top of my head.
I: What did you enjoy about them?
P: Em . . . well, the place I got them last was right off Northshore. I have never actually
been to that nursery before and I went there with Chip I took my little boy. We looked
around at all the different plants seeing how many we could identify, naming the different
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trees and shrubs and. things. Y'know we chose the ones that we thought Kim, my wife,
would like, that I thought were kind of hardy . and would get through the Tennessee
sunshine and things. Em . . so it was really good fun just looking at the variety of
flowers. I knew going in there . . - . it is this notfon of security and comfort . . . I knew
going in there that I would find something we could use. So sure enough we spent a little
while in there . . . again the flowers we are talking about are not unusual, they are
pansies or something like that and not wildly exotic. Although we are very picky on the
colors of things. Em . . . but it was a just a pleasure to choose the plants I wanted to that
would go together in these pots that would be my creation in· those pots. And em . . and
then go home and do that. To plant them with my son . . it was something that we shared
and then he ran inside and got his mum and showed her what we had done . . . and just
like every good mother she was justly surprised and pleased. So we were all happy . . . I
don't know it was just fun choosing the flowers and then making up the flowerbeds.
I: Can you think of anything else you want to talk about?
P: No . . . not really. We talked about the stamp shops and Hamley's . . . what was the
third one?
I: We talked about the fix-up-places.
P: Oh . . . yer, yer, yer, that's.right. Home base and Lowe's and those. Naaa . . . I can't
think about anything else that is about it.
I: OK thanks you very much.
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Participant A - Kristan.

Interviewer: I have to ask you before we go on, do you have any questions about
anything I told you so far, is there anything you'd like to ask me?
Participant: No, but if you need my video recorder, you can use it.
(possible trouble with equipment during set up)
P: OK - no questions, I' m good to go. I'm probably your most boring participant,
hahaha, after Loren and Robin, I just don't know . . .
I: If I make notes, it' s not because, the only reason is because there may be something
I want to ask you, I'm just not smart enough to remember. So don't let it distract you
P: O.K.
I: Let me begin by asking you, simply this, do you consider yourself the kind of
person that is a loyal shopper to certain stores and brands, or are you the kind of
person who just sort of shops anywhere?
P: OK - I am a person who is loyal to a point. I mean I' m loyal, loyal, loyal, but I can
become a traitor. I can lose my loyalty if I get either disgruntled by a price and I
think, naaa, I'm not doing that. Or if they don't have something that I, let me give you
an example. Maternity clothes - when I was - I love Target. I love Target and if I
had to choose I'd go to Target over Wal-Mart except for sometimes they're more
expensive, or sometimes they don't have things I want there. But when it came to
maternity clothes, they are the pits. So I didn't, rather than going there and being
loyal, I went to Burlington Coat Factory and they had the best. But when it came
down to the prices, Wal-Mart beat them all, so I ended up buying from Wal-Mart. So
I can lose my loyalty pretty quickly. I might have a longing to go somewhere I'd
rather be, but when I start to see that' s not going to meet a need, then I am likely to go
somewhere else. But if I had my druthers, if I got in a car and said, "I want to go shop
today," and I set out, I'd want to go to Target. That's where I' d set out to go.
I: What other stores do you shop that you think of yourself as being loyal to? You
described Target as one . . .
P: Target . . . . I'm probably. I' d call Wal-Mart my, I go to other places, I try to stay
away, I think, 'no, I'm not gonna do it' , but I always end up there because I they
always end up having what I want. So probably there' s this kind of defiant loyalty to
Wal-Mart - hahaha - I check about 10 other places and now I end up going back there
because they're the ones that end up having the best price. I love Burlington Coat
Factory, I love Big Lots, when they' ve got it but I can easily become disgruntled by
Big Lots because I think, 'you know, they don't have anything I need' , and go back to
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Wal-Mart. Hahahha But the South Knoxville Big Lots is a lot better than the West
Knoxville Big Lots and I grew up in South Knox, so my heart was attached to Big
Lots, but when I get over here to the West Knox Big Lots, it' s not, they're really not
what I thought they were. Uh, the Dollar Store is fun. I don't have this great loyalty to
it but if I were to choose . . . er I'm not . . . I don't have loyalties to the finer stores like
Gap, not finer, you know what I mean, the more expensive, Profit's or Dillard' s or any
of those. I don't have a loyalty there. If I happen to be there and I see a good deal, I' d
be likely to buy it. But I don't think I have got any loyalty to those stores.
I: Groceries?
P: O.K. There again, I change loyalties. I used to be a Kroger only when I lived in
student apartments because it was close, and I lived over there on Southerland and I
just, I only shopped at Kroger. Because I knew where everything was and they had
good deals. But then I moved over here and I thought, well, I'm gonna keep up going
to Kroger, but Bi-Lo w as s o close and s o much more convenient to get to, rather than
having to go down there so . . . I'm a Bi-Lo shopper due to the prices of it and the
convenience of it. I know where everything is. I' d rather shop groceries at Bi-Lo
even though I know Wal-Mart's cheaper, because I don't like, because when I go info ·
Wal-Mart, I end up spending more than I want to on groceries because I end up
meandering over to the clothes, and you know, tlie junk, you know, so I'd probably
shop at Bi-Lo before I'd shop .... But I only buy a lot of things if they're on the Bi-Lo
card, if you can get the Bi-Lo discount with your card, and those kind of thing.
I: You said something interesting I'd kind of like to go back to - you said you go to
Wal-Mart defiantly.
P: I do.
I: Tell me about that.
P: The atmosphere is a nightmare to me I hate parking out there, I hate all of the
people mulling around, I feel crowded in Wal-Mart. To me, I like Target because I
like the appearance of it, I like the way things are set up aesthetically, and to me, WalMart just has things that's made, I just don't like the way that I feel when I am in it.
But I start thinking, "I need this and this and this" and a lot of times I don't shop
because I know that when I go in there I'm gonna buy things that I don't need and I
end up just coming home with more junk, and this is a little house, and the last thing
we need is more stuff, and so I don't like to go there - if I can avoid it I will. Because
I end up with more than I need and l just don't, aesthetically, I just like Target better I
just like, I like the style of things, I like the colors there better, I can't explain that, but
the things they have, their displays and the colors that they have set out, I just like the
way it looks better. There is just something about it. It seems neater, cleaner, tighter,
smaller. Even the Super-Target, which I rarely got to, I just don't like it so big, it's
like you spend hours in the aisles and get lost. I prefer it smaller and tighter and
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cleaner and more colorful. Hahahah That i s what I like. But when it comes to Big
Lots, I don't go in expecting that, I just expect a big warehouse, you know. I don't
have the same expectations. To me Big Lots, you just go in and it' s kind of a free-forall, I don't have the same . . . I have a specific way of looking at Big Lots so I go in
there, and I don't expect anything . . . I'm just looking for deals and so . . .
I: Tell me what a shopping experience at Target is like for you?
P: It' s palatable . . . hahaha . . . I like it. You go in there, I have a nice red cart, you
know, I like the color. I like the red; I don't like the blue in Wal-Mart. The carts seem
smaller, cleaner. Straight down the aisle, I know what to expect, everything is put up,
cleaned up, nicely hung. I just er . . I might go in I might be looking for . . . what
happens is usually I try to use self-control, and I just try to get my one thing, but I end
up spending more time just looking and kind of playing around. I have a, Ben' s sisterin-law if very "chop-chop" - whatever she goes there, gets it, goes, and leaves. She
makes fun of her husband because if he goes for a gallon of milk, he' s gone over an
hour. He may come back with just a gallon of milk, but to him it's an experience. He
likes to look around, touch things, play, this kind of stuff, and this is how I am when I
shop. It could be three hours before I come out, and I may come out with just two
things, because if I use self-control I can do it. But I have, it' s like kind of an event
for me. (background music playing suddenly) Don't worry about that it' s my cell
phone ifs not important. So anyway, that's how it is with Target. I just go for the
experience of it.
I: Tell me about that - what do you mean when you talk about the experience? You
told me a little bit about the colors and the layout of the store and those things are
appealing to you.
P: I like the children's toys their brand that they have, so I go in - sometimes I' 11 just
get out, it' s like I, a lot of shopping, you don't need it, you just want it. So a lot of
times I'll go in and then maybe pick something up and carry it around with me for
awhile, because it' s what I want. And then I' ll put it back because I have fulfilled
something, just kind of hanging on to it. And then I realize, 'do I need it, will I use
that?' No . . . and I put it back. But to go into Target, there' s a lot of things I just want.
I can't really put my finger on it, it' s maybe my style, there' s a certain sense of style
that Target has with their home furnishings, with their toys, I look at clothes that are
maybe more my particular style, so I feel more at home there. Does that make sense?
I: It does . . . just help me understand what you mean when you say you feel more at
home there? What' s that feeling like?
P: Umm, let me think. Okay, well I'd be more likely to put their things into my
home, I guess is what I mean. When I feel at home that would be what I would chose
their things are what I would choose to bring home to my house more likely than
another store. But if I go to a store like Penneys or Dillards, or things like that, things
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are too spread out and I don't where everything is. So that's maybe why I feel more at
home, I know where things are, I know what to expect, I enjoy the style, theirs is more
my personal style so I'd be more likely to buy their things. I guess that's why I feel
more at home, it just suits me. If there's a lamp there, I'd be more likely to buy that.
Now sometimes I'll see something there and I' ll see it maybe at Wal-Mart too, but
because of the way it is and where it is in Target, I'll be more drawn to it.
Merchandising I guess is more to my taste I don't know if I am explaining it very
well?
I: Yeah, it sounds interesting. I' m curious to go back to this notion of feeling that it
feels like home. What are some of the things you feel when you are in Target . . . the
visual things you talk about, and the spacing of the products and the aisles you
discussed? Even the cart "feels right." I'm curious to know what those feelings are can you tell me about that?
P: I wouldn't go so far as to say twiterpated, you know? I get more sense of
adrenaline when I walk in there. Um, now see, but, with them, I'm not necessarily
loyal to them, I may buy something somewhere else, you know. Because of the price
so I'm not necessarily driven just because that's where I like to be. I'm very driven by
what my best deal is, um, but I' m more likely to want to spend time in there. And as a
result may end up buying something there because I'm just there. I go in there, I walk
in, I just feel kind this I want to say excitement, it's just this "wowowowowowo", you
know. I wonder what's new, I want to run and see what the new things are, I have to
go look at the jewelry and how it's set up. But I don't feel, like somewhere like T.J.
Maxx where you're trying to find a deal, I get kind of worn down, I just get tired. Or
even somewhere like Marshall's, where there's always deals, there's so much stuff.
You could find better deals but you just feel worn down because of having to, the
things are heavy, the racks are heavy because there's so many clothes and you're
pushing them to that one sweater that's the cheapest. So I might be likely to go there
when I'm trying to find something, but I'm worn out after wards, I'm kinda beaten
down.
I: Sure. Sure. Let's say a special event is coming up, and you want to buy something
really nice. Not something that one would generally wear - where would you go?

1 70
1 7 1 P : If I were to buy a really nice outfit. I'd probably go somewhere like Marshall's or
172 T.J. Maxx and just dig and search and find this $200 dress that I could get for 50
173 bucks, you know. I would. . .I would. . . .I would go to those store that wear me out,
174 and I would dig um . . and I would wait until I'd find something. I know that Robin
1 75 said, yeah, she found boots for that. I found this dress in Denver in a place called, I
1 76 · can't remember, it was something similar to a T.J. Maxx that used to be $ 1 50-$200 for
1 77 $ 1 3. (husband walked in the home - politely excused himself - and we continued) I
178 can show it to you ! Hahahah
1 79
· 1 80 I: So, really, you would go to the same stores that you would normally go to?
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P: I would, just because I don't have the money. And even if I did have the money, I
don't know that I could stomach it. I don't know that I could in and spend that much.
I: You ' re not the kind of person that would splurge on something like that once a
year, or something like that, or occasionally.
P: If my mom was buying it!
I: Let's do it that way. Supposing it was a gift, somebody else was buying it for you.
(inaudible)
P: Well , I might be willing, it' s even hard for me to have someone else spend the
money on something that's not permanent. A piece of furniture, or jewelry or
something that will last forever, I don't have as much problem. But clothes, I just
know that things get worn out and they tend to get beaten up. So I have a hard time
spending a lot of money on clothes because they're not permanent.
I: You talked about Burlington Coat Factory. What kind of things do you buy there?
P: Uh, little kids clothes, toys, coats, they have everything you need. It's pretty good
stuff.
I: Tell me what a shopping experience at Burlington Coat Factory is like for you?
P: O.K. If I go in there, I feel, er. . . basically I feel this excitement of . . . . .I don't go in
there unless I know I'm gonna buy something, in other words. I bought Audrey's
blessing dress in there, and I had shopped lots of other places and that' s what I do.
Lots of times I shop two or three, four different places if I'm really looking to buy
something and then I'll end up finding it somewhere that beats the price and I will end
up getting it. Because blessing dresses were pretty expensive at the Baby Superstore,
they were like $90, something like that. And then I went to Penney's, they were $70$80 and then I go to Burlington Coat Factory and it's $29.00 and just as pretty. So
then I get it and I feel like I have really succeeded and I have I beat the system, you
know. So i f I go to Burlington Coat Factory, it' s usually because I've already done
my homework and I' ve gone to a few different stores to look for something. Like
Barrett's coat, I went to a few different places to see if there' s a good coat price, and
they had the best one. I got his coat for $35 and it' s a nice coat. (she slobbers referring to her cat that was sitting on my lap). So usually I go there knowing I' m
gonna buy something and so I' m there on a mission. I don't go there just to walk
around, because there's not a lot of little do-dads and things. Usually I go in there to
get a baby gift, or to get a coat, or to buy toys because they have some cute toys there.
So . . . when I go there I go there to buy something.
I: So that' s a little bit different than like a Target, where you 'll walk around . . .
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P: Right!
I: . . looky-lou a little bit, even if you do or don't buy impulse items.
P: Right!
I: . . . at Burlington, you tend to be more in and out?
P: Yeah, yeah, because I know there's less for me to just mull, I'm not gonna sit and
look at coats for hours - it's not exciting to me. And I'll look until I find a good coat,
and even with little children's clothes, I'm gonna look and see what they have, usually
more likely to go in and get out from there.
I: You have continually kind of brought up the notion that you knew what you were
gonna buy before you went there, so you sort of had these products in your mind.
What's it like for you knowing that you can go into Burlington Coat Factory and they
will have what you need, in the price range that you talked about, because as you
described Burlington, you're a price-point shopper. That's why you go there , because
you' ll get the best deal - right?
P: Un huh!
I: So what's it like for you to know that Burlington Coat Factory is there when you
need it?
P: Well, it's different because I know I can get the same price probably at Wal-Mart,
but not the same thing. I don't want their . . . I want somebody else's stuff. So I
might get the same price at Wal-Mart as I could Burlington, I may get a little $10 baby
gift at Wal-Mart, but I'd rather get it at Burlington because it's probably a $20 or $30
thing marked down, and I'd just feel like it's better quality, it's nicer. But, that's the
thing, if I could afford a $20 ot $30, I'd probably still go to Burlington knowing that
those things are out there. There's a market for people like me who want the nicer
thing but don't want to pay for it. They don't want to spend $ 10 and deal with
everything at Wal-Mart. The thing that I also like about Burlington, is there's
different, there's more unique things there. At Wal-Mart, everything kind of seems
cookie-cutter, but at Burlington there's . . . you can tell, the styles, the way things are
put together, are more unique and they're more, I don't have a word for it, but their
styles just, I don't know what the word is. But it's a different style, maybe, it's
classier, more up-scale, although not so much as if you are going to one of these little
specialty stores. It's kind of middle-of-the -road. You know how there . . . . .I mean
Wal-Mart's a good average, I really like something that jtist looks a little bit different,
that maybe looks a little bit more expensive, but you don't have to pay for that.
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I: Again you come back to this notion that you know the product is there and this
sense that you can go there and purchase them as and when you chose. I am curious to
know how does that feel. What is it like for you to know that is there?
P: Sometimes it' s bad because I'm just itching to want to go and you know, I don 't
need to. So I have to kind of block it out, I try not to think about - quite honestly, I
really don't shop a lot, because it' s so hard for me not to buy. There are times when
I'm grocery shopping and I send Ben because I can't just go and get what's on the list.
Often times, often times I branch out and buy twice as much of things that we don't
need so, I have to use a lot of self-control. It's an effort for me to go shopping any
time because of the self-control I have to use, it's very difficult. Very
difficult,(chuckling) . . . . . . and I' m not, I've very conservative, I've always been like
this. I can control it, but it's always an effort. I've never been one to spend myself in
a hole because I just have, I always have to, there's always this feeling of having to
reel it in. So knowing that -B urlington Coat factory that it' s there is great, I can't think
about it anymore, because if I think about it, I want to go, and I want to buy more. At
Target even, I just, many times . . . Ben' s sister goes to Target every day, almost every
day, well, two or three times a week, because she feels the same way. But she gets in
trouble because of it, stuff she doesn't need. So I just don't, I just refrain, you know?
I: Last question. Have you ever had a store that you like to shop at, that you shopped
at regularly and for whatever reason, you can't shop at it now. Perhaps it went out of
business, perhaps you moved away. Can you think of a store like that?
P: hahahah . . . as a kid, there was this . . . like a Woolworth's, just this massive
warehouse place, it just went under but I remember it.
I: What' s it called, do you recall?
P: uh . . . . no, I don't remember. Hmmmmmm
I: Was it here in Knoxville?
P: It was here in Knoxville. It was just this massive . . . .but what it did, it was just
coming of age at the time, and it was before Wal-Mart and K-Mart. It was when KMart was the big thing, but you didn't want to be caught dead in K-mart, you know?
Because it wasn't cool. (chuckling) I remember saying "I don't want to go to K-Mart,
what if someone sees me there?'' But it was a place . . . this cheap place . . .the first
time I really remember being attracted to a store, there was so much stuff, it was just
kind of. . . kind of like an early 5 & 10 type of store. But it was huge, and I don't really
remember it, but I ' m sure it' s gone under, and I don't remember the name of it, I wish
I did. But I've thought about that store from time to time and wished that junk place
was around so that I could go mull through it. I love drug stores too. I love to go to
Drug Stores. Same as with Target, like CVS - I have kinda the same feeling, even
more than Walgreen' s, I like to look at the way they're set up, it' s just seems clean and
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tight. Things are in order . . .it's not just out there. So I guess I have this alter ego - I
like a junk store like Big Lots if that's where I want to go, there's a part of me that
actually enjoys just kind of a nice casual store that's a little dressier, but not junky. I
don't know, I have split personalities!
I: What sort of things would you buy at that store when you were a kid?
P: Oh . . . fingernail polish, mascara, lipstick, cheap shirts, and just little, you know
preteen junk stuff that they get that they can afford (chuckling).
I: What's it like for you now, knowing that you can't go back to that store?
P: I'm OK with it because I have got so many others that I just can't go to anyway
that I don't have enough money so . . .
I: Any other stores that you'd like to tell me about, shopping experiences?
P: No, I wish I liked to go to these stores . . . that were just , these real novelty,
specialty stores. But I don't, because I just get so turned off because things are so
expensive. I go in there, and even I' m just turned off, and I just kind of tum off. I
don't even enjoy being in there. It's just not my comfort zone. Even the nicer ladies
clothing stores, it's just, I just get turned off. I'd rather go somewhere else, even
though it wears me out and I guess there is part of me that enjoys the dig. I'm more
comfortable there.
I: Can you tell me what you me� by comfort zone?
P: Well, you probably know what I mean but you need it for your - hahaha. I'm just
trying to think in terms of. . . . maybe price range. An area in which, I mean, if I went
into a fine furniture store and there's furniture in there that's $5000, $6000, bedroom
sets for $ 12,000, I wouldn't feel comfortable because I, even though I'd think it was
beautiful and I'd enjoy looking at it, it would be basically a waste of time for me
because I couldn't afford that anyway, so I would just, I wouldn't want to hang out in
there. I' d rather go somewhere I know I could afford it so it was worth my time, and I
that I could even visualize having it. So it's like the specialty shops and the very nice
expensive clothing stores, I just go there and get kind of bogged down, 'well, I
couldn't afford that anyways, it's just a waste of time. And I don't even find myself
getting attracted to those things, ow I could have . . . if I just saved for three months,
you know, if I just saved - it doesn't appeal to me. So it's not even comfortable for
me. It just seems sort of ah . . . I know there are people who do it, or obviously the
stores wouldn't still be in business, but I'm too practical, I think. But not always, I
think of myself in terms, I remember splurging on a coat for college I was a broke as
broke as could be and I fell in love with this blue suede jacket. Looking back now I
know it was hideous (turn tape over).
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I: I'm curious a little bit to talk a little bit of more about a comfort zone. So we've
got to have . . . the products have to be in your price range.
P: Right. And sometimes my comfort zone changes when my financial status
changes. Because when I was in school my comfort zone was lower, I mean I had less
money, and then when I was working, my comfort zone gradually increased. So I
might go to stores that I might not otherwise ·go to. Now that I'm not working again
and staying home, we are tighter so I'm finding myself really going back into a mode
of when I was in school. I can turn it on or turn it off. Whatever style of living is, if I
know we are in crisis mode financially, than I can just turn it off, just shut it down.
It' s not like I have a certain, well when you get used to a standard of living and you
just can't go back, or whatever. There's some things I can just tum off. So as a result
of me not working, I find myself, as Target is my comfort zone, going there less and
less. Just because even though I enjoy it, I may not shop at all for awhile, then my
comfort zone starts becoming more of a 'just going in there when I need to get
something, I go in and get it and leave. I enjoy the shopping experience less the
broker I am. It's not as enjoyable, it' s not as enjoyable for me because I get more
uptight. Thinking . . . and I find myself getting even mad, 'oh, if I was working now
we could have that.' In order to maintain what I'm doing by staying home, I shop less
so that I don't get this rift or this conflict that happens when I shop. So comfort zone
for me, a lot of it' s just based on what my financial status is. So there' s a comfort
zone for what my style is, what I enjoy, when I go in there I get this good feeling. The
less money I have the less that means to me, and the more I end feeling kind of scared
so I just won't even go. I just don't want to deal with it.
I: Tell me a little bit about Big Lots.
P: Well, see I could go through something, it' s like I have this loyalty and if
something happens, I just tum off. Right now I'm just turned on Big Lots. I just don't
enjoy it. The thing I love to go to Big Lots for is for their frames. I love to go in there
and get their frames. But probably the last four or five times I' ve gone, I've not
enjoyed their frames - I' ve not enjoyed their frames. I've not enjoyed the frames and
so I don't go in there. So now guess where I have started to go for frames. Wal-Mart.
So I've gone to Target and their things are prettier, they' re maybe not prettier, but
they' re more expensive so I go back to Wal-Mart you know. And a lot of times I can
find things that look like I could have gotten somewhere else, they are nice. And
there' s Kohl' s too, I forgot. There' s Kohl's. I have a relationship with Kohl's.
I: Tell me about Kohl' s . . .
P: Kohl' s to me is the alternative of going to Penney' s or going to one of those places.
I like it better, because I don't like getting caught in all of the mall, so I like a store . . . .I
don't really enjoy the mall, because to me the mall, it' s just too much, it' s just too big
and too many stores. I don't just like to go mall hopping unless I am on a date with
Ben and we just kinda loiter at the mall. If I go to the mall to buy something it' s just
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a nightmare. We just go in their, walking 2 miles to get to the one store that you want.
I like going to Kohl's, going in and finding what I want and getting it and going o�t.
A lot of it is convenience. A lot of people enjoy the mall better because they just can
shop a lot of different places and look. I don't enjoy that. I don't shopping at the
mall. I enjoy hanging out and loitering.
I: What' s a shopping experience at kohl's like for you?
P : I usually shop there when I ' m buying gifts I don't often go there for myself. In
fact, almost 1 00% of when I go there is for gifts I never go there for myself.
I: Tell me about that . . . .
P : They've got good jewelry, they've got good prices an d they have, they usually
have pretty good deals and sometimes gift items . . . . you don't usually buy clothes for
people as a gift unless you really know their size and what their style is. So often I go
there to buy Christmas gifts or birthday gifts because I know they have things other
than just clothes that are nice. Jewelry, kids clothes, towels, picture frames, smellgood stuff. Now those kinds of things they usually have in little packages and you can
go in there and get something for a reasonable price. So it' s nice.
I: So what is it that takes you to Kohl's when it is time to buy a gift?
P: I know where things are . . . . that' s a big thing because usually if I'm buying, I'm
always in a rush. I don't have a . . . . unless I go and I know I have a lot of time to loiter,
or hang out at Target. I don't go to Target to buy gifts often, I have to say. Because I
know I'll be there a long time and I don't want to spend time there. So if I go to
Kohl' s, I' m not interested in that store enough to want to just hang out there. That' s
probably it. It's not a temptation for me.
I: yeah.
P: So I can get in and out. Grab it and go.
I: Any other stores you'd like to tell me about?
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P: Uh . . . . . I think . . . I told you that this would be pretty dry. I think that about
covers them all.

446

P: (Chuckling)

445

I: In that case, I will very politely say thank you.
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Participant B - Harry.
Interviewer: First let me say, if I may, I really did want to say thank you for
volunteering.
Participant: You' re welcome.
I: As you know what I am trying to do is compile a series of interviews that talk about
people shopping experiences. It's part of my dissertation research and there are no
right or wrong answers . . . there' s um . . . don't feel in anyway that you can answer
these question incorrectly. What I am really interested in is to see what your
experience is like with some of the things we talk about.
P: OK
I: So let me ask you off the top of my head do you consider yourself to be a store or a
brand loyal kind of person or are you the kind that will pretty much shop anywhere.
P: I would say that I am fairly loyal. . with certain brands and certain stores. It takes
me a long time to develop a loyalty but once they have built my loyalty I will stay
with them.
I: Tell me some of the stores that you . . . frequent that you are loyal to?
P: Well, in Knoxville there's really two. There is one in the west town mall called
Parisian's and there is a men's clothing store on Kingston Pike called McClellan's.
Those are the first two . . .I would actually have to say that I also have loyalty to WalMart. Each of these for their own separate things. I don't just have broad loyalty
about certainty things.
I: Yeah . . . product category doesn't matter. Industry doesn't matter. I am just kind
of curious to know which store do you frequent.
P: OK. The ones that I frequent are those and groceries would be Kroger' s.
(chuckling)
I: Ah yeah . . groceries. So you picked out a couple of clothing stores one sort of
general merchandizing store and one
P: Foodstore.
I: . . . grocery store. When you think about a shopping experience at Parisian' s what is
that like for you?
P: The experience itself?
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I: Sure.
P: Ah . . . I think variety of clothing, different levels of quality and price tags. Decent
service their service compared, at least that I have received, compared to the typical
department store . . . I get better service at Parisian's. The people that work there are
friendlier . . . I have also noticed one thing that appeals to me is that least in my"
impression is that the people seem to stay there longer. In ot�er words when I go back
I will recognize faces of clerks that have waited on me before. So I build a familiarity
with the people and a comfort level with the products and the variety and the products
and price tags and this may sound silly . . . is the physical location of the store within
the mall. They are on the end of the mall so I can go into the store from the outside
without having to go through all the nightmare traffic in the halls in the mall and on
that end of the mall, because of the way it is physically laid out you don't have so
many cars parked as you do for example at the main entrance or some of the other
stores that are congested with a lot of other types of stores. Parisian's is all to its self.
So I can park there and not have to battle to find a parking place. Not have to battle
the crowds to get in. It's just an easier shopping experience. So when I think of
Parisian' s those are the three things ifs the variety of the price and quality, the
friendliness of the people, as well as the consistency of the people being there
repeatedly when I go back. And actually easy access to the store without having to
handle all the crowds that you have to put up with in some of the other stores. Those
are the things I like about Parisian's.
I: Tell me about Kroger's . . . what keeps you coming back to Kroger' s?
P: (chuckling) Convenience is the number one thing. They are located near me. I
have actually begun to even question why I remain loyal to Kroger' s because the last
two or three I have gone there . . . as a matter of fact two weeks ago I actually went to
the manager and complained for the first time in my entire life about the quality of the
produce. I have actually seen tomatoes rotting . . . they had black spots on them on
the shelf for sale. I actually went to the manager and said you know I have shopped
here since I was in Knoxville and I am really getting tired of the quality of your
produce it's getting worse. If it weren't for their convenience, I am not sure I would
be as loyal to them . . . . um . . . but besides that one experience . . . the food . . . I think
of a grocery store as a grocery store I don't know that I see a wide . . . I am not
particularly a price shopper. I am not going to change for ten cents. I don't don't
really see a price differential between Kroger's and Food Lion or some of the �ther
grocery stores. There may be and I just haven't noticed it I can't pretend to have
evaluated it thaf closely. But for the most part, on average, the pricing seems similar
between grocery stores. Kroger's have a good variety. Y'know they have about
everything I could possibly want when it comes to food. I don't really need to go
anyplace else when it comes to buying food type items.
I: What is it like for you when you go into a Kroger store?
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P: It' s an OK experience. . . I get tired of the crowd. It's . . . I always end up going
when ifs zoo time . . . where every body else goes is the one I go to. So . . so many
people fishing around (chuckling). It' s just an average experience it' s not a . . . on a
scale of one to ten I'd probably give Kroger a five or a six. It' s a good clean store
with a good variety of foods . . . the people that work there for the most part are fairly
friendly so the atmosphere is, the atmosphere is decent quality of the products, except
for those one or two exceptions on the produce I referred to. The quality of the food is
acceptable. I would not go there if I were going to go out . . . if I were a cook and
were going to cook a premier quality meal for people that were coming in, which I
don't do, if I were going to do something like that I probably would not go to Kroger' s
for the supplies. Because their supplies are typical middle level and I don't think of
them as having gourmet quality products. If I were the type of person that was strictly
looking for the cheapest price I wouldn't shop at Kroger' s I probably . . . I am sure if I
looked around I could find less expensive someplace else. But if I am just going for
the basic food, basic pricing, basic service get in and get out with what I want kind of
stuff. . . Kroger' s is fine for that. But the main thing they have for me is strictly the
location is within close proximity to where I live in Knoxville, which is so handy.
I: Let me see if I can reflect on a couple of things that you have said that seem to be in
both those stores you have chosen. One of them is this notion of convenience . .
P: Um humm . . .
I: . . . Parisian' s located at the mall you can get in and out you talked about the
familiarity of the store . . . Kroger' s is easy in and out so . . . efficiency in shopping ?
P: . . . absolutely !
I: . . . and familiarity?
P: . . . for those two absolutely?
I: . . . it' s really just an in and out kind of thing we don' t want to spend more time than
we need or . . .
P: . . . you actually have a good point. Because if I want to go to Parisian' s it similar .
. . if I am going to go in for basic khakis, basic socks, and the basics I just want to get
in know where it is, know that I am going to get service, know that I have a fair price,
know that the selection is decent, . . . that is a good point Parisian' s would be like a
Kroger . . . it's reliable. It has reliability in my perspective because they don't move
everything around a lot, so I know where to go to get what I want and I know the
quality I am getting. So you are right . . . it's convenience.
I: Tell me about this notion of reliability . . . what is reliable?
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P: Replicable . . . each time I go that is it going to be the same basic experience.
When I go to Kroger's, for the most part, it's the same, it's the same foods, the same
food quality the same food price, the same pricing , the same service. Each time I go
will be identical to the time before. I use the word "identical" loosely as for the most
part it' s a repeat . . the experience is a replication of the experience before. There is
not a wide variety it's not like I go in time and I' m very disappointed and one time I
am very happy. For the most part it is like a norm. The experience, quality, variety,
service, the price it' s all fairly consistently the same so it is replicable. It is the same
thing over and over. And that probably increases the convenience of the experience.
But it is the physical location of the store. But the fact that those other things are
replicated each time makes it more convenient for me.
I: It all comes back to this notion of familiarity . . .
P: Absolutely!
I: . . . that you began by introducing earlier. So it's not just the product that you are
familiar with but it's the whole shopping process?
P: Absolutely!
I: The brands . . . um the layout of the store, the location . . .
P: But actually for me um . . . the layout is very important for the typical average stuff.
Because I don't like to go into a store. . .if I just going to Kroger' s because I am not
going there for gourmet items and I am not going there for two cent things . . . for the
basic clothes at Parisian' s and the basic foods at Kroger I don't want to have to go in
and figure out where things are. I like the convenience of being able to go in and
know where to go and go get my milk or where to get my socks. I prefer that. I don't
it when I walk in and they have reshuffled the store design. To me it' s like OK now I
have to waste time to re . . . to re-familiarize myself with your store and I don't like to
have to go to the effort to re-familiarize myself with the layout of the store. In fact
you are touching on some points that I hadn't even thought about.
I : From time to time what I ' 11 probably do is just reflect back on some of the things
you say as I want to make sure that I understand what you are saying.
P: Sure.
I: . . . and it just kind of helps me um . . . make sure . . . and you can tell me aw yeah
you know Simon that is right or not or know that's not what I meant.
P: Sure.
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I : It just kind of helps me in my thinking when I look at the transcripts a bit later on
y'know. . . the other notion that came out that you actually discussed in both of those
was service and the people that worked there. You talked about recognizing the same
faces that people stayed there longer . . .
P: Familiarity.
I: . . .familiarity again. Obviously, there is a certain level of service quality that you
talked about there that has to be in place to keep you coming back. Tell me about the
familiarity with the people.
P: It ads a certain psychological comfort. Why I can't say. Like I have noticed and
wondered about it one time when I was in Kroger I caught myself going to a certain
check out line because I recognized that that was a clerk who that I have used on
various occasions before and I didn't recognize the people on the other check stations
so I found myself going there out of . . . it wasn't habit I don't think . . . it was I just
happened to go there and I even wondered why did I chose this line I went out of my
way to come here. And I realized because I recognize that face. So it was familiarity .
. . it was a psychological comfort zone.
I: Sure. It's actually the second time you have brought out the notion of comfort. You
actually described it now relating to the people that work there before you talked about
comfort um in the experience that you were talking about. Let's see if we can pursue
that a little bit. Tell nie about this notion of how you experience comfort what does
that mean to you in those stores?
P: I need you to rephrase that to make sure I understand (inaudible).
I: Sure, you talked about how you were more comfortable going through a certain
check out isle because you recognized the face there.
P: OK
I : . . . before you described yourself as being comfortable with the environment in
which you were shopping. It just seems that one of the things I want to see if it is
coming out of this is this notion that you shop were you are comfortable?
P : It's . . . I am dealing with a known entity. Be that entity a person be that entity the
environment of the store be that entity the product the things I am dealing with are
known to me. And I use the work known in product perhaps nothing more than
beyond recognition or awareness of . . . I know what I am dealing with I don't have to
relearn a phase or relearn a product or relearn a store. Um . . .
I: So that takes me a little bit back to the notion of familiarity that you have been
describing . . .
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227 · P: Um hum.
228
229 I: . . . so I actually see this notion of this knowledge base when you know what to
230 expect, familiarity and comfort . . .
23 1
232 P: Un huh . . . I know what to expect I have less uncertainty . . . I am thinking it out as
233 you are asking me . . . you have a great question here. If I am dealing with something
234 I am familiar with, I have a lower level of uncertainty and I . . I don't personally like
235 to have a lot of uncertainty so that perhaps is why the familiarity plays such a role with
236 me. Because I have a familiar . . familiarity with the person, with the product, with
237 the price, with the stores, with the location, etc. I have a lower level of risk and a
238 lower level of uncertainty and that just gives me a psychological comfort zone.
239
240 I: Once again, those things make you feel more comfortable?
24 1
242 P: Yeah, absolutely. Comfort is a big factor with me.
243
244 I: And that comfort is with a number of things. It's with the physical environment,
245 it' s with the product line, it' s with the people who work there. It seems there are
246 multi-faceted.
247
248 P: Right, right. And it's dependability - that I know that I can depend on, not only
249 it's familiar, but I can rely on that I'm getting what I want, that I have the choices I
250 want, and the convenience is also there.
25 1
252 I: Once again, we come back to this notion of knowledge and reliability - they
253 provide that for you?
254
255 P: I don't know that I would say that it's one single point, in fact, convenience is
256 important to me, familiarity is important to m�, comfort is important me, confidence
257 that I can depend on the quality and that the price is a fair price. So it's neither all
258 points - it' s not that one disappears, I actually need all of those to be in my shopping
259 experience in those cases.
260
I: The other store you mentioned is McClellan's. Tell me about McClellan's, I'm not
26 1
262 familiar.
263
264 P: Oh, I love it. I love it! It' s a men' s, actually it' s a men' s/ladies clothing store on
265 Kingston Pike. It's the best, it's like gourmet clothes. Their clothes are awesome.
266 The selection is, you don't have the wide variety that you have at a Parisian because
267 they don't have the physical space. So instead of 50 different brands of pants they
268 may carry three or four different pants. So, you don't have the variety at all but you
269 know when you do look at the pants they have, they've chosen nothing but the best
270 lines out there. To me, there are a gourmet-clothing store for men's clothing. And I
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can't comment on the ladies because I haven't bought those, but men' s clothing, it' s a
gourmet-clothing store in Knoxville. And the last time I was there I nearly fell over
dead when I looked at the bill, but it' s like, you know, no other store in Knoxville
gives me that. There's no place else I can get what I can get at McClellan's.
I: How often do you shop there?
P: Well, I only discovered McClellan' s about 2 months ago actually. And I' ve been
there probably three times and in those 2 months. And each time I' ve gone I' ve
dropped some chunks of change. And service is phenomenal ! I have a feeling that
those sales people probably are on commission, which is fine. But the service is just
outstanding and, talk about familiarity. I mean, that salesperson that waits on me, the
first time I'm there. I go in now and the other people, if they see me, and (name
withheld) is his name, and I walk in and he's not on the floor, "oh, we' ll get (name
withheld) for you." They know, even after just a couple of months, they recognize
that (name withheld) was the person that I dealt with so they seem to have a respect
for themselves that once salespeople builds a client, that they don't touch another
salesperson' s client. And, so when (name withheld) 's with me, it' s totally one on one.
If he's with someone else, he'll say "I'll be with you when I'm finished with this
person." He won't try to wait on me and another person at the same time. Which
gives me the value that, I've seen it already, the last time I was in there I watched
someone come in and he said "I' ll help you when I' m finished with me." So you
know that you're getting true total individual attention, you don't get that in any other
store. Target or Parisian, I' m happy with all the things I said, but they may wait on me
and one or two or three other people at the same time. At McClellan's, when I' m
getting the service, I'm the only person getting attention to, ah, the clothes are the best,
the atmosphere is fantastic, you just feel so comfortable, it' s just an emotionally,
psychologically beautiful comforting store that makes you feel warm and secure. You
feel like you're in a womb, because it' s just so comfortable mentally and physically
and I just absolutely love it. I wouldn't even consider trying another premier men's
clothing store in Knoxville now that I' ve discovered McClellan's. My loyalty is with
them for good clothes.
I: Once again you talk about the people there, your sales associate, the high level of
service. What' s that like for you when you receive that?
P: Hmmm . . . . well, psychologically it makes you feel recognized. It makes you feel
that you are a value to them, makes you feel valued, that they value you as a customer.
I : How does that make you feel?
P: The first time I was in there I remember saying to (name withheld) "I need a new
wallet" I pulled out my wallet and the one that I had I probably had for 7 or 8 years.
It even had the leather was separating an d i t had a hole in it and the stitches were
sticking out , and I' m like, "(name withheld), isn't this just the saddest wallet?" He
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just laughed, he goes, "I think I' ve seen one in my life that' s worse." Ha, ha, ha . . . He
always chuckles about it. And actually, they were out of wallets and he said, "well,.
we actually need to order some more." So he put in an order that day and he said, "
I' ve been meaning to and I' ve forgotten , you just reminded me, I need to get an order
in to our supplier for some wallets." And about two weeks later I went home and
there was a message on the machine from (name withheld), that said "Harry, I just_
wanted to let you know that the wallets came in today, swing by if you'd like to look
at them. We got them in and they're here for you." So it made you feel like you're
being remembered, it wasn't just like you're there one time, they take your check, now
you can leave now, we have your money. He was looking at it longer term, he was
trying to build a relationship with me. And he proved that to me when he called me
and I did nothing more than go in that day to buy a wallet. And he didn't try to push
me into buying anything else at all. He said "come by whenever you want.' So it
made me feel like he looked at you in terms of trying to make sure you had wh�t you
wanted, what you need. And then he wouldn't try to push anything on you that you
did not need. He always makes you, I' ve only been there three times now, he always
makes it a point to figure out what it is I' m looking for, what I want. And he will try
to find the item or items that satisfies specifically what I'm looking for. And he will
clarify that I' ve had all my needs met, that he won't try to push anything on me that
I' m not looking for today. He won't try to say, " Oh, please, buy this." He'll stop
when he knows that I'm done, what I'm after. So it makes me feel valued because
he' s recognizing me as a client. He looks at me more as a client than a customer, and I
don't know how to differentiate the words, but if I go to most men's clothing stores I
feel like a customer. At McClellan's they make you feel like a client. It makes you
feel more professional. It's a different level.
I: That's interesting. You obviously are quite emotionally quite excited as you talk
about that store. It's fun to see that, I mean, it's obvious an experience that you enjoy.
P: I remember the first time I walked in there, it's like I specifically had been looking
for a really cool yellow sweater for about a year. And I could not find one. And I had
even gone to Parisians and they had one your typical Ralph Lauren sweater, and they
kept trying to say, "what do you want?" and I said, 'q don't know, I'm gonna know
this one when I see it. I've just been looking for a really cool yellow sweater, cabled
sweater, for a year and I haven't found one." And I walked into McClellan' s and this
is my first time in there, first time I've ever met (name withheld) and I told him what I
was looking for. He took me over, shows me some of the sweaters they had, and
BAM, he has exactly what I could not describe. I thought, "My God, this is the most
beautiful yellow cable-knit cashmere sweater." I just loved it. And to my surprise, I
didn't even look at the price tag. I didn't even ask, I didn't look. It was just exactly
what I wanted. And then one thing led to another and he showed me a red jacket that I
was asking for, a lightweight jacket. He showed me, he held up this beautiful, rich
red-colored windbreaker type jacket, and I thought, "Oh my God, it's the one I want, I
love it!" And how about those too, I bought a pair of khakis, and I bought like a
cotton sweater. And I didn't even check the price tags of anything until I was up at the
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361
checkout. When he gave me bill, I was like, "my God, how much was that sweater?"
362 Up until that point, I didn't know it was a $400 sweater, I was like, "Oh my God".
363 I've been looking for that kind of sweater a year and I'm not gonna look for another
364 year and possibly never find it. I wanted it over and done with. I'll just take the pain
365 and go to bed. Ha, ha, ha . . . ..
366
367
I: I'm curious, cause you say that was your first shopping experience there, and you
368 obviously remember it very vividly.
369
370 P: very vividly.
37 1
372 I: And you say that you only have shopper there three times, but yet you have very
373
374
P: It' s so different than anything, it stands out.
375
376
377 I: very strong feelings . . .
378
379 P: Because it' s so different than any other store. Because it is so different. I think the
380 layout is like an English pub, like a really rich English pub, I don't know how else to
describe it. It' s just, the warm colors, and the textures of the materials, like the woods
38 1
382 in the building and the carpet, it's just like having rich textures of really rich colors.
383 Like you think of a nice psychologically comforting English pub that you just nestle
384 in. Um . . . you don't find that in any other clothing store here. And the clothes are so
385 superior to anything else, nothing else can compare to it. And the price tags, you
386 · know, the price tags just blow everything else out of the water. It's so much more
387 expensive. You have to remember, if nothing else, you know if you buy those socks,
388 those socks are going to be $23 for one pair of socks. But you can't find those socks
389 any place else. So that's why it stands out, it's so different. I can go to Parisians and
390 they can have the same pair socks, for the same price or even less and I probably
39 1
wouldn 't buy them. Because it' s the whole experience at McClellan's, it' s the
392 atmosphere, the phenomenal service, it' s a packaging experience for me. And another
store could have the same product at the same price, but they wouldn't have the whole
393
394 package. So if I' m going shopping at McClellan's, I'm going for the experience that I
395 assume and expect to be different than my experience at Parisians. And if Parisians
396 tries to copy a part of my experience at McClellan's, be the quality or the price, you
397 might as well forget it, because if they can't copy the entire experience than they
398 haven't copied the experience. It's not what you think of part of, you have to have it
399 all. And I don't know if that makes sense or not.
400
401
I: No, no, it's really interesting to hear you say that. I think what I' d like to ask you a
402 little bit about, and I think, I'm curious. You 've only been to the store three times and
403 you have such loyalty to the store already. How quickly do you think that came
404 about?
405
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P: Actually, McClellan's came the first time I visited the store. I knew the first time I
was in there. But in all fairness, before I had found the store, I had heard the store
mentioned two or three times from different people. Um . . . . a couple of professors I
know had commented on the store, a couple of friends that I know had commented on
the store, so the framework in my mind had already been built about what the store
was going to be like and I was looking forward to it. And the day I was in Parisians
looking for that certain yellow sweater and they actually said, and the guy that waited
on me said, "You might want to try McClellan' s", cause the kind of clothes you're
looking for, they're probably going to have the things that we don't have, and I think
you might want to try them." And, actually, believe it or not, he effected me because I
had bought from him two or three times at Parisians and I trusted him, had a comfort
level with him. So when he recommended another store that I w as already familiar
with by other people, that actually boosted my comfort level with the store before I
even walked in the door. Then when I walked in the door and immediately was
experiencing what everybody said I would experience, I was just sold right then and
there, the first time. I was sold within 5 minutes in the store.
I: Let me see if I can bounce a couple of things off you. Once again we have this
notion, this interaction with people. And that's obviously an important part for you,
and again, service there. Secondly, you talk about feeling really comfortable at the
store. And the third thing that may be a little different, you started to talk about what
I think of as critical events, things that actually happened, specific products you
bought, in your case of the wallet, the salesman went out of his way to make sure you
knew
(Changed tape - inaudible)
P: You made me think of something, if I am looking for a shopping experience where
the interaction with people did not matter in the least, the atmosphere did not matter
in the least, I'd buy it online. I can buy whatever I want anymore online, so I don't
need a store, I don't need a salesperson in terms of getting the product. If rm looking
for the experience I need a store.
I: Let' s talk about that a little bit. Do you purchase stuff often online? Or do you do
most of your Brick & Mortar?
P: Um, I'd have to think about that. I just started shopping online about six months
ago, so I've used it now for a variety of things, electronic items, trips, airline tickets,
hotels, a couple of items for the house, so I' m building experience with it and I'm
finding the more I'm getting exposed to online, there's almost nothing I can't find
online if I want to buy it.
I: Could you have found the yellow cable sweater?
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P: No . . ... probably not that. Because if I saw a $400 sweater online I wouldn't touch
that. I want to see that before I spend $400 for a sweater online.
I: So we can break the different categories, you're comfortable buying online, but you
prefer to buy from Brick & Mortar?
P: But that might be because I' m fairly new getting used to it, because I have some
friends that even buy their clothes online. And they're blissfully happy with them. I
have one person I know who basically furnished his entire apartment online. So, when
I see other people have experiences and they're happy, I'm not afraid of online. I' m
building, my comfort is starting . . . . . .
I: Initially you talked about buying electronic equipment and household type items,
but when it came to personal clothing . . . . . . .
P: Yeah, but if I bought a Sony camera online, it' s gonna be the same sort of camera
from a store, you know what you 're looking at.
I: Sure, sure . . . . . . what about Wal-Mart? It's showed up on your list on places that
you think you're pretty loyal to.
P: When I' m in the mood, not in the mood, when I' m shopping for a true basic
necessity that I want to get a cheap price on, it' s Wal-Mart.
I: What is it about Wal-Mart?
P: Price and selection . . . .. that's it. It sure is not the environment. It' s crowded,
parking is typically difficult, service is usually below average, attitudes of the people
who work there, I think, are terribly poor, isles are crowded, the way I' ve observed
their customers, they don 't seem to be especially nice people for the most part. A lot
of them seem to be pushing each other out of their way to get what they want. But if
I' m going to go shopping and I have a list that includes aspirin, toothpaste, a DVD,
some glasses for the kitchen, and basic necessity-type things. Like aspirin, I can get
cheap aspirin. I can buy aspirin at Wal-Mart for 20% less than somewhere else.
I: I think it' s interesting you chose Wal-Mart, because many of the things you
describe in your other shopping experiences you actually don't find at Wal-Mart, in
terms of service, the layout of the store, the people who work there and so forth. It's
important in those other experiences. So, what is it that makes you go back there time
and time again? Are you sure it' s the price?
P: Right . . . . . . They've got everything. If I want toothpaste or face soap or aspirin or
shaving cream all the way to glasses for the kitchen, screw-drivers, to electronics,
DVD's, to flowers, to light bulbs, to TV trays, basic necessities of your house - WalMart just has it all - they just have such a huge selection, it's just amazing.
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I: So what's it like for you know that there is this vast array of product lines there?
P: I have mixed feelings. I' m bi-polar when it comes to Wal-Mart .... ha,ha, ha. I love
the fact that you walk in and they have the selection, but God, what a nightmare! I
mean, you don't know where to find stuff. You have to spend half your time walking
around the isles figuring out where things are. I think if you went to Wal-Mart once or
twice a week, you'd probably know the store layout, but the store is so physically
large, there' s so many isles, and they do move their stuff around, I do notice that.
They move things around, so when I go, I assume I'm going to have to stay there a
while to number 1: find what I'm looking for, and just to move around the people,
everything to get to. If I' m in a rush I go to Walgreen' s, because they're so much
smaller. Wal-Mart, because of the physical size and the variety, I just know I'm going
to just have to bite my lip and be patient because people will be in my way, I'll have to
stand behind 10 people in the cash register before I get waited on. Going to Wal-Mart
for me is bi-polar in that the good part is that they have it and have it cheap, the bad
part is: service is horrible, it takes forever, it is inconvenient, but it' s reliable, because
I know they're gonna have everything that I'm looking for. So to me it's a bi-polar
experience - love it/hate it.
I: Let me see if I can reflect back again a little bit, because you actually used some of
the same words that we actually called out earlier, you said both that it's reliable and
you KNOW it's reliable, you know what they have in there, so on one hand you're
maybe not familiar with the layout of the store, but you're very familiar and
knowledgeable with the product line that they offer. So even though once you're in
the store the shopping experience, the psychological comfort you described earlier is
absent, what is there is the knowledge that you can get something there.
P: And I can't underestimate the price. Because the way Wal-Mart promotes
themselves as "we sell for less everyday", I' m expecting that they're going to be
cheaper for the same product. If I were to find another store that had the same thing
and was cheaper than Wal-Mart, Wal-Mart would immediately lose its credibility with
me and I' d give that to the other store. Wal-Mart has built with me the image that I
should only think of them as "low price" .

I: So you're a price-point shopper?
P: With things like toothpaste, you know, Crest Toothpaste at Wal-Mart is the same
Crest Toothpaste at another store. So why would I want to pay more for it?
I: Let me ask you this: Have you ever had a store that you like shopping at, that had
some of the things we've talked about, that suddenly closed, or went away, or perhaps
you moved away, where you no longer had access to it?
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P: Uh, huh. When I lived in Green Bay, Wisconsin, there was a men's clothing store
there that was very similar to McClellan's, except it was even nicer than McClellan's.
It was because it was larger, they had a bigger selection. And when I left Wisconsin I
was actually very sad to leave that store, cause I loved shopping there.
I: Tell me about that. _ What was it like, wben you say you were sad?
P: I didn't think about it until I was actually here in Tennessee and the first time I was
looking for some nice khaki's and I looked at so many store and looked at khaki's and
think, these are junk. I couldn't find the kind of khakis I wanted, but I ended up
buying $29.99 Khaki's - they were just average-quality Duck.head khaki's and I'm
like, "I wish I was in that store in Green Bay again." I didn't realize how much I
missed it until I couldn't find a store that had it. I felt like I had lost something, there
was a experience that I was able to have in Green Bay that I no longer was able to
access that experience. The experience for me was gone, I couldn't get access to it
anymore.
I: So what was that like for you, not having access to that store?
P: Uncomfortable . . . .it was, all of a sudden I knew that I had to find another store,
someplace that was convenient to me that I could reach within 28 hours. Um . . . . so I
was having to explore, it became an effort, now I have to go out and spend another
two or three months getting to know the area to find a store like I knew in Green Bay.
So suddenly it was now that I had to make an effort to . . . it was going to become a lot
of effort to find a way to recreate that experience to the best of my ability.
I: You said earlier that it made you sad when you realized that you have moved away
tell me about that.
P: It was sad for two ways. Because every time I went there there was like a few
gentleman that owned it or a lady that worked for him always the same two people and
I was there for like four or five years. It was the same two people that would always
wait on me, it was one of those two and they knew me i�side and o�t. I mean they
knew my body size they knew my taste in clothes and any time he would get a certain
item in he or the lady that worked for him and ah this is some thing that (Harry) would
like, (Harry) we are going to hold this to the side for you. We just got a shipment of
whatever in and we really think you would like this. �d I am like well, I can't get
there for a couple of days because I am busy or whatever. Don't worry about it come
whenever you want. We will just set it to the side for you we think you might like it.
And I would walk in it might be four or five days later and they would have stuck it
away where no one else could see �o no one else could buy it. They would have saved
it for me. That really me feel good to have some one give me that level of service.
They showed you that they truly valued your business and valued you as a client. And
so there was a sadness that I was loosing that there was a sadness knowing that I was
going to have to go to all that effort of finding another store I liked. . .
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I: right . . .
P: . . . it was like this is so much effort . . . I was here for over a year for over a year
before I discovered McClellan' s and in the mean time in that year I was going to
stores that weren't really giving me . . . Parisian's could give me the basics I was
looking for but if I was looking for a store that had that really cool sweater it took me
a year to find a store in Knoxville that had that. It was sad after all that effort. I had
gone to all that effort in Green Bay to find that one store that I loved. Ah . . I have
got to go through all that work again so it' s just like an unnecessary evil but necessary
effort I had to go through.
I: Sure . . . what other shopping experiences in any store, it doesn't matter what store,
that stick out in your mind?
P: Any shopping experiences that I have ever had that sticks out in my mind?
I: It doesn't matter about product category.
P: Actually, yeah a couple. Um . . . three, I bought a car this summer and the service of
the salesman there blew me away. The non-pushiness, I really have no interest in
having someone push a product on me. Offer me the product and explain the product
what to product can give to me, how you think it will address my needs and wants.
But let me make the decision if it what I want to buy. As soon as a salesperson starts
pushing something on me, even if I want it, it will tum me off. If someone pushes me
too hard, it doesn't matter if I want that sweater until the cows come home, if you push
it on me I won't buy it. And I was buying a car, I had looked for two or three days at
different models of cars. So many car places I went to the salesmen were doing that
they were push, push, push, push. And they were actually pushing me away. I actually
wanted a Lexus and I saw the Lexus I liked but by that time, I had looked at some
other cars. I had looked at Volvo's, I had looked at Saab's and looked at BMW's and
then the time I was looking around the Lexus lot salesman was waiting on me he was
trying to understand what else I had looked at. And I told him I had looked at this and
I had looked at that and he immediately started to denigrate the other cars. You don't
want this for that. You don't want this car for that reason. Here i s the drawback of the
Saab here i s the disadvantage of BMW, blah, blah, blah. Now let me tell you how the
Lexus is better. I had a problem with him as a human being or as a sales professional
trying to sell his product by putting down the others. I have found that, that is just not
my cup of tea. I don't like someone that has to put another person down to make
themselves look good. Also, he started pushing the product on me. Just shoving it
down my throat almost. And very quickly I knew that no matter how much I wanted a
Lexus I would not buy a Lexus from him. So, I left and then I went to the Mercedes
dealership and the experience was so opposite. The salesman's name was Jeff. He
was just fantastic ! He really took a lot of time to show me a lot of different models . . .
explain the different models. He would not only answer my questions he also
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understood fairly quickly, because of some questions he would ask me, that I don't
know much about cars. So he would take a lot of time to really explain to me the
advantages and disadvantages of one model compared to another and he never shoved
at all. And he actually made me want to buy it. Because of the way his
professionalism, his lack of pushiness, his patients and time in giving me the education
that I let him know I was looking for. So that one stands out in very much. It stands
out because he was so different from all the other car salesman. As opposed to the
push, push, push he let me make my own decisions. He didn't push at all.
I: Tell me about one of the other experiences.
P: St Album's Square in Sarasota, Florida. I was down there about six or seven years
ago. And it was in the middle of December and Sarasota Florida is not exactly the cold
spot. Especially St. Album' s Square and this was a warm part of the country and I
happened to be getting ready to go on a ski trip to Colorado in a couple of weeks and
was in this area for shopping. And I am with a friend and we walked into a store and
the salesman was just, very very nice store if I lived there I would probably go there, it
was more expensive than anything else I have ever experienced. And er . . . he stared
asking what I was looking for, y'know, what is coming up in my life and everything
and he heard me mention something about a ski trip and he says we have really cool
ski sweaters. St Album's right! Why would you have ski sweater here and he goes
well a lot of our clients go skiing. I had never though of that. And he sent me to an
area of the store and they had the most awesome ski sweaters I have ever seen in my
entire life and he pulled this one sweater out and I just fell in love with. I just had to .
have it. I am sorry to this day that I outgrew it as I tubbed out. I am so sorry I don't
have it because it was the coolest sweater of my life. So, that is the other experience
that stands out.
I: Again, it's the salesperson that influenced you.
P: Oh, absolutely. The salesperson has more influence than they realize.
(Inaudible)
P: I don't know that a lot of retailers truly understand the value a good salesperson
has in building a relationship with the customer. The difference is, the ones that stand
out to me I remember the most positively, that I would go back to again, don't look me
as a customer, they look at me as a client. And it' s a totally different way that they
treat me. If they look at me as a client, and work with me professionally and try to
secure my faith and trust, the salesperson at any store has a huge impact on my going
back there. More than the retailers ever know.
I: That's interesting, let' s just explore that a little bit. We talked about the same thing
earlier, the salesperson builds a relationship.
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P: Well, it's part of the package.
I: So do you think you develop a relationship more with the people that work there or
with the store itself or the brands they carry?
P: It's a package, Simon. If I went to a store and had the greatest salesperson and a
bad product and high prices, terrible atmosphere, it would not be a sufficient package
because it would not be enough, it all has to be consistent. When you look at a
shopping experience you have the product, you have the price, you have the
environment, you have the person that's waiting on you, the store, the image of the
store, it's all a package. And if it's not consistent, in other words, if you' re product is
average, your prices are average, your store is average, your salesperson is
outstanding, that's like an abnormality, it's not consistent with the rest of the package
so it doesn't fit. So the whole package has to be consistent. You' re gonna have the
best product, the highest price, the best store, well, then you have to have the best
salesperson. You can't sell me a $400 sweater and an English-pub type atmosphere
with beautiful plans, beautiful products, beautiful environments, if your salesperson is
a schmuck. There has to be consistency of all the things together, one has to be
consistent level with the other things that you're given.
I: So you think you' ve developed a relationship with .... ?
P: With it all. As I'm thinking it out, you made me realize that I build it with it all.
I: The store that you talked about it in Wisconsin that you missed, how long ago was
that?
P: Two years ago.
I: Can you think of any other stores, that for whatever reason, you've become
detached from, they closed or you moved away, or they went out of business or
whatever?
P: Well, I don't know if this is what you're looking for or not, but the barbershop I
used to use in Philadelphia, Sylvia's, a little Italian barber in Philadelphia, and I was
working in Philadelphia for many years before moving to Wisconsin. And my boss
went to Sylvia's, and one day I said to my boss, "do you know a good barber?" And
he goes, "Oh, this little barber down on the comer that I use, he's so cool." I was just
looking for a barber, I' ve never really had any relationship with a barber in terms of
longevity, it's just hair. But I went to the barber, and Sylvia was just a hoot, he was
just a true little Italian barber and it was like gossip-central. Boy, he knew how to cut
hair. He would not let you out of there until he was happy with how your hair looked
and you were happy with your hair. He made very sure it was exactly what he thought
you should have and what you wanted. And he had an environment set up to where it
was just two barbers. He didn't want anybody else. And the two of them were good
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friends and they had like their own little rooms, when you walked in the waiting room,
it was like a doctor's office in a way, there was a little waiting area with really cool
magazines, a soda machine, and then you go into this little booth or roomette with
Sylvia when he was going to cut your hair. And you sat in there and there was a little
window between him and this other barber where they could just chitchat back and
forth and you just sat there, it was just gossip-central� it was a funny experience. It
was fun, and I went there like four or five years and no one else touched myself but
Sylvia. I think I had a bond with two things, I had a bond with him because he was
such a hoot, and he was such a great barber that I got exactly the product in form of a
haircut and his prices were totally fair. And his store was a true barbershop - it didn' t
pretend to be a salon or anything other than what it was. It's just a barbershop - so
that the package was totally consistent.
I: So what happened?
P: I moved away. To this day I miss Sylvia. I'm going to go to Philadelphia
probably in January and I haven't seen him in about I O years and I'm going to back to
see him and see if he remembers me. He is just awesome. I felt like I lost a friend
with him. I' ve been gone for 10 years and to this day when someone cuts my hair I
compare it to how Sylvia cut it. Ha, ha, ha . . . . He set the standard.
I: Can you think of any other shopping experiences that you'd like to share?
P: Give me a second to think . . . . . ... whatever? I guess I could talk about Ford
dealerships. . . . .I hate them. Ha, ha, has .. ...When I was in sales in Philadelphia, they
had Ford company cars and they changed every year, and I just hated it because I
knew that it would be in the shop a lot. It's just a schluck car and I understood rapidly
why so many people in my life, I' ve heard about Ford, need to be fixed or repaired
daily. One time I was in Pittsburgh, I had changed jobs and I was providing my own
car and for whatever reason, I guess it's because I had three or four years of driving
Ford cars, the Taurus's with the sales job, I just went to the Ford dealer. My psyche
was saying, "you've been driving a Ford for four years, buy a Ford." That was in
1994, I believe. I went to the Ford dealer and I said, "I kind of want a fun car", I knew
that I didn't want a Taurus, I was tired of Taurus, so he showed me this Thunderbird,
and he went on and on about how they changed the Thunderbird, it was such a cool,
neat car and all this razzmatazz schlock, I let him sell it to me. Because I had to have
a car quick, I didn't have days to make a decision. Because I had changed jobs and
they were saying, give us back the car, we need to give it to the new salesperson. Get
your own car now" So I had to get a car quickly. I think it was the next day. I didn' t
have the luxury of looking at lots of car dealers, and I bought that Thunderbird. And I
started having trouble within 6 months. I remember I was literally driving on the
interstate and the car just shut down as I was driving, it was turned off. They had to
come tow it and it worked. It happened two more times. The people said, "(Harry),
we don' t know what you're talking about." So on the fourth time, they couldn't start
it, and they said, "you're right, something's wrong." What did they think, I was lying
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to them the whole time? It took them about 10 days to identify what the problem was
to fix it. I kept that car two or three years, and I drove a lot, I probably put on 35,000
miles- a year. I think I had that car 2 ½ or 3 years and it had 80,000 miles on it.
Something happened, I can't remember. . . . . . . .I took it to the Ford dealership and the
sales manager said, "well, (Harry), you 've had a lot of trouble with this car and we've
heard you mention two or three times that it's time to get a new car, why don't we let
you talk to the sales manager." I wasn't planning on getting on getting one for another
year or so, because this car had 80,000 miles, and that's nothing. He said, "for a Ford,
that's a lot of miles." And I will always remember the service manager saying that.
And I looked at him and said, "well, you just made my decision for me. I am gonna
trade cars, but I' m sure as hell not gonna be a Ford." And I went to the Saab
dealership. At that time I had time, I wasn' t in a rush. And I looked around at
different cars and I went to the Saab dealership and after the 2nd visit there I wanted to
talk to the service manager. They didn't know why I wanted to do that. We were just
chitchatting about Saabs, and I said, "well, what's the highest mileage you've ever
seen on a Saab that came in?" "let me think about that, well, I had one last week that
had a little over 400,000 miles on it and I think that was the highest mileage." So in
other words it would not be unreasonable for me to get 100 or 200 thousand mile out
of a Saab? "No". He looked at me like what are you talking about it's no big deal. He
said "Check your oil and take care of it and 200,000 miles is a song. Think about
300,000". Sold!
I: yeah. . . wow.
P: That was probably the other experience that stands out on the negative side.
I: yep . . I can see that.
P: And the people weren't (inaudible) that service manager at Ford, unsold me and the
service manager at Saab sold me. And the difference was every time I was in a Ford
dealership the Ford salesman always tried push a car on me. Trade, trade, trade. And
the Saab salesman was like if you want a car let me know.
(tape ended) This was also the ending point of the interview. The participant was
asked if he had any further comments, he said he did not. He was thanked and the
session tenninated.
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Participant C - Carol.

Interviewer: Off the top of your head do you think of yourself as being brand loyal or
loyal to certain stores or would you go anywhere?
Participant: I think I am brand loyal but, I think it's more because I know can go to �
specific place and be in and out of there. Rather than just because I know that's the
only brand I like. Does that make sense?
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I: It makes perfect sense.
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I: So, what are some of the places that you shop?
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P: Um . . . do you mean for clothing or for groceries or just for anything?
I: It doesn't matter in the least.
P: Um . . .if it is groceries I always go to Kroger. And I go because I know the layout
of the store and I go in because I can quickly get what I want. Um . . . if I am going to
the mall for something typically I am going to go to Parisian' s or Banana Republic for
all the same reasons - I don't really like to sort through things and do a lot of shopping
and spend time looking. I like to be able to run in and out . . . so . . .
I: So you hit Kroger's when you have grocery shopping . . . when you are looking for
clothes then you go to the mall.
P: Um hum
I: Parisians and Banana Republic for clothes then?
P: Mmmm
I: Anywhere else?
P: Not really, Ann Taylor sometimes, just places that I am familiar with. I know their
sizes I know how the clothes fit me and I know they have what I want and I am
usually shopping because I am looking for something specific. I am not just shopping
to just pass time.
I: You actually go with a purpose when you go to the shops
P: Right.
I: Which ones with do you go to first?
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P: I' d probably go �o Banana Republic first.
I: You mentioned the of notion of familiarity . . . you said you go their because you
are familiar.
P : Un huh.
I: Tell me about that.
P: Um well, as I said I know their sizes so I know what fits me and . . .cos I don't
want to sort through a lot of stuff and try on a lot of different cloths and if I know what
their sizes are cos sizes are . . they all run differently it maybe the same size in
another store but they fit differently. Then I can come in and get the sizes I want and
not have to worry about it. And em I know that they have good quality cloths and I
know that usually if I am looking for something specific enough I know which store
will have it. So, that way I can kinda narrow down where I am going to go first.
I: So part of that familiarity notion is because you know you can go there and find the
sizes of the clothes that fit you and as you mentioned quality. The quality is obviously
high enough that you keep going back, right?
P: Umm . . . right.
I: You mentioned too that when you go into the stores . . . I think you said you don't
have to worry about finding cloths that fit you. Is that . . is it difficult to find clothes
that fit you?
P: No it's not difficult at all, but it saves me time. I don't like to have to take a bunch
of cloths back to the dressing room and try them on. Although, one thing that I am
guilty of is that I buy things and if they don't fit me I don't return them. So,
(chuckling) because I don't like to have to go through the hassle of doing that. So, in
order to not be wasting money. And it's not like I have thought about this and thought
I am going to go to these stores so I don't waste money. It's just that I have gotten to
the point that I only go to buy at specific places because I don't have to go through the
hassle of trying things on. That's not always true. It depends upon what it is. But if I
want to get a pair of pants or shirt or something that is very basic I know I can just run
in and get what I want and go.
I: Ow, so you don't even try them on in the store?
P: No
I: So you are in and out?
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P: Yer, that' s what' s important to me to be able to go in and out. I really don't like to
spend a lot of time shopping.
I: You are . . . (chuckling) not like Kim, let's put it that way.
P: (chuckling) I mean I know for a lot of people the whole excitement is going in and
looking around and everything. I don,t like to spend the whole day at the mall.
Actually thought the less time I spend at the mall the better.
I: Do you ever go to boutiques or do you always go to the mall?
P: No . . . there are some small boutiques I go to that are in Knoxville that I go to.
I: Such as?
P: Kristi' s is one of them and Pam Kelly is the other.
I: Why would you go to Kristi's?
P: If I am looking for something for a special occasion.
I: Ow they have a special product line?
P: Yer, and they are things are expensive also.
I: Ow so there things are high end and a little nicer for a special occasion?
P: Um humm.
I: So why would you go there?
P: Um just if there i s something I need for a party or something like that. And I know
I couldn't find it anywhere else that's where I woµld go first. Or maybe something
that I know they wouldn't carry in a department store cos they carry different brands
that usually you would have to go to Atlanta or somewhere, a bigger city to find.
I: So when you go there you say you know you can find things there that are not in the
other stores even without looking?
P: Um humrn . . .right
I : Even though they have higher end stuff in some of the upscale stores in the mall you
wouldn't even stop there you would go straight to Kristi's?
P: Um hummm right.
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I: What is that like for you when you know you can find upscale stuff?
P: Um . . .it's good. It makes me wait until the last minute if I am buying for a special
occasion of something. I don't really worry about it I know I can just run in there and
I'll be able to find so�ething. So, it's nice. We haven't had a store that's like Krisiti's
in Knoxville before I mean we do . . as I said Pam Kelly is one of them also. So it's
nice to know to have brands available that you couldn't get before.
I: How new are they?
P: Um . . . probably with in the last well it may be four years I was going to say three
years so they have been around for a little while but not very long.
I: How many times . . . typically how often do you go there?
P : Um . . . maybe four or five items a year.
I: How long did it take before you knew you would go back there?
P : Well, as soon as they opened I excited about it so I went as soon as when they
opened and then um . . I knew that was the place to go back to.
I: So, really .after the first time you went there you knew you would go back?
P: Yer. And it's nice because it's a small store, because they pay a lot of attention to
the customers and I mean usually you are the only person in there and they have a big
selection but it is a small amount to choose from. Meaning it's a lot of different things
they have but it's not overwhelming.
I: Um hum I know what you mean. Tell me about the attention the customer service
reps and the people that work there give.
P: Um . . . well they are just really attentive about getting sizes and making sure that
you have everything you need in the fitting rooms and if you need another size or
something else they will bring it to you they - . . . if you are looking at one item they
will suggest something else that may go with that you might be interested in looking at
if that one doesn't work out. Um . . . and I think that it is more that it's just not very
busy so there is not a lot of hustle and bustle it' s not hard to get some ones attention if
you do need help.
I: So once again that notion of efficiency of quick service is important to you?
P: It is.
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I: It seems to be a theme that comes out - it doesn't matter where you shop it' s . . . is it
correct to say that. . . well, let me do it this way, let me back into it, let me ask you what is it about shopping quickly that is important to you?
P: Well, I don't look at shopping as a pass time so for me the times that I am going to .
go shopping is because I need something that I am looking for something for a specific
occasion. So I am really going to be just in and out I don't want to spend my
afternoon doing it. So it becomes important to me to know exactly where I want to go
and I get frustrated if ! have to go to y'know more than one or two places. I don't want
to have to go place to place looking for something.
I: Do you have any favorite stores or stores you shop at that you are quite loyal to as
you have described that have closed?
P: Um . . . no, not here.
I: Can you think of a store like that that moved away or closed . • .
P: I was really upset when Bookstore closed which used to be a really big book store
in the gallery and then Boarders replaced it. And at first it took me a long time to get
used to Boarders. Um one of my favorite things is actually shopping for books. I can
stay in boarders for hours um and just look at everything. So Bookstore was my
favorite store and then there was a store called Apple Tree Books that was a small
family owned store that I was really sad when it closed.
I: Tell me about that. What was it like when Bookstore or Apple Tree Books closed.
P: Um . . . well, Apple Tree was sad because the reason why it closed was because we
were getting larger bookstores Davis Kids um. . . not Davis Kid, Barns and Nobel.
When Barnes and Noble came I think a lot of bookstores closed. Davis Kid was one of
the smaller ones that closed. And when Bookstore came that' s when Apple Tree
closed. So it' s just kind of sad to see a locally owned business go out of business
because a larger one comes in. I would much rather go to some place that is locally
owned. And I got to know the people that owned it, not very well, but they were
familiar faces when I walked in.
I : Tell me about that.
P: Well, I mean I would buy . . . I am going to go to the Disc Exchange to buy CD' s
rather than go to . . . someplace in the mall to buy CD' s because it' s a locally owned
store and I would rather go there. Um . . .just to support them because I know it' s hard
to own a business and so um . . and I also think it' s more personable . . . and at the
Disc Exchange I have gotten to know one of the guys that works their and whe� I
come in he always tells me about CD' s he thinks I would like and so that' s nice . . .
it's a big part of it.
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I: So a couple of time you have mentioned the notion of personal attention whether it' s
from the people working at Kristi's was it . . .
P: Um hum
I: . . . or the people that own the bookstore or the guy at the store that sells the CD's
what is it about that . . . as you have said you become familiar with them . . . what is
about that that is important to you?
P: Um . . I just think that in a way it is comforting that. . . y'know . . . I don't know it' s
just um . . . I would rather spend my money there than spend it someplace else that
doesn't somehow contribute to our community. So I don't think about that each time I
go in but I get to the point I do go to specific places . . . because I can run in and out
and those kind of things . . . but um . . . I think the familiarity of the store and the
people that work there are the reasons why I go back too.
I: You used the word comforting, tell me about that.
P: (chuckling) well, I don't know if that's the right word. I just know that I don't have
to spend a lot of time looking for or familiarizing myself with the store - the layout of
the store and trying to find things. I know where I can go. And I know that the people
are helpful there so if I do have questions I can talk to them. I know that they are
really on hand where as sometimes it's hard to even find someone that works there. Or
you are dealing with someone who really doesn't want to work there so they are not
very helpful or very nice.
I: Let' s come back to that notion of familiarity again. You began by saying familiarity
was because of they carried products you were familiar with and sizes that you were
familiar with and that created a favorable environment for you that you could have an
efficient and timely shopping experience. Now you come back to the notion of
familiarity and you talk about the layout of the store . . . not just the store but the
people that work there.
P: Um hum.
I: Tell me about that.
P: Well that I think that is different depending on where I am. Um at Banana Republic
I don't necessarily recognize the people every time I am in there. But at some of the
other stores I go to I do. The Kroger that's just down the street at Knox Plaza, there
are people working there that have been there since I went there with my mother when
I was little. And so they have been there for such a long time and it' s nice to see the
same people and they are pleasant people and they enjoy what they are doing and so
that makes it nicer to go. Because . . . I don't know it seems like customer service
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270 skills are lacking in a lot of places theses days and people can be very rude or not
271
helpful and so it' s nice when you do encounter someone who is friendly and who
272 tends to be enjoying their job and is willing to help you if you have questions. And so
273 the guy at the Disc Exchange who I don't know his name and he doesn' t know my
274 name but he does recognize me and he is able to remember what I bought the last time
275 I was there enough to suggest something else I might like. I think that is really nice. I
276 think that says a lot for him and for the other employees that work there.
277
278 I: Let's come back to the notion of comforting is it the store that is comforting or is it
279 that you are familiar with the store that is comforting or is it the people that work there
280 that is comforting?
281
282 P: (chuckling) I think it' s all of those things . . .(chuckling)
283
284 I: Tell me more about that?
285
286 P: I think it' s all of those things and again I don't know if comforting is the right
287 word. Maybe it's actually making the purchase that is comforting - no I'm just
288 kidding. I think it' s just being familiar the environment that you are in and just
289 knowing that . . . comforting is probably not the right word I can't think of what else
290 to say. Um . . . in dong my Christmas shopping I know that there are certain places I
291 can just go and get exactly what I wanted.
292
· · · 293- I: Such·as?
294
295 P: Well, um . . . Disc Exchange is one of them. I went there because I knew that
296 probably I wouldn't have to look anywhere else to get some CD' s that my brothers
297 wanted. I went to Electronics Boutique to get video games that my brothers wanted
298 because I knew they probably had the largest selection. So, really for me it is just
299 being able to kinda do a one-stop shop and not have to go to several places to search
300 - . . ... for something.
301
302 I: Let's take a look at the CD exchange store for a minute. You keep coming back to
303 that one as a good example of different attributes of shopping f9r you. One of the
304 things you said that I think is interesting is that you knew when you went there you
305 would find what you were looking for.
306
307 P: Um hum, right.
308
309 I: Tell me about that. Why is that important to you?
310
311
P: Um . . Just because I don't want to spend a lot of time driving from store to store.
312
31 3 I: Is it just the timeliness?
314
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P: It is, well, especially this time of year just being stuck in traffic and having to fight
crowds and lines and things like that I am not interested in doing that. For me that is so
tiring and not enjoyable um . . .
I: What else is it about knowing that you can go to store and that you will find an item
that you are looking for as a Christmas gift that you described?
P: Um . . what?
I: What is it in just knowing you can go to a store and find an item?
P: Um . . . well it makes me go back to that store it's something that . . . it makes me
loyal to that store that's one of the reasons I go there. It's because I know that that is
the first and only place I will have to go. And um . . . I don't know that is the most
important thing to me that I don't have to go to several different places.
I: (inaudible) . . . Kroger's
P: Um hum.
I: What it is like shopping at Kroger's.
P: It's easy because I know where everything is. So if l am looking for I don't know . .
. a can of soup. I don't have to go up and down the isles or try to see what isles carry
what products. I know where to go and so it makes it quicker to go in and out. And
it's not that I am in a huge hurry or anything else it's just that I like being familiar with
the layout of the store. And also knowing what brands of food they carry. Because
when I buy my groceries I am fairly brand loyal I don't buy things because they are on
sale or um you know . . . I guess that might be the only reason I might buy something
different but I usually buy the same things, the same brands. So it's nice knowing that
they have those brands I like and that I know where everything in the store is.
I: Let's talk about that for a minute. You said something there that I think is quite
interesting. You said you like to shop there because you are familiar with where
everything is you said it's not because you were in a hurry and you could get done
quickly but it's nice to shop there because you know where everything is. So all of a
sudden this notion of timeliness, speed, and efficiency it's important but it may not be
the most important thing. The notion of familiarity keeps coming through.
P: It is . . . it depends on the kind of shopping I am doing. If I am shopping for cloths
or something then I do want to do it quickly. If I am at the grocery store, I go to the
grocery store once a week probably, I'm not in a huge hurry. I mean I like going to the
grocery store. So, that to me is not like running to the mall. I mean there is a big
difference between shopping for groceries or shopping for clothes.
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I: What is the difference? What is it that is different about it?
P: Well, at the grocery store you are just in one store you are not running from place to
place looking for something. Um, as I said I am not really big into window-shopping
or anything else. I don't go to the mall for entertainment I go for a purpose. In the
grocery store you are there for a purpose you are there to buy your groceries but it's
not the same as um . . . actually purchasing clothing or presents or other items.
I: Are you familiar with the people at Kroger's also?
P: Um hum.
I: So you have the layout, the products, the people.
P: Um hum.
I: And service.
P: Um hum. I think all of those things are important.
I: It's Christmas time, some body that is difficult to shop for, where are you going to
go? You're not going to go to Kroger's and you're not going to Ann Taylor's where
would you go?
P: (chuckling) yer . . . I don't know. I was at the mall yesterday, against my will,
(chuckling) and er I was looking for something for my mother. I went to Crab Tree
and (inaudible) and Sonoma and um . . .just to try to get ideas because I am at a
complete loss. And I didn't buy anything. But I looked.
I: What made you go to those stores?
P: They are stores that I liked and I know they have things . . . I really like bath
products and I really like kitchen products so those . are for selfish reasons I went
because those are places I would like to receive gifts from.
I: So once again we come back to the notion that there are products and brands there
that you liked. But there was nothing there that you liked enough or sparked you
interest to buy for mum right?
P: Well, not yet I am still trying to decide. And I also don't feel there is a huge . . . I
don't feel a sense of urgency when I am buying things. I will spend time looking and
then I will go back.
I: It's got to be right?
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P: Um hum . . . yer, or I get desperate enough and I have to get something. One or the
other.
I: So when you are looking for gifts . . . perhaps for that difficult person for Christmas
you will spend a bit of time looking?
P: Um hum . . and I do look at a lot of things on the Internet too.
I: O w do you?
P: Um hum.
I: What sites d o you go to - tell me about that? Any particular sites?
P: Um . . well a lot of the catalogs I get I will go to their web sites. So Pottery Barn,
Restoration Hardware, there is a store called the Container Store and the closest one is
in Atlanta and so their web site is really good. Um . . usually it' s piaces that we do
not have locally.
I: Right . . . so if there is a brick and mortar store locally you probably go?
P: Um hum.
I: But if there isn't you would look on line?
P: Right . . . and I am much more likely to order things that would be gifts on line
rather than clothing I don't really order clothes on line. Um . . . but I do more and more
on line shopping because it is so convenient.
I: Really?
P: Um hum.
I: Tell me a couple of the places you actually purchase things on line?
P: Um . . . Pottery Barn for Kids for things for the baby' s room.
I: Sure.
P: Um . . . and just bought a stroller on line from a web site who has very competitive
prices and we actually bought it because we could get it for $50.00 cheaper than
anywhere else so we were doing comparison shopping for this particular item. And it
wasn't necessarily that I knew of this web site and went to it' s that in researching it I
found this is the lowest price. So usually if I am looking for a specific item and I am
looking for it on line I am going to be comparing prices and who ever has the lowest
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prices that who I am going to purchase it from. So . . we did the same thing with a
digital camcorder.
I: Yer. What did you buy from the Poetry Barn for Kids?
P: (Chuckling) I bought um . . . bedding, mostly bedding it's all bedding items for the
crib.
I: So did you go on line and window-shop or did you go on line knowing what you
wanted?
P: I went on line knowing what I wanted because I get their catalog so I looked at the
catalog.
I: Ow OK.
P: And then rather than calling the 800 number or mailing in my order I just went on
line and ordered it.
I: What is it like for you to shop on line?
P: It's too easy ! (chuckling). You just give them your credit card and that's it. It's
kind of dangerous. So um . . . I just, it doesn't take much effort at all and that can be
dangerous. I have to stay away from ebay (chuck.ling). Because Ebay is whole new
shopping experience because it's fun that you are competing with other people and
then you remember that you paid for it too. So, that is the whole thing about the
Internet, it can be addictive to shop on line. And I have gotten maternity clothes on
line . . . um . . . which normally I wouldn't buy regular cloths on line but its been hard
to find them and the web site I've used most is the Gap. Because you can return
whatever you purchase to a local store and of course we have a Gap here . . . so it
doesn't become an issue to ship it back or anything else. And that's my only hesitation
about buying clothes is that if they didn't fit as I said I'm not very good about
returning things and I wouldn't want to worry about paying for the extra shipping and -. •
what not to send it back. So when I do buy something I am very sure that is what I
want.
I: Some of the stores that you were talking about earlier you talked about notions of
familiarity and knowing what the store was like inside and you talked about a comfort
level with the people and the store and so forth . . . is it the same kind of experience
for you when you shop on line or is it different?
P: I guess it's different because you are not really working with anybody directly and
um . . and as far as the layout of the store I think the layout of the web site is very
important. You need to be able to find things easily and not go through . . . have to
search through so much information to sift through to find what you want. Um . . . and
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speed is important to me too. Some cites it talces a really long time to download their
information and so . . I don't know - that frustrates me . . . but em . . . but yes . . . not
so much . . . that I need to be familiar with that particular web site as long as I can
easily find what I am search for then I don't have a problem with that.
I: But if you had your rather's, would you shop on line because of the convenience we
talked about and the ease and the timeliness and all those things . . .
P: (chuckling)
I: or would you malce that trip. It seems to me that you could purchase those CD' s off
of on line?
P: I guess . . .if the store . . . as I said most of the stores I shop on line we don't have
locally. So if they were here I am sure I would go to the store instead. Yer . . . just
because I would feel better about seeing what I was buying. Knowing what it is and
the what the quality is and making sure it was the right thing as opposed to looking at
a picture of it and then receiving it and being somehow being disappointed by it.
I: So are you unsure about the purchases you make online?
P: For the most part I am not I think about it . . . it's not just something that I make a
rash decision on.
I: Have you been disappointed by things you have bought on line?
P: Yer . . . I bought a purse on line that I thought it was going to be a lot bigger than it
was (chuckling). But that was my fault.
I: Aw . . . because you saw a picture and you couldn't tell what size it was?
P: Right . . but it had the dimensions I just didn't pay attention to it so it was my fault
(chuckling).
I: Yer . . . it' s much harder to return things on line and also getting to you whole
timeliness, convenience thing . . .
P: I don't like to wait . . . basically I am not a very patient person (chuckling) so . . .
when I buy something I want immediate gratification. I don't want to have to wait for
it.
(change videotape)
I: thanks . . . I appreciate your patients here
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P: Um hum . . .
I: So you are an interesting person . . .
P: (chuckling)
I: Do you ever go up to any of the outlet stores or (inaudible) or specialty stores or any
stores that aren't here that you would make a trip to?
P: I like to go to Atlanta to go shopping but I am not going for a specific store. And
that is one time I will spend the day shopping or . . . and I enjoy walking around and
um looking at things that is usually something that my girlfriends and I and my mother
will do. We go and spend a weekend and I think . . . um . . . it's looking at things we
don't have here.
I: That's interesting because what you said there is a little bit different from all of your
shopping here. There you go with friends or family right?
P: Right and I don't necessarily have a purpose I am not going for anything specific.
I: Is part of the reason that those shopping experiences are pleasant to you because you
are with friends or family? Is that part of it?
P: Probably.
I: Or is it that you come to kill the time?
P: No. I mean it will be trips that we plan together.
I: So you don't do it on your own?
P: No.
I: So what types of stores do you go to when you are down there?
P: Um . . . well there is a shoe store in Atlanta that I love. Shoes are one of my
weakness anyway but . . . I can't remember the name of it and it' s in Phipp's (sp?) I
know exactly where it is and that is one of the first places I will go. Um . .
I: What is it that would make you drive to Atlanta to get shoes?
P: Because they have got a huge selection of shoes that you can't get here. Um . . . so
that is one of the stores that I really like and I think I just like walking around and
seeing shops that we don't have. There is also a store in Atlanta called Anthropology
that' s a clothing store that is a catalog that I get and again we don't have it here. I
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don't really ever go their web site and I don't know why I just never have really but
that is another store that I love to go to in Atlanta. And they have a lot of smaller
boutiques and just nice little stores to go to so it' s fun and I may not necessarily buy a
lot but I just like to go and look. I usually do buy a lot but I don't always.
I: It' s fun?
P Um humm.
I: Tell me about that?
P: I guess probably a lot of it does have to with being with friends. It is something
that we do and we plan a weekend at maybe . . . two or three times a year and go
shopping and usually we will go in the fall. I used to go right before Christmas with
my mother we would go to Atlanta and as a family we would go to New York right
before Christmas. I think part of that was seeing all the decorations and just getting
caught up in the whole experience. Now that I am older and you have to deal with all
the traffic and all that I'd rather not do it. . . but being in a different city it' s more fun.
But I do think it' s times I look foiward to spending with my friends. We usually
spend the day shopping and we go out to dinner it' s just nice to be with them for the
day. So that probably does have more to do with it than anything else. And just
seeing what is available in other cities and knowing that you able to buy things that
you can't buy at home.
I: What is it about buying things that you can't buy here that is meaningful to you?
P: (chuckling) I don't know because I am not so concerned about having something
that somebody else doesn't have. That doesn't mean that much to me at all.
I: So what is it?
P: Probably when I was a teenager it did. But not now. . . um . . .I don't know.
Probably because I realize that Knoxville is not a very big city and there is a lot that
we don't have here and it's just nice to go to Atlanta or someplace. Atlanta I guess is
the closest big city to Knoxville so.
I: All these notions of timeliness and familiarity and timeliness sort of go out of the
window when you go to Atlanta don't they?
P: But. . . (chuckling) no they don't as I am actually very familiar with the malls in
Atlanta. I even know exactly where I want to park and everything else, we stay in the
same hotel and it' s just easier.
I: Like the shoe shop - you can't remember its name but you can go right to it?
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P: Right.
I: So you are familiar with the layout and how to get there . . .
P: Um hum.
I: Let's talk a little bit more about that shoe shop. Tell me what it is like for you to
shop there?
P: Um . . . it's just exciting to look at all the shoes. (chuckling) And they are
incredibly expensive and I know that going into the store so I don't always buy
something. But when they have sales they have really good sales and they just have a
bigger selection of shoes than I have ever seen. So it's just kinda nice to go in there
and look. If I am not going to buy anything I at least like to look at all the shoes.
I: You come back to this notion of excitement and fun the store that makes you feel
that way?
P: Um hum.
I: Whether or not you buy anything?
P: Right. Well I mean, I would also be disappointed if I come out of there with out a
pair but I also know that I have made that decision that they are too expense that I
couldn't afford them. I would probably be happy for a little while if I bought them but
would start feel guilty later on . . . so . . .
I: (chuckling) Er . . . yer, buyers remorse . . . I think we all know about that one.
P: Yer.
I: Any other stores in Atlanta you go to or Nashville or anywhere else that you might
go to?
P: No not really. No. Um . . .
I: Any specialty type stores or anything like that . . . any favorite stores you like to go
to?
P: Um . . . as I said Anthropology is my favorite store to go to in Atlanta. It' s a
clothing store. And they have some household items too. It's a really large store and
they have just little things like books and pillow and doorknobs and eclectic things.
It's just a really interesting store to go to. And I really like their clothes a lot and it' s
not a brand "Anthropology" they have lots of different clothes there but it' s not a
department store. And um . . .
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I: go ahead
P: Most of the smaller stores I like I don't necessarily remember the names of them.
I: But you know where they are?
P: I do know where they are.
I: And you know how they make you feel?
P: Yer . . . Um hum
I: Thafs interesting isn't it
P: Um hum
I: You can't remember the store name but you remember what it feels like to shop
there.
P: Right!
I: I think we are all a lot like that. I want to go back to one notion. You talked about
earlier that I thought was intriguing. When you talked about those two locally owned,
one you described as family owned bookstore
P: Um hum.
I : . . . and then they closed. And you said that made you feel sad?
P: Um hum.
I: Tell me about that.
P: Well . . . I just recognized that if a larger bookstore had not come into town they
would not have closed. And they used to have I think two locations so they were doing
very well. And um . . . I thought it was disappointing that they could not not compete
with those larger bookstores and I understood that but I thought i t was sad they had to
go out of business because of Boarders or a Barns and Noble or somebody else was
coming into town. Because even if we had a Boarders and a Barns and Noble if
Appletree was still open I would still just go there.
I: Did you know the people that worked there?
P: I didn't when I started to go there but I got to know them.
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I: What was important about that?
P: I just liked them and I liked their store and I thought that they did a really good job
and they had a really good selection and I think they spent a lot of time picking out the
books they carried and they had a wonderful children's section and um . . . it was a
really good place to get gifts. So for any reason I needed to either get a book or a gift I
would go there and it was just a place I really enjoyed and you could spend time there
looking through the books and I liked that.
I: So what was it like for you when it closed?
P: Well I was disappointed. I was disappointed that they were no longer there. Um . .
but I started going to the big bookstore that was the only thing I could do (chuckling).
So I missed them , I still miss them. I think they had a really great selection.
I: How long have they been closed now?
P: It's been a long time. Um . . probably, well about twelve to fifteen years I think.
I: So here we are twelve to fifteen years later and you still miss them.
P: Um hum. Well, I really don't think we have many small bookstores at all that I am
familiar with. I mean I know we do but there aren't any that are close to me. I . . .I am
trying to think of what small bookstores we may have that I know about. Um . . . and
as I said one of the things I will spend a lot of time doing is being in a bookstore. I
buy a lot of book. My books are important to me . . . so . . . and I give books as gifts
that is one of my favorite things to give as presents is books and.
I: The same books that you could purchase in the small family owned bookstores you
can buy those same books at the larger chains. . .
P: Um hum yes I can.
I: So it's not that you can't buy the books that makes you sad or disappointed . . . what
is it that makes you sad?
P: I guess it is these large corporations that I don't feel any loyalty to at all. I don't feel
like they really need my business and I know that there really is a pattern when one of
these . . . and I think Barnes and Noble may be one of the worst ones, I know when
they come in and open a store the local stores usually end up closing and I think it is
really sad that these smaller stores can't compete with the larger ones.
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I: Is there anything in the shopping experience that you miss from the smaller book
store to the Barnes and Noble or is it just er . . . just frustration with the big
conglomerate coming in and squeezing the little guy . .
P: Well, I think it is the combination of the both. It was really nice to see the same at
Appletree people and knowing that they were all family members and that it was a
family business. Just that they took a lot of time . . . that store meant a lot to them and
they made sure that they were . . . that . . . I think they really put a lot of thought and
energy into what they were doing. And that' s nice. Cos it was obvious and um . . .that
they really wanted to make their customers happy and they did a good job. They did a
god job doing that.
I: Carol if you remember them fifteen years later with the notions that you do . . . my
thoughts are that they did a great job !
P: Yer (laughing)
I: And I agree . . . it is kinda sad. Is there anything else that you would like to tell me
about your shopping experience?
P: I can' t think of anything.
I: Then we are done.
P: OK.
I: Let me very politely thank you.
P: Oh . . you are welcome (chuckling).
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Participant D - Jill.

Interviewer: Let me ask you off the top of you head - do you think of yourself as the
kind of person who is loyal to brands or loyal to stores or are you the kind of person
that just shops where ever it is easiest or more convenient?
Participant: I go for convenience and price.
I: Tell me some of the stores that you most frequently shop at or stores that you like to
shop at?
P : What kinds of shops are you talking about?
I: It doesn't matter in the least.
P: OK ... Kohl's for clothing, er. . . Wal-Mart for groceries and the like . . . um of
course, you know, we all like to shop at the Neiman Marcuses of the world, if we all
have th3e opportunity and don't live in Knoxville. Shoes stores - Aigner would be
one of my favorites.
I: How do you spell Aigner
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P: Aigner
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I: So, you have an important occasion coming up and you have to go and buy a new
outfit, new clothes , where are you likely to shop?
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P: First, probably for an occasion, one of the department stores like Proffitt's or
Parisians because there's a wider selection and a wider variety and more one-stop than
having to go to five places.
I: So if you had an event coming up, a Christmas do or something, which one would
you go to first?
P: Probably Proffitt's.
I: And just for sort of general clothes, I suppose you' d go to the moderately priced . . . .
P: Yeah, to Kohl's . . . .
I: So what is it that makes you keep going back to Kohl's?
P: They have variety, they have moderate pricing, they have the same things you can
buy at a Proffitt's or Parisian' s with different labels on it for ¼ price or ½ the price.
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Convenience - it's not in the mall so you avoid the hassle of mall shoppers, especially
at this time of year, or any time of year . .. pretty much.
I: Tell me how a shopping experiences goes for you when you go to Kohl's, tell me
what it's like when you go in. Like you said, firstly it's convenient.
P : Right ... easy to get to down the street . . . .it's huge. If you've read about Kohl's,
they have the racetrack configuration in their stores that they set up. It's a big loop
around the store like a racetrack with a middle aisle so it's very easy to maneuver
through the store. Um, they have pretty good separation of where things are. You
know if you want a dress, you know the dresses are here. You don't have to think 'the
Tommy Hilfiger dresses are here, the Ralph Lauren dresses are there, the off-brand
dresses are there, like they may be in a Proffitt's or Parisian's. The dresses are here.
So you go look for a dress, there are the dresses. For me, they sell talls, which is a big
plus. Their shoe department has size 1 1 shoes, which is hard to find in other stores,
which is a another big plus for me. So they have a large range of sizes. For Brian, my
husband, he's 6'5" so they have talls in the men's department for him, so he can buy
clothes there too. So in that sense it's a much more pleasant experience, than going to
a Proffitt' s or Parisian's and trying on 1 0 pairs of pants and finding out that none of
them are long enough because they're not talls.
I: Product line is a draw to you. Is it fair to say that (interruption - phone rang).
I: So • . . tell me why it's important to you that you have that large selection of
clothing?
P: Because when I, I don't shop to shop. I really don't appreciate going to the mall
just to walk around and browse that's not the kind of person I am. So when I go
somewhere I want to be able to get what I need or what I want right then. I don't want
to have to go "Oh I love this, but they don't have my size", so I have to go to this store
and look for it there, and that store and look for it there. One stop - do it and get it
over with is the most convenient for me.
I: How do you know you can find what you need at Kohl's?
P: Just luck - I went in there one day when I was new to the area and wasn't familiar
with the store, so gave it a shot and happened to find they had a larger selection of
clothes and then started frequenting them. Same with other stores, Lane Bryant,
which is a store for larger women, also sell talls. I found that out by chance one day,
so I go there now. Um, JC Penney Catalog - although ordering out of the catalog isn't
as great because you c�'t try it on before you order it. But it gives you more options
and a lot of times it's just experience talking to other people who say "oh I saw talls,
or big shoes, or something' in a given store, so I'll give it a shot.
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I: So, is it fair to say you have a high degree of confidence that before you go in there
that you know you'll find something that will fit you?
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I: So you think of yourself as a convenience and price-point shopper?

1 14

P: Yes.
I: So again, whaf s it like for you when you shop there? What sort of things do you
like or dislike, and what sort of things do you feel when you spend time in that store?
P: I like the fact that they normally have what they advertise. If I open up the paper
and see a shirt and say "I like that shirt" or a variation of that shirt, nine times out of
ten I can go there and find it in my size. And if not, I can normally drive to the Kohl's
7 miles away and find it there. So it' s really not a case of 'oops, we only have ten of
those, but now that you're in the store, hopeful you'll buy something else' , which is
pleasing. It' s nice to be able to have space to walk around and kind of debate, their
interior racks are kind of crammed together, which is somewhatJrustrating. But you
can always take something out in the aisles and there 's always plenty of space there.
Because they do run a lot of big sale and that' s a great time to shops there. When they
have the big sale, it' s very crowded, which can be annoying and frustrating to have to
deal with people who are picking up a shirt and tossing it, not necessarily being
respectful of the other customer or the employees who have to pick up after them.
But, in general, they always have a wide variety of stuff, and aside from clothes, they
have a home department where they have some kind of unique items. They have a
selection of ready-made art that is nice, picture frames, stuff for your kitchen, stuff for
your house, tablecloths, napkins. Stuff at a reasonable price and a good quality, and a
lot of them are name brand that you can buy at other stores, just at a lesser price there.

P: Yes, definitely. I will wait 6 weeks to buy something I don' t need if I know that in
6 weeks it' s going to be cheaper.
I: You said that the other place you'd go to buy clothes would be like a Neiman
Marcus or a Proffitt' s , if you were going for something a little bit more upscale. Tell
me about that, what' s it like to shop at a Neiman Marcus or a Proffitt' s?
P: I love it. There's great clothes, very stylish, very trendy, very nice clothes, very
expensive clothes because they're made by name-brand designers, and you have a
corresponding price-point that goes along with their name. So in some ways ifs
frustrating because you find something you love and it' s a shirt and it's $ 1 10 and you
go, 'ha ha ha' the college doesn't pay me enough to buy that. But in the same point,
going into the stores with certain things, not necessarily pants, but dresses, more
formal outfits, I know I'm going to find something again. It may be a higher pricepoint, but if I realize that I have an event to go to that requires an outfit that I don 't
have, chances are I'm gonna find something like that in one of those stores, not in
Kohl's. And if you have patience at the department stores, you can normally beat the
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price-point there too. I mean, I found a dress this summer at Proffitt' s that I love by
Tommy that was $80 and I just said "it's a piece of material I can pay $20 for and
make myselr' and I drove Brian nuts all summer because every time we went to the
mall, I had to walk by and see how much it was now. But I waited until the end of the
summer, and I got it for $1 5. So, it w as something I liked, didn't like enough to pay
$80 for, wouldn't have been heart-broken if I didn't get it. 9therwise I would have
just bought it in the first place, but by waiting, I was able to buy it at a price I
considered reasonable. And in fact, buy three or four different outfits for the price the
one would have cost me in the first place.
I: Let me just follow up on something you said about Kohl's. You said that you
thought it gave you a sense of confidence, that you knew you could go there and find
something there that you were looking for. Tell me about that - how does it make you
feel knowing that you can go into those stores, knowing that you have that sense of
confidence?
P: It's great - there' s nothing I hate more than clothes shopping for hours. I mean, I
just, I want to go pick up something in my size, try it on and have it fit and be there. I
don't want to go to the dressing room ten times with ten different things. That's just
too frustrating for me. It takes too much time, too much energy. There's so many
better things rd rather be doing with my time. So that sense of confidence is great. I
can go in there, I know I need long sleeve shirts and I know I can walk out with four
or five different long-sleeve shirts that fit, that are appealing, that are comfortable, and
that are a high enough quality that they're not gonna fall apart just because they come
from a discount-type department store opposed to a high end.
I: Tell me about the people, the customer service reps and the people who work at the
stores. Do they factor into this in any way, are they important?
P: I can't say for me that's a huge selling point. And a place like Kohl's - there really
aren't many people. If you want somebody, you have to search th�m out and ask your
question and to me, I like that. I don't like the sales person trailing me as I walk
through the store. There's nothing that drives me more nuts than somebody coming
up to me every ten seconds and saying, 'well, can I take that for you? What about this
color, what about that color?" I want to buy what I want to buy. Like shopping at a
shoe store in the department store versus the shoe section at Kohl's - Proffitt' s versus
Kohl's, for example. I go into Kohl's - their stock is all out. Yes, it's not as hlghclass. A lot of the same brands are sold at both places. Not as many as the high-high
end brands. But I can go and look at a rack. First of all, I can look at the sign. and if
the sign says 'this shoe is sold in sizes blank through blank' so if it doesn't say 1 1 , I
don't have to waste my time. And if it does say 1 1 , I can subsequently look right
underneath it and see it has 1 1 . Versus the department where you go around and pick
6 pairs of shoes while the salesperson trails you , you hand them to them, they come
back and say, 'whoops, we don't have any of those." They don't even have the
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foresight to tell me that it's not available in my size. Even though �hey know that the
chance of them being available are slim to norie. So it's a convenience factor.
I: Christmas is coming up - difficult person to shop for, we've all got one. Where
would you go to find a gift for somebody that was just tough to shop for? What would
you do, where would you go?
P: Um, a lot of times I resort to the convenience gift, pick up the Hershey's catalog
and buy them a cute Christmas tin of candies or cookies and be done with it. If it's
somebody who' s closer to me, one of my sisters, I go buy something and I give her the
receipt. Because I know that chances are she's not gonna like what I picked out,
because she's very persnickety, very picky, very into labels and the name-brands and
all that stuff, so I pick out something I hope she'll like, but I go into it with the sense
that I know that I ' m not gonna be offended if she doesn't like this, because chances .
are she's gonna want to return it the day after Christmas, and that' s fine with me. If
I'm gonna spend $50 or more on somebody, I'd rather have them return something
they don't like and get something they like with my $50. As long as they're getting
something with it, and not spending it to go out to dinner, or something like that. I
have no problem with that. So I kind of go with the best I can do with the know ledge
that if they don't like it, that' s fine, if they want to get something else . . . . . . . .
I: So no stores that you would go to that you can think of if you had to shop for a gift
for somebody, where you knew you could find something, or chances are you'd find
something?
P: If it was like a house-warming gift, or like going to somebody else's house for a
party, or somebody was keeping you for the weekend or a holiday, I' d go some where
like Country Sampler or Village Gifts, where they sell lots of schosky in that sense.
And I know I can find something seasonal, little Thanksgiving decorations of some
sort, Christmas ornaments that are unique that are a nice gift, not very personal, but
every body can use a Christmas ornament, you have a tree, you put it on. Everybody
can use a little something to decorate their house with, and if they don't like it they
can put it in a box, and that' s fine.
I : So once again, you say you go to those stores because you know you can find
certain things. It comes back to that notion again that you really shop at those stores
you have a high degree of confidence that you can find what you need.
P: Yeah . . .if I'm shopping, I go to stores where I know that I can find what I want. If
I' m in the mood to browse and walk around, that when I experiment. And sometimes
I experiment, and am pleasantly surprised and add another store to my confidence list.
But normally I go to those stores on a day where I don't have anything to do, kind of
bored at home, Brian wants to get all the guys together and play X-Box and I don't
want to be there when that happens so I'm gonna go out. So then maybe I' ll go to that
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store I read about in the newspaper or saw an advertisement for and check it out and
see what' s there, and know that it' s there.
I: So tell me, how did you find Kohl' s, you moved to the area to go to school . . .
P: to work, actual!y.
I: to work. And how did you discover Kohl's? Was it a store you shopped before
coming here?
P: No, I didn't know what Kohl's was before I moved here. I went to the mall one
day, I guess, and out by West Town - it' s right across the street from the mall. I either
just went there because it was there, and I was curious about what it was, or I
subscribe, I get the weekend newspaper so I may have seen the advertisement in a
Sunday paper and said,' oh, that looks like a place that I might enjoy' and·
subsequently gone because of that.
I: And you've been going back quite faithfully, quite regularly ever since?
P: Probably two or three times a year, but when I go I buy clothes. I don't go and buy
one shirt, when I go I usually buy four.
I: Doesn't Kohl's have two big sales a year?
P: they have more than two, but two really big, big sales.
I: You shop the sales?
P: Oh, I shop the sales, without a doubt. I wait until you get the mailer in the mail or
in the paper or, Brian has a Kohl's charge card and I think it'·s 1 1 times a year they
send you a little promo in the mai.I where you get an extra 15% off and can use it on a
big sale day. So going there, if there's already a sale, you get an extra 1 5% off.
I: So that' s an incentive for you to go there?
P: Sure, I mean, I would go back without it, but I'm willing to wait two weeks to go if
I know that I'll get an extra 15% off.
I: About how long did it take, or how many visits did it take for you really sort of
developed these purchasing habits, these sort of loyalty to Kohl's?
P: Probably two or three . . . and more so in the last two years since I've known Brian
because I know if I'm shopping for him I can find clothes there, too, and that
definitely makes it 10 times more easy because it may be hard to find tall pants for me,
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but it' s even harder to find clothes for him, he's so tall and skinny. So that' s . a huge
help for me, a timesaver and convenience.
I: Yeah, sure. So one of the other stores you talked about was Wal-Mart. What sort
of things do you buy at Wal-Mart?
P: Groceries and household items.
I: What's a shopping experience at Wal-Mart like for you?
P: It' s easy. We go in on Sunday afternoon after church, grab a basket, park on the
food side, walk to the non-food side, grab those couple of things you might need, cat
food, hangers, car stuff, whatever the non-food items are. Go over to the food items,
sweep the store from back to front, grab whatever you need, and get out of there. And
you don't have to worry about watching for the sales paper at Kroger. You know,
there may be a sale at Kroger or a sale at Bi-Lo that's 10 cents cheaper than Wal-Mart
on two given items, but everything else you're paying a commodity to shop at a store
that provides more services to you. And Wal-Mart, there aren't people to help you. If
you can't find something, it's a pain in the butt to find somebody to ask them to help
you come find it. But for everyday things, that' s where I know I can go and I can buy
my cereal and my milk and my bread and my eggs, and my lunchmeat, and fruits and
vegetables, and not have to worry about something being out of stock on the week that
I need it because there' s a buy one get one free sale at Kroger. That's the worst - you
go to the grocery store and you NEED item X, but item X happened to be on sale that
week so they don't have any.
I: You said it' s easy to shop at Wal-Mart. What does that mean to you?
P: What it means to me is there is no second guessing. Everything is in the same
place every time. Nothing moves, nothing changes. I can get in and out of there in a
relatively short amount of time. A lot of it, a lot of the easiness has developed with
time. Of course, since I shop there repetitively I know the store. And I know that if I
walk up three more aisles I' 11 find the crackers that I want. As opposed to be going to
a Kroger or Bi-Lo now, and it's a horrible experience, just because I'm not familiar
with the store. They may have everything that I need, but it may not be in the layout
that I'm used to so, so a lot of the ease was developed ease, that I suppose cou�d be
developed anywhere else. But the prices again, they're the lowest. You don't, like
they advertise, they're the lowest every day prices. You don't have to wait for the buy
one get one free sale.
I: So am I right in saying that the prices, the low-point sort of prices, helped draw you
in. And as you describe the familiarity of the layout of the store make that sort of easy
and those are sort of the reasons that really make you keep corning back.
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P: Yeah, that and it' s nice to be able to go there and . . . . when I used to, before there
was a Super Wal-Mart, you would go to the grocery store and then you'd also go to
Wal-Mart for all the other items that you need. Now you do it all in one trip. You
don 't have to go to two stores, you can go to one instead.
I: You also said that one of the thi_ngs about shopping at Wal-Mart, it made it so you
didn't have to worry. I thought that was. kind of an interesting phrase to use when
you're shopping at Wal-Mart. What you do mean by that?
P: About not having to worry?
I: Yeah.
P: I know that if I want molasses, they're going to have molasses. I know that if I
want oranges, they're gonna have oranges, and they're gonna have normally a large
enough supply of quality items for me to get what I want. I know that if I realize that
I'm out of glue stick, I can walk to the other side of the store and grab a glue stick. I
know that if Brian tells me that he needs new under shirts, I can go in there and grab
undershirts. As opposed to other stores where items are frequently out of stock. There
may be an advertised sale so everything is tom up and out of place and you can't find
everything. Wal-Mart is very efficient at re-stocking their shelves. I hardly ever see a
given shelf that is more than half-empty. That just goes back to their distribution
system and how they manage their stock and their supplies. But everything, I have
confidence when I go in there, that what I need is gonna be there. And a lot of times
they have their generic brand, which is j ust to me doesn't taste any different from the
name brand, which is cheaper. And why spend $ 1 for the name on the box if it
doesn't taste any different. There are certain items where the generic brand doesn't
compare to me and I will spend a dollar for the name because it is associated with
something I like or I desire. But for most products, I mean, onion soup mix, I mean,
you pour it out of the box and it looks the same no matter which box it came from. So
let's save 30 cents and put that 30 cents for something better into a savings account or
in somewhere else.
I: So once again, you said two words keep coming up. You said you know can get
anything, you've got a knowledge before you go in. It sort of results in a confidence
that you're gonna find products that you want, even to the point that this knowledge
and this confidence before you go in there sort of remove the feelings of worry that
you won't find what you' re looking for.
P: Yeah, it' s really ease, both of those characteristics make it easy. And for
somebody who doesn't really enjoy the process of shopping except for once or twice a
year on any given day, that is the best thing in the world to me. To know, to have that
confidence, that knowledge, that ease of mind, that I can just go in and get it done
with.
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I: sure. Let me ask you another question. Have you ever had a store that you shopped
at regularly like a Kohl's or a Wal-Mart, it doesn't particularly matter, that for
whatever reason you're no longer able to shop at, maybe the store closed, or you
moved away, whatever. Do you have a store like that?
P: sure. · There was a department store, there still is, that I know that is in New York ,
I don't know where else it is, called the Bong Tong. And it's a department store and
it's not, if you were I guess rating the stores, it's not as low as a Kohl's, in some ways
it's as high as a Proffitt's, in some ways it's not, if that makes sense. It's between
Proffitt's and JC Penney's, sometimes it's JC Penney's and sometimes it's Proffitt's
and sometimes it's in the middle, a happy medium. But it was a store that I loved. I
could go in there, I had confidence that I could find something. They ran great sales, I
mean, I buy a lot of stuff if I find it at a really great deal, even though I don't need it.
So for me it was neat for me to be able to go in there and find something at a great
price, that I didn't really need, but that I would wear and that I liked, and be able to
buy it. It was just a really great store for that for me They had "buy 10 items from
this department and get an extra 20% off', they put coupons in the paper, they used a
lot of different techniques that made it more enjoyable. Maybe their prices were
marked up to begin with and that's why they had the coupons in the paper, but it made
me feel better to use the coupons, and get the extra 10% off. But, it was just a unique
store that I really enjoyed shopping at.
I: How long did you shop there, bow long a time frame?
P: Three or four years.
I: And what's it like not being able to shop there now?
P: I, you know, if I go visit my parents I still run in and check it out to see if I can find
anything. It' s not terribly disappointing, because I found other substitutes. I found
Kohl 's and I found Proffitt' s, both of which I didn't know before I moved here

because they are not indigenous to the North or at least now yet. Kohl's is kind of
moving that way. So typically with any store that I' ve really had an affinity for, I've
been able to find a substitute elsewhere. Now, the shoes store, Aigner, that I like - I
will drive to Pigeon Forge to go there.
I: Is that where, is it in the outlet mall?
P: It's in the outlet malls - they sell Aigner stores in the department stores, but
department stores, I guess, just forget that people have big feet so I can never find my
size.
I: OK, so this may be a little bit different from all the stores we've talked about.
P: It's a more high-end stores . . .
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I: It' s less convenient too, because you have to drive to Pigeon Forge . . . .
P: Sure, but if I go there I'll buy three or four pairs of shoes when I go in one shop.
And they, there I have less confidence that I'll find exactly what I want. For instance,
I was in an Aigner in Mount Pocono, Pennsylvania over Thanksgiving holiday and I
was looking for a pair of cream dress shoes. They didn't have any in my size. I found
other shoes that I didn't need today but would need in a month or two, you know that
scenario, there in my size that I could find. So going there for me is more of a "I
know they' re going to have shoes in my size, let' s see if there's any of those I'm going
to like," experiences, opposed to a "I know that I'm gonna find what I want in the size
that I want it" experience.
I : S o tell me what a shopping experience i s like at Aigner like for you?
P : It' s similar to what I described as the Kohl's shoes department. Everything' s out,
s o if they have it, I know it. And they're very nice, they put little yellow stickers on
the size 1 1 boxes, so all I have to do is "ooh, yellow sticker, ooh, yellow sticker,
yellow sticker, yellow sticker." And I can find all the shoes in my size very quickly,
and very easily. So it makes life wonderful.
I: So even though it's a little further to go, once you get there, again, it's a very
convenient store to stop at.
P: Yeah, it' s a very pleasant experience, convenient. Again, �he salespeople don't do
a lot, but if you do have a question, they' re very helpful, willing to help you out and
help you find it. For me, that's a store with a (changing tape over) with a little bit of a
higher price-point (changing video tape) but for me you don't have other options,
they' re pretty much my only place and be guaranteed you 'll find what you need.
I: Okay, so again, the things you're describing about are not too awfully from really
Kohl's, Wal-Mart, the other stores, perhaps a little further to go to, but once you get
there you're familiar with the store, you like the layout, it's convenience the way they
put the little dots on the boxes and, it's knowledge base of your experience because
you have been there before it gives you a high sense of confidence, the knowledge
even, as you have described it, is that a fair estimate?
P: Yeah, Aigner is not necessarily what I' m looking for, but I will find something, or
several somethings among there will probably be something that I want. Kohl's, I can
say I need a black shirt, and have confidence that I'm gonna go in and get a black
shirt. Aigner have to broaden that and say, "I need a pair of shoes" and I have
confidence that I can go in and get a pair of shoes, not necessarily black shoes or blue
shoes, but a pair of shoes.
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I: You talked a little bit about people there, are the people who work there, the
customer service reps any different or any, what's it like working with them when you
get there?
P: To me it' s great because they don't help you unless you ask for help, they, they
pretty much leave you alone and man the cash register and if you have a question or
concern, and you ·ask, they're very helpful, they're very accommodating and they' re
usually not so stressed by the amount of customers in the store that they are unable to
help you. I have, I know that if I ask them a question within the next two or three
minutes they' re gonna be able to get back to me and help me because it's not a Kohl' s
where there's 20 people working and 200 customers - it' s a smaller store with a
smaller customer base, especially I would say more so down here in the South, there's
less knowledge and recognition of the brand than there may be in the North, so the
store tends to be less crowded. And I think because it' s not a name people recognize,
they're less willing to pay the higher prices than they have in that store.
I: So you say it' s a pleasant shopping experience - what does that mean to you?
P: Pleasant, I know I'll find something. If I need the little socks to try on shoes I
know that they are there I don't have to go on a mad hunt to go and find them because
they're tucked in a little alcove somewhere. If I need a bench to sit on to try on shoes
there's a bench to try on the shoes, there' s several benches if the one nearest me is
taken. For me it' s pleasant to be able to go and buy a higher quality shoes.
I: How does that make you feel?
P: It makes me happier because I know that they're quality products, I mean I had
shoes that I bought at Aigner when I was in ninth grade that I still have today, they
haven't fallen apart. I mean they're scuffed because I've worn them, but as far as the
workmanship, they' re still fine. I mean, I had them resoled and they've held up
wonderfully. So it' s a nice experience to know that I'm paying a lot for the shoe, but
I ' m gonna have a quality shoe that' s gonna last me a long time. They have neat shoes,
they don't just have kind of run of the mill ordinary loafers and dress shoes, they have
more stylish and kind of unique shoes that one mightwant to look at. They have quite
a large variety in the outlet store I would say, from my experience.
I: Can you think of a shopping experience you've had anywhere, just as a sort we are
sort of wrapping up here that stands out in your mind for any reason at all?
P: The only reason it stands out is because I found something I was looking for. I was
at a BomBay company outlet. Two years ago at Christmas I bought these little
nutcrackers from the actual BomBay company at the mall that I loved and I went back
to buy more because I realized that they're, I hadn't bought enough. And they were
gone and I was there at the BomBay outlet over Thanksgiving and I saw them, so I
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mean that was a great experience that they had something that I had pretty much lost,
because it had been two years.
I: You were just browsing around BomBay?
P: Yeah, I like their furniture and their stuff and we were just waiting for Brian's
sister to stop shopping.
I: Jill, thank you, I'm not gonna take up any more of your precious time. I do
appreciate it.
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Participant E - Nancy.

Interviewer: So, today is we say December 1 3 and its about 1 :40 we are in Glocker
and you are Miss Nancy (name withheld). Let me ask you off the top of my head do
you consider yourself to be brand loyal or loyal to certain stores you frequent, sort of
frequent purchases at the same stores or are you the kind of person that will go any
where?
Participant: Now like during this period of my life or . . . whatever?
I: Whatever.
P: Hum . . . brand loyal to certain stores. I guess it depends um. . . I don't buy that
much but I am thinking about food and that kind of stuff. Household things and that
kind of thing because I don't buy a lot of clothing um . . . but um . . . there are, I guess
there are some brands of like food and cleaning things that I am loyal to that I kinda
buy that stuff. Other things I buy whatever. And stores . . .
I: Suppose you go grocery shopping, do you go to the same grocery store?
P: I do . . . um the same couple. This is actually a huge pet peeve of mine that I can not
get everything I want in one place. So I have a little route that has anywhere from 1 to
4 stores depending upon how much time left I have. How much time I want to put into
it. Um . . . but the same group of 3 or 4 places always.
I: Which ones are they?
P: Kroger, by my house. Fresh Market, the Food Coop, and I guess occasionally a
different Kroger a nicer bigger and fancier one.
I: Any other stores that you typically go to?
P: I go to some restaurants.
I: Which are?
P: I go to a Malaysian restaurant pretty frequently.
I: Do you know what it is called?
P : I think it's called the Malaise no it' s called Malaise restaurant. And a couple of
restaurants . . . I mean there are a million restaurants out there but I tend to seem to go
to the same ones. Um . . . I think shopping I don't get a lot of clothes or stuff really
like towels or sheets or anything like that but I have done a good bit on Land's End.
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I: The retail store?
P: Catalog or on line. I guess more often the catalog.
,
I: I don t even know if we have a retail store?
P: I doubt it, I think there is only one in Madison and then there is one at the factory.
I: OK so lef s take a look at the clothing for just a minute . . . um, Christmas is coming
up, you have a nice event to go to time for a new outfit something nice. What is the
first store that comes into your mind? Where would you go to look for a nice blouse,
pants, skirt or whatever? Where would you start?
P: The first thing that comes to my mind is not an option n<;>w but it is the first thing
that comes to my mind. I used to have really good luck for that kind of thing at
Gordon Taylor.
I: Where is that?
P: In Boston, and there are other ones in a largish city. I don't know if they are coast to
coast but you know that was a good store for that kind of stuff. Here if I had a neat
thing to go to I would probably go to Parisian' s. I think it' s at the mall it's like the
higher end department store. And then I might go to um . . . I think it' s called Stein
,
Marts which is like a Marshall s like a discounted . . . they have liquidated stock and
,
that kind of . . they don t always have the same things y'know sort of discounted
stuff. The only reason I would go there is because a friend of my recently lent me a
jacket for a nice occasion that I loved. I coveted it. I wished it was mine (chuckling).
But it' s not and she told me she got it there for like 20 bucks ! And it' s a really nice red
silk jacket and because of my budg�t (chuckling) it would be better for me to go to a
cheaper place. But here in Knoxville I did go looking around once for something to
,
wear and I think I went to Parisian s. I don' t find the shopping all that great here.
I: Tell me a little bit about Gordon Taylor?
P: Um . . . ifs . . . rn tell you about the one in Boston. I'll tell you about the one I
used to go to.
I: Yup, tell me about the one that you used to frequent.
P: Yer, the one I used to go to. I didn't go there regularly for like casual regular
clothes but the few times that I did need to get a dress for a wedding, a couple of
,
different weddings, that kind of thing and it didn t occur to me to go there at first as I
thought of it as kind of high end and kind of conservative traditional kind of not
exactly modern and hip kind of store. But, I did somehow find my way there and I
found it was a nice store, ifs not that huge ifs not like many, many floors and you
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know it' s like 2 or 3 maybe 4 so it' s kind of manageable. Not . . . it' s well taken care
of there's not stuff on the floor, cloths on the floor or hanging off the racks or
whatever. It' s pretty nice. And they had a nice selection and they had relatively small
amount of stuff but a nice sort of range of stuff. So I had good luck there the few times
that I went.
I: Tell me what it was like shopping there for you, tell me what a typical shopping
experience was like?
P: Well, I really didn't go there that often. I remember two times. One I went to look
for a dress to wear to a wedding and I went and looked for a dress. I think I had been
having a hard time finding one at other places and then I found 3 that I really liked and
I couldn't decide on. So I put them on hold and I went back a few days later after work
with some friends and it w� like "hey guys you are going to have to help me pick this
out" and I tried on all these dresses and they helped me pick them out. Um . . . and I
was surprised that there were more than one thing that I liked after going to many
other stores where it was hard to find, cost was hard to find, style I liked. I went to
more . . . not to department stores I went to a Banana Republic and I went to boutiques
not chains and they just have more limited selection and generally pretty expensive.
The dress I ended up buying was not cheap but it must have been, I don't remember,
probably between I am guessing 80 and 1 50 dollars or something. But um . . . it was
nice you know I could wear it to multiple occasions. Um . . . it wasn't $250 and it
wasn't only one in the store that I liked that fit there were a couple of different choices
and I liked that. So that was one time. Another time I went all over the place
(chuckling) looking for another outfit to wear to a wedding. I was thinking of just
getting a top to wear with a skirt that I had. It had to be . . . it was a black tie wedding.
So it was the first black tie wedding I had been to so it had to be something really nice
and I was on a tight budget and I didn't . . . I was going to just tum it down, I was
going to wear this plain black skirt that I had and try to find a nice top or something to
go with it. And um . . . I looked all over the place, I don't even remember where we
went, Anne Klein (sp?) which is in Boston too and er. . . I think I went through Sak' s
Fifth Avenue and I doubt that I looked at Neiman' s because that is too expensive but
other big stores and smaller places probably . . . I am trying to think where we were
we probably looked at like Banana Republic and I don't know where else. And then
we wound up in Gordon Taylor and this was in March I think and they had racks and
racks and racks of holiday clothes. New years party type dresses and Christmas stuff
and I ended up getting this great outfit for $36 I got this beautiful er . . . taffeta big
poofy ball gowny kind of skirt for 1 2 bucks (chuckling) and a top and a jacket to go
with it. And em . . . there were a lot of options. It wasn't like there was only one thing
we were pulling . . . I was with my step mother and we were pulling lots of things of
the racks to try on and there was more than one possibility. Um . . there was a lot of .
choice and a lot of nice things and the fact that it was all on sale was really nice. It was
interesting because we had been at all these other stores and I was really striking out.
So we were looking at like just . . . I don't know what we were thinking about, I think
me and my step mother were talking about lending me something or knitting me
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something really quick or sowing me some nice top or something to wear with this
plain skirt that I had because you know it was a black tie wedding and I had to have
the appropriate clothing. But I didn't want to spend several hundred dollars on some
really fancy dress that I wasn't going to wear again. Then we went to Gordon Taylor
and there were racks and racks of rally fancy clothes for like half off or 75% off
whatever so . . .
I: That was the first or second time you went?
P: Second time.
I: So you didn't go there straight away . . . you sort of ended up there is that right?
P: Y�r . . yer.
I : But if you had to go shopping again you would go there?
P: I would go there. If I had to you know get something nice for an occasion I would
go back there again because I have had good luck there.
I: Let me see if I am hearing you correctly. So really after only two shopping
experiences in that store you have become pretty loyal you would go back there as one
of your primary stores?
P: Yer . . . I am not saying I would necessarily buy from there but I would definitely
look. Yer, yer.
I: I understand . . . it just sort of comes to the top.
P: UN huh.
I: So go through it in your mind, you are in Gordon Taylor' s. As you have described
there is a certain level of quality of quantity that is acceptable. The pricing of the
clothing is within your range.
P : UN huh.
I: . . . so those things are sort of givens. If you go into Gordon Taylor what is it like?
P: Um . . . it was nice it kind of different from other stores. I don't really remember
what the customer service was like so it didn't stand well or badly but you know it's
not huge but its not tiny. It's somewhat spacious in side there is room to walk down
the isles and things are kind off. . . racks of clothes are clumped together but not
totally jammed up or miles apart. And um . . . the times I was there it wasn't
particularly busy, it wasn't totally dead but it wasn't like packed with people and I like
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that. I liked walking along taking my time, looking at things and not being -hassled by
anybody not being . . . fighting my way or waiting in lines or whatever. And um . . . I
think it was kind of different, I think it as different from some of the other big
department stores in the area really because I mean it's probably like, at the bottom of
the high end group it's definitely below Neiman Marcus and below Sak' s. There was
no Bloomingdale's or Macy's in that area. There was actually a Macy's but it closed.
All Macy' s closed. Macys was a yucky store anyway. But um . . . and then it would be
at the top of the mall anchor type stores like above Filene's and above Penney's. You
know that kind of thing. So I guess maybe it was kind of in the right spot for me.
Shopping for me at Neimans and Saks is both a nice experience and not a nice
experience because I like to look (chuckling) at all the really nice things, especially at
Neimans, but at Saks too to walk through the high end like dress section and look at
the really beautiful gowns y'know for special events and stuff. Of course I can't afford
them and the customer service there is a little more police like (chuckling) so it's both
a nice experience as you get to walk through beautiful stores and look at beautiful
things and kind of enjoy yourself. But it's kind of a hands off like you know you can't
have it and I feel almost like dress up to go shopping which I never do. So if I am
dresses casually I know I don't look like I belong there. Like am looking really
seriously at these $1 ,500 and $3,000 dresses so . . . but at Gordon Taylor they have a
small section of 1 500 dollar two thousand, three thousand whatever thousand dollar
dresses that I can enjoy looking at and then they have kind of a mix. It's not quite the
police state that the really high end stores are in terms of being helped and being
watched and that kind of thing. And it's not . . . some of the other stores that are a little
bit below like um . . .Filene's is a big chain back east and Penny's is there and it is
mostly Filene's that was a big department store which was like Parisian's basically.
Um . . . they are not as well-staffed dressing rooms are not as nice there's probably
stuff fallen on the floor. You can do alright there if you look around but it's sort of,
it' s kinda like Walmart vs. Target, and um . . . that is another store actually that I have
come to know and love.
I: Which one is that?
P : Target. Target is new to me coming in the last year and a half moving here to
Knoxville, we didn't have a Target out east and er . . . it was coming when I left but I
didn't know it anyway. But people who did know it were really excited about it.
When I got here I talked to especially one of my friends who really liked Target who
had good luck there buying clothes and buying whatever and had a good experience
whatever. So I went and checked it out once. I went there when I first moved here and
had to buy all this stuff to set up my apartment. I had to buy kitchen things, and a
toaster and a coffee maker and a table cloth and er . . . some pots and all kinds of
things, a salt and pepper shaker just everything. And um . . . it is really nice it's sort of
you know affordable but it's definitely nicer than Walmart, cleaner nicer stuff.
Probably more expensive but it's a much better experience and so I have like that. I
have been there maybe 3 or 4 times and I am kinda sold on it because the experience is
pleasurable and it doesn't kill my budget. Um . . . I like to go to the one either south in
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Maryville or north in north Knoxville and not west Knoxville because it' s so . . . I try
to avoid west Knoxville at all costs because it's so busy and hectic and crowded and
whatever. Um. . . so that has been a pretty good place if I have to get a gift sort of a
generic kind of gift not anything special, a unique gift, but . . and I went Christmas
shopping there last year for those kind of er . . . you know . . .non incredibly special
gifts and I haven' t bought any clothes there so I guess mostly gifts and stuff and when
I went all bought all that kitchen stuff.
I: This is interesting you said that it was "pleasurable" for you to shop at Target . . .
P: UN huh.
I: Tell me what you mean by pleasurable?
P: Well, its clean, neat, not too crowded in terms of the way the isles are laid out um . .
. it's not. . . one thing I don't like about it it could be because I don't know it well
enough. I mean it is a large store (chuckling) and you know I don't know my way
around completely and it's sometimes not intuitive to me. I am seeing things that I
don't know . . . whatever . . . certain sort of rugs and stuff so sheets must be around
here or something and the are not they are somewhere else. Um . . . so that is a little
annoying but its no more annoying than its competitors which I would guess would be
like Walmart, K-Mart the other sorta big discount stores. And um . . but it's nicer
inside um . . . cleaner, neater, less crowded, um and better merchandise I think for not
significantly more money. I think it is probably a little more expensive I don't really
go to K-Mart or Walmart that often but I am guessing it's a little more but the
merchandise is a little nicer too.
I: You actually said something that sort of links, um, two different shops, even
though they're different, different product lines, different merchandise, and but
Gordon Taylor and Target, both of them you said standard of quality is there, you like
the wide isles and the spacious feeling when you're in there, you also again mentioned
that Target had this affordable line of product and household items . . . how does that
make you feel to know that you can go to either Gordon Taylor or Target and you can
go in there and find what you're looking for and have this experience with wider isles
and you know you can afford to things there. How does that make you feel ahead of
time?
P: It makes me feel good, it makes me feel relieved. I'm not a big shopper, I'm not a
hobby shopper. There are people who spend their free time wandering around stores
or looking for deals and just, shopping, as like as activity. I'm not that kind of person.
I shop because I need something. I need a gift, I need a particular dress to wear to a
wedding, I need whatever. If I need basic stuff, really basic stuff like a new pair of
jeans. Recently I bought a new pair of shoes and I knew, I need something, a
particular thing. I don't really wander around, except at Christmas, then you've got to
kind of wander around a little bit and kind of go, "what are they selling this year?" On
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the not-extremely-unique lower end gift things, you're sort of forced to buy what' s
there that year. You got to Target, "Oh, this year we have Christ�as mugs- in many
varieties." Who would like a Christmas mug?" That kind of thing. So then I have to
wander a little bit and look around. But otherwise I usually just shop for specific
things so having found a couple of places that do me right, basically, that I can afford,
that has stuff that I like, it's just great, you know. Less time, less hassle, I'd be
disappointed if I went and couldn' t find what I wanted, but it's just sort of a relief, ·
because I don't particularly look forward a big excursion of trying to find a dress
that's gonna look right, and be wearable to multiple occasions, and it's gonna fit, and
it' s going to be affordable - it's like a whole long list of things and it' s hard to find. I
guess I'm a little less picky with household type stuff. When I wen� there and bought
all this stuff for the kitchen I just grabbed stuff off the shelves, like, "ok, napkin
holder, salt & pepper shaker, pot holders, towels, doesn't matter so much, but, anyway
it' s nice to know that, unlike my food shopping experience which I've really been
frustrated with here, I can go one place and can get what I want, basically, and not
spend forever doing it.
I: You said a couple of times that you shop at those stores that you can find the
product, affordability, those things, and it gave you a sense of relief - that you felt
relieved. Tell me about that, what are you relieved from? What does that mean to
you?
P: Well, to me shopping can be sort of a frustrating experience, especially shopping
for clothing.· You know, um, I don't know, on the one hand there's some standard for
clothing, women's clothing, but on the other hand there's not. So it's like the sizes are
different in different places, and you've got to get undressed and dressed, and
undressed, and dressed, and you take stuff in and it doesn't fit or it 4oesn't look right,
or whatever. It's just - I hate it. Especially, I like to shop to look, I like to wander
through stores and look at the clothes, that is enjoyable, but when I actually have to
buy something and try it on - it's such a pain in the butt. So I guess the relief is, and
it's only exasperated by only having to going to more than one place and get
undressed and dressed, and undressed and dressed. You look at yourself in the mirror
and be disappointed that it doesn't fit, and then find something really great that's too
much money, or they don't have your size because they don't keep themselves wellstocked, or whatever. There's just a bunch of different things that can be a hassle.
And so knowing that there's A place that tended to have each size on the rack, tended
to have things that were affordable, makes it seems like it's not going to be this
lengthy, prolonged, frustrating experience and it might be a one-shot deal. In, out, just
a couple of undressing and dressing events, not at multiple stores during the day.
Target um, Target's standards are going to be the same at any Target, but I guess the
relief there is that you know they have a wide variety of stuff, you know it's going to
be affordable, you know that you're not going to have to walk over things laying on
the floor or um, be confronted with families with 6 children in tow and barefoot and
screaming, that kind of thing. It's just sort of good to know there's one place you can
go and get what you need and get it done - I guess that's because I mostly don't find
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the activity of shopping to be necessarily pleasurable. If I did I probably wouldn't
mind doing it.
I: It' s interesting, you talk about the word knowledge, that you "know" they'll have
the things before you go.
P: Especially Target, because that's such a standard chain. Gordon Taylor . . . .! don't
know, but since I've had good luck there, it's kind of like, "well, you know, now I
think I would start there, and then I would know if they didn't have it, and then I'd
have to go through all these other hoops and all these other stores. But, it seems like
there' s a good bet anyway, that it would be a good experience, a successful
experience.
I: It' s Christmas, and you have to go and shop, as we all do, for that person who is
hard to buy something for, where are you going to go; which store first comes to mind
when you're up against the wall?
P: Hmmmm . . .. Well, I' ve really only been Christmas shopping at two places here in
the Knoxville area. I went to Target at one time which was pretty good for the people
who weren't so immediately close to me, where a relatively nice non-personal gift
would do. And there's another store, kind of west, I guess, called Southern Market.
It's kind of a collection of little boutiques, individual people have little nooks with
different things in it, so there's probably 25-30 little different stores in there, all sorts
of different things, all kinds of gifts.
(changing tape)
P: Have you been there?
I: I have to tell you that I don't know it, but I know people who've been shopping
there. I don't think I've ever been there. Just called Southern Market?
P: You should go there, it' s a good place.
I: Don't limit yourself to Knoxville, it' s quite ok just to reflect back to your time up in
Boston. If you were there, in a heartbeat, where would you go?
P: For Christmas shopping? Um, it's funny, I recently thought when the weather
started changing to the winter, I thought this would be the time to get that Christmas
shopping "feel" and I told my boyfriend, "I want to go Christmas shopping, I want to
go to Boston." Because I know where to go and I know what I could get, and it' s nice,
a nice experience. It's just, I always do that now at this time of year. And it feels like
it' s time to do that! And I can't!
I: Where would you go?
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361
362 P: I would go on New Bridge Street, and I would go to Harvard Square, and . . . those
363 are the two big places.
364
365 I: Which shops would you go to?
366
367 P: Hmmm .. .in Harvard Square there was, what's it called, I can't remember what it's
368 called, Learning Smith, I think. I think it's kind of like something they have here
369 called Zany Brainy. It's like a gift shop, but it has educational sorts of things, stuff for
370 kids, but also for adults. Books, and videos, and games and they usually have some
37 1 sort of themes for the year, so if Egypt is really big then they would have lots of stuff
372 of about, like Sphinx, Pharaoh's, and whatever, or Waltz & Garment (sp?), which you
373 probably know, when they were really big they all sorts of different Waltz & Garment
374 merchandise. But that was a good place because their things were just interesting and
375 somewhat intellectual and somewhat educational, but also could be attractive. Like
376 they had fossils, they also had a whole section on software and stuff, but I didn't really
377 mess with that stuff.
378
379 I: What was it like shopping in those stores?
380
38 1 P: Actually, it was not great, because it was usually pack at Christmas time. Really
382 · busy. But they were well stocked, they would know that, I guess anyway, they would
383 have a lot. They had these themes, each year there _was some theme that was being
384 sold or set of things, and they would have whole stacks of them, whatever it was, in
385 the middle of the store and sometimes they would have some of the more popular
386 stuff, or what they thought would be the more popular stuff wrapped already, in boxes.
387 There would be this whole stack, wrapped, stacked up. Say, like a board game that's
388 really popular that year or something. They' d have just a whole little pyramid or
389 something of all that same thing, and some of them would be wrapped with a sign on
390 top of them, "$2 1 .95", and it' s like, boom, pick it up, it' s even wrapped ! And you get
39 1 that. And so it was both busy and crowded and a little hard to navigate to get in to see
392 whatever was on this shelf or that shelf because there were so many people. But they
393 had enough, generally. I don't remember ever mourning something that I couldn't get
394 or they were sold out or something like that, so that was nice. And they had a good
395 variety, I liked that they had a good variety, they had a range of prices, and I guess for
396 some of the types of people I was buying for who are readers or thinkers and have
397 traveled and are interested in different things, they would have the right kind of stuff,
398 stuff that might have to do with a foreign country or some sort of interesting subject or
399 something they liked. But it could be really crowded . . . . packed.
400
40 1 I: Did you like to shop there?
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403 P: uh-huh . . .
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I: What did you like about it? You know that products were right, you know the price
ranges were appropriate, what else?
P: Well, it was also, if I was there, especially if it wasn't around Christmas, but even
if I was, I was interested in the stuff, too, you know. They would make good gifts for
people I knew, but it was also kind of fun to look around, all sorts of little science
experiments sorts of things, and they would have all sorts of, they often had a lot of
kits to make things., like whatever was really "in" that year. Your own kind of tattoos
or whatever, which I probably wouldn't ever buy myself, but I would look and go,
"oh, yeah, that's kind of neat" - I would look at the three-D puzzle of the sphinx and
tum it over and look at how many pieces is it, so there were stuff that was of interest
to me, as well, so I would simultaneously be sort of shopping and picking up and
turning over all these different things that were kind of entertaining or interesting or
whatever to me as well, so I guess that's partly.
I: Any other stores come to mind?
P: Christmas shopping . . . .. well, I also said recently that I wanted to get a hat, um, for
my boyfriend, a particular kind of hat, and I know exactly where to get it in Boston,
but I don't know where to get it here. I think I can get it from Land's End, actually on
line. That's great, just look up, order from my own home. But the place I could get it
was an Irish imports store, called Celtic Weavers, so they had sweaters, pretty
expensive stuff. But if you wanted to get someone especially who had any kind of
Celtic interest or heritage, or whatever, they had sweaters, they had tartans, they had
all the (inaudible) rings, and the symbols, the pottery and anything from Britain,
shortbread, or whatever. There was a nice store, a small kind of boutique on New
Bridge street that sold like sorts of bath products, like fancy, different soaps and stuff
like that, it was really nice. Big Tower Records, six floors, any kind of CD stuff, that
was good because I have classical music lovers in my family and sometimes that's
hard to find in a smaller music store, but big music stores all have a floor or two and
clerks who actually know them, the merchandise. I sometimes went there. New
Bridge Street was nice because it's like a city street, maybe a mile long, it used to be
residential, actually it used to be a service street for the fancy residential (inaudible) on
the other streets but now it's brick brownstones, one after another and shops are in
front, so it's kind of like a mall, sort of, I guess, but it's outside. And you can kind of
walk along, and stop at Starbucks, and stop at the bookstore and look around, I go to
bookstores too, and poke your head in different shops and kind of stroll around and
window shop and look around - I like that. I miss that kind of strolling along kind of
thing here.
I: What is it that you enjoy about that casual strolling along?
P: Well, I really like not having to drive, you know you have to drive everywhere here
and you kind of, except if you go to the mall, you can only go to one store at a time.
You drive, you park, and you go to that store. You get back in your car, get back on
401
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the road, you drive; you park, you go in that store, sort of a big hassle, and this way
there's a lot of stores, lots of different sorts of things and it is actually, it actually can
be very trafficky, pedestrian traffic, enough to slow you down - it's frustrating. But
you're not driving, you're not looking for a parking space, you're not in and out of the
car, seat belt on, back on the road, you know, that kind of thing. You're just kind of
walking along, you're outside, so if it's a nice day that's kind of nice. And you can
kind of window shop, look along, see what's there, and also in this particular case, it
has sort of a historically preserved section in town, so it's attractive. The buildings are
brick and attractive and well-maintained. They have nice architectural features and
there's trees on the street.
I: What's important about that to you?
P: Well, I really like architecture and aesthetics are really important to me, and how
things look and how they feel, sort of adds to my experience.
I: Tell me about the feeling part, how does it make you feels?
P: Um . . .. well, I like things that are not completely generic, kind of unique, it's more
interesting, more intellectually stimulating, I guess, to walk along a street with old
buildings and different facades and some of them have the year maybe at the top, a
cornerstone, or they might have gargoyles or something on them, as opposed to being
somewhere that looks like everything else. Like to mall, or something.
I: Let me steer you back to the feeling parts, you go back to the intellectual part again,
and I think we understand that a great deal of cognition goes into your shopping. Tell
me about some of the feelings that you had when you talk about the aesthetically
pleasing and the way that the stores just feel right, before you talked about isles and
spaces, and now you're talking about people in your way, talking about the way the
stores are brownstones, and just general, as you describe it, a feeling. I' m curious to
peruse that tell me about that if you can?
P: What it feels like? It' s just pleasant and enjoyable. I mean, you're outside, and I
guess I wouldn't be outside if was really awful, so generally it's probably a pretty nice
day. And even if it's not a nice day, there's always little store fronts, and you kind of
duck in and get coffee or go in the bookstore and look around in there for awhile. So I
like that, I like kind of being indoor-outdoor.
I: What are some of the feelings you experience? <;:an you identify any of them?
P: hmmm . . . . well, it makes me happy, I like doing it, I guess a happy. feeling. It's fun.
It makes me feel connected, especially thinking back, makes me feel more connected
to my city, this is my place, this is what we do here, this is what it's like here, this is
sort of a definitive place for the city, a place where tourists would go. This is sort of
like what Boston is, walking along the street, with brick and brownstones, it makes me
402
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feel very much like this is my place, this is my home, this is what we do here, we walk
along little shops, we poke our heads in little book stores, and we get coffee, we walk
along, and maybe we bump into someone we know, or maybe we don't. When we' re
done we get on the_(inaudible), we go home. So it definitely feels very, like an
identity thing, I guess.
I: What are some of the stores you feel connected with up there?
P: UM . .. . . ..there's one bookstore in particular that I really like. It has a cafe in it and
it' s an independent bookstore and it's both used and publisher editions that didn' t get
sold, publishers copies or whatever. It's kind of funky, it sort of small, so it doesn't
have a huge range. It's got like big sections on like the occult and nature and huge
periodical sections, like Australian Homes Magazine, and really interesting, like any
kind of periodical that you could possible want to look at. It has a lot of journals, like
blank books, with different covers and lots of calendars and it has a cafe and you · can
get food or coffee or juice or something. So I like that place. Um .. . .ice cream
store . . .. favorite ice cream store.
I: What's it feel like to shop there? Once again, the products are right, the pricing is
obviously right, but what does it feel like, what' s the experience like?
P: That place is warm, actually, both literally and sort of figuratively. It's cozy, kind
of tight, and it can be crowded but mostly in the front of the store at the cash register
and around the cafe. But if you go into the back into just the book sections, it' s pretty
open. And it kind of looks like this great, I don't know, cross between a library or a
home library. It's not perfect, it's not like Barnes and Nobles. The ceilings aren't 30
feet high, the shelves aren't 12 feet high and the books aren't perfectly lined up in the
same way, some are kind of tilted and stuffed in there. The signs are all hand-written
like on chalkboard, by the books, and it's warm and not generic kind of distinctive, it's
interesting. I like being there, I like to see something different or funky, pick up some
magazine or some thing I never heard of before, find interesting things. There' s
interesting people there - great people watching. All sorts of different people come
through. It smells good because the cafe is there, so it's kind of calm too, even though
it's a little bit tight and cozy, in the back of the store away from kind of the bustle of
the cafe and the cash register, it' s kind of like this cozy little nook and cranny kind of
book store. Like you can sit in the comer and just kind of look at all the books and no
one will bother you. You can, if you want to, sit on the floor for three hours and look
at the books and no one will ever bother you. It's probably not the best bookstore to
go to if you know exactly what you want and you want to make sure it's there, then
you want to go to Barnes and Nobles. Because they definitely have it and they have
everything, but this place is more like, more experiential, you know, just kind of
wandering .around and stuff. Can you tell I miss it? It's terrible. I haven't gotten over
my Boston troubles.
I: Tell me what it feels like to miss it.
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P: Ow. . . well, it' s nostalgic. I think it' s probably better in my memory than in
reality. Um, but I do miss it. I miss it a lot. Um, yer it just feels like home. It' s home
and just feels like me. I feel much more like myself there than I do here. Like I said
that sort of you know, those streets the brownstones the brick streets that sort of way
of life of walking in the city, traveling by subway, not by car, not huge roads; big huge
stores . . . more independent. I like that better . . . it's more independent, more
independent stores. Um, more independent look you know buildings are different from
each other. Um, there . . . there are some standard stores like you would find in other
places like in malls or wherever. But they are inside the face of these old buildings.
I: Tell me again the name of that store?
P: The name of the bookstore?
I: Yes.
P: The Trident Booksellers Cafe.
I: Tell me what it feels like now knowing you can't go to that store?

P: It' s frustrating, it' s really frustrating. Especially now as it' s getting to be Christmas
it' s time to go Christmas shopping. I know where I want to go but I can't go there. I
know that I want to get this hat and I know exactly where to go to get it but I can't go
there to get it. It' s very frustrating. It' s frustrating to not be able to go there and
shopping here in a different sort of environment where it' s all you know you have to
be in your car, the stores are bigger and more spread out and generic and it' s all this
sprawling strip mall kind of stuff. Doesn't yet feel like me . . . it still feels like . . . it
still feels new. So it's not comforting. I think maybe over time you know it' s like yer,
yer here I am again on Kingston Pike (chuckling). How cozy.
I: Once again you come back to that word "comforting" . . .
P: Yer.

I: . . . and you have mentioned the word "cozy" a couple of time too. I think those are
very interesting words. Help me understand a little more about the comforting aspect
of those stores.
P: Um, I guess one thing is that I lived there for a long time. I lived there for 8 years
which is a pretty long time. So, I actually have memories you know of being in those
stores or being around those stores because over that length of time I have met lots of
friends there for a cup of coffee. I have had dates there. I have bought gifts there. I
have bought myself things there. Um, so it' s like part of my life is there in that store so
um, I guess I again feel like me when I am there. I don't really have positive memories
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or experiences here of having shopped here or there over time I might but I don't now.
So I guess in a way part of what is comforting is touching base with part of yourself or
part of your history or something like that. And it' s um, especially that one bookstore
it's warm and smells good and it's sort of . . . and if you like books it's just like
sinking into this great place which is all these books stacked around and you can just
kind of snuggle in and pick something off the shelf. So it' s comfortable. It' s not
sterile. It's not too bright. It's not too big, everybody doesn't look the same. Even like
there are no chairs in the isles or whatever if you sit down and get comfortable with a
book and take a good look at it you are going to have to sit on the floor and that is
even kinda nice I think. It's like getting close to it than sitting on these comfy benches.
I: Closer to the store or . . .
P: Closer to the book. To the product. It's not like behind glass it's right there and it
might be dog-eared you know it might have been used by somebody else. So um, it's
got more life in it I think more experiences more, more history, more life in it than
very sterile large, dependable, bright kind of stores.
I: So shopping at some of these locations, some of these stores like the bookstore you
have been describing . . . not only do you have all the attributes you talked about
earlier the right products the right prices but frankly, there is quite a bit of emotional
stuff going on there too?
P: Yer, the (inaudible) and the bookstore, maybe not Gordon Taylor but I have
memories. Those two memories of those occasions. But yer um, especially now that I
am not there and I miss it. Um, but yer, yer I have had a lot of good times just
wondering down the street even by myself just wandering along sipping my coffee and
window shopping. So, yer, and it does really make me feel like me and when I lived
there is made me feel like I was in my city you know when I was experiencing my
world kind of.
I: What does it feel like now not being able to have those emotions?
P: Yer, it's frustrating and it's sort of sad. It's not as pleasurable. Shopping isn't as
pleasurable. It's sort of more perfunctory. It's like a chore that has to be done it's not
as much of a sensory experience it doesn't smell good it doesn't look good it' s sort of
sterile, pretty generic, nothing particularly special about the Barnes and Nobel on the
south end of town verses the north end of town (chuckling). Um, I don't like the
driving part. In and out of the car, the traffic, the parking lots. Um, so . . .
I: Any other shopping experiences come to your mind off the top of your head or other
places that you like to shop that you would like to tell me about?
P: Um, no . . . the one thing I was going to say though is that that one place here . . .
the Southern Market, that is better, nicer, a more better sensory experience. It's inside
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but it's multiple little store and it's different and unique and it's different stuff and it's
not all the same and it's not really bright and sterile so that place gives me some of
those same feelings.
I: Talk about the sensory experience that are the same?
P: It' s um, kinda cozy too. It's a little bit tight and small but not constricting. Um, I
haven't been there when there were too many people. Tight space can be not
comfortable if there are too many people. Um, it's interesting, it's visually stimulating
there's lots of types of different things. There's pottery and paintings and fabric and
glass so it's appealing to look at. And there are different things to look at it doesn' t all
look the same. Um, it' s quiet and . . . there's no rush. You can wander through at your
own pace and the help doesn't bother you. You can wander around for 2 hours or 45
minutes wh�tever you want to do. Um, so that is to me more pleasurable. Because I
don't feel hassled I can kind of walk along at my own pace. I can see different things
that are sort of visually appealing and stimulating and um, it doesn't feel sterile. You
know it's the different little boutiques there like an individual person's or a couple of
people's stuff or stuff they like or sometimes stuff they make. So it's a little more
personal than . . . has more personality I guess.
I: You describe that as, to use your words as a sensual, experiential process of the
things that you see the colors and the fabrics and things.
P: Uh humm . . .
I: Tell me about what you feel when you are there, What does it feel like to be there?
P: Well, when I first went there I went on a recommendation from someone and I
think I needed to buy a wedding gift and I wanted to go . . . an engagement party gift
or something like that. You know I wanted to find something kind of nice kind of
different I didn't want to go to Target (chuckling). And I didn't want to go to a
department store. I wanted to find like a gift shop you know, so I asked somebody and
they told me to go there and it was really great. And it felt like a little bit of relief like
there is something here that is a little bit different that is not just the same as
everything else and it's not the same as my old experience. Probably most
significantly is the inside, so you are kinda still wandering along looking at different
things but you are inside. But it is somewhat similar in the sense that the stuff is
different and unique and it is visually appealing and it is kinda cozy and it's personal.
And so, that . . . it felt good to find that and I have gone back you know and I plan to
go back.
I: Any other places or any other shopping experiences that you would like to share?
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P: I don't think so, this has all been pretty good . . . a pretty good summation. I had no
idea that I had so much to say about shopping. And I don't even like to shop !
(laughing).
I: Ah . . . you have been rather wonderful let me thank you !
P: You are welcome ! As you can tell I am pinning away for my city it' s terrible. I have
got to get over it - I am not going back anytime soon. (laughing).
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Participant F - David
I: Okay, it's December 14 and about 9:30 in the morning. And you are David. First, I
know I always say this to people, but I mean it when I say "thank you" for taking a
few minutes and visiting with me. I know how precious time is, um, but these are the
final stages of my dissertation here and the comment� you are gonna to share with me
today are probably gonna prove useful to me, I just wanted to say Thank you, David,
it's a big deal to me. First off, off of the top of my head, let me just ask you, do you
think of yourself as being the kind of person that's loyal to certain brands, and stores do you shop at the same places? Or are you the kind of person that just goes
anywhere?
P: Um . . . I'm pretty loyal, depending on what kind of service I get, kind of treatments
that's provided at that store. Every once in awhile, a few things like a sale, things
might change that, but for the most part I go to the same place quite often.
I: Tell me some of your favorite places to shop or some of the shops that you most
often frequent.
P: Um . . . . . Walmart, just for convenience. I like Target - it seems to always be nice
and clean and busy, but it' s not overwhelming. And I also like going to Sears too, I
think it' s, I was brought up on Sears, good ole name brand, most department stores, I
like them.
I: Do you buy your own clothes?
P: Yep . . . . .I do.
I: If you have to buy an outfit, certain clothes, something special coming up, where
would you go?
P: Um . . . . . nine times out of ten I'd probably go to probably either Sears, usually, they
usually have pretty good quality clothes, um, their own stq1e brand as well as name
brand things, you know. They' ve got a pretty decent price.
I: Where else would you go besides Sears?
P: Um . . . I like T.J. Maxx. They've got usually very good sales, I guess my favorite
store is actually Kohl' s.
I: You like Kohl' s? for clothes?
P: Um hummmm . . . .they always seem to have good sales on men' s clothing, you
don't find it in a lot of places. And you can get dress shirts, and slacks, or ties, or
what not, it' s pretty cheap there.
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I: Who typically buys your clothes? Is it you or your wife?
P: I choose them . . . . I'm pretty eccentric when it comes to clothes . . . (laughter)
I: What you do you mean by eccentric, I've got to ask?
P: Um, I just, you know, I don't like being the normal. I like color, I like, I just don't
want to be, you know, the white staple in the box, of all the white staples, I want to be
the one with the color on. And I've always been that way, to be different.
I: So color, what else?
P: Style, I mean, fashion. It makes a big difference to me. I'm like, uh, I' m not
traditional, sports coat and just slacks, I want more my jacket to match my pants, so
maybe a little different . . . .. . . . . .
I: I've got to tell you, it' s funny hearing you say that, you're the only guy I know who
could get away with wearing a purple or green suit on Sunday, you're the only guy I
know who could do that, and still look good. If I wore a green suit I' d look like a
leprechaun or something, you know. No, I do, I have a small feel for what you're
saying. So, let's just follow that for a little bit, let's just kind of go along with your
line of discussion. Time to buy some new clothes for whatever reason, which store are
you likely to go to first, Kohl's or Sears?
P: I' d say it's probably Kohl' s. I would check there first. They , I' d say about 70/80
percent of what Kohl's has in their store is their own brand, but it's usually pretty
good quality and uh, like I said, I just always usually get a pretty good buy there.
I: What makes you go there? If something was a motivator to get you in there, what
would it be?
P: Price . . ..
I: is it just when the sale ads come out, or when a need occurs, or . . ..
P: um, usually when, yeah, when the need occurs, I need a white shirt that's got wore
out and need to replace it.
I: Kohl's has a couple of big sales a year. Are you the kind of guy that waits for the
sales? Or. . . .
P: Um, no I check sporadically. If I need a new shirt, I' m going to try to look around
for, find out. There's a number of times you can go in there and they have a rack in
409
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the back of the store 70 or 80 percent off, long sleeves during the summer, so hey, I
can use them when the winter comes around.
I: Tell me what it's like - what's a shopping experience at Kohl's like for you?
You' ve already said that thefve got the right products in terms of fashion and color.
Pricing is obviously right. So tell me what it's like, you go into Kohl's, what's the
shopping experience like for you?
P: Um . . . .I usually know exactly what I'm looking for, or what I want. I usually just
go straight for what I'm looking for. If it's there, um, I get it and I might make a
sweep back out, but for the most part I'm usually back out the door. I usually don't
take a lot of time to comb the store and look at every rack, look at every isle. I like
shopping, but I don't like shopping! I want to go in and get what I want and I want to
get back out, cause I've usually got other things to do.
I: What is it that you like about shopping?
P: Um . . . I like the idea of trying to find a good sale, I like the opportunity of coming
across something that's unique or that, you know, I want to give it a shot, it might look
real good. And then also just the, of course like everyone, just the thrill of having
something new. Something, like, hey, you know, a new shirt and feel pretty proud of
it.
I: And what is it about shopping that you don't like?
P: Um . .. . .I don't like the lower-tactic, the "come on in, we've got a great, big huge
sale on everything.", 20% off of the 20% that they marked it up with. You go, "I just
bought this last week for, you know, $12, and now it's $26 but we've got half off. I
kind of take that as a lower tactic. Yeah, it's a sale, but, you know, Kroger does that a
lot, with their card - raise the price on the products, but if you use their card it's the
same price as you've got that the week before. I don't like that, um, I don't like the
crowds where you can't even walk, or, you have to look over someone's shoulder to
get what you want. Um, and other than that, though, those are usually the onlys
things, I know for me, going to Walmart, nine times out of ten, that's the only reason
probably why I wouldn't to Walmart, I'm going through the parking lot and I see that
it's just jam-packed, I'll go somewhere else, cause you can' t even walk through the
isles, cause there's just so many people.
I: What is it that draws you to Walmart?
P: It's always the convenience, you know, you can do almost everything right now at
Walmart, and I know that a lot of stores, even Target is now is going to the grocery
store inside the department store and you know, tire centers, get your car worked on
while you're shopping, get all your groceries, buy whatever personal needs you might
need, buy your clothes, your electronics, I mean, just everything you could possibly
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almost want you can pretty much get there. And usually it's a pretty good price
because of the volume they can buy. You can get everything you want at one place to
save time, so you don't have to travel to two or three stores to accomplish that goal.
I: So convenience is kind of a big deal to you?
P: Uh, huh . . .
I: You actually sort of touched up on one thing that I want to come back to. You said
at Kohl's you said that you knew you could find the things that you were looking for,
and you sort of indicated the same thing with Walmart, that you know when you go
there, that they're gonna have the item that you're looking for. And not just the items
you're looking for, but it's gonna be in the right price range for you. Tell me what it' s
like to know before you go to a store, that you can find, that it'll be there.
P: Um, it's just a matter of confidence. Everybody, I think, wants to save time,
everybody is usually always very busy. And, I know, that going to Sears, I don't
exactly know if they're going to have what I'm looking for, and so because of that, it
might be the second or third store I might go to. I just don't think of them of
originally as having everything that I'm look for, as far as clothes. So nine times out
of ten I would probably try somewhere like W almart if I just need something basic or
simple. The only problem with Walmart is just the fact that they do have quite a few
things and you can go and get pretty much anything you want, but it's a matter of, is it
something that you really, really like, it is going to, with me being a little, you know
with me being, flamboyant as far as dress, some of the things that they have there are
not always kind of what I'm looking for. It would supply basic needs, but, uh, for me
it wouldn't be my style of dress.
I: So Walmart may not be the place you'd go to buy clothes?
P: No, not nine times out of ten.
I: What sort of products would you buy at W almart?
P: Um, basic things like household items, food, they've got a pretty good selection of
food and things like that.
I: So you guys grocery shop at Walmart?
P: Right, I buy a lot of electronics, batteries, stuff like that, household convenience
things that you can pretty much find anywhere, but, theirs is, Walmart - they've got it
all together there, so it gives me the opportunity to buy vacuum clean bags to the
. . . . . . you know.
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I: so it' s just like you said, the general household items, the general consumables for
everyday living. You'll just get Walmart for one-stop shopping.
P : Right.
I: And ones of the things that draws you there, is, uh, I just kind of want to bounce
back to what you're saying to make sure I understand it, is this confidence that "you
describe, the knowledge going into it that they'll have what you're looking for when
you get there. How does that make you feel towards Walmart, knowing that they have
it, having this sense of confidence. What' s that like when you, how does that feel
when you're in the store, what' s that like for you to go to the store with that
confidence?
P: Um, it gives me a sense of peace of knowing that when I go in there I' m gonna get
what I want. And I' m gonna be able to leave in a timely fashion, to get to go into
whatever else I want to do. I don't think there's anything like going to a store and
getting there, finding out that they don't have what you went there for originally, then
have to go somewhere else, with the hopes of them possibly having it. It's a fact
knowing that I' m here to get things done quickly, and efficiently so I'm not, like I
said, wasting time. Time is very valuable to me, and I just don't like going places and,
I guess that' s the reason why I go in and get what I want and leave. I want to be able
to do that, and usually W almart is able to offer that.
I: Once again, you come back to this notion that time is important when you're
shopping, that you know what you want to be in and out. You said something
interesting, you said, you started out by saying, it gives you a sense of peace. Tell me
about that.
P: It makes it easy, it's not, even though it may not be to a certain extent of stress as
most people think of stress as far as pulling their hair out, pacing, and worrying, but it
gives me the sense of knowing that um, how I don't have to really worry about that. I
know that W almart is going to have, you know, the bread when I get there. I know
they' re gonna have the eggs when I get there. And so it makes it very easy to get in
the car and get to W almart because I know they have it. I think if we, if you go into a
store and if there' s a 50/50 chance of them having what you want, you probably will
be a little more reluctant to go to that place if you know that some other place has it
for sure. And I think that's why the convenience of Walmart, why they' ve done as
well as they have , because people know that they can go there and get what they want.
I : That' s interesting. I just want to kind of reflect back to me on what you're saying
to make sure that I'm following. I'll probably do that from time to time as we visit.
You're saying that this sense of confidence, this knowledge that they'll have the items
that you're looking for, as you described, using your words, prescribe to you a sense
of peace, or as you said, less worry, less stress. That' s an interesting, those are
interesting ideas . . .
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P: Well, most people; we have enough things to worry about. We've got bills,
whether it's your health, world items, things going around the world now, the issues
and whatnot. So people usually already have a lot to worry about. Nine times out of
ten people want things to be worry free. People go out and buy a car, they're trying to
buy the best car they possibly can bec;;ause they don't want to have to worry about, is
this going to be efficient enough to get me back and forth to work everyday, am I
gonna be stuck on the road, and whatnot. And I think we all apply to that to a certain
extent, it might be in our subconscious, but we apply that to everything that we do. We
want everything to be as easy as possible, worry-free. The problem that I think we get
to a point where people don't take risks, they don't, you know, you come across some
products that, you don't know this is gonna be a good product or not. Wal-Mart's
brand of cleaner, laundry detergent or something, you go, well, I've always used
Cheer, you know, it' s always been a good product for me. But this Walmart brand is
half-price. Does the same amount of loads, or whatever. Do you take that chance or
do you just stick with the fact that, well, I know that Cheer has always worked for me.
Um, if I'm going there, every once in awhile, I might go, yeah, I'll take a chance on
that to see what happens. Yeah, it might not work, I might hate it, it might ruin my
clothes, or whatever. But it also, it could work great, and I'm going, wow, this is halfprice and it does the same thing that the Cheer that I bought. I think that's, there's two
different avenues there to a certain extent. It makes a difference to be able to buy
something and-know, yes, it' s a great product, it' s proven itself time and time again.
You know, a lot of people buy products that way, but every once in awhile there is
something new that comes around and it could be just as good as a name brand
product. But it's a lot cheaper. And yeah, you might worry originally if it's gonna
work out or not, or if it' s gonna be what you want, um, and if it doesn't, then, hey, you
just know it' s a lesson learned from experience. And if you don't buy it anymore.
I: Are you the kind of guy who' s risk-adverse, or are you the kind of guy that takes
chances on products and clothes and things that you buy?
P: Um, I' m more apt to take risks on products. I usually check things over pretty
well, I' m always in Consumer Reports if I' m buying a VCR or DVD player. You
know, I' 11 look into the book to see which ones are best and you know, nine times out
of ten you can go and buy a Walmart DVD, it might say Walmart DVD on it, and it
really is not a great product and won't last over a period of time, but you have to fit
your needs at that time, whether it' s financial, or it's just something I'm gonna use for
a couple of weeks, or I have to have it, there's no point in me going out and buying a
top-of-the-line model for two or three hundred dollars more. So I am a little bit
willing to take risks on a few products and things, other things I'm not. Things that I
feel that I have to have for a long time, like a car, I want it to be a good product, I want
it to be something that I know is gonna last and be efficient, so I'm not, two years
down the road, going, I' ve got to get rid of this piece of junk and get me something
else. That's not cost-efficient to me. I want something that, if I take care of it and do
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what I'm supposed to do to it, as far as maintenance and routine-check-ups, it' s gonna
last as long as I want it to last.
I: You actually brought this example of a car up twice - I think both times you kind
of, you sort of talked about it with the same notions, the idea of not having a vehicle
that breaks down and worry free, and those things you talked about earlier. And once
again you talk about a vehicle that will last a long time and offers good value for
money. Do you have a preference in vehicle type, in auto manufacturers?
P: Right now, from the experience that I've had, um, I like Hondas, they just seem to
be great pieces of equipment. H you take care of it and do what you're supposed to do
to it, you know, I had an 84' Honda Accord and had it for about 1 2 years, and you
know, 200 and something miles on it, put batteries in it, change the normal belts and
the timing chain, and tires on it, and oil changes, and that was pretty much all I had to
do to it. And it just kept going. Then, I think the amount of money that I saved over
that 12 year period, there was a lot of products you could go out there and buy, there's
a lot of things you could get that are probably maybe half the price, but it's different
going out and buying a $5 thing of laundry soap that will maybe last you two weeks,
and taking the chance of buying that over a product that' s maybe a dollar more, that's
a name brand. But with a car, things of larger amounts that are supposed to last a lot
longer, there's a difference there. Clothes wear out a lot quicker than what a car
should wear out. You can have a pair of shoes for five years, if you're taking care of
them, whatnot, fix the soles on them. I think things of larger expenses, you know, you
don't go out and buy a cheap house, just to buy a house because it's in your range.
You've got to go out and fix on it every two weeks, putting that thousand dollars back
into it, whatever you're fixing. When you could actually went out and bought a better
house, and been worry-free, so to speak, at least for a certain period of time, because
it's better quality. Like I said, it comes down to convenience, if you've got to go back
down to the dealership to get your car fixed all the time, it' s an inconvenience. It's
wasting time, it' s not sufficient.
I: So are you the kind of guy that will spend a little more upfront in anticipation that's
you're buying better quality?
P: Yeah. Uh, huh.
I: For all products, or just certain categories?
P: Uh, usually certain groups, categories. I'll buy a better shoe because it' s going to
give me a longer wear, usually. It's going to be more comfortable than maybe going
to say, Payless, and buying a $20 pair of shoes that look just as good for a certain
period of time and then it tears up within a month. So there are certain things, you
know, food products, that' s a one-time thing there. If you buy it the one time, if you
like it, great, you continue buying it and you save yourself a little bit of money, over a
name-brand product. But items that have a little bit more longevity, or should have a
414
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bit more longevity, I ' m gonna spend a little bit more money to make sure that I get a
better product.
I : S o you sort of break it out - durables , you pay a little bit more for. Consumables,
you want to get them as best price-point that you can. I' m curious, do you drive a
Honda now?
P: No, I don't. If I had the preference to , I would.
I: Is that right?
P: Yeah.
I: When you bought your vehicles, did you buy them from a dealer?
P: Yes
I: What are you driving now?
P: I' m driving a Ford Winstar Van. And I've got an Isuzu.
I: Are you favorably disposed to either one of those?
P: In a way, yes. The Ford product, I like it, but I' ve noticed in talking to individuals
who have the same make and brand vehicle that I do, they have the same problems
that exist on my vehicle. Um, and mine is a 98, and some of the problems that I' m
witnessing, or experiencing, I don't feel should be there. You shouldn't have to put a
front-end in a vehicle that' s only four years old. Because I'm comparing it to the
Honda that I had. I didn' t have to do anything but the normal maintenance items.
I: Did you buy that Honda from a dealer?
P: Uh, yes.
I: Do you remember what it was like buying from a dealer? Do you remember
purchasing it? Tell me about that David.
P: Um, it was a little hard at first because I knew what the price of what it was. Yes I
saw a couple of vehicles that were a lot cheaper, for me, and probably fit my budget
just a little better. Um, so I was a little, there was a little anxiety there, I'm buying
something just a little more expensive that I wanted to. But I did have the assurity of
knowing that, hey, this is a good vehicle, you know·, and I feel confident from the
experiences of friends, Consumer's Report, my own research, and checking out the
vehicle. But, uh, there is a little anxiety there, you know, the money I was spending to
get what I was getting. But other than that, the experience was, hey, rm' getting a
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better vehicle. · It would be more reliable. That I' m not gonna be worried about when
my wife takes it to go on a trip somewhere, it's gonna get her there. And uh, you
know, right now with my van, I have a lot of confidence in it, it's never broke down
on us. But there's always little things to fix on it, and you, know, like I say, when
you take it to a dealer, and you know, they don't have any vans there, you have to get
a little four-seater, which doesn't fit the needs of my family. That' s an inconvenience
and I know, pretty often, nothing' s always gonna be convenient, but I want to lesson
that chance as much as possible.
I: So if you had to buy a vehicle today?
P: It would be a Honda Accord.

I: Probably go to the Honda dealer first?
P: Uh, huh . . .
I: So as you think of that Honda dealer, what are some of your feelings towards it?
P: Um, first of all, I look past the salesman. They all come out and they all have the
nice smile and they all have a bubbly attitude. They all, you know, want to be your
best friend because it' s in their best interest. But I'm looking past that, I'm looking at
this showroom that I'm walking into that I know that I'll be paying for to a certain
extent, for buying a this vehicle (end of video tape) . But other than that, I'm looking
at the product.
I: Tell me, you go into the dealer. You talked a little about the salesperson that comes
out. Let's talk about that for a minute, tell me what you're feelings are towards her,
what's it like for you to deal with her, the salesperson at the Honda dealer?
P: I know when you go (change audio tape) and buy a car at a dealership, you're
gonna get the golden treatment, you know, because of the, not the rarity, but just the
opportunity of people coming in to buy a vehicle. So they want to make sure they take
care of you as best as possible. But I also know that there's also gonna be a game at
the other end of the spectrum, when I do find a vehicle that I' m looking for, and when
I make that choice and we come in and put it on paper, you know, this is what this is
gonna cost, what they want to sell it to me for. I kind of like that chase, I kind of like
that "hey, I' m gonna walk out of here with a good deal." And if I don't though, if I
don't feel favorable about it to that point that I feel like I got a good deal off of my
own research and my own evaluation, I don't have � problem with getting up and
walking away from it, because, granted, I know they've got their prices and got their
reasons for doing what they gotta do, but I' m gonna take the idea "this is what
nationally they' ve rated this car to be paid, this is what you should pay for it" and just
because you flew it half way across the country doesn't mean that I need to pay for
that. So I know there's gonna be a chase there, a little game played, and I expect that.
416

403 I wouldn't expect anything different but I'm still looking out for my best needs, for
404 my best interests which is what's coming out of my pocket. And of course everybody
405 wants to pay as less as possible for a good product.
406
407 I: But even though you go through the negotiation process with the salespeople, does
408 . . that affect in any way, your feelings towards Honda?
409
4 10 P: No, no, even if I had to go to another dealership across town, I' d still go to Honda.
4 1 1 And if I've gotta barter between two I would do that.
4 12
4 13 I: Because it sounds like from the things you were saying earlier, you kept using
4 14 Honda as a reference, you have some pretty strong feelings towards those cars. Again,
4 15 you talked about them costing a little bit more money upfront but ultimately they're
4 16 good value, because of the longevity you get out of them. And you talked about again
4 17 this notion that they don't break down, they offer, as you described, less worry.
4 18
4 19 P: Uh, huh, exactly.
420
421 I: Tell me a little bit more about that.
422
423 P: I think people as a whole kind of stereotype, you know, people in this area, their
424 grandfather and their grandfather before that and their grandfather all had Fords, you
425 know, we're a Ford family. We're a Chevrolet family . . . or a GMC family, or
426 whatever. I think you're gonna run into that all the time. But people do things from
427 the experiences that they have and the experience that I had, I had a vehicle for twelve
428 years that I had not a single, slightest problem out of, except general maintenance
429 things. The things that I knowed that I'd have to do to any vehicle that I get. I like
430 that confidence, I like that knowing that this is a product that's taking care of me. And
43 1 so I'm partial to it and I'd say you get those things from your own testimony, from
432 your own experiences of which you're dealing with .. I had a Dodge Avenger and
433 bought it the first year, bought it the first year, came right off the showroom floor.
434 You know, a stupid kid (laughing). But I, you know, it looked great, it looked great, I
435 . loved it. I had it 6 months and it was in the shop. Probably about 7 months
436 (laughing). And half the time all I was driving a Geo Metro cause that's what they're
437 were giving me while they were working on this car that I was paying $300 and
438 something dollars a month for. And I'm going, this isn't working, so now it's
439 ingrained in my mind, you know, I had a bad experience there. I' m not following that
440 track again, I'll be very reluctant to go that route again. I'm never gonna buy another
44 1
Dodge Avenger again, even though they might have got all the bugs worked out, it
442 might be picture-perfect, it might be the best car on the market right now. But I had a
443 bad experience with it. And I think that people buy things according to those
444 experiences. When they go into a store, if you got the cashier and she's giving you a
445 hard time, whatever, nine times out of ten, you're not gonna go back to that store.
446 Everybody wants to go somewhere they feel welcomed, where things go well, you buy
4 17
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products the same way, you want things to go well, you want it to serve the need for
which you bought it for.
I: You brought up the same two words you said before. You said that when you drive
the Honda you know it's gonna work out, it gives you that sense of confidence again.
Tell me what that's like, how does that feel, what is that like having that knowledge,
that sense of confidence when you have a Honda?
P: Uh, it's actually exciting. I have a lot of enthusiasm, �ven better frame of mind, a
positive mental attitude. Because you're just not expecting anything bad to happen.
And because you're not expecting anything bad to happen because you do have that
confidence, you can place your worries and devote your time to other things. That
could be an issue at that point in time, that could be a problem. And I think it makes
our lives a whole lot easier when we're confident about things, when we have
confidence, we just feel better about ourselves. If you go in to take a test, and you're
confident about the material on that test, you're not n�essarily worried about that test.
If you are driving a vehicle and you're confident that it's gonna get you where you
want to go, I'm not worried about that. You might be worried about, how much am I
gonna spend on gas? Or I wonder what the road conditions are gonna be like. Or
things like that. So it takes that other factor out of , so many other factors that we have
to deal with.
I: It's interesting, you said that it was exciting. Tell me about that, what do you mean
by exciting?
P: Um, it's just a sense of relief, I can get excited. Whenever I get relief from
something, I can get excited about that. Because I know that it's for my best interest
at that point in time, it's good for me. And I think we all go through our lives wanting
the best we can get out of everything. Whether it's our time, whether it's the things
we have, whether it' s time with our family, I mean, whatever it is. We want the best
we can get out of it. And it' s exciting to know that things are going well, you bought
this product, you can feel confident and proud and say, "I bought this car, yeah, I
spent maybe $2000 more than I wanted to. But I'm excited about the fact that hey, it
served the purpose that I bought it for too. And I haven't had any more worries,
haven't had any pitfalls that have come forward. And granted, like I said, that could
happen with any product, anything can always happen, but, you know, the majority of
time with a better product, you're just not going to have as many problems. So that's
exciting to me.
I: And the Honda experience allows you to feel that?
P: Uh, huh.
I: That' s interesting. Let's just bounce back to Kohl's a little bit. We' ve talked an
awful lot about W almart and some general products you buy there, and we talked an
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awful lot about Honda. I' m kind of curious just to go back to Kohl's because I think a
lot of interesting things come out sometimes in the clothes that we wear, I just wanted
to see if any of the things that you talked about are present at Kohl's and if there's any
difference, what's the difference? It seems there' s been a great deal of crossover
between the feelings and experiences you have shopping at Walmart and the feelings
and experiences you have with your Honda, shopping at the Honda dealer. And so,
I'm starting to think that, I'm just cwious to know what it' s like for you to shop at
Kohl's. Tell me, you said you go in there when there's sales on and you go there when
it's just time to buy a new item of clothing. You know ahead of time going in there,
you have a confidence as you described it going in there that the products are gonna be
there in a price range that's comfortable to be, so talk me through a shopping
experience at Kohl's' .
P: Um, well first of all, it's a department store that's very user clean, very neat and
appealing to the eye in going in. They have nice Christmas music going on, or
whatever the appropriate season would be, just relaxing music playing. I know
exactly where I need to go, what items I need to get.
I: Do you mean in terms of layout of the store?
P: They're all set up about the same way. Whether you went to the one here on this
side of town or the one on the other side of town, they're all set up the same way. Um,
but going, like I said, I know which area I'm going to, I can pick up pretty much any
product in ther�, whether it's a name brand or their brand, and feel confident and
picking it up and going, hey, it's a name-brand shirt, here's this shirt. I can get this
one, even though this one's an Arrow and supposedly a better shirt, I can pick up their
brand and feel just as confidently about it because , you know, having the experience
of having both, and getting the same satisfaction out of both. And then to be able to
walk out and not wade through a brigade of lines to get out of the store, but everything
just pleasant. I'll get a good price usually for what I'm getting and I feel good about
that.
I: Once again, timeliness is an issue - you can get in and out. You feel like you' re
getting a good buy, that seems to be important to you. That's come up two or three
times. It's interesting that you talked about the layout of the store. What's it like for
you knowing where everything is, what' s it like for you knowing the layout of the
store when you go there?
P: Well, I know I won't have to go searching for a particular item. I know that here in
this general area, this is where the shirt and ties and slacks are gonna be. I know that
on the other side of the isle, this is where the socks and shoes and you know,
accessories are gonna be. And again, it just saves me time where I don 't have to roam
around the store looking for a particular thing, or stopping to ask someone, "hey,
where is the shoes, I thought they were over here but they're not." It just, again, it just
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saves time. i know that I can go into pretty much any Kohl's and go right to where I
need to get.
I: Tell me about the personnel, the people that work there. You talked about the sales
reps at the Honda dealer. What's your experience with the customer service reps at
kohl's?
P: Um, they're for the most part usually a little bit more, I wouldn' t say upperechelon, um, but they're usually for the most part just a higher caliber person , which
you would actually get as a checker at Kohl's, oh I mean Walmart. And a lot of that is
just the person, depends on the person's personality. But for the most part I' ve been in
a Walmart line getting checked out and the lady basically frowned at you because
you' ve got a big basket full of food or whatever. She knows she's gotta bag it all
herself and she's not really all that excited about it because she's not maybe making
exactly what she wants to be making, and so it's not really a good day for her. And
she could really care less if you go through her line or not. Where as most of these
stores like this, it's a little bit different atmosphere, you know, they seem to be willing
or excited, whether they' re bored or not, they want to dig in and help you. Like I said,
they just seem to be a little bit more friendlier.
I: Does that affect your shopping experience at all?
P: Uh, yeah, I think everybody always wants to be greeted with a smile. You know, it
puts people in a different frame of mind. If somebody is smiling at them, nine times
out of ten you' re not gonna be frowning at them. You know, you smile back. You feel
good about who you're talking to and vice-versa.
I: Let me ask you, just as sort of the last questions as we start to wind down a little
bit. Can you think of a store, have you ever had a store that you had an on-going
relationship with that you were loyal to, that for whatever reason, you can't shop there
now? Perhaps the store closed, perhaps they went out of business, perhaps you moved
away. Have you ever had a store like that where you can no longer shop there?
P: Yeah, there used to be a series of stores called Roses. I guess for the most part it
would be similar to a K-Mart. For me, it was in my younger age, my teen years,
childhood. My parents always went there and I grew accustomed to it and I always
had a good experience there, or felt like I did, even though I might not have been the
one actually buying anything or be the consumer necessarily, but just from the
experiences of me going there. And so every once in awhile I do kind of compare that
to other places I go. Like I said, Roses, it was a cross between I guess a K-Mart and
maybe a Kohl's. Yes, it was built on value, they wanted to give you a good value, but
at the same time too, the clerks dressed more appropriately or nice. Everybody just
didn' t have a big ol' smock on and, you know, a name tag. They were basically in
regular clothes with just the name tag of the store. So it was a little bit more of a, like
you get at your larger department stores, like a Sears, or Parisians, things like that.
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The only problem, I think, with those larger department stores, it's just a fact that you
are paying for that additional upper-echefon person in your price. That's why Mace's
and Dillard's and Kohl's and these larger stores have higher prices, and you're paying
for that. And I think with Kohl' s and Target and TJ Maxx, some of these other stores,
they're kind of the half-way point. They're not the upper-echelon large stores that, you
know, you know you're gonna pay $75 for a pair of jeans in there no matter where you
go in the store. You know, even they appeal to the middle-class, which is usually
where I fall in.
I: Then why can't you shop at Roses now - what happened to it?
P: Uh, the store basically, I guess, went out of business or bankrupt - there used to be
a series of them, I don't know if they got bought out or, exactly what, but I just know
the one store I was familiar with got closed up.
I: And how does that make you feel, knowing that you can't shop there anymore?
P: Um, a little regretful that they closed up. I think when we all have something good
around us, we want to keep it there as long as possible. So when it's taken away, you
have a little bit of remorse or longing for not having it anymore. When you can't have
something, you still want it, you know, you long for it a little bit. So you usually find
other things to substitute it, whether they're close to it in affiliation or relate to it for
you.
I: What's that longing like for you, what does that feel like?
P: Hm . . ...it' s that wanting something, no matter what you do, you just can't have it.
So it's a little bit of, I guess the best way to say it, it's a little aggravating to a certain
extent, kind of get to feeling a little sadness, or just knowing that something like you
really want it but just can't have it anymore. So you get a lot of different mixed
emotions - they're usually more so on the sad end. Yeah . . . . but you just have to go on
and maybe come across that experience somewhere else.
I: Any other stores or shops or shopping experiences that you'd like to tell me about?
P: Um, a bad shopping experience . . .
I: Yeah, tell me about that.
P: We've talked pretty extensively just about the way I shop, the way I do things and,
you know, Parisian's will most-likely be a store that I probably will very rarely go
back in to. And the reason for that is for the fact that just the way you're stereotyped
at times- they put you in certain categories. Because you don't look exactly like they
expect you to look. There's just a situation - I was coming from, my kid's were
playing soccer, and I ended up being a flagman, so I run up and down the side lines
421
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and it had been raining and I had a jogging suit on at the time, and it got a little dirty
from me running up and down the sideline from the water splashing, the mud,
whatever. And I had to go and get a gift. My wife had told me that Parisians had what
we were looking for, so I went to Parisians to go get it. As I was walking through the
store, kind of looking for what she had sent me there for, again, like I said, I want to
go right in and get exactly where I want to go to. And I find what I' m looking for, and
a sales agent comes up to me and says, "hey, can I help you in any way?" And I said
no, I'm just looking for this - I think I found it. ''Well, I think this might fit you better
for what you're looking for," and I' m like, well, no, this is actually what I want, this is
what I came here for. "Oh, well, this is a little cheaper", and I was like, yeah, but it's
not exactly what I want, this is what I came here for. "this is more affordable for
you.", and I'm like, how do you know what is more affordable for me? How have you
decided what I've got in my wallet, are you a psychic or do you have some kind of
sensors that I don't? How do you know what I can affo�d? I think at that point in time
they kind of sensed that they had offended me. And the lady said, "well, I had just
assumed . . . ." And I' m like, what did you assume? "I just assumed that .. " And I'm
like, well, because I came here in a jogging suit, and I' ve got some mud down here at
the bottom of it, I just came from a soccer game, I had to flag at the game for my kids
and it was muddy a little bit as I was walking up and down the sideline and I haven't
had time or a chance to go home and change, like I had probably wanted to. But I had
something that I had to do - this is why I came in the store to get it and I' m no longer
gonna buy that product here anymore." And she goes, "oh, don't feel that way - let
me . . . I'm sorry . . . ". I think a lot of stores like that expect only a certain type of people
to come into the stores. And just because you don't necessarily fit the part, you're not
dressed the part, they make an assumption on you. And people don't make those
same assumptions at Walmart. If you see a guy walk through W almart with a suit on,
it's no big deal, but' if you walk through Parisians with cut-off shorts and old tennis
shoes that are raggedy and an old dirty dingy t-shirt, they're assuming, "well, he
shouldn't be here." I think it's hard for stores sometimes to, because of the way their
echelon of people they usually work with and deal with on a daily basis, they expect it
all the time, at times. And so when they get to that point that they don't get that, it
could be a little shock for them, I guess, without actually knowing exactly what
they're dealing with, and so . . .
I: So that would make you less-favorably disposed to go back there again?
P: Right. . .. even though it could be just that one person, you know, people live
through their experiences.
I: And that was enough to tum you off?
P: Uh, huh.
I: Final question - I can't resist this one with Christmas so close - it makes me think a
little bit. The hard-to-buy for person - we've all got one. Where would you go to
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shop for somebody when you just needed ideas for a gift for somebody that' s plain
tough to shop for? Do you have any go-to stores?
P: UM, for people who are hard to buy for, whether it' s clothes, items or they seem
like they got everything, I'm more apt to go to Walmart and get something practical,
just thi�gs that ! know they're gonna need.
I: So you fall back on W almart?
P: Uh, htn . . . . and, you know, yes, you may not be able to get a crystal vase there, it
would probably cost $200 somewhere else, to sit on somebody's mantle place - you
know they' ve already got one. I usually go and buy practical things for them. Things
that I just know that they're gonna need, that everybody can need or use.
I: So even for people that are difficult, this is interesting, let me see if I can, I want to
make sure I' m understanding what you're saying, so even when you're confronted
with a person who's difficult to purchase for, as you described, the person who' s got
everything, I mean we've all got those on our list, when you're confronted with a
problem, with that problem, purchasing for that person, you'd go to Walmart, Walmart
seems to take care of that for you?
P: Uh, huh.
I: It goes back to that confidence, doesn't it? That reduction of worry . . .
P: Yep, I mean, it doesn't do any good to go to Kohl's and buy this sweater, that you
just go, well, maybe they'll like it. I don't like that 'maybe,' you know, and if I don't
have an exact need of what they want and I don't have an idea, because I don't live in
their home or I don't know exactly, I mean, I have an idea of what they like, but I
don't know exactly what they have, I want to get them something that they're gonna
use, that they're gonna feel good about having. And, I've got an uncle who, there' s
just nothing I can buy for him, you know. There's nothing that he needs, um, or he'll
state that he wants, cause he's got everything, this man makes $200 something
thousand a year and he'll buy whatever he wants. He loves taking pictures, so I'll go
to Walmart and I'll buy him all the film, you know, $1 5-$20 of film, because that' s
something he's gonna go out and buy. And it's something that he can use and it' s
practical and he's gonna get just as much thrill out of that film as he would if I went
out and bought him a camera that' s he' s already got one of. So it' s the practical uses
sometimes . . . ..
I: Are there any other stores that you can think you're close to that you'd like to tell
me about . . . . . any other shopping experiences?
P: Um, nothing particular comes to mind.
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I: Then David, r m ·gonna say thank you - you've been very patient, I do appreciate it.
P : No problem.
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Participant G - Sarah.
Interviewer: OK. We say today is 23 December, 2002 and you are Sarah (name
withheld). Does that sound right?
Participant: That sounds right.
I: First let me say a big thank you for letting me take up some of your time. I know
time is very valuable (inaudible). I have told you a little bit about the study do you
have any concerns or questions before we go on?
P: No I think you have pretty well covered my questions.
I: Let me ask you off the top of my head to begin with do you consider yourself to be
a person that is brand loyal or are you the type of person that will shop anywhere?
P: It depends upon what I am shopping for. Um . . .there are certain things that I am
very much brand loyal to. There are certain places where I am store loyal and then
there are things that I am quality conscious I want to do all the research and wherever
that leads you then I will get what I want. I'll go there. And that sort of depends upon
the stage of my life I am in. Whether I am a college student with limited resources or
an employee with somewhat more resources.
I: You said you are loyal to some brands or some stores, tell me about that?

P: Um . . . I am loyal to Dillard's for clothing. I went through two periods, I am
actually in one now, where I have been really over weight and buying clothes is just
painful so I go to Dillard's and I find a line of clothing, Liz Claiborne, where petite
doesn't just mean small and beautiful it means short. And I can find clothes that I
don't have to hem. I can go in every year, year in and year out, and go and pick my
size of the rack and not have to try them on. Take them home and they always fit.
Because I went there often, I developed a rapport with the sales people. Because they
have sort of a petit section and they get to know you. And I come in twice a year and
shop for clothing I am not a slave to fashion. I find something I like and I buy one in
brown and one in black one in blue one in khaki that sort of thing. I can remember
one year when a sales lady said you know Liz Claiborne changed their sizes a little bit
so you might want to try it on this time. So she knew that I came in bought my
clothing and that I didn't try it on. And she knew that there was a change that
particular year and she said you might want to this year. So part of it was the
relationship. Recently they changed where . . . I actually don't like the atmosphere I
have salesman literally in a 30-minute period maybe 4 or 5 times say can I help you?
Can I help you? And I usually will say no, no I just want to look I am not a . . . when I
need help I will find it but I don't want somebody lurking over my shoulder. Then I
start to feel like they are just interested in their commission. They say things like
make sure you check out with me. Because I might buy pants, for example in the
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petite section, but I may wander for sweaters over to the other section and when I start
to wonder they are following me to get me to check out in their station. So I assume, I
don't know, I assume that is about commission and I don't like that feeling. But I am
still loyal to the brand that I keep going back and there are some salespersons
I: What brand?
P: I but Liz Claiborne and I have had some people tell me that she is a Satanic
worshiper or whatever and I don't care that is her personal business. What I know is
my time is valuable, when I go in there I don't have to try on the clothing, I don't have
to hem anything it's going to fit me. The clothing . . . and Dillard' s is the store that
caries the broadest size selection. If I go to . . . you know a lot of stores carry' s Liz
Claiborne but then they carry only a limited size. Or not have a broad selection in the
petite selection more of their store is devoted to other things so I find Dillard's for me,
particularly the west town store, even thought I live in east Knoxville but east town
store doesn't have the selection. It's a smaller department. But that particular store I
go to it saves me time I get what I want. It sometimes that I have a relationship with
the staff and sometimes the new folks come on board and then you are a little irritating
to me . . . that pales in comparison to the time I stay. Um . . I live very close to a
Kroger, and it's not my favorite grocery store. I feel often times very taken advantage
of. They have a situation there now where they are trying to push you to check out
your own items. And it's like hey ! Y'know you are over priced for a grocery store and
you want me to do the work and y'know scanning all the things that I buy and they
keep track of all that and I don't really like that that much. But the convenience I
mean it literally y'know is 5 minutes from my house and I will shop there for sale
items every now and then they will have just incredible deals. Um . . . sometimes I am
in a hurry and there is a little convenience store where I live and again I drop in there
buy beer or soap or a bottle of mountain dew or whatever. It is certainly over priced
but I do it and it' s kind of neat because when I walk in there the person knows me and
says "do you want this today" and that's neat as I will sometimes be in a hurry and I
will forget and I that is exactly what I want. So I like that. Um . . . I also now that I am
a student shop at some bargain places. There is a place on Chapman highway that is
called the Bargain Barn and they have . . . you can never count on getting what you
need there, but they ·get shipment of stuff in and you never know what they will have it
just like fabulous deals so you go and buy one and see if you like it, you can get
salmon for 68 cents or something for a pack where if you go to Kroger's is $9 .00 or
whatever. So periodically I will run out there for something and if I like it I will go
back and buy it in bulk.
I: What kind of product lines do they sell at the Bargain Barn?
P: You can never predict and I am not sure what their set up is but they get surplus
items and it' s funny I mean a lot of the things they have um . . . they have the exact
same products that Kroger has and I mean infinite . . not just a little bit cheaper but I
am talking about infinite . . .
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I: So they have food items?
P: Yer . . . ow yea, they have food items and they toiletries like toilet paper. Every
now and then they have meats.
I: So household consumables and food items?
P: Right, and cleaning products, that pretty much is it. And there is a bakery and I am
not a real picky person where I have to have the freshest bread or whatever and you
can buy that in bulk very cheaply. There is also um . . . a store called Amvets (sp?)
that is actually like a salvation army type place where they take clothing donations and
for the last year I have been on medications that have caused me to gain 6-8 pounds
and well I am not going to Dillard's to find Liz Claiborne in that situation I will if I
need to find something fot a particular occasion. But, I will go there and pay 98 cents,
I think I am wearing about $3.00 worth of clothing right now. I am comfortable with
that, so I will do that sometimes. Um I probably wouldn't do that if I were, well I
might, if I weren't a student because time is a factor and when you go into these places
you don't know what they are going to have and I am the type of person I know what I
want before I go and I wanted to get it. So I tend to stay away from stores like say
Parisian's that are very fashion trendy I want to be able to . . . it's frustrating for me to
go to a store and want a plain white shirt and you can't find one without frills or cuffs
or whatever. Um . . . for my makeup I had an experience that happened around maybe
10 years ago I went in this store and there was this very nice woman, young woman,
and her grand mother opened that particular franchise and um . . she saw my makeup
and asked "would you like to learn a little bit about applying makeup?" and I said
well, yer sorta and she was so pleasant that I wasn't taken aback by you obviously
don't know what you are doing (chuckling) and she spent a lot of time with me with
the colors and showing me things and um . . from that time on I have always gone to
Merle Norman's for makeup and it is probably in one sense it is expensive but it's not
because it lasts a long time. Um . . . but for perfume . . I can't smell it any more
because I have been wearing it for 1 5 years but I wear Calvin Klein - Eternity every
day and I can't smell it because I have been wearing it for so long. So I sort of get
married to products too. Um . . . so I will go to where ever that is cheapest usually . . .
um . . . ex military so I can go shop at McGee Tyson (sp?) and there is no tax and it's
cheaper. So I will go there. Um . . . and one bottle will last a whole year so it's not like
I have to go out there often. Um for like electronic stuff palm pilots, computers I tend
to Office Max. I may visit Circuit City to get the info because they tend to have a
good selection and a really educated staff. But they don't have the best prices. So I
will get the information and then I will go next door to Office Max and usually buy it
there. Um . . . I just did that recently, and I go to Home Depot and Lowe's for things
around the house. Um . . . I probably prefer Home Depot. Lowe's has the better
prices, sometimes it's hard to catch up with somebody but once I get someone's
attention they can . . . they have a lot of knowledge there and they are willing to teach
me how to do things. They are not always interested in selling me the highest
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products. Sometimes they are willing to teach me how to do it cheaper on my own. Or
they will do a lot of things for me, like 'you can buy this $20.00 miter box and cut
them or we can do it for you here if you want'. So I kind of like that they save the
time. But, lately I have noticed in the last 3 years or so its fallen back a little bit. It is
harder to get people's attention and maintain it. But all in all I am satisfied with them.
Um . . . I am not a real big consumer now. Ow . . I recently tapped a new sort of
market for books and I think actually that you might have been the one that turned me
onto it alibra.com for books. I had been going to Amazon and somebody, I think it was
you, suggested that it might be a cheaper source of books and so I recently started
doing some business with them. And indeed I can get the books and I can have . . get
them fairly quickly so I was pretty satisfied with that. I think I get married to products
and I think anything that saves me time. As I said when I go clothes shopping I don't
want somebody hovering over my shoulder. I know what I want. . . I want them to be
there if I have any questions but I don't then hovering over me. If I am buying
something that I am not familiar with I want somebody who knows about the products.
. . sort of give me an overlay of what is out there. What are the choices that I have.
That way I can make a discussion.
I: That' s plenty there. Let's just take a look I want to bounce some of the things you
have just said as it seems there are some very common themes that run th�ough them
and I want to see if I am understanding them correctly. One of the things you have
talked about is the notion of timing. You want to get in and get out, efficiency I
suppose you don't want to waste time?
P: Um huh!
I: The second thing is you spoke very favorably about some of the salespeople in some
of the stores such as Liz Claiborne or Home Depot if you can get some one, so
perhaps your interaction with some of the sales reps is piece of what brings you back
as we11 as the timing issues?
P: Yea . . . and the sales person and their sensitivity to me. You know somebody who
sorta really hears what I am saying. This is a woman who just wants to know what' s
the difference between all these products and what they can do for her and so she can
get a decision and get out of here. Where as other people maybe don't pick up and
they kinda try to sell me and are more interested in getting me to buy the higher priced
items. So I tend to go to the stores where people are sensitive to me and what you just
said about time and giving me the low-down.
I: Some of the stores that you would consider to be sensitive would be which ones?
P: Office Max I have had good experiences there um . . . I have had mixed experiences
with Circuit City sometimes I have had people really bent on "you want this it's the
best" where as if I go to Office Max they say "look the difference between these two
palm pilots is essentially this. Colored screen, lithium rechargeable batteries, um . . .
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P: Right now I only go there when I have a presentation to do, a suit for an interview,
or whatever. When I'm employed making a reasonable amount of money, I go there
for all my clothes. And I would also shop, go to Lauren, but not for pants. Because
I'll never find a pair of pants that aren't, they just don't fit right. But I'll go there for
sweaters, and stuff.

214

I: Tell me what is a typical shopping experience at Liz Claiborne like for you?
P: It's Great! I' ll walk in there and I know exactly where I want to go, I'm a kind of
plain Jane, and I can say OK I need slacks, this that and the other thing I need sweaters
OK I can look at the variety and I like that. I like that, I like that. I know if it says you
know petite large or whatever size I happen to be I don't want to have to try it on. I
don't even have to go to the dressing room I can just grab it and go. That is neat
y'know I spend a good portion of my life hemming clothes and I don't have time for
that. So . . . like I said you go to some stores and can't find a petite higher than a size
6 and well I am not a size 6. So Dillard' s in particular seems to recognize that you
know people can be short and fat. And they have petite clothes in a wider selections so
I appreciate that because when I think, I don't know about all women, but when you
,
don t feel good about yourself the last thing you really want to do is spend hours and
hours and hours going that won't fit me, no that won't fit me, that won't fit me. It' s
frustrating and painful.
I: So what else makes Liz Claiborne a "great" shopping experience for you . . . people
are nice,
P: Um huh
I: . . . people are nice, product lines are appropriate for you and the right price range?
P: Um huh . . . well, I mean I like the clothing you can get a wide range you can get
very dressing things you can get very casual things and I not always but I' d say 85%
of the stuff she makes I find attractive and appeal to me.
I: Do you go there for general clothes or do you go there when you have a specific
event or an item, something coming up?

I: You keep saying , you know, you' know what you're going to find there.
P: Right. I'm not a browser, I don't enjoy shopping. I'm not somebody who likes to
go to the mall to look and see what' s out there. I' m not interested in fashion, I just
want what I want and I want to get in and get out.
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I: What's it like for you to know before you go into the store that they're going to
have the products that you need?
P: It's fabulous! It's like having a friend you know you can trust. You can count on
it. They're going to be there when you need them. Because my life is pretty busy and
frantic, and when I want something, I want it now. It's traumatic for me to want
something and have to run all around town looking for it. One time I wanted a martini
shaker and went to a couple of stores that I thought would have it, and then I ended up
getting on the phone and calling about 20 places. You'd think it would be the easiest
thing in the world to find. Actually, now I know where you can get it, but I don't like
to have to spend that much time. It's just really neat to know, it's like knowing a
person and knowing what you can expect from them. It's a feeling of comfort and
security.
I: It's interesting that you said it's like having a friend that you can trust. Tell me
about that.
P: I know that when I need them I can count on them. You know, and in return, they
can count on me to come in twice a year and spend money on clothing. And because I
spend so much, I get things in the mail where they have certain days for people, I
don't know if it an advertising gimmick or not, but they have, they tell you they have 3
days for a particular customer where there are markdowns and you can come in. It's
probably a scheme, but I don't have to buy in season, and they do . have significant
markdowns several times a year, and I take advantage of those. But actually for me,
it's not expensive. Some people would say her clothes are expensive, to me it's not.
It saves me so much in other things that are valuable to me.
I: You also mention the notions of comfort and security - tell me about that.
P: Well, clothing particularly is a hot spot for me, because, like right now, I' m not
comfortable with my body and I don't want to have to go into a dressing room and see
myself in a three-way mirror, it's like, "Oh, my God, I haven't seen myself in . the rear
in a long time . . . It's just comfortable, I don't have to deal with that right now, I don't
have to see that. I don't have to wonder if I get there and if it's going to be there, or if
I have just wasted my time, that's where the security comes from, I just know that I'm
going to find what I want. And I trust that, I would be shocked if I ever walked in one
day and couldn't find what I wanted and get in and out within like thirty minutes. It's
nice not to have to, I don't know if men do this, but to take this stack of clothes of the
rack go into a dressing room, undress in from of this mirror that show every flaw you
have. Then you try it on and . . . ugh . . it didn't fit. Well, I thought I was that s�ze but
I guess I'm not. But if I buy this brand then I guess I am that size. It's different. I
think she went through a gimmick too, this is what I think, about maybe 8 years ago
they changed the clothing sizes and they bumped it . . . they made smaller numbers for
bigger sizes. I think she did that anyway, to make people feel better - I don't know.
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Those are the only things I can think of . . . there is another thing, getting my hair cut.
I haven't found it yet in Knoxville, but when I was in Nashville, there was a salon I
went to and there was this really neat, probably gay man, who would pamper me when
I went in there. He had waterfalls, he had soft music playing. He picked up on me
really quick that I didn't like small talk, you know there are some people that I think
feel obligated when they' re cutting your hair to chitchat, and there are other people
who talk to their friends across the room, like you're not there at all. And he seemed
really bent on making me feel a relaxing experience. I have never had my hair washed
so nicely! He massaged my scalp, when I had a manicure he massaged my fingers and
my arms, without talking too terribly much. If I had a question about something he
would answer me, and he certainly was open to discussion, but I think he sensed that I
wanted to be pampered, wanted to have everything done and go. And I haven't found
that in Knoxville. He just knew, I came in regularly.
I: You haven't found anything like that in Knoxville?
P: No, but I honestly haven't looked that much because since I've come back here I'm
a full-time doctoral student, and those _things tend to be pricier. And so I think I go to
Great Expectations at the mall, and sometimes I get a really delightful person and
sometimes I don't. But it's the same old thing, they try and engage me in talk. And I
think that's reasonable, it's just not what I want. Or they carry on a conversation with
someone else about their children or families, which is fine. I get a hair cut. But it' s
just not comparable to the place I went too in Nashville.
I: What's it like for you not being able to go back to that salon in Nashville?
P: I missed him! He' s just a really nice guy. As time went by, actually, I would ask
him questions about some flaw, how do you do this or how do you cover that up, how
do I do this, like I have hair thinning here or whatever? As I had more time with him,
I trusted him and I actually ended up having a relationship with him, but I think it was
when I was ready, opposed to being forced, as "this is part of my job, I'm supposed to
socialize with you I couldn't care less but I am supposed to." You get the same
questions over and over, "what do you do, do you have kids?" You know they're
trying to engage you in conversation and it feels in a more artificial way. With him, it
was about me, meeting my needs. And that's neat for me, because I spend my days
taking care of other people and I' m kind of washed out by the end of the day of
meeting other people' s needs and I kind of want someone to take care of me. You
don't find that often, so that's neat.
I: You said you developed a trust and relationship with him. How does that feel now,
not being able to get your hair done from him?
P: I just wish he were here! I don't cry about it or anything. But I miss him and I
hope he's doing well where ever he is. I'd like to have that experience here, and with
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him, because I had a relationship with him! I' d like him to be here. I don't know
what more to say about that.
I: That's fine that' s interesting stuff. You talked quite a lot about Liz Claiborne and
used some interesting language as you discussed it in terms of trust and comfort and
security and some of the feelings you seem to have experience at Liz Claiborne. Can
you think of any other stores that give you that same feelings?
P: Um. . .. l'm not a huge consumer so um, let me think not really stores, but I have
casinos in Las Vegas that I go to sometimes that I have reasons that I prefer some over
the others, but something tells me you you're probably not interested in casinos.
I: No, that's fine, tell me what you like about the differences in casinos.
P: You go to Las Vegas and there's the old section and the new section. And I like
the old section. I don't need to stay in these grand hotels, I know I want to stay where
the old hotels are. You go into the newer casinos and, I like blackjack, they deal out
the cards really quickly, you can tell that the motivation is to get the game going, get
the money rolling in and out. You go to the old casinos and they don't care, they
know you're going to spend the money at the tables. They have all kinds of perks.
The rooms are cheap, food is excellent and ridiculously cheap, you can get prime rib
for $ 1 , breakfast for .49. I'm sure the motivation is to get you a little bit loose so you
won't be thinking so well with the cards but if you want a drink, they are right there.
Sometimes I go to, every now and then I go with people who want to see the other
casinos. Because they are beautiful, there is a lot to see, but you might wait an hour to
get a drink. Again, I'm on vacation, I want to be pampered. And they do. And the
dealers are much more friendly, I've been to the casinos where the dealers say, "ha, I
gotcha!" and in the older casinos that I go to, they try to bond with you, they say, "oh,
I hate that that happened to you. Have I run you off?" and they are upset when they
turn up a black king and you are sitting there with a twenty and they turn up a
blackjack they at least act like "ow too bad guys, sorry that happened," "what a bad
break", or whatever. They sort of empathize with you . Maybe they come from
different parts of the world. The neat thing about Las Vegas is that other people come .
from different parts of the world. And they actually take the time to engage you in
conversation, and you learn a lot about people from different cultures. Where as when
you go to some of the newer casinos it' s all grab up the money, pay them out, let's
bring it in. Again, the feeling, the relationship. And I've gone back, you know I
haven't gone in a while now though, but I used to go once or twice a year with an
uncle of mine that I was really close to I would meet him in Las Vegas because he
lived in California. And I'd see the same dealer year after year. And that was kind of
neat. Because they see God only knows how many people, and they actually started to
remember you. That again is the relationship. And I'm fussy about that . . . . . . . say I have
a dealer that I really like and his shift is changing and somebody else comes in and
doesn' t hit me comfortably, I'll get up and leave the table ·and do something else.
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I: Again, it's the relationship, the people connection . . . .
P: Right. Opportunities to learn from people . . . .. and to be treated well.
I: Let's go back to Office Max. Tell me what a shopping experience at Office Max is
like for you.
P: Um . . . .I might go in there without a list, and I see all these little sale signs on and I
literally go through all the isles to see if there's anything I need, because I buy in bulk,
if I find a good sale, like computer paper, whatever. I like to do research before I go
because it' s really hot and cold in terms of service. You might get a kid who doesn't
know very much about a particular product and yet you might get someone who very
much knows and cuts to the chase.
I: You said something interesting you said that you actually do the research at perhaps
another store and go back to Office Max.
P: Right. like Circuit City, for example, because they don't have the best prices. I
have made purchases at Circuit City, and you actually can negotiate with them, I
didn't know that, like I thought that the price that was on was what you had to buy
them. You can go in there and say, "look I want, now I haven't done this. I did I did it
with a video camera once I said look, I want a video camera and I want these features
and I am not willing to pay more than (inaudible) what do you have" and they might
start showing me things that I wouldn't want in terms of quality. (change cassette) I
could say, "I like this one, but I can't afford more than this $_". And a friend had
told me that there was negotiation room, and I was like, "what, you can negotiate in a
store like that?", so I' ve done that on occasion, they'll kind of excuse themselves and
check something out, and say, "you know, I could sell it to you, or whatever. So in
those situations I have made purchases there. And there have been times like with
hooking up stereo equipment and adding DVD' s and CD players wanting to connect
things and surround sound, or whatever, and the directions that I got with the
components didn't really explain how to make the additions the way that I want, and I
can go in there at Circuit City and they can answer my questions and teach me how to
do it. And I think they're really reasonable, for example, they might have three
different brands of wire, wiring, "well, what' s the difference?" I think they're pretty
honest and he'll say, "well, there' s really that not much, you can get this and be fine,
the cheaper one or whatever. The only objection, the reason that I don't buy there
frequently, is that invariably, once I've done the located the product and know what I
want, typically I can get it cheaper somewhere else. And like Office Max has a deal
where if you buy something and find it cheaper somewhere else, they'll compensate
you in a period of time, though I usually don't have the time to fool with that. I was
thinking, there's another store I shop at for home and garden tools. I recently 2 years
ago bought a house and all of a sudden I found I had all need for all these things that I
never needed in an apartment, chain saws, lawn mowers, weed eaters, hedgers,
ladders, you know, things that I never n�eded when I was living in an apartment. So I
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went to Sears and I had the same experience. I don't think I would buy clothing there
because I don't think there' s the quality there, but for like tool, Craftsman's tools, I
absolutely, I go there for everything, I buy everything there. And again, it has to do
with the product, it appears to be reasonably good quality and the price is reasonable.
But I didn't know anything. You know, I bought a house, I'm a single woman. I
didn't know the differences between all kinds of things. And actually, I think this .
was probably a 1 9 year-old boy, but he explained to me everything, he was just very
real. He said, "look, you know . . . basically the difference between this one and this
one, you have this convenience. So it lets me as the consumer know, "do I want to
really pay $$XXX for this feature or not?" And that' s what I want, cut to the_chase.
Let me know what the choices are and I get to make a decision based on my values.
I : S o you said that whenever you need home or garden equipment, you get it all there.
Is that the first place you go?
P: Uh, huh. It' s also the closest to where I live, and that' s the feature I like.
Somebody that I trusted said that Craftsman tools were pretty good tools, and they're
not that expensive. Having just buying a house and getting ready to go to school,
actually I think I was going to school part-time then, I didn't have loads of money to
buy the very best. Now, furniture . . . I was in a very different situation a few years ago.
And I decided I wanted the very best furniture that was my taste and very good
quality. And that was just the most frustrating experience. I can't tell you. You won't
believe how much furniture has particleboard, and I wanted all solid-cherry furniture.
And then when I did find solid furniture, Henry Don, and I think Lauren was one of
the makers, it like something you'd expect in King (inaudible . . . . )'s castle or
something in a gay man's house, everything was just huge. So I ended up going to
Ethan Allen and I think they're very overpriced, but I found all-solid cherry furniture
with decent workmanship. So I bought all of my furniture there. I was kind of in a
position, where I moved to Nashville, taken no furniture with me, lived like a pauper
nd
the first year while I paid off all my debts, and then the 2 year I was like, Ok, I
want nice furniture. So I bought a lot of furniture there, and I actually got bad service.
I got great service when I was in the showroom, and I think you pay 20 or 30% down
up-front and they guarantee delivery like in 6-9 weeks, and·.actually it took 9 months
for my furniture to arrive, and when it did arrive a lot of it had scratches, or whatever.
And when I'm paying that kind of money for furniture, I want it right. So they gave
me the option of taking all of my furniture back or giving me 50% discount. Well, the
benefit of solid cherry furniture is that you can take it down or whatever. Which tells
me they're overpriced if they can afford to do that. So I did that. I buy all my
furniture from Ethan Allen because I can find what I want. You can find very elegant
things, you can find very plain simple things, and for the most part there are actually
some things that have a particle board back or whatever, to save a little bit of money,
but for the most part it's pretty good quality stuff.
I: Once again, let me see if I can bounce this off of you, I see the same thing coming
through that you just described in your Sears purchasing experience with your Ethan
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Allen experience. You keep saying that I know I can find what I want before I go
there.
P: Right!
I: Once again at Sears you expressed the notion that you had had a good experience
with the sales reps.
P: Um hum.
I: . . . less positive perhaps than at Ethan Allan but after . . .
P: . . . they made it right!
I: . . . you had a problem they took care of things. So even though it was a bit rocky to
begin with . . .
P: . . . and not only did they offer, I didn't tell you this, not only did they offer to take
50% off . . . keep in mind I waited I bought . . . every month they would send me a
pamphlet in the mail, and every month they would have certain items on sale so I
knew what I wanted certain items, but I would wait until that item went on sale. So I
bought things over a period of time. Um so I bought it at the sale price and then they
give you a 50% discount and they have people working for them that do finishing
work and whatever. So they also agreed to fix the repairs on top of that. The other
thing was their delivery people were fabulous. They leveled all the furniture out, they
had all their levelers and things they were excellent. Um . . . in fact when I moved
from Nashville to Knoxville I called them and said I wanted to hire these movers to
move me. They cared about my things and they wanted them just so . . . they weren't
half-assed in their approach.
I: So what is it like for you to know they have the products, the service, and the
personnel there before you ever go to the store?
P: It kinda like having a group of four good friends that you've had for 20 years. It's
like, why bother to go and look for new friends. You have got everything you need
right here. That is kinda how I feel. It's nice and I don't mean it' s like friends . . . I am
using an analogy . . . your needs are met y'know and you know you can count on them
and trust them.
I: There is that trust thing again?
P: Yea . . yea, I don't like it . . . I have had some bad (inaudible) and especially if I
am going to buy a house or something like that . . . yea and I don't want to . . . I have
heard horror stories from other people too that are miserable from buying a lemon of a
car or . .
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I: Can you think of a time when you have had a close relationship with a store like you
have described and for whatever reason you can't shop there, perhaps the store closed,
or went out of business or you moved away or something. Can you think of anything
like that?
P: Two things that come to mind right off the top of my head are when I left
Germany. I lived there in Germany for about 1 5 years in a little village and they, I
think they're much more Americanized now, actually, I went back for a few years
when I was in the military, they may now have McDonalds, and stuff like that. But
when I was growing up there, they had a little town where they had the butcher, they
had a bakery, and they had a, I don't know what you'd call it, but it was sort of a
general-purpose store, but everything was very small and cramped, but you could find
what you needed. Um . . . It was very interesting because I left there when I was fifteen
and then I came back when I was in the military, and I actually was in a much
different town. And went on a vacation back to the town I used to live in to see some
folks, but I stopped, it must have been ten years, but I went to the bakery and actually
wanted to go there, oh, and there was also a goshouse (sp?), a restaurant, kind of like a
cross between a restaurant and a pub. Everybody recognized me, this was a small
town, where everybody knew everybody's business. So I got to catch up on
everybody, their sons and their daughters, people that were my peers, just by going to
the restaurant, the butcher, or the baker. It was neat. So, yeah, it was neat. I can't say
that I pine away and miss it, but it's a very fond memory and I wish stores in America
were more like that. But actually, the last time I went back there they were very much
more "Americanized." It used to be that in Germany when you bought something you
pretty much knew it would last your life time, unless you outgrew it, if it was a
clothing item. But the quality and the workmanship and craftsmanship was great.
Now they have plastic, and McDonalds and mass production. Even the bakery now,
they're not baking their own bread now. It used to be that you could buy a loaf of hot
bread that' s neat, where can you do that here? But even now, I guess because of
money issues, they send out to some corporation that delivers to them on a particular
basis, or whatnot. I forgot the question . . . .! got off trail . . . ... what's it like to not have it
anymore? It's unfortunate, but I've got other things going on, so it's not the most
important thing to me. There's always someplace that I can get to that will meet my
needs adequately. The other thing . . .. It' s not so much a store, but a car . . . . . . . .I will
always buy a Japanese car. It probably goes back to the trust/reliability issue. I don't
know that it' s true, it' s always been true for me. If I buy an Japanese-made car, and I
mean those that were actually made in Japan, so I'll buy older cars, older used cars
that were actually still made back in Japan. I just know that I'm going to get tired of
that car before its gonna break down, I'm not gonna have, you know I have friends
that have American-made cars, some, and they constantly making repairs and l'11 have
a car for 10 years and maybe have 1 repair. Um, so I trust it. Whether I have just been
incredibly lucky, I don't know but I have the biased that Japanese products . . . I know
a lot of people would look at me say "you are just anti American, you have got to buy
American made clothes" but when it comes to technological things and cars I'd go for
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Japanese if I know it was still made in Japan. I'm not saying I won't buy any
American products but that is definitely my preference when it comes to stereo's,
TV's, cars.
I: Two things come to me that I would be interested to have you follow up on. Um,
let ' s do the car one first. You said you typically buy Japanese because you have this
sense of reliability and trust that you have described . . . again the question has to be,
what is it like for you to have that trust, that confidence, that reliability in those
products.
P: I am not sure what you are asking in terms of, I don't know how to bring it down to
a more basic core level than trust and confidence um . . can you help me out a little bit
more? May be more specific?
I: Can you describe it in another way?
P: I feel like my individual, personal unique needs are met. I don't think everybody
necessarily values that but I value that and it is important to me. It adds to the quality
of my life because time is important to me and I guess to a certain degree when I am
off of work my comfort is important to me. Um, so it adds to the quality of my being.
I: What do you mean by comfort?
P: Things that don't irritate me, things that I won't experience anxiety from. Um, I get
really irritated and anxious if I have somebody, one person within a 30 minute span of
shopping say "can I help you, can I help you, do you need anything, just let me know
if need anything." It's like, get away, and I know their intentions are probably good.
Yea, I am sure their intentions are good, but it annoys me and irritates me and I don't
like to feel . . . so it's comfortable for me to not have that. I don't . . . it' s
uncomfortable for me to go into a car dealership and having some one say "so how
much do you want to spend." No, no, no forget how much I want to spend you tell me
. . . you answer my questions. It' s uncomfortable for me to have to have to do the
negotiating-conflict thing. It 's uncomfortable for me to spend a lot of time running
around looking at something and then coming up empty handed and have to settle for
something I didn't want. Um . . . so that's kind of what I mean by comfortable. My
needs, my personal needs, however eccentric or different they are, if they are getting
met then that is neat. It's like the guy that used to cut my hair, he was tuned into me. I
feel like I do that all day long. I tune into other people to the best of my ability, try and
meet their needs and when I go home I kinda want that too and I get it sometimes and
that is comforting.
I : Last question, when you were talking about Germany and your shopping experience
over there, you actually contrasted that with the US stores.
P: Yea, although I don't know how much difference there is now.
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I: That's OK. You can think of it as you shopping experience when you were there
how ever many moons ago. One of the things you said that was interesting was that
you wished that American were more like German stores.
P: Um hum.
I: What is it that you that you miss from those German stores?
P: It's the quality. People cared about you and they cared about the work. They cared
about what they were doing and took pride in the products and they �ared that it was
what you wanted and that it met your needs and that it would last you. Um . . it didn't
feel . . . I am sure everyone there was trying to earn money, earn money, but it didn't
feel like that was the important thing. It felt like people . . . took pride in the �ork
they were doing. It' s hard to put into words it' s a quality thing. Um . . . Christmas and
Thanksgiving here in the US, it feels so commercial to me, I don't know how to put it
into words. I kinda feel like, why bother? It' s let the family go and do our own little
thing go and create our own little customs. It' s not about shopping and buying. Um . .
. I don't know how to put it into words. It' s . . . I think in the final analysis for me it' s
I think what is important in life for me is relationships, and I don't expect that outside
of my group of intimate family and friends. But it' s really neat when it can be in other
places too. Whether it' s shopping, with educators, where you can have a relationship
that is mutually satisfying.
I: Do you find that relationship in your shopping experience?
P: Sometimes . . . and I look for it and other times I don't. It depends on what is
important in the moment. There are times that for me the bottom line is money when I
go to this Bargain B arn store, or that thrift shop that I was telling you about. I don't
care about the relationship, I am just trying to save some money. Um . . . but when I
am in a position to make choices, when I have options and my resources are adequate,
yea absolutely ! I only get one life and I want it to be the best that it can be for me
(chuckling). When you said that I was opinionated you were right (chuckling).
I: You explain yourself very well, I am delighted that you took a few minutes to visit
with me. Any other shopping experiences that you would like to share with me?
P: I can't think of anything of the top of my head, Simon.
I: Then we are done, again let me say thank you, I do appreciate it.
P: Thank you.
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Participant H - Ashley.
I: Do you have any questions, before we start, anything you'd like to know?
P: No, not really.
I: All right, so we say that today is the 16th of January, it's about 2:30 - we're actually
at the West Hills Ward, and you are Ashley Puster. Straight up off the top of my head
as we start, do you think of yourself as being the kind of person that is pretty brand
loyal, or are you loyal to stores, or are you the kind of person that will shop anywhere,
or? How would you describe yourself?
P: Well, I'm loyal to brands as long as they are cost effective and provide the quality
that I want. And I do like the stores, not just because of the people who are working
there, but also the atmosphere. If a store is really busy, or too busy for people to help,
or dirty, or messy, that really puts me off. I like a store that, where I may know the
people, I may not, but if the isles are clean and the store looks nice and it' s not hard to
check out, not usually long lines, that' s what I like the best.
I: Tell me some of the stores that you think you described yourself as being loyal to.
P: Well, when I lived in our old house, I used to go to Food Lion all the time because
they were, they didn't have long lines, and there were some specialties that I liked, and
then we moved and I had to find new places to go, and I really haven't settled
completely, I kind of go around in a circle to different ones, and sometimes it depends
on what kinds of things they have, like right now, Kroger has, my husband just loves
chocolate milk, and the kind that he likes is the Kroger brand, he doesn't like any of
the others, so I find myself going there more often, even though that's a store that' s
busier than the Food Lion that I like, or the Bi-Lo that's even closer to my house. I
find myself going to Kroger and thinking, well, Kroger does have good brands, good
house brands for certain things as well, so I buy those when I' m there, but, uh, and all
the Food Lions are closing in this area, so I don't really go there very much (laughter).
P: That' s right . . . . for groceries . . .
I: Yeah, for groceries, you rely on Krogers?
P: For other stores, I have grown to like Penney's for clothes, if I go in and don't find
styles that I like, either for myself or for my family, I'll have kind of a negative
feedback and I'll say, well, maybe they aren't really meeting my needs now, maybe I
need to find some other places and there are some stores in Knoxville that I, when I
first moved here, I wasn't interested in the kind of clothing they had, so it'd be a
couple of years sometimes between times that I would go in there and Goody' s is an
example, they seemed to be, when I first moved here in 92, they seemed to be more
conscious of the working-woman and I don't work outside the home, I don't need
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expensive clothes that look, uh, like office-type stuff, I don't need that. I like
comfortable things, and uh, being a petite size is also a challenge, because not
everybody has it, like, you can go to Wal-Mart and buy almost anything, but there's
hardly any petite, you have to find a store that has that, you have to find a store that
meets your needs.
I: And Penney's is that store for you?
P: Penney's, yeah, Penney's and Sears, pretty much. I do go to other stores
sometimes when I'm looking for other members of my family, I will look to see what
kinds of things they have. And I've also thought about making my own stuff, because
then I could get just exactly what I wanted, but I haven't done that. (laughter).
I: So for clothing you hit Penney's and Sears first, groceries you'll hjt Food Lion and
Kroger, um, where else do you find yourself going?
P: Um . . . . . . well, like, we have a number of people who are expecting babies, and
sometimes you'll get an invitation and it says they are registered at a certain place.
That makes it very easy to shop. So, like Target has a registry, and so does Baby's R
Us. And I will�ften go there because it makes it so simple, it doesn't take as long to
find, to figure out what they need, because they've already picked it out, and then to
choose what you want in the price category that you have. Also over the years,
especially with my boys, they will generally have smaller waists than some, and so it
was very hard to find sizes. My oldest son was always a slim, and it seemed like I
always had a hard time finding just exactly what he wanted, the brand he wanted, and
the size, or there were some favorite places that I would go to find those and like, there
was a Watson's store out here years ago, and it's not here anymore, but at one time
that was the only store that I could find exactly what one of my children wanted.
Watson's is a clothing store - they had women's and children's clothing, as well.
I: They carried brand names, mid-price?
P: Yeah, mid price. And they carried the sizes that I needed, that was the most
important thing.
I: So . . . . really what was Watson's offered was a range of sizes of the brands, the other
stores carried the brands, they just didn't have the selection of sizes.
P: Another thing . . . .. um, was haircutting, that's another thing. When I moved here
from New York, I had somebody cut my hair, like for five years. I was really worried
about, if I was gonna find somebody who would know how to do it. Because this
person did such a good job every time, I didn't worry too much about it. Well, I went
to the Cutting Crew that wasn't very far from where we lived, and, the person that I
talked to the first time was the person 1:hat I have gone to for about 1 0 years. She
changed her schedule about a year ago and she was only going to work on Saturdays,
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and that was really hard for me, because I have to plan it, to b e on that Saturday I have
to go at a certain time, and just recently she, in November, she wasn't there and I
called ahead of time to find out if she was going to be there, and they said, well, she'll
be back in about three weeks. And' ! waited, called back three weeks later, you know,
kind of past the time that I would have liked to get my hair cut, and they said, 'oh,
she's not here, she got married last week. She's probably not going to be working
anymore." I was really mad. (laughter). And I called one of my friends and I said, do
you know somebody who could cut hair? So I went to the same, actually to the same
shop, the person that recommended had been to the same shop and found somebody
else who could do it. I've just had one hair cut from her, but I need to go back again.
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I: Let me just ask you a little about that - tell me how you found out she was no
longer gonna be there.

1 09

I: So this was quite recently that this hair stylist left?
P: Just recently, yes. Actually what happened was she and her ex-husband had
established these stores and they had a very close relationship and kept it throughout
the years and they got remarried. They had five children, they spent a lot of time
together, so they got remarried. It's a wonderful story, but I' ve lost my hairdresser.
(laughter).

P: I called on the telephone to find that she, when she cut my hair the last time, which
was October, she said, 'well, you should come back in early December, late
November, because I'm gonna be gone during Christmas time. She was going to go
away for Christmas and so, you know, right, I think it was the Saturday after
Thanksgiving, I called to see if she was there and they said, "no, she's not here, she
won't be here for a couple more weeks'', and then I waited that time, I realized that
was kind of the time that she told me she wasn't gonna be around, and she wasn't.
She wasn't there. I had to find somebody new.
I: How did that make you feel when you were on the phone and you learned that she
wasn't gonna be there?
P: It made me mad, really mad. Cause I felt like, you know, I feel like I' m a loyal
customer, you know, I was used to her doing her thing, she did it perfectly, and um,
not that she would have called me to tell me, but in a way I wished that she could have
called me and said, "I'm not going to be doing this anymore, here' s who I
recommend." That' s what I would have preferred.
I: So were you angry at her?
P: A little bit - the situation was what made me most angry, I think. Here I am, left
again, just like I was when I first came here and I, actually, when she first started
doing the once-a-week thing, there was somebody else working at that salon that I
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thought could probably do a good job, and so I asked for them, and they weren't there
either anymore. They had moved to work closer to home, and I thought they kind of
disappointed me, I felt like I was kinda left to dry in the wind. (laughter)
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P: Ah, sad, a little sad. But, hm, I know she's doing what she should be doing. She's
taking care of her grandchildren, and nurturing her family, which is what she chose to
do, and that's a really important thing.

1 64

I: That's an interesting metaphor - you use some pretty interesting words as you
described it, you know, you talk about being angry, left to dry in the wind. How long
had you been seeing her?
P: About 10 years, ten years.
I: And you haven't seen her since, right?
P: No, no. But once I found out what had happened, I'm really happy for her. And
it' s just kind of a transition time between having her do my hair, which she always did
perfectly, and then trying to find somebody else who would do as good as job. And I
really don't even know if the new person will be able to do it as good as she did.
I: What else was it about the situation that made you really have such an emotional
sort of response?
P: Maybe it's because it became a personal relationship. Even more so than a
business relationship. I felt like I knew her, and I trusted her, and I wanted her to be
there for me, it's just like a friend. But of course, she has lots of these friends, and she
sees them every week and if I didn't show up again, her feelings might be hurt a little
bit, but um, she' d go on, she' d find new customers.
I: So now not having this relationship with this person you described, that you trusted,
like a friend - what' s that like for you knowing that you won't see her again?

I: Were those the same kinds of feelings you felt when you left New York, your hair
stylist that you were familiar with up there and came down here?
P: Well, I knew that I was leaving there so it was not, and I had only been going to
him for about 5 years. He was a really special person, but I knew I was leaving, so I
kind of, and he knew that I was leaving, so we had a little bit of, it wasn't quite as
abrupt as this was, you know, you call somebody 'they' re not coming' , "they' re not
ever coming back?" you know, that kind of thi:t;1.g. Where as he, it was a gradual
change with the other person.
I: Had a little more time to prepare for that one?
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P: Yeah, oh yeah.
I: Still earlier you described the feelings that when you came to Knoxville you were
pretty worried you weren't . . .
P: Yeah . . . that's true. Well, I was, a couple of things were worrying me at that
particular time. My husband didn't have a job, so we didn't have much money. And I
didn't go to a salon where they charge $50 to cut your hair, so I knew it had to be
someplace inexpensive and, I was worried, I didn't know exactly what to do. But there
are lots of uncertainties, I mean, when you move to a new place, you don't have a
doctor, you don't have a, we did have a bank that we had made arrangements with, but
you have to find all kinds of new things, and that was just one of them. A little stress,
and I think I found them, I don't remember if there was a coupon in the paper or one of
these little mail out things that we got that had them listed, and I thought, well, the
price seems reasonable, I'll just go there and see if they understand what I describe
and uh, at first I think she didn't do as good as job as she did towards the end. I mean,
towards the end she perfected what I thought, it may not look like that to you, but my
hair is really hard to deal with and I don't want to do much to it, so I'm kind of left
with whatever drying will do it. But, um, she was able to do it, and she kind of, when
I first met her I think she understood what I was going through, cause I said I just
moved here, and she was able to calm me down a little bit and make me feel better
about choosing her as the person who cut hair.
I: What exactly was she able to do to help you? You said she understood what you
were going through.
P: Well, I think she not only recognized that "here's this person and she is stressed
out about this", and, but also she was able to tell me, "yes, I understand what you're
describing, what you want, what you're looking for and I think I can give that to you."
She was able to meet my needs in that way.
I: S o for groceries we've got Food Lion, Kroger.
P: Bi-Lo . . .

I: Bi-Lo too?
P: Yeah, I go everywhere. (laughter) I go to the Fresh Market, I go to Natures Pantry
to buy, and each place has their own special stuff, so . . .
I: You buy different items at different places?
P: Yes, often. Because some places you can't find certain things.
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I: So when you want chocolate milk???
P: I go to Kroger. And actually, I always liked Kroger for their products, the thing
that turns me off when we lived at Deane Hill was, the store was a little further away,
and also it seemed a lot busier than Food Lion, I preferred to go to the store that was
closer and it seemed to have most of what I wanted, it was clean, and not very long
lines, not too much confusion. Where I used to live in New York, there's a store
called Shop�ite, I don't know if you've heard of that.
I: No I don't, tell me about it.
P: It' s really something, it usually has the lowest prices, they have wonderful sales,
there' s always food in the isles, things are off the shelves, there' s always lots of people
there, they probably have bus-loads of people come in, it's very disorganized in some
ways. And I never really liked going shopping there. I liked to shop at a store where
things are a bit calmer, I think.
I: Did you have a grocery store in New York that you typically went to, or when you
were in New York, did you ·shop at several, just like you do here?
P: Um . . . .if there was a special sale, I would go to, um, different, I would go to, like
the ShopRite. But I very seldom went there. There were two stores that I spent most
of my time at. One was called Walbaums, that was the one I went to most of the time,
and then there's another one called Weiss and they had certain things that I went for,
that I'd go there. Less frequently, but I would go there as well.
I: OK, and so when you shop for clothes you typically hit Penney' s - that' s the first
one that sort of comes to mind. . . . ·
P: Yep, I like their quality and their , uh, their offerings, they seem to have lots of
different things that appeal to me.
I: Tell me about that.
P: Well, I really have a hard time, shopping. I don't have a hard time buying food,
but clothes, I'm very picky, and I've found over the years that I might have the money
and need to buy something, but if I'm not in the mood to get it, I usually just kind of
go in the store and say, phh, there' s not anything in here that I want. But if I'm in the
mood to go shopping, whether or not I have the money or a reason to get something, I
usually find something. (laughter) That' s just my nature, I've always been somebody
who I have a hard time finding exactly what I want, probably because of the petitesize thing. But also, I don't like all those colors and the styles that they have, I don't
feel like I need to keep up with what the newest style is, I like to have clothes that are
comfortable, that I enjoy wearing. Sometimes that' s hard to find.
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I: And Penney's . . .
P: Penney's seems to have, they have things for business people and then they a nice
casual section, which is what I usually wind up in.
I: So you go to, let me see if I can bounce back a little bit, to see if I' m hearing what
you're telling me correctly. You go to Penney' s because the quality is there, the
product selection is there, you know they're gonna have the petite sizes that work for
you. So, you know, before you even step foot in the store, you know that you have a
good chance of finding things that meet your criteria.
P: Yeah, I don't like to, there are a lot of people who like to just shop and look at
things, and I don't. Shopping makes me really tired. And I don't shop online either,
except for, well, this is kind of off the subject, but my son John has, Amazon.com has
a special thing where you can put your name in and list things that you want, that
makes it so easy. I've done that. A couple of years ago, when he gave it to me the
first time, what I did was I wrote down the things that he was interested in and went to
some stores locally because I was kind of pressed for time, and there were some things
that I couldn' t find in the local stores, so then I did buy them online, but this past
Christmas, I just kind of, it wasn't last minute, but I decided I'm not gonna, I just
don't feel like going to all these stores, so I just bought what he had listed, and I didn't
check the prices, so I could have paid a lot less probably, but I didn't.
I: what kind of products did you buy from Amazon, what kinds of things are we
talking about?
P: okay, he had lots of things that he liked, he's a computer person. He also likes to
read certain books that are not real common books. And he likes alternative music,
um, techno-type music. You can't always find it in the stores around, you have to
order them and wait awhile for them to come. So what I usually do is I buy him, I
don't just buy him all computer stuff, or all music stuff, I usually choose things from
each category and I got him, I bought him something for his computer, I bought him a
book, and I got him some i:nusic, no it was a DVD, or VHS, a movie.
I: and you got all those through Amazon.com that requests what you're looking for?
P: Yeah, it's fast, easy. And it's what he wanted. He had some things on his list that
were from last May or something and I had decided that I would choose the things that
were most recent because those were the things he was looking forward to having
right now.
I: Had he ever used that before Christmas?
P: I used it last year, and I think maybe two years ago as well. That was the first time
he told me about it. None of my other kids have done that. You never heard of that?
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I: No, ..
P: It's really neat . . . .it really gives you good ideas. His birthday is this week, it' s on
Sunday, and I thought about going and, but I thought about it too late, going in there
and looking again to see what he's interested in, but I didn't do that, just sent him
money instead.
I: So what's that like for you shopping online, using Amazon, using that service?
P: It's pretty, um, straightforward. The hardest part is, you may not get it when you
need it, and it may be a week. They usually tell you though, whether it's in the
warehouse or not. The other thing is, I hate paying extra for shipping. But, you know,
you do what you have to do. And usually the price is about the same. If you have a
coupon from a local store that may help you. Would you like to talk about coupons? I
really hate them, I do. (laughter)
I: Tell me about that.
P: When we first moved here, my husband didn't have a job and I did coupons all the
time. But, now we' re in a little different time in our lives, and I'd rather save time
than money sometimes. Not that I don't go out of my way to buy things that are on
sale, because I do, but I hate having to drag around a little container that has all these
coupons, and try to remember when the coupon is gorina end so I'll be sure to get that
thing, and then going every week or so and throwing out the ones that have already
expired. I just really, you have a card in your purse that you can, that you give to the
cashier and they're supposed to get you bargains as well, I think that' s much more
straight-forward, actually. I think that's a lot easier for people to handle, (inaudible)
like the Kroger Bonus Card, I think that's what it' s called. And then you wind up
having a card for every store, which I do. (laughter) I don't like coupons - I think, I
lose them, I forget, I leave them home, I try not to carry a big purse anymore. I used
to not care about it, but, I don't like to carry a big purse. I don't do it. I don't like
coupons.
I: Let me take you back to Penney' s and that Watson's - I' d like to revisit that a little
bit. We sort of got sidetracked a little bit. You talked about the reasons that you went
there. You talked about the people, and the products, and the sizes. Watson's, I think,
was a great example. You know, you talked about them carrying the size within the
brands that your children needed to wear. So before you went to either Watson' s or
Penney' s, whether you're shopping for you or your children or whatever the products
you were looking for, or for whom you were looking to buy clothes, um, you sort of
selected stores that you had experience shopping in before, really positive experiences,
like you said, the prices and the brands and the people. Those are really the things that
kept you coming back . . .
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P: Actu_ally, I never really went to Watson's for myself, I was looking for those pants,
those 14 slim jeans that I can't even remember what brand they were. But I could not
find them anywhere, I kept going to clothing stores until I found them. And once I
found them, that's where I went every time. Until they closed . . .. cause I knew that I
would find them there, and I didn't have to go to even Sears or Penney's and, um, I
think one of them didn't carry the right brand. And the other just didn't have the size
most of the time, so, I just headed for the one that I knew, and that's where I went.
I: So, like you said, you knew you could get them there before you went.
P: Yes, uh, huh.
I: Tell me what that was like, what was it like knowing that you could get them before
you even went there, that they would have them.
P: It' s a really good feeling. (laughter) Because I knew that my kids needed these
things, and I was willing to buy them, for them. If I had said, well, it doesn't really
matter, they can wear whatever, I have, well, sometimes for the grocery store, if I need
something and I'm not in Kroger, a couple of weeks ago I went to Wal-Mart, and I just
went for a couple of things that they had, and I needed some chocolate milk too, so I
bought some of theirs. My husband said, I don't like this, I don't want you to buy this
again. So, you know, I just make a special trip to Kroger to buy their chocolate milk.
We' ll see what next year brings. It might be something new. But it's really good to
be able to rely on a store and trust that they' ll have that. Sometimes styles change,
especially, I really have a hard time with shoes because I don't, well, uh, it's been
about three years ago that I bought a really nice pair of shoes that I like for Sunday,
and I'm not sure if I scour all of Knoxville that I can find that kind of shoe again.
Styles change so fast and the stores change what they carry, I don't know if I could
find it, I mean, it makes me a little angry in a way because I can't rely on that, to be
able to go. I remember a store years ago, when I was a kid, we used to go shopping.
We lived in a little town, it had one little general store type thing, not very big and
high prices, so my Father and my mother would go about twice a month to the store, to
the town that was about 20 miles away and we could go do a whole bunch of shopping
in one night. And I remember for years going back to the same little store, I was
probably about 10 years old when we started, going back to the same shoe store on the
same street and buying the same-type shoe, Sunday shoe, just getting larger sizes
every year, for about 4 or 5 years, until I outgrew that style. You know, but being able
to go back to that store and get that shoe and, and that' s what I wanted, that's what my
parents wanted and it was a good price, so being able to depend on the brand to have
that shoe. So. . .
I: You brought up the word "trust" a couple of times - you started to talk about
relying, about depending on these stores you keep going back to, that become your
preferred stores for a variety of products, food, clothes, all kinds of different things
really. What' s it like for you to have that trust and that reliance on stores?
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P: I think it's very important. If Kroger all of a sudden decided to stop making that
chocolate milk, or change the formulation. Apparently it's the amount of (changing
tape). If Kroger changed the taste of the milk, or stopped carrying the item, then I'd
have to find a new place. It would take some, some work to do. I might not find the
item again. It's really hard when things change like that.
I: So, it kind of takes me back to what you said a few minutes ago, I' m kind of
starting to see the same themes run through some of your shopping experiences. I want
to just bounce them off of you to see if I am hearing them correctly. You talk about
the difficulty of finding certain products and services and once you have found them,
as in the case of the shoes or in the case of the pants that fit your son, the reliance falls
in place and you describe it as being a lot of work and difficult to find somebody else
after they left. That is exactly the same notions you talked about when you talke�
about your hair stylist.
P: Um hum.
I: Um . . . the emotions and the feelings, many of them quite negative, when you left
the hairstylist because you changed location or in one case the hairstylist left you
because of changes in her life and the feelings that came out of that were the ones that
were associated with having to find a new hairstylist . . .
P: (laughing) That is a lot of work . . . to find exactly what you want. It is ! And it' s not
like. . . there are certain items that I don't really care what brand it is like chicken, I
don't really, some might taste better but I don't really notice that much you know it
doesn't really matter to me. One of my kids said "well" Brian likes a certain kind of
ground beef he doesn't lik� some from other stores. So I have to think now . . . and he
can tell the difference and I understand what the difference is now. He has taught me
what it is he doesn't like about products from a certain store and so I have to think
about, I have to make sure that I get this particular item when I am at this store. Or he
will be unhappy. I find I try to please people a lot. Other things don't really matter,
some things, I don't really, other things don't really matter. I don't go into a store to
find a particular brand of egg or . . . but, other things I do.
I: Is it hard work to find somebody to replace the old stores or the old services?
P: Um . . . somethings are harder than others. Um . . . I think the hairstylist was
probably the hardest because I think she understood me and what I wanted and knew
just exactly, and I knew she did special things that I might not be able to expect from
somebody else. Stores, they try please the customer so if they know you want
something you can always ask for it too. That' s another thing. Which I haven't done ·
that much. We had an ice cream debacle a couple of years ago, which I'll talk about if
you want. But you, you know, you get accustomed to being able to find something,
and then you can't, and you ask for it, and they said, well, sorry, the manufacturer is
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not making this anymore. You go, huh, O.K. (laughter) That' s what happened with
the ice cream. My husband liked a specific kind of ice cream made by Mayfield, I
think it was. And they stopped making it, or they made it for awhile, and then it was
like a special thing that they only made once a ye·ar for a certain number of months. I
haven't seen it for a long time, so . . . I think they've completely stopped making it
now, but, (laughter) . . .
I: It seems to me you shop very hard for certain products and services, and you said in
part, just a few minutes ago, something that was very interesting. You said that you
work pretty hard at trying to please other people . .
P: Yeah, I do. Probably too hard.
I: Tell me about that.
P: Well, I, uh, I've probably done this all my life . . . try to do things that make others
do what they enjoy, or what they like, or, especially my boys did not like to go
shopping for clothes and so I would wind up doing it for them, and bring things home,
and sometimes they liked it and sometimes they don't, and so sometimes I' d have to
bring stuff back, which I really hated doing. So that kind of, uh, so I would make sure
that I got exactly what they wanted or what they expected, I would usually check with
them beforehand to make sure that that was still the preferred thing. A s to food, uh,
my husband is very picky about some things, and my boys have all been that way,
growing up. They aren't as so now, I think my oldest son will eat almost anything,
although he' s now on a kidney-stone diet and can' t eat everything that he likes, and
I'm expecting that Eric, when he comes home, will be willing to eat almost anything.
Brian is even changing, he' s starting to experiment with things, but sometimes it has
been, I' ve always tried to please them with just exactly what brand they like, if it' s got
a certain flavor to it, that' s what they want, that's what I try to get for them, if it' s not
an unreasonable price.
I: So is it fair to say that the desires of your family members really influence the
stores and the places you shop?
P: Yeah, they do, they do. There are some people who will go to three or four
different stores in one day, and I've known people who do that - my father does it.
But I don't like to do that, ! just like to go to one place and then come home. I don 't
want to risk the, I don't want to risk things spoiling, and also, it talces energy to shop,
and I don't want to spend any more energy than I need to get the job done.

I: Yeah..
P: And I also try to buy things, you know, if I' m a store that I don't get to very often,
I try to buy enough of that so that I don't have to go back for awhile, so that I don't
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have to go back again the next week, or whatever. I buy enough to serve our n�ds_ for
awhile.
I: So how does it make you feel knowing that stores that you go to, the products that
you purchase, are the ones that your family desires, whether it' s the pens, or the
chocolate milk, the brand, the ground beef, or whatever the specific-item. How does it
make you feel knowing that those stores are there and that they have those products
and that they fulfill your family' s desires?
P: It feels really good. Sometimes I think about people, like in Russia, where they
stand in lines for hours and they get whatever is there, I mean, and_ we have such a
open market and the stores of course, especially grocery stores have such a close
margin that they have to please the customer, or they lose them. And I think they
really do a good job in trying to provide what people want. I've noticed, Kroger has
changed a lot over the years, even since I've been here, where they have, and other
stores have to, where they have things ready for people who work, who've just come
in to pick up food to eat, cause they' ve got to eat right away. Whether it be a salad, or
whether it be a whole chicken, or something like that, salads, or whatever. They try to
very much to meet the needs of their customers so they can get the most business and
although they change things from time to time, they'll stock things that I might like,
but most of the time I can find another substitute for that. I think our habits change,
you know, I might buy a lot of chocolate milk last year and this year, but two years
ago I never bought it. It was just something I bought one time for a special treat or
something, and my husband really liked it, and he said, I'd like to have this every day,
and so, that's what I do, I just make sure that we have it. I like being able to rely on
them to have what I need and it feels good to be able to go into the store and know
they're gonna have what you need. Very seldom do I find that they're out, you know,
I go to Kroger and they're never out of chocolate milk, they always have it.
I: There's the notion of reliance again.
P: yeah, yeah.
I: You said several times throughout the whole of the discussion that it felt good to go
into certain stores, it felt good for this reason and that reason. Tell me about that, that
good feeling, what does that mean to you?
P: Well, I think we all have, we all have things that we, well, I. . . rephrase the question
again, maybe . .it feels good to go into Kroger because I know that I can find the things
I expect to be there, will be there. And it makes my job simpler, I don't have to think
about it so much, it's not like every week when I go to the grocery store and have to
say, well, do I have to go to all the stores this week to find that, or will I, I' ll be able to
find it at Kroger. The stores carry mostly the same products, but there's certain things
that they carry, that they only carry. It' s good to be able to go there and find that it' s
there. It' s like being able to rely on them, just that same word again. Knowing that
450
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what you want is gonna be there and that if it's not, you can ask somebody, not that
I've had that much to do with them. The personnel there, I think I could ask
somebody and say, 'when will you be getting it in, or is this going to be dropped
permanently' , or whatever, I can ask them.
I: What stores do you shop at for general household consumable products? We have
talked about clothes and we have talked about food, are there any other stores that you
go to regularly?
P: Um, well, I generally go to places like . . . for supplements like vitamins and stuff I
usually go to Target and Wal-Mart because they are cheaper there than the grocery
store most of the time.
I: Is there one that you will go to normally over the other or not really?
P: Not really, it just depends. I used to try to match them but they have changed the
formulation sometimes and I will go back and find that they don't have that anymore
so I have to go to someplace else and get it. I go to the health food store to get certain
things that I can't find elsewhere and sometimes I get hooked on something and just
keep going back. They have that and I really like it and I want it. (laughing) So that
y'know it doesn't usually last forever. In fact today I was doing something kind of
funny. I found this er . . . do you know what porridge is? You probably do.
I: I was raised on porridge !
P: Right ! I found this particular type and I think that is the only one they sell in bulk at
the health food store. It' s real good. It' s got oats and it' s got rolled rye and it's got
date pieces and apple pieces, orange peel and some spices. Well, it is really expensive
so I decided to come up with my own little formulation so today I was working on that
(laughing) because I have most of the raw ingredients you know. I don't know exactly
what the spices are so I was experimenting a little bit on that. That is something I
enjoyed eating recently and er I keep going back and buying it. So I have been back to
that health food store probably every week in the past month or so to go back and get
that. And while I'm there I will usually try to find something else I need.
I: You think you can have a crack at making your own recipe as opposed to keep
buying it?
P: Well, could be. I used to make granola all the time. My husband and I used to run a
food coop for a while.
I: Ow . . . I didn't know that.
P: Ow yer, where we used to live. There were sixty members. We would do a big
order about every two months. I mean $6,000.00 worth of stuff would come to our
45 1
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house. And so I did it to start with, we joined the coop to get ingredients to make
granola with and that is how we started. It was kind of a health food coop kind of
thing. It was really, it was really interesting.
I: And you participated in the coop because it was a price point issue?
P: Yes ! Ow yes ! It was a lot cheaper to buy and the main place we that ordered from
supplied health food stores and their quality was wonderful like the nuts and grains
and stuff were really good. So that is one of the things we did.
I: Are there any other stores that you can think of that shop at regularly that you have
an ongoing relationship with?
P: Let' s see. I go to Office Depot sometimes for office supplies. They have them in
the quantities I need. I go to staples because it is close to my house and they do have
most of the things I need for office supplies. It just depends if I am buying something
for the Family History Center and I am here I and I need to go and get it and come
back I will just go to Office Depot because it is close. Sometimes one store won't have
something so I just have to look around so I have to look around and see what I can
find. I am trying to think if there is anything else I buy on a regular basis. We live a
mile from Lowe' s and so my husband spends a lot of time there. I know my way
around there because he will send me for something. But he will have to give me the
exact number or give me a piece of whatever it is so I can take it in. If it' s a connector
or a fitting or something I will have to take on with me . because I don't know exactly
what they are. What else do I go shopping for? Um . . . that is pretty much it. I don't
buy CD's. I don't buy books I go to a library.
I: Tell me what a typical shopping experience at Lowe's is like for you.
P: Er . . well usually if I am going by myself. I usually know what I want. I've gone
there recently to look at wallpaper designs. You can spend days, weeks there looking
at books. It' s a little bit confusing. U m . . . I went there when we were building our
house I went there a lot to, when we were fixing our house I went there a lot and I had
a hard time because I am really picky and actually we have a sink that has two
different sizes on the sides are different sizes and I wanted the big one to be on the
right and no one made it like that so I h�ve the big side on the left and I deal with it I
guess. And I had a hard time deciding that is the actual sink I wanted. Although I went
somewhere else and bought a microwave and I didn't have any problem. I knew
exactly what brand I wanted I didn't want something really fancy. It's even the same
model name that it was the one that I bought 20 years before. We have had this
microwave for 20 years. And it started failing a little bit so we decided to get a new
one. Um . . . I have gone back to the same appliance store to buy appliances even
though they might be a little cheaper somewhere else -but I went to the same one we
went to when we first came here and I did shop around with that one a bit actually.
But, I ended up buying from the same store. Because I knew they would get it and that
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they would deliver on time. Not that the others wouldn't but I already had a
relationship with them.
I: That notion of reliability?
P: Yer! Yer.
I: It goes a long way with you doesn't it?
P: Yer it does ! (chuckling) And if you don't deliver I get really mad too. (laughing).
I: Can you think of particular shopping experiences that you would like to tell me
about? Is there anything you would like to tell me about before we finish is there
anything you would like to share?
P: Um . . . I can't think of anything in particular.
I: That is fine. That is fine. In that case I wiU very politely say thank you and that I do
appreciate it!
P: (chuckling).
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Participant I - Loren.

Interviewer: Do you have any questions about anything I said, any worries or
concerns?
Participant: No.
I: Good, we' ll take a deep breath and jump in there then. If you see me writing
things down, it' s just cause I'm not smart enough to remember, so I just make a
mental note to myself, don't worry about it.
P: OK.
I: Off the top of your head, do you, how should we start? Do you think of
yourself as a type of person that has, um, is a loyal shopper? Do you
continually go back to the same shops - or do you think of yourself of the type
of person who will really just go anywhere, it just depends where you are?
P : Is it OK to be both? Because I can see that I do continue with stores that I'm
familiar with, but, if it isn't convenient or if I don't have the money in my
pocket, then I'll try someplace else.
I: What's some of the stores that you will typically go to on a regular basis?
P: Well, for grocery shopping, because we pass Krogers after we drop our son at
school, we'll usually go to Krogers, unless we go to Bi-Lo, which is closer to
the house. Or going the other direction when we leave Jordan's school, we' ll
go to Food City. So we just, we kind of like Kroger, but we'll go where it' s
convenient. And we don't, we 're not familiar enough with the stores to know
the price difference, to know which one' s more expensive, or whether we're
getting a good deal here or there, but I still look at the price before I buy
something, but I haven't figured out which are the cheaper stores. I' m mainly
going for what products I need and the convenience. And for clothes shopping?
I: Sure, that's always an interesting one . . .
P: Uh, because our son has to wear a uniform to school, and he is concerned
about the fit of his clothing, we've been going to Banana Republic to get his
trousers because that's where we found the pair that would fit him that he liked.
And they cost $50 for a pair of slacks. We've picked up a pair of $22 slacks
that I thought were exactly the same thing and exactly the same size at Sam' s
Club, and he says they're not comfortable. So I don't know whether it's
because I bought it and he didn't pick it out, but I just figure when you can find
something that you like and it' s going to do, and you can afford it, then that's
what you buy. So I'm not particularly, I don't mind buying something at
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Banana Republic, even though I know it' s high-end, but if I can get something
at Sam's Club or Wal-Mart, that's just fine.
I: Supposing you have to purchase some clothes for your self - what are some of
the first places you wili go to?
P: Well, um, I've stockpiles of clothes - I was addicted to clothes when I was
single. I had to have a two-bedroom apartment so I could have two walk-in
closets. And I've slowly over the years, lost my addiction and have often
mourned.the loss. But I don't typically buy clothes - if there' s an item that I
need, it' s because I need it that I buy it. And what I did is I stopped going to
malls. I'd find myself in a mall buying something that I didn't need just for the
shopping and for the purchase. And I found that I didn't really, that wasn't
something that I needed to do. So I stopped going to malls. And I started
buying clothes from catalogs and I gave to Goodwill or Deseret Industries
clothes that I didn't need anymore. Then I thought, "gee, if you're going to
give something away, it should be a sacrifice. So I started giving away
favorites and good clothes, just trying to cut down the amount of clothes that I
had - I'm sure you' re not interested in all this . . . hahahaha ..
I: No, this is interesting stuff. . . ..
P: Yeah, you probably didn't know you were gonna get into this . . . . . . and then I
started ordering clothes through catalog when I needed something and then, for
my shopping, I go through the catalog and even mark the order, fill out the
whole order, buy everything that I wanted and then throw it away. And then I
got to the point when the catalog comes I look at the cover and then throw it
away. So I really don't buy clothes, I don't go shopping for clothes or shoes, I
just have enough, and if it comes up that I need something, then I specifically
go to buy an item - I don't go shopping for cJothes.
I: Wow, I believe you're the first female who's ever told me that - hahahah. You
are unique. It' s rather interesting; it' s good fun, isn't it. So general household
items, just commodities, uh, convenience items, towels, linens, just things we
use from day to day - where would you go?
P: Uh, I would probably go for price, I'd probably go, I'd watch for sales. Like
the last time we bought towels I waited until ZCMI was having a big sale and
took advantage of the sale price. And because I' ve worked in retail stores and
understand the mark-up - that' s why I really look for sales because I know that
you're just going to be paying so much more than you need to. And um,
probably the most wasteful product that we use would be paper towels, and
that' s because my husband has this fetish about sanitary conditions, and he
thinks that dishrags or dishtowels are unsanitary, so we use a lot of paper
towels, but we buy them, not for the quality, just for the cost.
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I: Where do you get them?
P: When we go to Sam's Club, or Wal-Mart or anywhere we go, we just look at
what's the cheapest paper towels. Now toilet paper's different - we'll spend
more for toilet paper. But strangely enough, it's because we lived with our
daughter for a couple of months and she was buying this real soft, thick toilet
paper and we just thought, "well, that's nice", so we continued, but prior to that
what I was doing was buying it by the case and it was really a very poor quality,
it's just extremely inexpensive. And for food storage I buy large quantities. So
that's probably another luxury, the paper towel and the toilet paper. But um,
and I spend a little bit more on, these shampoo that's purchased from a healthfood store, deodorant, hand-soap . . . .
I: What the.name of the health food store?
P: It doesn't matter - we go to Natural and Organics on Kingston Pike just
because it's a mom and pop store, not a chain store. And I just like to support
stores like that rather than Nature's Pantry or GNC. But we are concerned
about how much chemical we're exposed to, so for personal products we pay a
little bit more, to have products that don't have a s many chemicals.
I : About how often do you go to Sam's Club?
P : Because Poppy, my daughter, has to go once a week and she needs someone
to go with her because of the children, we go once a week. But after living
overseas, we're really accustomed to going to the store every day, and it's been
a habit that's been hard to break. We won't buy 2 dozen eggs at a time. And
we don't stockpile perishables, we'd rather go to the store every day, but buying
the food for the week, we go once a week.
I: So, where do you buy the food for the week? At the grocery stores or at WalMart?
P: Wal-Mart or Sam's. But we're in Krogers almost every day picking him up
a little something here or there.
I: And how often, tell me the name of the health store on Kingston that you go
to...
P: Natural and Organic.
I: How often do you go there?
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P: Probably three or four times a month.
I: Tell me what a shopping experience at Natural and Organic is like, I'm curious
about that one.
P: Uh, They don't have a lot of organic produce, and we can't afford organic
produce right now, but if we were going to buy organic produce, we'd go to
Nature's Pantry because they have a nice selection, it's really expensive, but it's
nice produce. But Natural and Organic, they have a good quality of olive oil
and I know that olive oil is something that's really important in your diet. And
there' s actually an expose' going on right now about Italy exports olive oil
that's half hazel-nut and half olive oil and it's being brought to the surface now
and exposed and so there's certain brands of olive oil that are actually real olive
oil and extra-virgin and real good for your cholesterol levels and your general
health. So that's the reason that I go to a health food store for things like thatolive oil and peanut butter and soy milk, soy nuts, whole-wheat flour, wholewheat products, pasta, and vitamins.
I: So one of the reasons you go to Natural and Organic, is simply because they
have the product that you like to use and I think as you' re describing it to me,
and I certainly want to hear your feed back, this notion of healthy foods, of
more natural and organic food is very important to you.
P: oh, yeah!
I: . . . and it seems that that's the driving force that keeps you going back to
Natural and Organic.
P: It is . . . . Also, it's not a chain store and because I've worked in a retail health
store before we moved here, I can see that the products that are sold at Nature's
Pantry are about 30% above suggested retail. And also if they don 't have what
you want, they try and sell you something else. Where as at Natural and
Organic, there's three or four women that work there and they don't have
tattoos, they don' t have earrings, their hair isn' t several colors, at which you
tend to get in health food stores, you tend to get weird far-out people. They' re
just normal housewife type people and if they don't have the product, they will
order it for you. Or they'll look, they'll go back in the back room and look in
their catalogs and see if they can get it for you. So they're more tailored to
satisfy the customer, more consumer-friendly then a chain store would be. So I
like them for that reason, and also I think it's important to support independent
stores like that - keep them in business.
I: So, is it the level of the service or is it the people there that draws you back?
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P: I' m not real endeared to the individuals that work there, but the fact that
they'll give you personal service and that they're interested in finding the
product that you want to buy rather than sell you one. And also when I' ve been
critical of what they do have, they'll say, "we don't have that magnesium, but
we do have this magnesium," and I'll know the product and I'll say "I don't buy
that brand", and they'll respect that, they' re OK with that. So I like their
attitude toward the consumer.
I: So what's it like for you to know that you can go to that store ahead of time
and they will have the product that you're looking for, and also the healthy
lifestyle that you're looking for in your price range, that you're comfortable
with and offers a higher level of service and interaction - what's that like for
you to know that store is there?
P: Well, that's where I' m comfortable. And if they don't have something and I
know that they have it over at Nature's Pantry, I go in there, but I almost go in
with a chip on my shoulder! I'm not comfortable there and I don't feel like I
want to get to know anyone that works there and, I kind of resent them just
because I know that they're marking products up more than they need to and
because when I asked them to order things for me, they haven't been willing to
do that. And they haven't been willing to look in their catalogs, so I really feel
comfortable in the smaller store. And I actually want to help them, I gave a
lecture a couple of weeks ago to a group of parents at my son's school on
nutrition, and the question was asked, "where should we go to buy vitamins or
where can we buy these cook books?" and I said well, they' re at Nature's
Pantry, but I don't go there, but you can go to Natural and Organics. So I was
promoting their business because I want to see them succeed and stay in
business because I think they offer more to the consumer then a chain store
would. So I just personally feel linked to them and want to see them succeed.
So often a little store like that will go out of business because of a chain store.
And I even resisted, I hate to admit this because it was under my father' s
advice, but he won't go to a Wal-Mart because Wal-Mart has put so many
businesses out of business. And I resisted going to· WaI-Mart for a long time,
and then when I went to Wal-Mart out of necessity and saw the prices, I
decided, well, this is the way it is already gone so my business is not going to
swing things one way or another. But I don't have any problem at all shopping
at Wal-Mart because I find here in Tennessee anywhere you go the people are
friendly, that wasn't the case in Utah, and it certainly wasn't the case in
California. It was the case in Utah 1 5 years ago, but slowly relationships
between customer and clerk, or the employee, they are just kind of indifferent.
But it seems like every where you go here people are genuinely trying to help
you. And I've even found that in Wal-Mart and I was kind of surprised at that.
But if you can't find something, they're willing to take the time to help you and
I noticed that they hire more handicapped people, and I actually was
uncomfortable, because the first time I went to Bi-Lo, on Northshore and
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Kingston P�ke and they have handicapped people bagging the groceries, and I
didn't know that. And the man that was bagging the groceries said something
that I thought was very rude, but later when I realized that he was handicapped,
it wasn't rude at all. But, and then I realized that they were either seniors that
were bagging the groceries, or handicapped people. And I noticed that they hire
some handicapped people at Wal-Mart, and I like that, I like a store that will do
that. They probably have a quota, but it makes me more comfortable to go into
a store where I know that they're concerned, not just about the consumer and
what they're selling, but they're gonna give someone a job that needs a job.
I: So when you talk about this notion of comfort, you describe yourself as much
more comfortable with Natural and Organic and uncomfortable in a Natures
Pantry and a couple of the grocery stores you were talking about, is it the same
kind of emotion, the same kind of feeling, or is it different between say a WalMart and a Natural and Organic?
P: Um, no I think it' s the people, the attitude of the people that you're dealing
with. Because you can go into Wal-Mart and you can get a clerk that's, you can
tell that they're life isn't going well, they're not interested in you at all, they're
just doing their little job, and then next time someone can ring you up and they
thank you for helping them with the bags instead making them lift the bags and
putting them in the basket, if you're standing back there and doing it, they thank
you. And when ever we go in there we have the habit of buying a carton of
cashews and eating them while we're shopping, and you offer them to the clerk
as they're ringing them up and sometimes it puts them off, like how dare you
offer me food while I'm working? And sometimes they'll take some, and to me
it's really the people, the association with the people. That makes me feel
comfortable and it endears me to come back there as long as they're warm, that
makes me want to go back there. Now, that doesn't mean that I'm going to go
to a store and pay a higher price because the people like me and are nice to me.
Because the price is important to me too. But it seems like there's an ethic
involved there, and . . .
I: Tell me about that.
P: Well, this is where it kind of surprises me about, that I didn't expect in
Tennessee. It seems as though people feel an obligation to be ethical with you.
And I expected it in Utah and didn't always find it, and I expected it in Utah
because we lived in a county that was 99% of one majority church that was
dominating everything, so I expected everyone to be ethical, but there' s a lot of
times, not every time, a lot of times when we interacted with a sales person
where they suggested we go to another sto.re, because maybe we can find what
we want at a better price or a better quality at another store. So that did catch
me off guard, I didn't expect that and people have been, when my husband had
his stroke, working with physical therapists, and having them take a genuine
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interest in you and going over to Baptist Hospital, a big hospital where you're a
number, and yet having people take a genuine interest, so I think the reason
we're happy living here is because of the people and the morality and the ethics
and considerate drivers so that pervades into the work place and so when we go
into stores, you get the feeling that you count that matter and that they're
interested in you, and it compels you to be interested in them. And so it makes
it very comfortable. It's a lot more pleasant to go shopping here then anywhere
else I've lived, except maybe the middle east, where you're grocery store, the
grocer was your best friend. But it's a good experience here, and it's because
you get the feeling that it's a genuine caring that the people have, not just ·
business as usual.
I: That is interesting. I think at some level I understand what you mean too.
P: Well, everybody's got a bias, and I have probably had a lot more exposure
from moving around and living in different parts of the world, and also I tend to
be more of a people-person, but I haven't really had a lot of negative
experiences here and we haven't stuck to the same stores, moving into a new
house where we had to go and find things that we normally wouldn't be
shopping for, I just find that people have more of an integrity then I have found
in other places.
I: That is interesting. We are just about done - let me change this tape over.
(change videotape).
I: I just want to ask you really one final question that might be an interesting one
for you - since you've had the opportunity to travel a little bit, living in
different areas, have you ever had a store that you were quite loyal to, that you
shopped at frequently, and then for whatever reason you can't shop there now,
perhaps they're closed, they went out of business, they moved away, or you
moved away, do you have a store like that?
P: Uh, huh.
I: Tell me about that.
P: Well, I have a store that I shopped at frequently and have a good rapport with
the people that work there and trusted them, that they weren't ripping me off,
and then they went out of business, from lack of business. And I just felt a little
sadness every time I drove by the empty building, that they aren't there
anymore, and I think that there' s a certain interaction that you almost depend on
and probably as, I don't know if you want to go into this area, but a house wife,
a home maker, your relationships can often be with your gardener, your
babysitter, the people that are working with you, or the people that you're going
to visit with weekly or daily, the grocery store or where ever you have to go
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often, but that becomes your personal circle. And so if you lose one of those
people, it's going to effect you, and I used to go to a dry cleaner that was close
to our home and I found out something about the owner, that he wasn't being
loyal to his wife and to his marriage, and found that I just couldn't go there any
more, just didn't want to associate with him. And when I would drive past to
go to the next dry cleaner, there was always a little twinge in my heart, what a
rotten guy, but I used to really like to go there and it was really convenient, but
I'm not gonna go back there any more. And it happened with another dry
cleaner where I had something that I bought in Budapest that was 100% cotton I
took it in and asked him, do you think I should wash this or do you think I
should clean this? And they convinced me to clean it and it made it yellow, and
they lost the buttons and they replaced them with some crummy buttons, it
bothered me so much, that when my daughter was asked to the senior prom and
it was the nephew of the man that owned Dorothy' s cleaner, I resented the kid
when came to pick her up. I think there's a lot of emotion involved, that we're
not always cognizant of, that has to do with where you shop and when you
shop, and who you shop with. So I definitely think that that has a lot to do with
it. . And I think the woman that I worked for you Utah was really sensitive to
that, her motto wasn't "the customer is always right" and wasn't just that the
customer always comes first, but she actually asked us to just say a silent prayer
before you approached a customer that we could be of service. And so that' s
the way we ran the store, and we had staff meetings once a week and they
began with a prayer, and it was to always be aware that Lee Wedgwood didn't
own the store, that the Lord owned the store and we were working for Him. So
that the service that we gave to the customers was not just based on integrity
and a loyalty to the storeowner, but that we were actually working for the Lord
in supplying service. And I think if I was working in a clothing store, that
wouldn't have been an issue. But working in the health-food store where
people were coming in because they were suffering or they needed help, you
wanted to be sure that you weren't selling them something, that you were
helping them. And that was a real good experience for me, and I worked there
for 8 years, so it was a good way of understanding the importance of the
relationship between retail and the consumer. And I imagine that if I worked in
another area, that I would probably continue with that type of integrity, whether
I was selling clothing or horse feed or whatever. That, when you' re in a service
capacity, there's a lot of responsibility. So I think I tum that around to where
when I go into a store I want that same integrity.
I: What is the name of the store that you were telling me that closed, that you felt
quite sad whe� you saw the empty store. Which one was it, what did they sell?
P: It was a health-food store.
I: And how long did you shop there?
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P: Just a couple of years.
I: How long ago was that when it closed?
P: It was about 12 years ago.
I: What was it called, do you remember?
P: Wasatch Nutrition.
I: So after it closed you said there were feelings of sadness there.
P: Well, when we drove by and saw that it was empty, and then a jewelry store
took the building over and they folded and a Mexican restaurant moved in there,
they folded, then a gift shop went in there. I found th-at I went to the Mexican
restaurant just because I remembered how much I liked the building, I liked the
store, you know. And I also went into the gift shop to see what it was like just
because I had good memories in that building. And this is small town stuff, this
isn't big-city stuff. So I don't know how much was emotional and how much
was ju�t curiosity. There was another store in town that the name of the store
was "Oh, you shouldn't have." And it was a gift store and the woman had
bought or leased an old home, and converted it into (changed tape) she bought
into the business of a gift store, and she said it was by accident, she went with
someone to a convention where they had a gift shop and then she saw the whole
variety of things, she was actually a nurse. So she left the nursing field to open
up this gift store. And what they did that was so nice, they did have very nice
gifts and they were very reasonably priced, but if you bought gifts they would
put them in a basket and then wrap it exquisitely. So that you might have just
purchased a $25 gift, but it looked like a $200 gift in this beautiful wrapping.
And I got to know her a little bit and found out her husband had a disease that
was just slowly talcing his life away everyday and she still had a daughter to .
marry off and her other kids were in college, so this business was very
important to her. And I hadn't been in the shop for about a year and I went
back in and someone else was working there, and I started talking to them
about, "your gifts seemed to be a little different," and they said, well, we've
changed hands, I'm the new owner. And I said, what happened to the lady that
used to own the shop? Well, her husband died and she thought she really
wanted to retire. And so I said, "oh, OK", and never went back there. And it
was really convenient, but I was going there because there w� a story and I
liked the story and the two ladies that bought the store - it was a moneymaking
thing and they didn't seem to have a story. And if they had one they weren 't
willing to offer it. So it just closed the door for me.
I: Interesting . . .
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P: Yeah, it is. I' ve never thought of that until you asked me - now that I reflect
on it, there is a lot of emotional response and where you go, and why you go
there. And even to gas buying gas for your car, there's a gas station on every
comer, and you probably should be looking at the price more than we do, but it
just seems like if you' re gonna pay a couple of pennies more here, a couple
pennies more there . . . . . . .like we don't buy our gas at Sam' s club, although it
probably i s cheaper. But there's no one to interact with there and there's and
um . . . there' s a Weigels near Jordan' s school, and although I don't go in, Ed
goes in, but it just seems more comfortable because there' s people there, and so
I guess there' s enough of that that I hadn 't thought about that i s emotional with
where you shop, why you shop there and why you go there. And I find at
Christmas we were walking after my husband had his stroke, we were walking
in the mall every morning when the stores were closed, which was interesting
for me, since I don't spend money anymore on clothing, just to see everything,
and sometimes I think, gee, if I was going to buy something I would buy that.
But I'm not going to buy anything, so it never got me back, the stores weren't
open so I wasn't even tempted to go in and see the price. But I kind of, walking
in the mall every day and looking at everything that was for sale, actually
turned me off from shopping. And at Christmas when we were forced to go in
and buy gifts, it wasn't a very pleasant experience for me; it wasn't fun like
Christmas shopping usually is. And I think I got saturated with the marketing
of everything by walking through the mall every day, and I eventually got to the
point where I didn't look in the windows any more. I was saturated by it. And
it made me really question, "why do you need so much of this?"
I: your experience is very much similar to other people that I have talked to they all say the same thing -"You know, I've never thought about this before"
and they go on to tell you really interesting stories. Um how they have had
stores that for what ever reason they can't go back to and many years later, in
your case 12, they remember (inaudible).
P: And where I worked, there really was no reason why we could stay open,
because there were large CQain stores that were in and out of the area that
should have put us out of business, but because we cared about the people, we
had more customers. And even when they could go someplace that was only
two blocks away and get something cheaper, they would still come in. I' m sure
they would go to both stores, but they were still loyal and they often
commented that they felt we really cared about them. And that's what we were
capitalizing on, that we did care and the larger stores would hire people that
were not properly trained and didn' t really care, it didn't matter whether they
were selling canned goods, v_itamins, wool, cotton, it didn't matter. So I think
that that is a very important point, that if people think that you care about them
then, and just like the integrity. If they think you're genuine, it's an important
element.
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I: Are there any other stores or shopping experiences you can think of that you'd
like to tell me about?
P: Well, we did have an interesting experience. My oldest son gave my younger
son his watch, and it was an expensive watch. My older son's wrist was about
twice the size and so we had to try and find additional links for the band. And
we went to every jewelry store we could find, and they would tell us to go to
another one, that they had it. And we'd go there and they didn't handle it, but
this one did. And we were in West Hills mall and we did the same, jumping
from store to store, 'well, they have it, I know they have it' , and we'd go to
them, "no we don't have that, but they have it' . So the last store that we went to
actually handled that watch and it was a diamond store and it was a very elegant
store and they said, 'yes, we do handle that watch. ' And I said, "well, I need
probably 6 links for this watch." And they said, well, those links are free. So
I' ll order 6 of them for you. And so I said "ok." So we went and spoke to the
manager and then they came back and said, well, we'll have to contact the
people, the manufacturer and see what the links cost' and I said, "I thought you
said they were free" - well, I think they are. So then we got a phone call that
they were $6 a piece and I said, 'ok, I'll take the links." So it was supposed to
be a Christmas present and this was in October. So we went back to the store to
find out if they had come in and they hadn't ordered them, so they ordered them
and they said they would call us. They didn't call us, and we went in again
about two weeks before Christmas and they, every time we went in there they
couldn't find the order. And they finally found the order, and said, 'well,
they're back ordered," but we' ll call you when we come in. And I said, ' well,
it' s a Christmas present", "well, they'll probably come in before Christmas, but
we'll call you." So I said 'ok.' So they never called, and we were in there in
mid-January and I said, "Let' s go in and ask the jewelry store if those links ever
came in for the watch." And we went in there and asked them and they had to
look through this drawer, and look through there, and a fellow that we hadn't
dealt with before said, 'here they are,' they're here." And I said, "ok." And my
son was with me, and I said, 'this was supposed to be a Christmas present, but
they're finally here so try it on and see how many links you need." So the guy
added three links and it was actually too big so he took one out and it fit. So we
needed 2 and he said, "ok, well, they're $8 each and 6 links, that would be $48
plus tax, but we won't charge you for putting them on." And I said, "well, I
only need 2, and I thought they were $6." "No, they're $8 and you have to buy
them all because we ordered them all." And I said, "I' m not gonna buy, I don't
need them, so you'll have to send them back." "Well, I'll have to talk to the
manager." And I said, OK. Now I know that this store gives great service
because I watched all the time I was in there, the way they waited on their
customers, but we weren't buying anything expensive and they weren't
interested, obviously, in taking care of us. So I would never go back to that
store if I was gonna buy jewelry and my older son was looking for an
engagement ring, and I said, "Don't even look, don't even find something you
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like," I would just never go in there and they demonstrated clearly that they
were interested in making money and they pride themselves, they have little
signs about their service, but clearly . . . we're not walking in the mall, but if we
were walking in the mall, I would leave a note on their door or something,
(laughing) I was really disappointed with that... hahahah ... with someone who
claims, who prides themselves with their service, and they're really just
interested in making money.
I: Yeah, those emotions go both ways, don't they. They really do when you find
a positive experience and (inaudible) and there are some negative emotions . . .
P: And sometimes when you' re being ripped off and you know it, but it's being
done with style, it's just more palatable ....but there was no style involved here.
And when we were shopping for a car when we first got here and had to buy a
car, style was really important. Uh, we went into a couple of places, I tell you,
used car salesman, you know why they've got the label they' ve got, but this one
guy said, "well, when I get up in the morning and I can smile, because I know
that I'm gonna do something good for somebody today and it just makes me
happy to get out of bed." And he was showing us a car, and we told him how
much money we had and how limited we were with our funds, he was showing
us a car, and he ran a credit check and he got the numbers for us and he was all
smiley-faced, and we said, "ok, well, let's think about this and we'll be back."
And his smile left him and when we left we drove out the wrong way and had to
tum around and I thought', well, I wonder what all these cars are, so when we
turned around and came back I passed a salesman and said "what are all these
cars there?" And he said, "oh, those are year-old Malibu's that were driven by
an insurance company - they have high mileage but everyone is $1 2,000." So I
pulled over and walked in to the salesman and said, 'what about all those
Malibu's out there?' , he said, 'yeah, they're all $1 2,000." I wouldn't buy one
because I was so mad at the lack of integrity when he knew what we had to
spend and didn't direct us out there because he knew that those were gonna
move, so he was trying to sell, and he probably didn't get a very big
commission off those, so we wouldn't even go back in there to buy a car. We
drove all the way out to the airport to buy one. Those are the only . . . .
I: Thank you - you've been very patient with me - I do appreciate your time and
your insight.
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Participant J - Diane

I: If I make notes here, it' s simply because I' m not smart enough to remember, it' s
just things I want �o ask you about as we go along. Do you have any questions before
we start, I should ask you that. And your name is Diane. . . .
P: Diane Irvine.
I: And we say today is the 28th , approximately 12:00 and we're at your home. Now
let me ask you just right off the top of my head as we begin, do you think of yourself
as the kind of person that's loyal to certain brands or stores or shops, or are you the
kind of person who will shop anywhere and things?
P: A little bit of both . . .
I: Tell me about that.
P : Well, I definitely have certain brands of groceries I buy. And that's probably the
only loyalty I have, is in food. But as far as apparel, probably, probably no loy_alty.
I : What about places that you actually shop, stores or shops that you go to?
P: Wal-Mart, Target . . . . I seldom go to the mall. And probably once a year I go to
Pigeon Forge to hit the outlets. I'm a person that likes to, as far as apparel, I go
shopping two times a year and I get what I need for the season and that' s it. I'm not
big on shopping. I really don't care for it. Maybe if l had more money to blow, I'd
care for it more, but, you know, it' s just always something going cause I have to go,
not usually to, I'm not one that just shops cause I want to.
I: Grocery stores?
P: Uh, here lately, mostly Wal-Mart. Just because of the prices. I think it's terribly
inconvenient, too crowded, I hate going, it takes too long. Two hours out of my day to
go fight the Wal-Mart crowd. But I usually do it and, probably I hate grocery
shopping worst than any of my "motherly" duties, so I send my husband a lot. So I do
that about twice a month, buy a lot so I don't have to go that much. Or if I just don't
have time to go there, I usually go to the gas station and get milk. I'd rather pay an
extra dollar even for milk. If I get to run into Pilot it takes 5 minutes, than to go to BiLo and walk all the way to the back and save myself a dollar.
I : Do you buy any other items from Wal-Mart?
P: Yeah, household items, just, you know, batteries, light bulbs, that kind of stuff.
We buy a lot of stuff at, well, not a lot of stuff, but things like toilet paper, paper
towels we get all that kind of stuff at Sam's, washing powders, all that kind of stuff.
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I' m someone that, I don't spend a lot of time shopping and I don't really look at prices
when I' m shopping for clothes, I mean a little bit, but if I see something I like, I just, I
see something I really like I get it regardless. I mean, I don't spend crazy, I don't shop
at stores I can't �ford so, um, I compare myself to my mom who's the opposite of me,
who will go to ten different stores to compare the prices and, it just makes no sense to
me because my time is the most valuable thing I have and so I just don't spend the
time to compare prices, I don't do that all.
I: Do you ever buy clothes from Wal-Mart?
P: Yeah, a bit. Usually I buy socks and underwear, that kind of stuff for my kids and
for me, almost never, maybe a couple of summer shirts, something, like that.
I: So what's a shopping experience like for you at Wal-Mart?
P: Um, well, I'd call it a hassle, not that enjoyable. It's always fun to see the
selection, so nothing, I don't looking forward to it, but once I'm there I probably
usually enjoy myself just looking around. But. . . .. my favorite shopping is going to an
Old Time Pottery. There's one in Memphis and one out in Pigeon Forge. That's
probably my favorite store, because I just, I like buying household items, I just think
it's fun. I think it's fun to decorate and they do have good prices and I think I'm
getting a good deal if I do find anything.
I: Tell me what a shopping experience is like at Old Time Pottery.
P : It's fun. I'll spend like three hours in there and I took my husband for the first time
like six months ago cause he, well I was telling him how cool it is, and he likes to
shop a lot more than me, he's always shopping. And he likes high-priced items
though, where I' m a more, you know, stick with the things under $20. But he went
and he had the best time, that was so cool. We were probably in there an hour and a
half, as long as he could take. When we got up to the register . . . . we were buying
things to decorate the restaurant; it was time to do some kind of sprucing up so we
spent more money. But we got up there and the total caine to $300, he about died.
But we had two huge baskets full of stuff and really, I thought it was a great deal. We
were decorating our restaurant with, if we would have paid an interior designer for that
stuff we would have spent, you know, $2,000, so I thought we were doing real well,
but, that's a fun store to go to. But it's a store I won't go to unless I' ve got a hundred
to spend.
I: You keep describing it as fun, tell me about that.
P: What's fun about it? I think the fun thing is, here's a place that you think has cute
things and things that I' ve never seen before, like new things that I just hadn't . . . You
know clothes, to me there's nothing exciting about clothes, I' ve seen it all . You know,
you can only make shirts so many different ways, but they just have new things I've
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never seen before, new gadgets, new kitchen things that I've never seen before. I
don't know, kind of like a big warehouse shopping . . . but like I said, I only go up there
when I have enough money to enjoy it. I would never walk in; I would never have any
desire to go up there if I only had $25 to spend. I wouldn't even, that wouldn't be any
fun for me. Because I spend, if I've got a $ 100 to blow that I'm looking forward to
buying some stuff that I don't need, I just, things I'd like to have. So I would never go
in that store unless I have the money to spend.
I: So what kind of feelings do you have when you're in that store?
P : Excitement, like a little kid in a toy store, just like being in a toy store when you're
a kid. That' s the only way I can describe it.
I: So contrast that with, tell me a little bit about a shopping experience at Wal-Mart.
P: And it's even as crowded as Wal-Mart. Usually it's more crowded. And usually
you can't push your buggy down all the isles cause they have them too close together.
There's too many people, so it is kind of a hassle. But also I'd never go in that store
with my children, you know, cause I wouldn't enjoy it if I did. Usually those trips to
Wal-Mart, you know, I've always got my kids with me usually or even if I didn't,
there's nothing fun to me about buying food so it' s, I' m being forced to go there
because I have to provide food for my family so it's something I have to do, and it's
crowded and it costs a lot of money, that' s why I go there. Pottery Barn, I go by
myself and I've got time to just play and have fun and have a little money to blow.
I: About how often do you go to Old Time Pottery Barn?
P: Probably twice a year.
I: And how often do you go to Wal-Mart?
P: Twice a month.
I: So you say you go up to Pigeon Forge once in a while, you go clothes shopping.
When you go clothes shopping, what are the first stores that you'll go to?
P: Well, usually I'm going up there to get my kids school clothes to start the year. I
usually go to, I like the one shop, I don't know the name of that one shop in the center
that has all the kind of, the white brick shopping center on the left, because they have
the Gap Outlet, Old Navy Outlet, things my kids like, Nike Outlet, �d they do have
Liz Claiborne outlet, which I like. They have a Harry and David store, which is the
other fun store I like going to. They sell, there's, have you ever seen the Harry �d
David magazine? They' ve got summer sausage, homemade caramel corn, all that kind
stuff. They have a lot of these relishes, you know, usually, that' s just a treat, I treat
myself to probably three jars of some different relishes I like, you know, things I only
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make once a year kind of stuff. So usually it's a school-clothes shopping spree, but
since I'm at the outlet, I drag my kids into a couple of stores for me.
I: So you're going shopping for clothes for you, let's say a special event coming up,
time to get something a little nicer, a little special, not just everyday, where would you
_go?
P: Uh, probably either Talbots or Proffitt' s.
I: Which one would you go to first?
P: I'd probably go to Proffitt's first, just because I know I could get something
cheaper. But if I couldn' t find anything, I can always count on Talbots, I'm just gonna
pay for it when I am there. Now, Talbots is a store, I wish I could afford to shop there,
I wish all niy clothes came from there. Usually I don't buy myself clothes from there,
but my husband does. He buys me things there about twice a year and so all the nice
outfits I have are things that he's bought me. Because I really won't spend that kind
of money on myself unless it's some really special, you know, a party, but that hasn't
happened in many years. But he likes me to dress in those kinds of clothes, so he buys
me those things.
I: What's a shopping experience like for you at Proffitt's?
P: Well, frustrating because there's too many things, that's what nice about going to
Talbots. The store is no bigger than these three little rooms, well, maybe a little bigger
than that. There's not a big selection, but everything there is so well made that it all
fits you perfectly, you know, if they have your size it' s so well made. . . when you're
going to places like Proffitt's, and really all those large stores, there's so many
different degrees of how nice the clothes are, and that' s why you never know if that
size is gonna fit you because things are made so crazy and you know, there's no good
measuring stick as far as women's clothing today, cause there's so many different
brands. You know you might wear a size 4 in this and a size 6 in that brand, and they
make thetr jeans� the things are made . so different_. . . When I go into Talbot's, although
there may be 20 different styles of pants, they all fit the exact same way, pretty much.
And my husband buys me my size at Talbot's and it never does not fit in all these
years, plus you just can't trust the clothes that come from Proffitt's.
I: What' s it like for you knowing that even before you go to the store, whether it' s the
Old Time Pottery Barn we talked about, whether it' s Talbots, or even a WalMart . .. that they have the products that you know are either gonna fit or be in your
price range or the quality that you' re looking for. What's it like for you to know that
those things are there for you before you even set foot in the store?
P: Well, I wouldn't go there if it doesn't. But to know that there is going to be
something there that is gonna fit?
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I: It seems to me that you pick stores that you just know they sell the products that
you want. You don't go out looky-looing.
P: Oh, no. I never do that.
I: Some people think of shopping as almost as a recreational activity - they look, like
your mom, they look at several stores and then they find something. And it seems to
me that you don't really do it that way.
P: I'm too busy.
I: It seems to me that you know exactly what you were looking for, or generally
speaking, and you just go and get it.
P: I never go shopping unless I know what I'm looking for. Now I might be out
shopping for a particular thing and walk by a blouse that I of course just really like and
then I' ll go over and look at it. Usually, though, that doesn't . . . usually. But if I need
some pants I just go . . .like for instance, last summer I just really needed, I needed
several new pairs of pants, or I thought I did. And so pants is just different than a
shirt, I'll buy shirts at Target and Wal-Mart and buy cheap little shirts because being a
mom and you know, I ruin it before I wear it out. But now my pants are something I
like to spend money on, not like to, but I don't buy a cheap pair of pants, I never do.
Because they usually lose their form before they wear out, so I went to Proffitt' s and I
found a couple styles I liked. I bought one style in three colors, a black, khaki, a white
pair, and I bought another style the same way. And they were all a little pricey, so I
bought six pair of pants that day and now I won't have to buy summer pants for two
more years at least. So . . . .
I : S o tell me about that shopping experience, what was . . .
P: First I was satisfied because I found some things that were nice. I found them at
the first of the year which, usually i s when I c an find my size, but I didn't get them on
sale but that' s something I' m willing to do if I can find that many, you know, just kind
of solve that problem real quickly. And I was most proud I bought six pair of pants,
and I probably wasn't in that store more than 20 minutes. I see it; I like it, that's the
end of that.
I : Time i s important to you, isn't it?
P: Very, probably the most important thing. Because, I like to do that kind of stuff
and when I' m doing stuff for myself, I don't like to drag my kids to that kind of stuff.
I know it's no fun for them and so when they're at school I run around like a crazy
woman trying to get all my stuff done so when they get home I can just have fun. So
yeah . . . time is the most important thing to me.
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I: How often do you get to Sam's?
P: Oh, I probably only go, not even once a month, but my husband goes once a month
for us. He likes shopping, he likes grocery shopping so it's wonderful because, so not
a lot of women have a husband that likes to do that, so he does a lot of that for me.
I: So stores that you like to shop at are Harry and David, Old Time Pottery Barn,
which other one?
P: Uh, I would probably actually say Target. I like going there. I don't go there a lot,
I go there to buy wedding presents and things like that because I do think they have a
nice selection on home decor and they're pricier than Wal-Mart, but if I was looking
for, I didn't have time to go to Old Time Pottery and I really wanted four new
cushions for my kitchen chairs, that's where I would go. Yeah. . . . I don 't buy home
decor in places like Proffitt's, which has, you know, they have cushions and they have
bed linens and towels and all that kind of stuff, I don't spend those kind of prices on
home decor. So, but Target, I think their quality is good enough for me, for things like
that.
I: What's a shopping experience like for you at Target?
P: Well, it' s fun, because once again it's one of those stores that I only go there for a
purpose, I usually always find something, what I'm looking for, because I know they
have it before I go there. And if l go there that's a shopping trip that I'm just getting
something fun, it's nothing that I have to have.
I: So once again we come back to this idea of "fun" at some shops, tell me about that,
what does it feel like to have fun?
P: To buy, when I' m going and I'm not worried about money, and I'm buying
something that's not something that I need, but just something that I want. You know,
like getting a new toy, I get a new vase for my living room, you know, things that us
women like. I mean, it doesn't happen often, you know, I mean I shop plenty enough,
I probably, I don't ever, I would never go to Target if I needed just one, I needed a
picture frame. Usually I don't shop like that, especially things I want, I save up and
go to get several things at one time. And I usually never think that I just need one
thing like that, if I needed some new towels I would probably go to Target for
something like that. I just think that's funner than buying food. Buying clothes to me
is not fun, usually I'm buying clothes because I need them, or I think I need them.
I: You sort of break your shopping into two sorta things: there's the general
consumables for every day living for the house, food and things . . . .
P: That I have to have, that I'm forced to buy . . . YES !
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I: Right - you keep sort of home and house together, and then there's the other stuff.
And the other stuff is, as you described a couple of times, the items for the home . . . . . . .
P: That I treat myself to.
I: Right . . . . . . you talked a little bit about Harry and David - I know we talked about
food items there, but again, you described them as sort of treats . . . . . .
P: Yes. . .
I: That's interesting. Ever had a store that you were fond of, that you frequented, that
for whatever reason you can't go to anymore. Perhaps it closed down, or you moved
away, or . . . . . . . . .
P: Um, yeah, I'm definitely a person that has had run-ins with, I have not liked the
way the owner ran his store, and so I wouldn't shop there anymore. No . . . give my
money to someone . . . . . . . . now the major department stores, like Wal-Mart, for instance,
I really, now I haven't, I don't know much about them, but there's a couple things in
the past that I've heard, I've never really verified the information. Things about the
politics of how Wal-Mart supports this thing, at a national level or something that I
haven't really agreed with, but it hasn't hit me hard enough that I won't shop there
anymore. Because I do have several friends that won't shop at Wal-Mart because of
political views, things like that. And I' m one of these people, when there's a store like
Wal-Mart that does, you know, satisfy a lot of my needs, I don't want to know about, I
don' t want people to tell me what they're doing cause if they tell me and I don't like it,
then I know I'm not gonna be able to shop there anymore. If I do hear something that
I know it' s true, then I won't be able to allow myself to go there, so I just tell them
"don't tell me". So,. . . ..
I: Do you have a store that you like to shop at, similar to some of the ones you talked
about here, that for whatever reason, you can't shop at now? They went out of
business, or closed . . . . . . .
P: Well, there is one that went out of business, that was the Common Market, which
was a, it was like Talbots, but it was Men and Women. It was right down, kind of
close to Westem Plaza shopping center and they went out of business.
I: How long had it been?
P: Probably, I don't know, probably at least 4 years, 4 or 5 years maybe. But me and
Charles used to always shop there. It had a nice line.of clothes.
I: What's it like for you knowing that you can't go there?
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P: Didn't think much about it, I hated to see them go, but I haven't thought much
about it ·since. I move on pretty quickly. (Tape paused while she helps here aged
father)
I: Okay, so it seems to me that you do have some stores that you frequent and, I want
to bounce some ideas off you to see if I' m following what you say, because it's quite
interesting to me. You don't, when you talk about some of the stores that you
regularly go back to, such as a Wal-Mart, you go back there even though you really
have really quite a lot of negative emotions. You particularly describe is a hassle, it' s
not a particularly pleasant shopping experience. And then you have a series of shops
that you go back to whether it' s for the children shopping up in Pigeon Forge or for
yourself, or even a store where you buy, as you described, wedding gifts or treats for
your home and things, for yourself. And those are stores that you shop at, those are
quite fun. And so your shopping experiences are sort of spread, on one hand they' re
quite fun, positive things, and on the other hand they' re really just a big hassle. Does
that sound right?
P: Sure, and you know what it boils down to is money.
I: Tell me about that.
P: I just have those stores that I shop at for fun. I don't go there unless I' ve got some
money, that I' ve already earned that money. That money is already sitting here ready
to spend, so to me that's like free money, it' s not free but it's money that's there and I
can use it and I'm not gonna be set back or worried about spending it cause I've
already, I've done what it takes to have that money sitting there so I can go spend it.
Where as going to Wal-Mart, I might be really tight on money this month, but I've got
to go to the grocery store, cause when I' m going I'm shopping, then they tell me,
when they ring it up and it' s $200 and I go, 'oh, you know, I wish it wasn't that
much." That' s what makes it a negative thing, plus I don't enjoy grocery shopping. It
is the goods also, but I think it boils down to the fact, the money. That's money that I
have to keep track of, how much did I spend, do I have to, whatever. Whereas when
I'm shopping at those other places I've already worked it out, I don't have to worry
about money to buy, cause I already said, "I'm gonna spend $ 1 00 today" and I've got
it. I think it really has to do with that y'know a lot too.
I: Another thing you said earlier that I thought was quite interesting, I wanted to
follow up on .... when you talked about some of the stores that you had more positive
emotions, the Old Time Pottery or, I don't know, Harry and David, you talked about
the variety of stuff and how you could spend hours in these stores just looking around.
Tell me about that, what is it about the variety, what is that like for you?
P: Um, too when I see a lot of, well, and that's just something that I enjoy, home
decor. I mean, I paint our house, I change the colors of our house regularly, and I
change the, I' m one of those people that moves my furniture around all the time.
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When I go to a store that has a lot of stuff like that, it gives me ideas of things I can do
at home. Of things that I' ve got at home that I can paint or do something to them to
make it look like that. I do, I buy things that I can do projects with. I do buy some
pots, or something that I can paint and give as gifts, or, . . . . usually it' s just a little bit of
the creative side in me, but I enjoy seeing those all different ideas and . . . .. usually when
I go to a store like that, it inspires me to come home and do some rearranging . . .. do
some sprucing up. Just inspires me, that's just fun for me. Now I've tried to make
sure that I don't get carried away, you know, I probably already have, but to me
nothing is funnier than to paint a room in my house and, that's just, that's what I enjoy
doing. I don't know . . . .I think it has to do with creativeness and all the knick knacks
and stuff.
I: So when you go to Old Time Pottery . . .
P: You should go with me sometime, you'd have the best time, I'm telling
you . . .. hahah . . .
I: and you're walking around and you're having this fun and you're seeing all these
different things, how does that feel?
P: Just good, exciting, (inaudible), I can't wait to get whatever I've bought home and
hanging it up, putting it where it needs to be. And I'll go and I'll, I buy a lot for my
sister who just bought a new house, and they kind of struggle financially and I just
love buying her stuff for her house. That's just so fun for me, and I see something that
would go great there. I enjoy buying for people who I know don't, like I can't buy for
my mom, we just don't share in the same taste, so I don't give her anything. It's hard,
if she had my taste she'd get all kinds of goodies, but she doesn't like it, so I buy for
people who appreciate whatever it is.
I: Any other stores that you can think of that you like to shop at, or that you shop at
frequently?
P: No . . . . .I really do not shop hardly . . . . . I'm not a shopper.
I: In that case, Miss Diane, I want to thank you very much for your time.
P: You' re welcome . . . . and next time I go I'll call you and Kim.
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Simon was born and raised in London, England. He has traveled extensively through the
Scandinavian, African, European Counties, and American States - he has lived on three
continents at one time or another.
After completing a two-year self-supported church mission Simon came to the United
States to attend university. Things pertaining to the human mind have always fascinated
him and why we as individuals do the things we do. This interest was specifically
developed as he applied his formal learning to consumer psychology and behavior.
Currently, he "thoroughly enjoys everything about teaching and the classroom
experience" and researching consumer behavioral and cognitive issues with a focus on
the motivational, emotive, cognitive, involvement, and behavioral elements of the
consumer-firm, relationship marketing paradigm and consumer information processing as
it is applied to marketing strategy. He has been the recipient of multiple teaching awards
throughout his teaching career. Simon has owned and operated a variety of small
businesses and had some of his research published in peer-reviewed publications.
Simon considers his career choice in academia as a researcher and teacher as "the most
amazingly wonderful career there is !" Perhaps the best thing Simon will tell you about
himself is that he is married to his sweetheart Kim and the proud father of three
wonderful children Bethany, Jenny, and Chip! As � keen outdoorsman he happily resides
in Durango, Colorado.
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